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Abstract 
This thesis focuses on a sedentary Greek Gypsy population in Athens. The 
arguments presented in this ethnographic study are structured through a discussion 
of what I call 'the schooling paradox'. This paradox indicates that the children's 
and adults' acknowledgement of the importance of the school co-exists with the 
recognition of the incompatibility between Greek Gypsy life and formal 
education. The degree to which adults entrust in their children the decision 
whether or not to attend classes, draws attention to the blurred boundaries 
between Greek Gypsy childhood and adulthood and processes of becoming 
through which children actively participate in the adults' worlds. C 
Based on the premise that children are Subjects with aggency, their views reflect 
broader perceptions of the Greek state and other institutions. Considering these 
perceptions, the thesis examines Greek Gypsy projects of identification and 
explores children's and adults' degrees of participation within wider Greek 
society. Whilst acknowledging the importance of a specific 'Gypsy' sense of 
distinctiveness, this study recognises that there is a Greek component to it. 
Here, the experience of being a Greek Gypsy is seen as premised on age and 
gender-specific embodied performances. These performances are principally 
located within marriage, work and the kinship network and are sustained through 
the acquisition of knowledge through practice. This thesis argues that the 
schooling paradox is symptomatic of alternative processes of learning as well as 
relationships and practices which inform Greek Gypsies' experiences of becoming 
and belonging. The schooling paradox provides the vehicle for examining the 
ways through which an individual and a shared sense of Greek Gypsy 
distinctiveness are primarily sustained and reproduced at the margins of the 
school. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
The Blackboard 
It was mid January when nine-year-old Manolis came looking for me to tell me 
that he had spotted a used school blackboard, stashed away somewhere in the 
neighbourhood close to the Greek Gypsy settlement of Giloni"t. He pointed out 
that if we had it, it would transform the teaching sessions I had been having with 
the children of Gitoni(t since the beginning of my fieldwork into a 'real' class: 
"I've seen this blackboard. somewhere close to the school. It's been there for quite a 
long time but I don't want to take it dining the 41.1 need to go with my father at 
night and bring it here xNith the truck. I swear to von. Ivi. I'll bring you the 
blackboard for your teaching! And we can practice as I used to do at school! " 
A few days later, a group of children from the settlement called me to show me 
,, a big surprise", as they said, leading me to the storage room of Manolls' family. 
Six-year-old Stellos, Manolis' younger brother, took the key to the door of the 
storage room from his father, handed it over to his brother and Manolis opened 
the door revealing the big surpriseý A got the blackboard! " he said proudly. 
First thing the next day, I bought chalk for the blackboard and our teachina 
sessions were suddenly transformed into a performance for the whole settlement. 
The blackboard even attracted the adults' attention to the reading and writing 
sessions. In Manolis' house the parents and relatives of the children were sitting 
around us, clapping their hands proudly each tirne I praised the children for 
reading and writing words correctly on the blackboard. Manolis' parents admired 
not only their son's writing skills, but also emphasised the fact that it was he who 
had spotted the blackboard and carefully organised the process of bringing it to 
6ilotiia. His younger brother, his cousins and peers also admired him for this little 
operation. But at the same time Manolis' father, Theofilos, warned me in front of 
the children not to get overexcited about the blackboar& C 
14 
"Don't get enthusiastic. this won't last long ... these children are 
diffýrent Jim 
enipliasisl, the) can't concentrate. onc influences thc othcr 
Unfortunatelv, as Theofilos had predicted, the teaching sessions with the 
blackboard didn't last long but for an altogether different reason. A few weeks 
later, Manolis came to me, devastated, to tell me that we had to continue our 
teaching sessions as before, without the blackboardý 
Ivi. these thicvcs. the Albanians Inicaning the Albanian Gypsy children frorn the 
neighbouring scttlciiicntl nicked the blackboard! 1,10, qfh i kleftes I AAoni 111as 
pirane Ion pinaka!; - 
His mother, Katerina, who was washing clothes in her yard next to us, said 
something that made him angryý 
"I'm so liappý that you lost the blackboard! You got NvIiat you desemed. You don't 
deseme having it. since you are not capable of keeping your things safe! - 
The Children of Gitonia and the Schooling Paradox 
Manolis, along with the rest of the Greek Gypsy boys and girls of schooling age 
of Gilotfi(i, did not go to school. In the mornings, when the children in the 
neighbourhood were heading for school, they non-nally accompanied their parents 
or relatives to the markets, or stayed in the settlement with their close relatives, 
looking after their younger siblings and cousins, and played. In the afternoons, tý 
when the Albanian Gypsy girls from the neighbouring settlement, Anna and Eleni, 
passed by Giloni(i's yard proudly showing off their school bags, the Greek Gypsy 
children stopped their games and stared at them, loudly making fun of their 
country of origin and the fact that they were going to school. 
Manolis and a few of his cousins had gone to school some time ago but after a 
few weeks of irregular attendance they dropped out. Nevertheless, most of these 
children acknowledged the importance of schooling for their future and they 
wished to go back to classes one day. This is why they asked me to organise a 
series of teaching, sessions when I was conducting my fieldwork, in order to assist 
them with reading and writino, preparing them for their return to school. 
Talking about a Gypsy settlement and children who follow their parents at 
work, simultaneously encountering difficulties with incorporating themselves into 
15 
the schooling process, one might easily associate Manolis' case with one of the 
numerous examples of children from displaced groups or ethnic, linguistic and 
religious minorities. ' However, Manolis, Stelios, Pavlos, Kalliope, Haris, 
Dimitris, Fotis, Nikoleta, Paris and the rest of the children of (; ilofficl were Greek 
citizens, faithfully adhered to Orthodox Christianity, spoke Greek as their only 
language, as their parents did, and this settlement was where their parents and 
grandparents had lived for several decades. Z 
What is more, although both the Greek Gypsies and the Albanian Gypsies lived 
in impoverished conditions in the same neighbourhood, Manolls did not face the 
same difficulties as Eleni and Anna frorn the neighbouring settlement, whose 
parents had recently come from Albania to Greece in search of a better future. The 
girls' parents did not possess any documents to prove their legal entry to Greece, 
they spoke Romam or Albanian at home and they had a verv poor command of 
Greek. It was only recently that both the parents and the girls had been christened 
in the church, in order "to make a new start in their life", as Konstantmos, their 
father, explained to me. Nevertheless, in contrast to Manolis and the rest of the 
Greek Gypsy children, Anna and Elem regularly, and successfully, attended 
classes in primary school along with a number of other Albanian Gypsy children. 
Taking into account these contradictions, the incident with the blackboard 
mirrors the most important issues inherent in what I call the schooling paradox in 
relation to the Greek Gypsies of Gilonki. One of these issues is that the children's 
enthusiasm with the blackboard and the teaching sessions coexists with 
persistently high illiteracy rates in the settlement. Indeed, none of the inhabitants 
(children and adults) of Gitonia had graduated from primary school. More 
specifically, only one adult (Theofi IOS)2 could read and write at a very basic level 
and the only five children (Pavlos, Haris, Dirmtris, Manolls and Kalliope) who 
had enrolled in the first grade of primary school soon dropped out. 
Additionallv, parents and adults' praise and their clapping of the performance 
of their children in front of the blackboard during the teaching sessions goes hand 
in hand with tile pessimistic belief that their children are 'difTerent' and this is 
' Here. I refer to official definitions of the terin rniiioritý . 
As NNe sliall see. Greek Gypsies. as also 
most of' t lie GNpsies and Roina in Greece (iNith the exception of the Turkish or Muslim Gvpsics) 
-ire not offiiciallý recognisedas a minoritý bý the Greek state. 
Although lie had not been to school- Theofilos had learrit lioNN to read and NNritc Niith the 
assistance of a non-GNpsý Greek friend Nflio ýi as a ieýiclicr in Crete. 
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why they cannot be successfully incorporated into the schooling process. 
Theofilos' comment suggests there is a set of different qualities, priorities and 
aspirations among, the children and probably among the adults, which to a greater 
or lesser extent are incompatible with the experience of schooling. Furthermore, 
the fact that Katerina's admiration for her son, for procuring the blackboard, 
quickly shifted to scorn at his inability to look after it, suggests that Greek Gypsy 
children are constantly evaluated on the basis of their performance of roles which 
involve important duties and obligations. 
In fact, as the earlier vignette reveals, Manolis' achievement of finding the 
blackboard and bringing it to the settlement attracted the interest of the rest of the 
inhabitants of Gilonju and provoked the admiration of his parents and his brother 
far more than his actual performance during the teaching sessions. Most 
importantly, his act added credit to his status within his peer circle in the 
settlement. A further point of interest is that, in Manolis' mind, what was 
previously considered to be an achievement (the act of procuring the blackboard) 
became an immoral act of stealing, attributed to the Albanian Gypsy children who 
lived in the nearby settlement, when the blackboard was lost. 
In short, the event with the blackboard points to significant incompatibilities 
between the formal educational process and the Greek Gypsy way of life. What is 
more. it offers a glimpse into the shiftin context in which these incompatibilities 17,9 
are expressed by highlighting the interplay between the Greek Gypsies of Gitonkl 
and their Albanian Gypsy neighbours who recently migrated to Greece. The 
analysis of these incompatibilities, as expressed from the point of view of the 
Greek Gypsy children and adults, constitutes a useful strategy for disentangling 
definitions of Greek-(ýips. vness. More specifically, it opens the way for 
explorations of those processes that inform particular ideologies and practices 
which are seen to distinguish Greek Gypsies from non Greek Gypsy 'others'. 
The Shifting Greek Context, the School and 'Multicultural' 
Models of Education 
During the last thirty years legal and illegal migrant flows to Greece have altered 
the composition of contemporary Greek society, resulting in significant changes 
in the country's socio-economic arena (Baldwin- Edwards, 2004, Fakiolas, 2003, 
1999, Lambrianidis and Limberaki, 2001, Lazarides and Wickens, 1999). Since 
17 
the restoration of democracy in 1974, the country's growing levels of economic 
prosperity, in association with a number of other significant political processes, 
, imes in Eastern Europe, such as EU membership and the fall of the Communist reg 
has transformed Greece into a country that imports rather than exports migrants 
3 
(Fakiolas, 2003, Gallant, 2001; Markou, 1998b). Although throughout the last 
decades Greece has hosted a large number of migrants from various countries, 
Albanians constitute by far the largest migrant group in contemporary Greek 
society (Baldwin -Edwards, 2004, Fakiolas, 1999; Petrimotou, 1993 ). 
4 
The change is nowhere more striking than in the competitive schooling arena. 
In conternporary Greek society education has been widely considered as the most 
important means for upward social mobility. And, given the fact that there are no 
private universities in Greece and access to higher education can only be achieved 
through a highly competitive national system of exams, even the early years of 
schooling are seen as a key that can grant access to higher levels of education and 
subsequently the economic market. Additionally, the growing proportion of 
migrant children in Greek schools (App. 2, Table 2) and the growing number of 
migrant children who outperform the long-estabi i shed majority of students 
enhance this sense of competition. 
The following example shows some of the tensions that are reflected in the 
education system, In 2003, a few days before the national celebration of the 28t" 
of October 6 there was a strong reaction by a number of people-also prompted by 
some local authorities and ultra right-wing political representative s--i n Nea 
Michaniona, near Thessaloniki, against the proposal that a sixteen-year-old 
Albanian, Odysseas Tsenai, should carry the Greek flag during the school parade. 7 
Odysseas had scored the highest grade in his school and as recognition for this 
outstanding performance, he was supposed-according to the custom-to carry 
See App. 2. Table 1. 
According to the 2001 Census. Albanians count 440.000 people N0ich is around 65% of the non- 
EU. 'non-ethnic Greek' aliens residing in Greece (BaIdNN in-EdiNards. 2004) 
See the diagram of the Greek educational sýsteni (App. 2- Diagram 1). 
The 28"' of October is the Ochi Daý, celebrating the refusal of the Greeks to grant the Italians 
free passage into the coutun in 1940 during WWII. 
Such as the local parents council in Nea Michaniona. the Prefect of Thessaloniki. Manolis 
Psonnadis (Ta Nea. 22-10-2003ý 25/26-10-2001) and the leader of the ultra right-NNing party of 
LAOS 1.1,10-1*1- Giorgos Karalzat"eris (Ta Nea. 14-10-2003i 01-11-2003). 
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the flag in the national and religious celebrations. But this generated a wider 
debate and considerable tension within Greek society and faced with these 
reactions, he decided to withdraw from his right to carry the flag on the 28'1' of 
October, as he had also done in the previous years. 
Odysseas' case is neither entirely new, nor the only one. Similar cases, such as 
that of an Egyptian girl in Kalithea, a Philipino boy in Lesvos, and a Polish girl in 
Nafp1io are only some of the children of immigrant parents who achieved a 
distinguished performance at school. But in contrast to Odysseas, they did carry 
the flag in the parades of the 28"' of October with the support of the authorities 
and without provoking any reactions among the local people. 
My intention in raising Odysseas' case here is to bring to light the current 
transformations that Greek society is undergoing, also showing that the school 
constitutes a place of growing tension which absorbs and reflects the impact of 
these transformations (Damanakis, 2001, Govaris, 2001, Katsikas and Politou, 
1999). The reactions from some of the local population and the authorities in 
Odysseas' case, the stunning increase in the number of studies on the changing 
character of Greek schools (Damanakis, 2001, Govaris, 2001, Katsikas and 
Politou, 1999) as well as the proliferation of studies calling for a multicultural turn 
in the Greek educational system (Damanakis, 2001; Govarts, 2001, Nikolaou, 
2000, Gotovos, 1998, Markou, 1998b, 1998a, 1996) reflect these changes. 
What is more, one can assume that since 130.000 migrant children from many 
different countries currently attend classes in Greek schools throughout the 
countrV (Katsikas, 2003, Katsikas and Politou, 1999)8-an increase of over 520% 
since 1995 (Katsikas, 2001) 9-the possibility that migrant children might score 
higher grades than non-migrant children increases significantly (Fakiolas, 2003). 
In this sense, the school opens the way for migrant children to compete in the 
socio-economic arena with the children who belong to the majority population, 
under much more favourable terms than their parents do today. As we shall see in 
the following section, this particular group of Greek Gypsies acknowledges this 
changing reality but it rernains largely outside of this competition. 
'-To Sholio ton ... -30 
Pol itisnion: 130. o00 Xciii Matliites sta Eilinika Thrania- ja Nea. 25/26-10- 
200-3). 
" -100.000 Xciii Matliiies sia Ellinika Thm nia'- (Ta Nea. 13-8-2001). 
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The decision of the Greek Gypsies of Gaoiiki to remain at the margins of the 
formal educational process is a point of further interest here. This is so because 
this specific attitude towards schooling contrasts with the emergent discussion 
around multicultural models of education developed within the Greek academia 
and other educational bodies as well as within the EU and the Council of Europe. 
As in other European countries (Guy, 2001b, Acton and Klimový, 2001), also in 
Greece the emergence of Roma-related programmes funded by European 
institutionslo took place in parallel with a wider discussion of 'multiculturalism' 
and a discourse around migration and minorities. ' 
Since the 1990's, the rise of a Roma policy within the EU, the Council of 
Europe and its associate organizations brought the educational problem of the 
Gypsies and Roma in Europe at the top of the agenda of the Roma related policies 
(Kovats, 2001). A growing number of funded programmes and support projects 
among the member states and candidate countries of the EU-such as the Phare, 
the Access and the ýocrales programmes-are geared towards multicultural 
models of education which encourage and support the Gypsies' and Roma 
participation and integration in all grades of the educational process. 
In Greece this growing awareness around 'multi cultural ism' and specifically 
around multicultural models of education have prompted a growing number of 
research projects within and outside the Greek acadennia, 12 conferences" and 
14 publications on Roma issues , media reports"ý as well as a circle of 
Roma support 
"' As for example. the progranIS undertaken bv G. S. A. E. [General Secretariat of Adult Education 
(Genib (; ralmnati(i Laikis 1ýpimoýfbsisfl, such as the SOCRATES and the MULTI ROMA 
ACTION 14ELLAS programs. 
'' More on the discussion of 'inulticulturalism' and minorities in Greece see Kravva. 2003b, 
Cowan and Bro-, Nn, 2000: Mackridge and Yannakakis. 1997. Karakasidou. 1997. Danforth, 1995). 
See also the literature on the sociology of education (Darnanakis. 200 1. Govaris, 200 1, Nikolaou, 
2000. Gotovos. 1998: Terzopoulou and Georgiou, 1998-. Vasiliadou and PavIi-Korre. 19W 
Markou. 1998b. 1998a. 1996). 
11 Such as the prqject "Education of Gvpsý Children" (EXpc(kt. ýi Tsigý, -anopcelon) undertaken bý 
the universit-v of loannina or the Action Program for the Gypsies 101okhromeno llr(ývramma 
Drasisgym fous promoted bý the Minlstrý of Interior. 
For example- the conference on --The Role of Local Authorities in the Education of Gypsies- 10 
Rolos tis '10pikis .I, 
ftodiikisisslin Ekpedefýi ton Isigganonj (Athens, 10-11 December. 1999) and 
the international Sý mposium on the "'Education of Gypsies: Elaboration of Educational Material" 
7sý<,, ganon: . Inaplixt 
1-Wkikok(m Ilikoul (Athens. 6-9 April- 1995). 
See the publications of the G. S. A. E. lGencral Secretariat of Adult Education (0emki (7rammatia 
Loibs Epimorfi). ýis)j (Terzopoulon and Georgiou. 1998-. Vasiliadou and Pa\li-Korrc. 1998: 
Markou. 1999b. 1998a. 1996). 
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organisations'(' which have contributed to an important public discourse on 
Gypsies and Roma in Greece. 
The Gypsies in Greece 
General Framework 
The size of the Gypsy population in Greece can not be easily estimated, since it 
has not been recorded with accuracy in the Greek census. 17 Nor does it reflect 
important differences arnong various Gypsy groups. As Is also the case in other 
European nation- states, "' Gypsies and Roma in Greece are divided into a variety 
of groups and subgroups, crosscut by a wide range of descriptive characteristics, 
such as language, religion, ethnic affiliation (Greek, Turkish, Albanian, 
Romanian, Bulgarian), different levels of education and integration into wider 
society, etc. Some of these groups accept to be called or consider themselves to be 
Roma while other groups refuse this appellation. 
Estimates of the total, number of Gypsies and Roma in Greece vary 
considerably, ranging from 120.000 to 350.000. " Government figures suggest 
that the Gypsies and Roma are between 120.0000 and 150.000 (1,5% of the total 
20 population) , while international 
NGOs estimate the figure to be between 
140.000 and 200.000.2 1 Local non-govern mental organisations, as well as 
representatives of Roma and Gypsy organisations, estimate the number is as high 
'ý' See. for example. the special editions of Eleftherotypia: "Istorika: Tsiggani Afti i Agnosti" 
(21/06/200 1), --Tsiggani: Ke an Ime Rom Mi Me Fovase*' (11/03/2000) 
"' Such as the state-sponsorcd POSER (Panhellenic Federation of Greek Roma Associations) and 
the SOKARDE (Coordinated Organizations and Communities for Roma Human Rights in 
Greece). 
'- The citizens are not obliged to state their membersWp or affiliation with particular socio-cultural 
groups (littp. //osce. org/odliir/lidim2O() I /state in ents. phb3'? top ic=4a&autlirot-- 2 3). According to the 
census of 200 1. the size of the total population is 10.939.771 (see also App. 2. Table 1). 
"' See Manishiakova and Popov. 200 la. Kovats. 200 1. 
'9 Here- I call Gypsies and not Roma those groups of Gypsies Ni Inch reject or do not use the term 
Roma- such as the Greek Gýpsics in this studý. 
, (, This figure NNas presented bý the Greek delegation at a Human Dimension Implementation 
Meeting of the Organisation for the SCCUritý and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in 2001. 
(lit 1p: Yosce. org/odh ir/lidi in200 I /statement s. phb3? topic=4a&, a uthror--2 ' ') 
11 For example. Minority Rights Group International estimated the number of Gý psics and Roma 
in Greece bctNN cen 160.000and 200.000 (Romo Gjpsies. - ýI1, uropeanI 
finoi-ity. 1995: 8). 
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as 300.000 or 350.000 (around _3% of the total population) . 
According to a 
survey conducted by the University of Ioannina '23 
the vast majority of Gypsies 
24 2- and Roma in Greece are sedentary. '3 The same survey demonstrated that 84% of 
Gypsies in Greece are Christian Orthodox while 15% of them are Muslim (App. 
1, Graph, 2). Only 8,8% of the total Gypsy population in Greece do not speak 
Romarn (App. 1, Graph 3). 
Until the second half of the 20th century, the Gypsies in Greece shared similar 
characteristics with the non-Gypsy population particularly in the rural areas, such 
as high levels of poverty and low levels of education, similar economic activities 
and extended family organisation, as well as variations of ideologies of gender, 
honour and respect (Gotovos, 2001). Like other groups, Gypsies who have 
worked and lived over the last two centuries (since the foundation of the Greek 
nation state in 1833 1) in a mainly agricultural economy-that due to specific socio- 
political circumstances skipped the characteristic phases of the industrialisation 
process-have become part of a process of modernisation (Gotovos, 2001). 
Gypsies felt the impact of rapid urbanisation, economic restructuring and 
recession and followed the interna 12" and external27 migrant flows of the 
beginning and the last quarter of the 20"' century (Ntousas, 1997). 
Greek Helsinki Monitor has estimated the Roma and Gypsy population between 300.000 and 
350.000 (ERRC and GHM: Cleaningy Operations: Aývchidiný, Rotna in (; reece, Country Report 
Series. No. 12. April 2003) 
23 The first large-scale research related to Gypsies and Roma ever conducted in Greece. The 
survey. conducted by Papakostantinou, Vasiliadou and PavIi-Korrc as part of the wider prcJect 
-Education of Gypsy children" of the University of Ioannina. took place between November 1997 
and January 1998 in ten prefectures, where 68% of the Gypsies and Roma in Greece arc estimated 
to live. In 1999, another studý' with similar findings in five more prefectures of Greece 
supplemented the previous one (for more see the special edition of EleftherotyPia. 11/0' )/2000: 
**Tsiggani: Ke in Inic Rom Mi Me Fovase"). 
"I Including Gypsies and Roma who stated as their place of birth countries such as Turkey. 
Albama. Bulgaria and Romania. 
1ý Indeed. 63.511/4, of the Gypsies and Roma in Greece are sedentarý and living in houses, 27.1% are 
sedentary and living in settlements. 5.6% are sciiii-scdentarv. and onIN 3.5% are traveling (App. 1. 
Graph 1). 
26 Internal migration. NNInch NNas Ncr\ much the result of agricultural recession. affected the rural 
Gypsies v, ho migrated into toNA ris and big cities. 
Gypsies ýOio came to Greece either as migrants from Asia Minor in 1922 or through the 
exchange of populations beween Greece and Turkey in 1924 (Ntousas. 1997). The agreement for 
this compulsory exchange of populations was signed in Lausanne in 1924 fol IoN% ing the Lausanue 
trealy of 1923 ý\Iiicli concluded the First World War (1914-1918) and the Greco-Turkish War in 
Asia Minor (1919-1922). 
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Since the eariv 1950s, different Gypsy groups living in the urban environment 
had to shift their economic activities towards more flexible, labour-intensive and 
opportunistic work patterns. Sedentary urban Gypsies tried primarily to take 
advantage of the new opportunities that urbanisation and industrialisation 
generated and filled the gaps in specific niches, such as street-vending, repairing 
and trading of second-hand furniture"' and gadgets, recycling of scrap metal and 
seasonal trading of various goods. 
Many recent studies on Gypsies in Greece increasingly pointed to the Gypsies' 
marginal incorporation into the educational process as the key factor which 
explains their inability to follow the pace of economic development that started in 
the second half and intensified in the last quarter of the 20th century (Katsikas and 
Politou, 1999; Lidaki, 1998; Vasiliadou and Pavii-Korre, 1998; Ntousas, 1997, 
Pavli and Sideri, 1990). Various statistics (official and unofficial) demonstrate 
high rates of illiteracy among Gypsies in different areas of Greece. This verifies 
that Gypsies have largely remained marginal participants in the Greek educational 
process during the last fifty years in contrast to the successful integration of the 
non-Gypsy population (Gotovos, 200 1). 
For example, the survey conducted by the University of Ioannina estimates the 
levels of illiteracy among Gypsies and Roma of between eighteen and forty-seven 
years of age as high as 69,7%, also acknowledging that 14,9% of those who have 
been to school are functionally illiterate (App 2, Graph 1). What is more, a 
research conducted by DEPO S29 In 1998 on Gypsy and Roma children between 
six and eighteen years of age in a number of settlements in Greece, revealed that 
only 21% of children of primary school age have ever been to school, while only 
I')% have adequate literacy ski II Sý30 In some cases, statistics based on more 
localised samples show even higher rates of illiteracy. For instance, in a survey of 
)01 households conducted bv N. E. L. E Magnisias 3 31 in Volos in 1990, only 5% of 
At the peak of the process of urbanisation. the vast inqjorit) of urban households replaced the 
hemý old-fashioned furniture. used kitchen applimices and household items Nvith modern ones. 
Big quantities of this furniture and household items ended up (were sold, giNen or found) to the 
Gypsies NN ho stocked. repaired tlicin and sold thern in the 80s to the bourgeois Greek socieo-. 
Dimosia býýihirbu IState Enterprise for Urban Planningl. 
Cited in ERRC and GHM: Cleaning Operations. - Eveludiqg Roma in (; recce. Countrý Report 
Series. No12. April 2003 
3' Xomarchiab hpitropi Latkis hpjlnorphoms 
.1 
lagnimas I Prefectural Adult Education Committee 
of Magnisia I. 
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Gypsies under the age of twenty could read and write (Vasiliadou and Pavli- 
Korre, 1998). 
Apart from their marginal incorporation into the schooling process over the last 
fifty years, the long established groups of Gypsies and Roma in Greece, such as 
the Greek Gypsies and Turkish Gypsies, have recently felt the impact of migrant 
economic activity. Especially in big cities, migrant economic activity has had a 
tremendous impact on 'traditional' Gypsy occupations, Since the fall of 
Communism in the Balkan and Eastern European countries, the Gypsies' near 
monopoly over what was considered to be the 'margins' of Greek society has had 
to face the economic activity generated by new, different Gypsy groups which 
have migrated to Greece (Gypsies from Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, etc. ). 
Particularly during the last decades, the economic opportunities for these long 
established groups of Gypsies, such as street vending, have shrunk considerably 
due to the growing competition from recent migrants (including Gypsy migrants). 
At the same time, migrant activity in the informal sector of economy has led to a 
more rigid legal framework that minimises state authorities' tolerance towards 
illegal work and trade. Greek law regarding vending has become stricter and 
vendors who don't possess both a permit and legal proof of purchase of their 
products are at risk of having their goods confiscated. 
Having sketched the general framework within which different Gypsy groups 
in Greece live and interact, the next sections offer a glimpse into the intricacies 
relevant to the examination of this specific case. In the absence of concrete and 
linear historical evidence that could illuminate both the routes followed by the 
Greek Gypsies of Gitonict within Greek society In general and the particular socio- 
cultural processes that have defined their relationship with other groups and the 
state, this study inevitably concentrates on the exploration of ethnographic data 
produced in fieldwork. Constrained by such historical limitations and the absence 
of solid statistical data based on large samples over extended periods of time, the 
use of ethnographic material can make an important contribution to a more 
informed theoretical analysis. 
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Perceptions of the 'Gypsy" and 'Gypsyness' in Mainstream Discourse 
This study argues that what is considered to be 'Gypsv' for the Greek Gypsies of 
(; ilonhi involves networks and practices whicli cannot be merely seen as the result 
of a rigid conceptual or ideological distinction between the 'Gypsv' and the 'non- 
Gypsy'. However, such a distinction clearly prevails and is reproduced in 
mainstream non-Gypsy discourse, in spite of the fact that the 'Gypsy' is often 
represented as part of contemporary mainstream culture in the arts, the popular 
literature and the media. The following example from the closing ceremony of the 
Olympics of 2004 is representative of two contrasting images of the 'Gypsy' 
[Yýflo, ý, TsJggtino, v] and 'Gypsyness' [Yiflicij in the current popular discourse in 
Greece. 
In the closing ceremony of the Olympics of 2004, its creator. Dimitris 
Papaioanou, chose to present a patchwork of representative songs and dances 
from all over Greece. 32 Part of this event was a group of actors and dancers 
dressed as Gypsy men and women who entered the stadium on a red truck with 
water-melons. "-' As soon as the truck entered the stadium and the 'Gypsy' women 
danced 1-ýifieteli (a Greek type of belly-dance), the excitement of the spectators 
was evident in their loud expressions of enthusiasm. Nevertheless, the very next 
day-and despite the widely acknowledged success of the ceremony-a public 
debate arose whether the group which played the Gypsies should have been part 
of the cerernony or not. The discussion was focused on whether the 'Gypsy' truck 
and the Gypsies in general are actually part of a representative image of what is 
though to be today 'Greek' culture. 
In less formal non-Gypsy discourse and in everyday speech, the frequent use of 
the nouns Yýftos and Yýffict as synonymous of the words dirt and dirty, cheap and 
crook demonstrates a clear connotation between representations of the 'Gypsy' 
and 'Gypsyness' and notions of social inferiority. A similar ideological distinction 
also prevails in discourses often used by state officials. For instance, for a great 
number of municipal representatives the existence of 1. vigg(rni or Alhiggctni in the 
While music ýus plaNing dUring the cerenioriN. different grOLIPS of actors and other participants 
paraded and danced. enacting NariOLIS SOCJo-culttiral groups of contemporary Greek socictý 
(peasants. immigrams. Cretans. Pontiacs, GN i psles c1c). 
The tnick NN hich carries ý%atcr-irieloiis is ýN ideIN seen as a -G% psN ' image in iion-GN psý Greek 
discourse. 
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borders of their municipalities is associated with various problems which threat 
the existing social order such as sources of pollution, Illegal access to land, rise of 
criminality, possible reactions of the local non-Gypsy local population against the 
Gypsies' presence. 
This is interesting because in the case of the Gypsies of Gilonkt, as we shall see 
in the forthcoming paragraphs, conceptual associations of the 'Gypsy' and 
'Gypsyness' with dirt and dirtiness, cheap and crook clearly contradict with the 
values on which the members of this particular group lay emphasis upon, namely 
the concepts of finfi [honour] and nikokirio [household]. Indeed, most of the elder 
women of Gilonia used to offer-and a few of them still did-their services as 
cleaners in various non-Gypsy neighbouring households. This proves that in 
contrast to the widely accepted stereotype of the non-Gypsies of the dirty and 
crook 'Gypsy', some of the local non-Gypsy Greek housewives had 
acknowledged the women of Gifonia as good cleaners and even trusted them to 
take care of their own households. In addition, the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia, 
strongly stereotype the hakamo [non-Gypsy Greek] 'other' as dirty and morally 
inferior. 
A different image of the 'Gypsy' [o Yifto. ý or i yý/ijV(1]34 either as the familiar 
'other' or as a representative character of Greek society has often been depicted 
both in the popular literature and in the media. The collection of poems "0 
Dotlekalogo., v lon yýlio, 1-35 written by Kostis Palamas in 1907 is probably the most 
famous example in the popular literature where the 'Gypsy' represents the exotic, 
the wise and the independent. What is more, in the classic black and white Greek 
film "Luterim, Flohiti ke Filolinio", the 'Gypsy' is represented as passionate and 
uncompromised. 
More recently, in the highly popular for over a decade T. V. satire "Deka Allikri 
Hilsi" [Ten Little Mitsi], their creator and famous comedian Lakis Lazopoulos 
enacted ten different representative characters of contemporary Greek society. 
One of these central characters was the Gypsy [o Yýfio. sý] who played the news 
presenter with a characteristic Gypsy accent and who cleverly commented on 
current issues of Greek societv. In addition, in 1998 the T. V. series -11. vilhiri 
ý' Male or feniale G\ ps\. 
Translafioný --TheT\Ne1vc Words of Ilic GýPs\-. 
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KardiaV' [Whispers of the Heart] which was about the love story between a rich 
middle-class man and a young woman from the Gypsy settlement of Nea Liosia 
36 
achieved record numbers in Greek TV ratings . 
What is more, there is an 
increasing presence of members of various Gypsy groups in Greece along with 
non-Gypsies as guests or participants in reality shows, beauty contests and talent 
shows of Greek trash T. V. 37 WhilSt, on one hand the Gypsies' presence in such 
shows reinforces the non-Gypsy stereotype of the 'Gypsy' as marginal, on the 
other hand it presents Gypsies as an active part of current Greek society. 
Also the press often reflects the two contrasting views of Gypsy 'otherness' 
mentioned aboveý the 'Gypsy' as the distant 'other' and the 'Gypsy' as the 
familiar 'other. Indeed, current articles and reports regarding Gypsies in Greece 
range from prejudiced assumptions of the Gypsy criminality to more folklorist 
descriptions or sympathetic attitudes towards their victimisation and conditions of 
poverty. 38 
Gypsies, the Greek State and the Use of the Terrn 'Minority' 
The multiple and often ambiguous uses of the term 'minority' in popular and 
academic discourse in Greece have caused considerable confusion and a wider 
theoretical discussion which has revolved more around what is thought to be 
'Greek' than what constitutes a 'minority' both in legal and sociological terms 
(Gotovos, 2002, Kourtovik, 1997, Dimoulis, 1997, Tsitselikis and Christopoulos, 
1997). 
Following the basic outline of international law for the definition of the term 
minority, Tsitselikis and Christopoulos (1997: 431-433) indicate that the 
recognition of a group as a minority within a particular country presupposes that 
the members of the groupý a) possess the citizenship of this country, b) constitute 
a numerical minority in this country's population, c) are differentiated in terms of 
36 W1 I ilS, not a\ oiding folklorist representations of Ilic Gýpsý '. the series succeeded in bringing 
out IN ith selisilivitý sonic aspects of Ný hat is distilictivc aniong the Gypsies of Nea Liosia. Indeed. 
the series were \\ idclý accepted both bN the Gypsies as NNell as by the non-GN psy Greek viewers. 
Such as the program presented by Annita Pania N%lficli is called. 1gripilies. 
See for example GHM report to the ERRC: Report on the Coverage of (tie RoIna in the Greek 
Press (MaN. 1999). 
ethnic, linguistic, religious, or cultural identity and d) express a collective 
consciousness of this identity and the willingness to persevere it. 
During the 1990s. the growing numbers of migrants in Greece, the Macedonian 
conflict and the rise of the voices of particular groups within Greek society who 
describe themselves as minorities contributed to the elaboration of a wider 
anthropological discourse around minorities in Greece. Following the theoretical 
debates on state and nationalism of the 1980s and 1990s within social sciences 
and the discipline of anthropology (Hobsbawm, 1990; Anderson, 1983); Gellner, 
1983), this discourse also acquired significant importance among theorists of state 
and nationalism in Greece (Karakasidou, 1997, Danforth, 1995). 
For Danforth ( 1995), minorities constitute specific groups within the borders of 
a nation state whose members' points of collective identification differ from the 
national standards in terms of culture, ethnicity or religion. In addition, Danforth 
(1995) argues that although the existence of minorities is seen as posing a threat to 
the image of a homogenous national identity, at the same time minorities are the 
very product of the same process which consolidates the building of a nation. For 
Cowan and Brown (2000), within a framework of a politics of identitv and 
difference minorities are neither homogenous entities nor pose the same degree of 
threat to national identities. According to Cowan and Brown (2000), the existence 
of points of difference with the national culture among the members of a group 
does not necessarily mean the absence of points of identification with mainstream 
culture. 
In official political discourse, the Greek state does not bestow the status of 
minority to any ethnic, linguistic, religious or cultural group living within its 
territ ory'39 with the exception of the Muslim population, whose minority status 
was officially acknowledged with the Lausanne treaty of 1924 . 
40 The Muslim 
population is recognised as a religious minority which comprises "the Turkish- 
Apart frorn Qypsics and Roma. the Muslim minority and the immigrants N%ho recently came to 
Greece from various countries. there are long established communities of Armenians. Vlachs. 
JcNxs. Pontiacs and Macedonian Skivs. 
"' The official ackm%ledgement of the Muslim population of Western Thrace as a religious 
minority NNas signed in Lausanne in 1924 in a separate agreement follmNing the Lausarme treaty of 
peace settlement of 1923 which ended the First World War (1914-1918) and the Greco-Turkish 
War in Asia Minor (1919-1922). In this agreement. Greece and Turkcý agreed the compulsory 
exchange of their ethnic populations (the ethnic Greeks xNho lived in Turkcý and the ethnic Turks 
who lived in Greece), Nxith the exception of the ethnic Greeks living in Istanbul and the ethnic 
Turks living in Western Thrace (see also footnote 27). 
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speaking" population or groups "of Turkish-origin descent" in Western 
Thrace 4 '-in the words of Greece's former Prime Minister Konstantmos 
Mitsotakis in his speech on 1990 in Xantht (cited in Heraklidis, 1997: 219). 
Consequently, Gypsies in Greece (including- the Greek Gypsies) are not officially 
recognised as a minority with the exception of the Muslim Gypsies who belong to 
a wider Muslim minority. 
Across Europe on the other hand, the emergence of a well-educated political 
Roma elite-particularly strong in Eastern and Central European countries 
(Marushiakova and Popov, 2001a, Gheorge and Acton, 2001)-and the 
overwhelming expansion of institutional bodies and organisations which 
promoted Roma-related issues (Acton and Klimovd, 2001) have advocated the 
42 development of a global Roma movement . 
At the same time, Gypsies and Roma 
have been acknowledged as a minority by the EU and other European institutions. 
However, Gheorge and Acton (2001: 6_33) recognise that while the concepts of 
minority and minority rights may be meaningful for some Gypsy groups, such 
concepts may not make sense nor reflect the actual position and aims of other 
Gypsy groups, even within the same country. As far as the Greek Gypsies of this 
study are concerned, they are reluctant to be differentiated (in legal terms) from 
the non-Gypsy Greek population and to be officially recognised as a minority, 
while also consistently differentiating themselves from other Gypsy groups in 
Greece. On the other hand, they strategically use the term minority when 
negotiating state benefits. A similar confusion reflects the ambivalent stance of 
the Greek Gypsies towards the use of the term Roma. As Alexis, the middle-aged 
head of the Christopoulos extended family explained: 
-One day. somebody passed by the settlement mid told us Nve are called Roma ... and 
I told hini that all my life I've been a Greek. I'm a Greek Gypsy joh moil ti --oi inle 
01inas, jine Effinas Tsigganosj, but if lie NNants us to be called Roma in order to get 
houses. then there is no problem. let him call me whatever lie likes. I kno%N NN-lio I 
am. 
This religious niiiiorilý includes the Pomaks and the Muslim Gypsies (Heraklidis. 1997: 219) 
- Whilst this iiio\ciiicnt does not promote territorial clainis or the pursuit of the founding of a 
nation-state. it endorses some of the strategies of nationalistic projects (GuN. 200 lb). For example. 
it promotes the construction of a homogenous 'Ronia' cultural identitN through the use of the 
unified terin -Rorna' for various GypsN groupings. the emphasis on recent historical events such as 
the Holocaust and the promotion of a more standardised Romani language (Marushiakova and 
Popov. 200 la). 
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The following issues make the use of the term minority in this particular case 
even more complicated, while suggesting that it should be used in more fluid 
terms than those assumed in official discourse 43 The fact that, in contrast to the 
vast majority of other Gypsy groups in Greece, the Greek Gypsies of Gilollkl do 
not speak Romam but only speak Greek, as well as their strong affiliation to 
Orthodox Christianity and their attachment to particular places (place of birth or 
place of origin), such as (; ilotfia and Khalkida, allows them ample space to 
negotiate their Greektie-vv enmeshed with a notion of Simultaneously 
though, some of these characteristics, such as the exclusive use of Greek, or the 
attachment to particular places do not make them 'less' Gypsy than other Gypsy 
groups. On the contrary, in their view, elements of Greektie. vs enhance and 
simultaneously naturalise perceptions of 
Place: Gitonia 
This thesis is grounded in material obtained during a fifteen-month period of 
fieldwork (from July 2001 until October 2_002) conducted in a Greek Gypsy 
settlement to which I give the pseudonym Gilotiia. 44 The settlement which 
numbered approximately 100 people was located on Kimis Avenue and on the 
northern side of Spiros Louis Avenue, close to the Olympic Stadium of Athens, in 
Marousi, the middle-class northern suburb of the Greek capital (Fig. 1.3)). Gitollia 
stood 250 metres away from the railway station Irini, only 100 metres away from 
and on the western side of the premises of the Olympic Stadium, on a sparsely 
populated area, known as Kaloghreza or as the greater periphery of the Olympic 
Stadium. There were two entrances to Gilotiici, one from the Kimis Avenue and 
one from a small road which led from Spiros Louis Avenue to Irini station and the 
premises of the Olympic stadium (Fig. 1.3)). 
For Hmýcs and Perez (1996: 149). although there arc significant differences bctxNccn the 
Gypsics and other tnýinoritN groups, the anaINsis of the Gypsies Should constitute part of the studý 
of minorities ii idiin lite i% ider theoretical framework of nationalism and etliniciw "If the concept 
of etlinic nunoritN is defined bý its subordinate status ýN ithin a wider societý . 
bý the IoN% esteem in 
which its cliaracten sties are perceived. and if its distinctive cciiienfing features are to do Nvilli 
feelings of shared histon. culture and tradition. then there is no doubt that G) psics and Travellers 
constitute sucha ininorilN. .. 
Gitonia nicans ncighbourhood in Greek. The selection of this pseudonvin aims to convev the 
reader (lie inliabitanis' allachi-nein to this particular area NN it li t1iis specific sNntliesis of houses and 
the relatedness of its mcnibcrs. 
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In their vast majority, the inhabitants of the settlement were both legal and 
illegal street and market vendors of fruit and vegetables as well as vendors of 
kitchen items and clothes. However, the economy of Gitolii(i'S Gypsies was also 
characterised by a considerable degree of flexibility in terms of time and space of 
work as well as the load and type of work (labour-intensive occupations). 45 
Therefore, although vending is considered to be their main occupation, economic 
flexibility is achieved through following a wide range of diverse occupations (sale 
of fruits and vegetables, kitchen items, clothes, seasonal trade, repair and cleaning 
services, etc. ). These can be undertaken in different places (markets, particular 
posts on the streets, the neighbourbood, the settlement, etc. ) and at different times 
(on a daily basis, at specific seasons, during particular celebrations and festivals, 
etc. ), easily shifting from legal to illegal work activities, and which can potentially 
engage all family members, men and women, above five or six years old. 
40 The Gypsies of Giloiihi claimed that they came from Khalkida, the capital of 
the island of Euboea (Fig. 1.1), and belong to a larger group of Greek Gypsies 
known as Khalkidei [those who come from Khalkida] '47 or 
Effirms: Tyiggatfi, or 
Elllm. ý, ýffi [Greek Gypsies] . 
48 The inhabitants of Giloifici accept all of the three 
_ý3 As we sliall see in chapter 7, flexibilitý in the Greek Gypsy work patterns cannot be seen 
independently of the extended family and intra-family alliances as well as the arrangements and 
organization of domestic activities. 
16 The monuirient in remembrance of the Gypsies N%ho fell in the National Resistance Movement 
during World War 11 in the cit, 
'ý 
of Khalkida which includes a close relative of Alexis 
Christopoulos, the male head of one of the six extended families of Gitonia-who also carries the 
same fanuh, natue-verifies the acclaimed connection of this particular group with die capital of 
Euboca. Alexis ClUiStOPOL110S was Unaware of the existence of this monument. Nevertheless. lie 
claimed that his cousin-with the same name as that of tile person commemorated in the 
nionument-was killed during the Niar. 
-I- NGO specialists on Roina issues. as well as established theorists on Gypsies in Greece agree 
with the Gypsies themselves on the terms Kholkidei_ E'Ihnoiyýfh. or Effines Tsýýqgoni [Greek 
Gypsies] for those Gypsies who still live in or come from Klialkida, and have the above-inentioned 
characteristics. However, the terms E'Ihn(ývifli, or Ellines Tsiggani [Greek Gypsies]. which 
associate Gypsies xvith the geographical area of Greece. are not used only for those Gypsies living 
or coining from Klialkida. Also other Gypsy groups in Greece call themselves and are being called 
by, theorists as A71ines Tsiggani such as tile Gypsies of Aghia Varvara in Athens (Vaxevanoglou. 
2001). Greek Gypsies with similar characteristics (language, religion. etc. ) live in other parts of 
central and southern Greece. such as for example Kliios and Crete (Fig. 1.1). In spite of the 
apparent contusion in the use of the terni -Greek Gypsies'. I decided to use it cxacth because it 
reflects iny informants' preference for using it. For the purposes of this thesis. the terni Greek 
GN psies refers to the inhabitants of (Ttionia. unless indicated ollicrNN isc. 
1ýý It is important to stress that the Greek Gyps\ coninmnit\ of Athens is wider than the group I 
conducted field\\ ork \\ ith and. in fact. it is dispersed in settlements and houses in different suburbs 
and the outskirts of the capital. or the wider area of Attika, such as Aghia Paraskevi. Mcnidi. 
Gerakas. Klialandri. Spata. etc (Fig. 1.2). 
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terms about themselves and use both the words lsiggcitios and Yýfios ['Gypsy'] to 
describe themselves. However, these two words take different meanings 
depending on the framing context in which the words are uttered and therefore 
they should not necessarily be seen as synonymous. The term Ellhia. v I'Viggallos 
[Greek Gypsy] is more commonly used in both the everyday language and in 
formal representations of themselves, as for instance vis ýi vis state officials and 
NGO representatives. In everyday discourse, the appellation Elliticy. 5 I'Viggallos is 
mainly used by the Gypsies of Gilonia for positive and neutral representations of 
their individual and collective selves. 
By contrast, the terms Yýfios ['Gypsy'] and Yýftia ['Gypsyness'] clearly carry a 
less positive meaning among the Greek Gypsies of Gilotfia for what is thought to 
be 'Gypsy'. Both words connote with inversions of some of the negative non- 
Gypsy stereotypes of the 'Gypsy' and 'Gypsyness' as something of a 'lower' 
social and moral status and are often used during interpersonal quarrels and 
disputes among the members of the Giloifia settlement. When used by this 
particular group of Gypsies to describe different Gypsy groups, such as the Z -7 In 
Albanian Gypsies or the Turkish Gypsies, the words Yýfios and Yiffia take an even 
more degrading meaning. In such cases, as also in mainstream non-Gypsy 
discourse, the terms Yýftos and Yýfii(t are clearly associated with perceptions of the 
'Gypsy' and 'Gypsyness' as dirty, immoral, dangerous and inferior. 
The 4000-acre Greek Gypsy settlement was composed of 22 self-made separate 
parcighes [shacks], as their inhabitants called them, made of wood, card board, 
and plastic, which lacked basic infra-structure facilities such as sewage facilities, 
water and electricity. Most ptirtighes were equipped with generators and only one 
communal water tap was shared in the common yard of the settlement by its 
inhabitants. A few self-made toilets were shared by the members of each extended 
family. The concrete-based common yard and a narrow road which connected the 
two entrances of the settlement constituted the communal spaces of Gilollia. The 
yard also served as a parking space for the trucks of the members of the settlement 
(Fig. 1.4, Fig. 1.5). The 22pcuwg17cs housed 24 nuclear families which belonged 
to six extended families. The six extended families-the Christopoulos, the 
Petridis, the Anastasiou, the loannou, the Markopoulos and the Theodorou- 
carried the surname of their male founder or head and were all connected through 
some sort of kin affiliation (Fig. 1.4)ý 
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The pcii-qghes which comprised the households of each extended family were 
all built in ways which clearlv denoted a specific household configuration 
associated with the extended family hierarchies and power relations. The Greek 
Gypsy extended family was founded on patrifocal links which joined the male 
siblings of the family and their children within a virilocal form of residence. In all 
extended families with the exception of those whose male head was deceased the 
house of the founder of the family or the male head and his wife was making an 
angle with the house of the eldest son and his family. 
Specifically, the Christopoulos extended family comprised the founder of the 
family Alexis and his wife Evgenia as well as their three sons with their wives and 
children (Fig. 1 A, 1.4.1). The head of the Christopoulos family, Alexis, was the 
brother of Varvara, the wife of Antonis who was the head of the Petridis extended 
family (Fig. 1.4,1.4.2). Antonis and Varvara lived in Gilottici along with the 
families of their three sons and the family of their daughter. Alexis and Varvara, 
the male and female heads of the Christopoulos and the Petridis extended families 
respectively were siblings with the male head of the Theodorou extended family, 
Marios, who had long passed away (Fig. 1.4,1.4.3). The wife of the deceased 
relative, Ifigenia, lived in the settlement with the families of her two sons. 
Next to the Theodorou familv lived the founder of the Anastasiou family, 
Kostas, with his wife Antigoni and their sons' family (Fig. 1.4,1.4.4). Kostas and 
Antigoni were the parents of Argiro, the wife of Vangelis, the older son from the 
Theodorou extended family. In the Markopoulos extended family, Alexandra, the 
wife of its founder, Nektarios-who had also passed away-was the daughter of 
Marios and Ifigenia the male heads of the Theodorou extended family and the 
niece of Alexis Christopoulos and Varvara Petridis (Fig. 1.4,1.4.5). Alexandra 
lived in the settlement along with her sons and their families. The loannou 
extended family was also related to the Anastasiou family through a sibling bond. 
In fact, Fotini, the wife of the family founder Stamatis, was the sister of Kostas, 
the male head of the loannou extended family. The couple lived there along with 
their sons' families (Fig. 1.4,1.4.6). 
In close proximity of the (; ilonia settlement, lay the shacks and houses of a 
group of Albanian Gypsies who inhabited the area throughout the 1990s, 
following the migration flows of non-Gypsy Albanians into Greece after the fall 
of the Albanian Communist regime (Fig. 1.3)). On its northern side the settlement 
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of Gilonki. neighboured with an Albanian Gypsy settlement which comprised 
approximately 15 families (Fig. 1.33. b) and on its southern side stood Albanian 
Gypsy houses (previously inhabited by non-Gypsy Greeks) which were let from 
their non-Gypsy owners to the Albanian Gypsies (Fig. 1.1c). Further up from 
Gitonht very close to the railway tracks also stood houses which were inhabited 
by Albanian Gypsies (Fig. 1.33A). 
According to the words of the Albanian Gypsies of the greater area of the 
Olympic Stadium, in the settlement next to Gitonici (Fig. 1.3. b) lived those 
families of Albanian Gypsies who had come to Greece more recently. In houses 
lived mostly families which settled in the area in the early 1990s (Fig. 1.1c, Fig. 
13A). Most of these people lived in the shacks near Gitonict when they first came 
to Athens and then gradually moved into the houses nearby. The Albanian Gypsy 
families which first inhabited the greater area ofthe Olympic Stadium were then 
followed by relatives who also set up their households in the same area. Although 
most of the members of this Albanian Gypsy population see themselves as people 
who live and work permanently in Greece, they occasionally travel back to 
Albania where they retain extended kin networks of relationships and property. 
A smaller Greek Gypsy settlement with six nuclear families--some of them 
related to the families of Gitonia through kinship bonds-was located five 
hundred metres away from Gitonia on Spiros Louis Avenue (Fig. 13. e). The 
inhabitants of Gilonici stood in good relations with the Greek Gypsies of their 
neighbouring settlement but also with other Greek Gypsy communities who lived 
in settlements and houses throughout Attika and Piraeus-such as in Gerakas, 
Menidi, Aghta Paraskevi, Khalandri, Aspropirgos, Spata (Fig. 1.2)-as well as 
with Greek Gypsy communities all over central and southern Greece and the 
islands-such as Euboea, Crete, Santorini, Khios, Volos and Aetoliko (Fig. 1.1). 
Indeed, marriages among members of Gitonia and members of other Greek Gypsy 
groups have played the most important role in the development of socio-economic 
relationships among these different Greek Gypsy groups. 
Although the Greek Gypsy settlement was located in one of the less densely 
populated areas of the suburb, it stood relatively close to non-Gypsy Greek 
residences (Fig. 1.1t). Most of the inhabitants of Gitonia, maintained that the 
relationship between them and their non-Gypsy Greek neighbours had never been 
problematic. By contrast, as the majority of Gitonict's members stressed, their 
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relationship with the Albanian Gypsy neighbours who recently inhabited the area 
surrounding the settlement was in constant tension. 
The mapping of the houses and the common yard in Gilonict demonstrates that 
the Greek Gypsies do constitute a bounded group of people in relation to their 
Albanian Gypsy neighbours (Fig. 1.33). However, the two main roads (Kimis and 
Spiros Louis Avenues) and the railway track, also separated the Gypsy (both 
Greek and Albanian) inhabitants from the non Gypsy neighbourhood. Six primary 
schools were located close to Gitonki. Four of them were just across the main 
avenue on the south of the settlement. As illustrated in figure 1.3, two more 
primary schools were almost a kilometre away from Oilonia, on its north-western 
side. 
The History of Gitonia 
The particular piece of land on which Gilonitt stood as well as the two other 
settlements (the Albanian Gypsy and the Greek Gvpsv) and the house where 
Albanian Gypsies inhabited were thought to be mainly private-owned properties 
and public land. With the exception of the houses which have been legally let by 
non-Gypsy Greeks to the Albanian Gypsies, the majority of the people of Gitollia 
admitted that the land on which both the Greek and the Albanian Gypsy 
settlements stood was illegally appropriated by them. 
The older members of Gilonia claimed to have moved from Khalkida to the 
city of Athens three or more decades ago. Alexis, the head of the Christopoulos 
extended family was the first to settle there, together with his wife, Evgenia, and 
their three children, According to Alexis and Evgenia's words, what today 
constituted the settlement and the wider area of the Olympic stadium was 
previously a huge piece of mainly farm estates and fields. Indeed, Alexis and 
Evgenia lived in the area of Kaloghreza before the construction of the Olympic 
stadium of Athens in the early 1980s. 49 This quite plot of land close to the central 
markets of the suburbs of Marousi and Heraklio was the ideal place for settlement 
for the five members of the Christopoulos family. As Evgenia describedý 
At NA-as us Nvho found this placc thirtý to thirty five ýcars ago. There xNas nolhing 
licrc. nobody. it , Nas a littic paradisc! 'flicrc N%as just the snial I shoe-facton next to 
"' The Olympic stadium of Athens ýýas made available to the public in 1982. 
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us. The owner of I lie factorýN - 
God bless him. told me that the land belonged to a rich 
man who lived in America and didn't care much about it. So I said. since lie is not 
here. I'll make a shelter for my children and if lie comes andwants us to leave. we'll 
leave. And after a couple of years lie came and we were so scared that he would 
throNN us out- but lie didn't! He NNas a very nice man! He saN% that we were poor Nvith 
three children and he said we could sta) here for as long as we liked. Since then. 
every three to five years lie visited us to see hovN we were doing. Lately, I found out 
that lie died and now I don't know who owns die land because lie was not married 
and lie didn't have children. Some people say the land is now owned by the state ... I 
don't know. - 
Gradually, more and more relatives of the Christopoulos extended family 
moved into this area and built their houses close to the Christopoulos extended 
households. First, after the Christopoulos family settled in Gilotficl the Petridis 
family moved there with their children and grandchildren. Then, the Theodorou, 
the Markokopoulos, the loannou and the Anastasiou families followed them and 
built there their own houses. Since the beginning of the 1990s, the Greek Gypsies 
of Gilotfici had to co-exist with their Albanian Gypsy neighbours who started 
moving into the area. In another passionate account, Evgenia illustrates the 
process through which the settlement and the surrounding area took its present 
shape: 
'-What you see here- now. has been built Nvith our blood and swcat ... 
At the 
beginning I built this little room that today is in) bedroom. I had neither a living 
room nor a kitchen, The kitchen was in this room [pointing at it]. Later. I built 
'mother little room next to it that is today my main hall and the kitchen. Then. my 
sons started building their houses and then the other relatives settled in here and did 
the same. And then NNc decided that we should also do something for the common 
vard. where aR these families park their trucks md where children play. So the men 
constructed this concrete-based vard that vou see today. Evemliing has been made 
bv us! But when these dirty ones [meaning the Albanian Gypsicsj came here. our 
paradise became this iness jahouri I that ý on see toda. \. - 
Evgenia liked to call the settlement "little paradise" when she was referring to 
the years before her Albanian Gypsy nei, 4hbours settled next to them. The 
existence of the Albanian Gypsy migrants in settlements and houses in close 
proximity of Gilotfiti was not only a source of conflicts between the two Gypsy 
groups but also a source of constant fear and competition over the control of the 
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scarce resources of the area as well as the scarcity of posts and stalls in the 
markets and streets. Indeed, the inhabitants of Gilonki were constantly concerned 
about the effect of migrants' economic activity-particularly the Albanian 
Gypsies' economic activity in the informal sector of econorny-on their own 
flexible work patterns. 
However, it was not only the presence of their Albanian Gypsy neighbours that 
preoccupied the minds of the people of Gilonia. The inhabitants' passionate 
descriptions of Gilonh7, as for example expressed in Evgenia's words above, 
coexisted with their constant fear of an impending eviction due to the Athens 
Olympics of 2004. No doubt the location of the settlement, close to the premises 
of the Olympic stadium of Athens justified their fears (Fig. 1.3). Due to the 
staging of the Olympics of 2004 in Athens and according to official plans and 
announcements presented by the Ministrv of Environment, extensive 
reconstruction and infra-structural interventions were expected to be undertaken in 
this particular area (including the neighbouring Albanian and Greek Gypsy 
settlements and the Albanian Gypsy houses), 50 leading inevitably to a large 
number of land and house expropriations. 
Despite the fact that the land where Gitoni(t stood was illegally appropriated by 
its inhabitants, no authority or any individual had ever bothered them for this 
illegal appropriation until the initiation of the negotiations for the resettlement of 
the inhabitants of the greater area of the Olympic stadium due to the Athens 
Olympics of 2004. Indeed, they received the post regularly and claimed that they 
got water in the settlement with the assistance of a relative who worked in the 
Municipality of Marousi many years ago. They also admitted that although the 
police was aware of the existence of the settlement, the presence of the police in 
Gilonia was in general discreet. For most of Gilonia, v people, the police did not 
come to the settlement without reason. It was mainly during celebrations, when 
music was playing loud throughout the whole night and the neighbourhood was 
"' Such as the construction of I lie Spiros Louis and Kimis Avenues overpass juncl ion and other 
reconstructions in the surrounding area of the 01ýnipic sports complex (for instance the 
construction or parking spaces). 
ýj Given the fact that the Ohnipic Stadium of Athens belonged to the geographical area of the 
Municipality of Marousi. the MunicipalitN and its Maýor Panayotis Tzanikos-NNho Nýas also a 
member of the organizing committee of Athens 2004-were actively involved in the constructions 
and reconstructions NN hich took place or Niere scliccluled to take place NNithin its borders. 
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bothered that Police came to the settlement and asked the Gypsies to turn off the 
music, 52 
More distant-at least until the initiation of the negotiations for their 
resettlement-seemed to be the relationship between the municipal authorities and 
the inhabitants of Giloiiiu. Specifically, when asked at the beginning of my 
fieldwork, the representatives of the Mayor of the Municipality of Marousi, 
Panayotis Tzanikos-who held the Mayor's position since 1990-ignored the 
existence of the Gypsy inhabitants of the greater area of the Olympic stadium. 
And the vast majority of the inhabitants of the settlement said that they also 
avoided any contact with the local authorities. In fact, most of Gilotti(I'S Gypsies 
admitted that they and their families were officially registered with a different 
municipality (for example the municipality where they were born or previously 
lived). 
The Politics of Space 
The Nikokirio as a Marker of Distinctiveness and the 'Threat' of the 
Albanian Gypsies 
As we shall discuss in chapters 6 and 7, the emphasis on lfikokirio (household) 
and the performance of nikokiro, vini which involves paid and unpaid household 
activities and work amona men and women as well as adults and children in 
Gitonia is intimately connected with processes of relatedness, becoming and Y 
belonging. In contrast to other Gypsy groups in Europe who construct and 
reconstruct relatedness as well as a shared sense of distinctiveness through 
processes of sharing (see for example Stewart, 1997), for the Gypsies of Gitollia 
the nikokirio constitutes a significant point of reference for individual and 
collective identification and a crucial marker of distinctiveness. 
Various ethnographers of Greece (Hirschon, 19933b, Loizos and Papataxiarchis, 
199lb, - Dubisch, 1986b; Salamon and Stanton, 1986; du Boulay, 1986,1974) have 
stressed the prominent role of domestic idioms such as the nikokil-jo and 
nikokiro. sini in mainstream discourse. Similarly to non-Gypsy Greek discourse, 
the appropriation of these mainstream idioms by Gypsies as powerful 
- Occasionally. lioNNever- such incidents ended tip in violent quarrels 
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symbols of identification (Loizos and Papataxiarchis, 1991b, Salamon and 
Stanton, 1986) and metaphors of social order (Hirschon, 1993b, Dubisch, 1986b) 
and social relationships (du Boulay, 1986,1974) indicate a particular mode of 
social arrangements and use of space. Whilst through this appropriation the 
inhabitants of Giloniti emphasised their Gi-eelaiess along with their (4p. syness, 
they also placed emphasis on settlement as opposed to movement and privileged 
their relationship with their non-Gypsy neighbours instead of the Albanian 
Gypsies. 
As already discussed, for the Greek Gypsies of Giloniti, not onlv was the 
presence of the Albanian Gypsies in the greater area of the Olympic stadium a 
source of constant anxiety over the control of the scarce resources around the 
settlement, but it was also a source of significant economic competition in the 
surrounding markets and vendors' places. In the geographical limits of the 
neighbourhood, however, what worried most the long established group of the 
Gypsies of Gilonict was the fact that the presence of the Albanian Gypsies next to 
their settlement 'threatened' the good reputation of its inhabitants as ýtinfii' 
[people with honour], 'nikokii-ides' [good householders] and 'k(IIhaI. i' [clean] 
Gypsies. 
For instance, the words w-onfictrides [dirty] and ýthouri [mess] that Evgenia 
used above (see page 36) to describe tier Albanian Gypsy neighbours and their 
settlement indicate exactly this fear. What is more, the involvement of some 
inhabitants of the Albanian Gypsy neighbouring settlement in drug and gun 
dealing as well as the fact that some of their children begged around the 
neighbourhood's traffic lights worried significantly the inhabitants of Gilonia. 
Therefore, it was common for the people of Giloni(t, such as Kostas, the head of 
the Anastasiou extended family, to express their fears about Gilolli(I's reputation 
in the eyes of the non-Gypsy neighbours since the Albanian Gypsies have settled 
next to themý 
What will our neighbours saý? These dirtý ones dcstroý our good iniage. Living ncxt 
to them destro\ s our reputation [. ý lenontas (lipla siou. ý t -jfiou. ý Inas pernei ke mos I 
Illpala]! 
However, the acknowledged by the members of Gilotihi successful 
incorporation of the Albanian Gypsy children of the neighbourhood into the 
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formal educational process compared to their own low rates of school attendance 
and the Albanian Gypsies' tendency to gradually move from the shacks into 
rented houses also preoccupied Gilotfict's Gypsies. Indeed, they saw in this 
tendency of this specific group of Albanian Gypsies a clear strategy of adaptation 
within Greek society which appropriates other fundamental aspects of the 
mainstream non-Gypsy culture thaii the idioms of nikokirio and nikokirosini. 
These are sedentarism in houses as opposed to the shacks and incorporation into 
the schooling process instead of marginal participation. 
The Impeding Eviction 
Although when I introduced myself to the settlernent in July of 2001 the eviction 
was only a matter of speculation, as we shall see in the forthcoming chapter, the 
initial speculations of the inhabitants of Gilonict were officially verified bv their 
municipality's representatives a couple of months after the beginning of my 
fieldwork. This verification by the municipal authorities initiated a series of 
negotiations for reaching an agreement for their resettlement, all of which took 
place during the period of my fieldwork. Indeed, the agreement was signed on the 
I" of August of 2002. And although the actual resettlement happened a few 
months after I completed my research in Gitonki, this issue unsurprisingly 
constituted the main concern of its inhabitants at that period of time. 
What was striking regarding the impeding eviction was the fact that the 
inhabitants of Gilonia-and in spite of their constant worries about the 
settlement's fate--seemed as if they had Iona been prepared for this eviction. As 
Evgenia said above, she had expected the eviction to take place at some point in 
time since she had settled in the settlement many years ago. Additionally, for the 
vast majority of them, as for thirty-year-old Katerma, the reason for their eviction 
was absolutely justifiable: 
"The land is not oursand the Nisitors of (lie 01ý inpic Garnes It xem poitt tho'Pthowl 
volis Olimpokousl should not see the shacks liere. - 
When rumours for the eviction spread in the neighbourhood and when the local Zý 
state authorities approached the inhabitants of Gilotfi(t to announce their eviction 
and to initiate the processes of negotiations for their resettlement, the people of 
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Gilolfia gave me the impression that they downplayed the issue. This impression 
was based on the fact that since the initial announcement and until the actual day 
of the eviction (a period of more than a year), they continued to take good care of 
their shacks (to paint and decorate them) and their small gardens, they made infra- 
structural reconstructions in the common yard and they planned their wedding 
parties and celebrations to take place in the settlement even though they knew the 
eviction was pending. 
For example, at the day that the agreement for their resettlement was signed on 
the Ist of August of 2002 many of Gilotfi(i's women painted their shacks 
internally and externally for the celebration of 15"' of August (St. Mary's 
Assumption Day). Even after the signing of the agreement and when almost all 
their Albanian Gypsy neighbours had evacuated the area, the Greek Gypsies of 
Gilotfia retained the same attitude. It was only when the bulldozers literally 
reached their doors that the inhabitants of Gilottki actually moved out from the 
settlement. 
More surprised was I when I found out that most of the heads of each extended 
family in Gilonki as well as some of their children's families legally possessed 
land on which they had already built privately owned houses in the suburb of 
Gerakas. These houses were either built long time ago such as the houses of the 
Petridis and the Theodorou families or nearly finished such as the two houses of 
the Christopoulos family. The answers of the people of Gilonici to the obvious 
question why since some of them long had their own houses they had not yet 
moved in there were almost identical: "Nobody moves from Gilotfiti, our kids 
have grown up here, our relatives are here". 
All these suggest that the issue of the eviction is a complex issue that cannot be 
reduced to a static description of an external event but it is part and ingredient of a 
politics of space and Greek Gypsy process of identification in which the eviction 
plays a crucial role. This politics of space involves multiple and often ambiguous 
attitudes such as the appropriation of the mainstream symbols of nikokirio and the 
idiom of nikokirwdni which in conjunction with the downplaying of the eviction 
in everyday life in Giionia denote a sedentary mode of existence which has been 
reinforced by the eviction. On the other hand, this fixity to place co-exists with the 
absence of claims to the particular piece of land where the settlement is located 
and in certain cases the possession of property in a different location. 
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The involvement of different actors in the processes of the negotiations for the 
resettlement, such as the Gypsies themselves, the municipal and state officials, the 
NGOs, the Albanian Gypsies, the non-Gypsy Greek neighbours and myself, have 
played a decisive role in the ways the inhabitants of Gilonict participated in a 
politics of space. For instance, my everyday presence in the settlement and the 
undertaking of the teaching sessions with the children, the frequent visits of the 
representative of the MRG-Greece as well as the occasional visits of journalists in 
Gilonia were used by its inhabitants as means of communicating to the non-Gypsy 
others and state officials that fixity in space has been a fundamental principle in 
Greek Gypsy life. 
However, the frequent presence of NGOs, of state authorities, of local and 
international media representatives especially when the official processes of 
negotiation for the resettlement of the people of Giloni(t reached their peak, was 
not only used as a means of communicating their preference for a sedentary mode 
of existence. This unexpected-for most of the members of Gilonki-interest of 
diverse bodies for the issue of their eviction enhanced their awareness about the 
strategic location of the settlement and influenced both their attitudes towards the 
settlement as a space and their stance towards the content of the agreement. In fact 
it prompted reactions which were geared towards ensuring the content of the 
agreement to their favour. 
Defining the Subject of this Study and Related Areas of Literature 
Taking into consideration the shifting character of contemporary Greek society, as 
well as the central role of the school in modern societies, I realised that the 
persistently low rates of school attendance and the concomitant high illiteracy 
rates among the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia pointed to a set of interesting 
contradictions and paradoxes that needed to be carefully unpacked. A number of 
important and intriguing questions preoccupied me since the period of my 
preliminary research and the first weeks of my presence in the settlement. These 
questions undoubtedly challenged many of the initial assumptions that had 
informed the preparation of my fieldwork Proposal. 
In the first instance, what struck me the most was the fact that these low rates 
of school attendance co-existed with the Greek Gypsies' acknowledgement of the 
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importance of schooling. The vast majority of children between f(-)Lir and twelve 
years of age, as well as their parents, clearly expressed their \vish to go to school 
and at least to develop reading and writing skills. As alreadv mentioned, eveii 
children who had been to school for some time and then dropped out, talked 
proudly about this experience and said they wished to return to school at sorne 
future stage of their lives. For most of the Greek Gypsy adults and children, 
neither the prejudiced school environment, nor the state, were to blame for their 
illiteracy. So, why did they not acquire the deoree of education they XvisheV And 
why did they insist on blaming themselves for this failure" These questions do not 
have simple answers. But they have been central to defining the theoretical and 
methodological orientation of this work. 
Whilst issues such as poverty, prejudice, discrimination, inefficient and 
ineffectual state policies and interventions clearly frame the answers to these 
, theses issues the 
key answer to the schooling paradox in questions, making 
relation to the Greek Gypsies of (; iioni(i would fail to tackle other important 
issues which the children's and adults' stance towards formal education pointed 
to. in the first place, what I found most intriguing in the settlement was that the 
Greek Gypsies' marginal incorporation into the schoolino process did not 
preclude their preoccupation with a construction of a shared sense of difference 
premised on entangled perceptions of Qvy). ývnexv and Greeklie. vV. 
In acknowledgement of this, I shifted the focus of my research from what 
initially was to be an ethnography of the school to the examination of alternative 
forms of learning which both children and adults actively engage with and which 
are seen as more central than the school. Indeed, this thesis is neither an 
ethnography of the school nor does it look at institutional policies and educational 
programmes. Rather, using as a reference point the paradoxes relevant to the 
Greek Gypsies' attitudes towards schooling, it concentrates oil those ideologies, 
relationships and practices through which the Greek Gypsies of Giloni(I realise 
their long and short-term projects and construct distinctiveness at the margins of 
the school. 
The priorities of the inhabitants of Clioniti are located within the family and the 
extended kin network as well as within marriage and work. However, kinship, 
marriage and work cannot be examined independently of the wider processes of 
which they are part. Therefore, the schooling paradox provides the framework for 
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the analysis of the ways through which and extent to which this specific group of 
Greek Gypsies come to prioritise marriage, work and kin relatedness over the 
school within a context of wider processes and institutional workings. In order to 
do so, I draw on the theories of childhood, approaches to Gypsies and the 
anthropology of Greece. 
Children at the Centre of the Study of Greek Gypsies 
The main body of this thesis starts and finishes with children's experience of the 
school. This is so because, as already outlined, 'the schooling paradox' is 
symptomatic of relationships and practices which the children of Gitonia actively 
engage with and which are central for Greek Gypsy projects of identification. In 
fact, children are seen here as competent members of a kinship network who 
actively participate in the interdependencies of relatedness through their 
involvement in the family, work and the household. 
This task is facilitated by recent shifts in the scholarship on children which 
have promoted an approach to children as competent social actors and subjects 
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with agency. Increasingly, academic work on childhood is pointing to the fact 
that children display a variety of behaviours in managing their encounters, ideas 
and aspirations that constitute elaborate social competencies. 54 Within this 
Following (lie theoretical and methodological turn of the 1970s in sociology and anthropolop_ 
with ethnographcrs increasingly pointing to the need to listen to the voices of (lie children and take 
into account their experiences and views of the world (Jenks. 1982: Hardman. 1973), the study of 
childhood was no longer regarded ruerely as the study of socialisation or child developinent (Lee. 
2001: Smart. Neale, and Wade, 2001, Schwartzman, 2001. James, Jenks, and Prout, 1998, James 
and Prom, 1990). The new or emergent paradigm that views children as social agents and 
inventive participants in social life has urged a new approach in the study of childhood, in which 
children are seen as having a conceptual autonomy (Corsaro, 1992) and therefore should be 
studied in their own i-ýght (Stephens, 1995. Corsaro and Eder, 1990: James and Prout. 1990: 
Willis. 1981 
. 
Hardman. 1973). What is more, a growing body of studies on children in their 
localities has shown that childhoods are socially and temporally constructed, while each culture 
defines childhood in terrus of its own cultural meanings and institutional practices (Gupta. 2002: 
Jenks. 1996, Hall. 1995-. Stephens, 1995. Qvortrup, 1994. Ennew, 1994, Hendrick, 1990-, EnneNN. 
1986, Davies. 1982, Jenks. 1982. Opie and Opic. 1977, Arids, 1962). The theoretical shift towards 
seeing age as an important cognitive or developmental variable culturally and teniportilly defined 
(Toren. 1999,1993i Christensen, 1998,1993, Soldberg. 1990) has gone hand in hand with a 
groNNing attention to notions of childhood as fragmented and crosscut by factors such as gender. 
class. and ctliriicitý (Gilliam, 2003-. Prendergast, 2000. Backctt-Milbum- 2000, Stephens, 1997. 
1995: Jenks. 1996: Wee. 1995. Qvortrup- 1994. Janies and Prout- 1990). 
ý4 For example. James and James (2004). Ohvig and Gullov (2003)). Mwall (2002). Foley. Roche 
and Tucker (200 1). Smart- Nealcand Wade (200 1). Lee (200 1). Alanen 0 998). James. Jenks and 
Prout (1999), Hutcliby and Moran Ellis (1998). Jenks (1996). Stephens (1995). QN-ortrup (1994). 
Ennew (1994). James and Prout- (1990). 
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emerging theoretical firameNvork children are seen as active participants ill Ille 
process of making, culture (Stephens, 1995), - ý'4ý whose actions ha\e ail impact on 
those they are related to (James arid James, 2004, - Toren, 200-1). and ýkho shape 
while simultaneousk- beirig shaped bv their c irCLI in stances (Alanen, 1998, 
HutchbN,, and Moran-Ellis, 1998. James and Prout, 1090), In exploriIIE4 tile \, kavs 
these processes happen. we come to understand hoxk children engyage with tile 
adults' worlds, participate in the interdependencies of social relationships and 
make sense of their diverse encounters (Toren, 2002,1999), 
This task is supported by a body of studies on child labour (includino 
household work) which have stressed the association between the economic 
importance of children's work for children and their families (Mizen, Pole, and 
Bolton. 2001. Goddard arid White, 1982) and the "ays through which children's 
work mav be valued in diverse cultural settings (Hellerner, 2001, Punch. 2001, 
Nieuvvenhuys, 1996, Boyden, 1990. Soldberg, 1990). 
Based on the premise that children are subjects "ith agency, this thesis airris to 
place children at the centre of the Study of Gypsies. This xkork looks at the ways 
through which the Greek Gvpsy children of' the settlement of (; itolliel perceive. 
experience and negotiate their shared sense of belonging within a framework of 
relationships and through processes of becoming that Sustain arid reproduce 
(Week-Gil)-syiiess in this sense, not onlv does the concept of (Week-(; J71-VvII(!. vV 
inform a shared experience ofa distinctive childhood aniong this group ofGreek 
Gypsies but a collective sense of being a Greek Gypsy cannot be seen 
, ng. Here, independently of children's experiences of becoming and belon(YI 
childhood and adulthood can onlv be viewed as two categrories that sustain each 
other through reciprocal efl'cct rather than two clearly demarcated conceptual 
groupings or distinctive areas of morality or experience. 
As AckroNd and Pilking(on ( 1999) add- our understanding of childhood in social theor "% 
has 
been alict-cd as a consequence of rapid global tiplicaNals. Much haNc rcstiltcd in Ilic crosion of 
concepts of bounded and homogencoijs childhood cultures. For Ackro%d and PlIkim! Ion ( 1999). 
the numerous cminiples of studies oil British %outh (Back. 1996. Hall. 1()()5.1992) ccho Stephens' 
(1995) earlier obsen-ation that glohd changes enable children to pursue and ncvoliale ncNN or 
multiple idcntitics in the process of making culture. 
The case of lite Greek G)psies of (; aolua points to nolions of childhood and adulthood as 
domains that are less c1cat-IN demarcated and distinct than those fitiplicd in Ak7csicrit' , isstlilipt lolls 
(OIN%ig and GuIlm. 200.1. Leeý 2001 ), simultailcousi. \ challen. ging -nostalgic' \ iciNs of childhood 
(Jenks. 1996ý Stecdman. 1995) as -innoccitl'. -immature .. ', it risk of' disappe. iring', mid 'in the 
jiccd for protection' (Jenkins. 1998. Stephens. 1995ý Postman. 1981Y Such conceptions Ilme been 
associated mill specific socio-historical processes- parlicularl. \ the deNclopment of capitalism and 
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However, while children's experiences, perceptions and aspirations regarding 
their future are central to this work, this is not a concern that is exclusive to a 
study of Greek Gypsy childhood. In fact, looking at the Greek Gypsy children of 
(; ilotfia outside of the context of family and kin relatedness, or at adulthood and 
parenthood separately from children, would be rather misleading. 
Childhood, Becoming and Belonging 
In this thesis, I argue that Greek Gypsy distinctiveness cannot be understood 
independently of children's lives and experiences. Nor can Greek Gypsy 
childhood be seen and examined in isolation from adult relations. Anthropologists 
have been clear about the fact that "the separation of children and adults [. -] 
is 
not a general characteristic of life everywhere in the world" (Olwig and Gullov, 
200-3 ). 13 )). Furthermore, 
( ... ) an important task therefore becomes that of examining the vatious positions 
from which c1n1dren seek to develop a place for themselves in society through time. 
This perspeclive requires careffil research on how children gradually learn. through 
reciprocal relationships- to take intersuýjcctivc action that is meaningful in relation to 
their physical surroundings and the wider society of which they are part (OINN, ig and 
Gullov. 2003.13) 
What is more, Toren (1999: 115) suggested that "as anthropologists, we cannot 
fully understand relations between adults unless we investigate what children 
know about these relations and how they know it. " And vice versa, "to study 
children in the absence of a concurrent study of relations between people in the 
collectivity at large, can result only in an inadequate analysis" (Toren, 1999- 103). 
Toren's suggestion seems to be especially relevant regarding the study of 
Gypsies. This is so because children can provide an important focus in examining 
the ways through which different expressions of Gyp. syne. ý. v are sustained and 
its concomitant processes of industrialisation and urbanisation. through Nfluch children are no 
longer seen as ccononucallý active members (James. Jenks. and Prout. 1998. Connolly and 
EnneNN. t996i EnneNN- 1994.1986. Stephens. 1995ý Zelizer, 1998i 199-5-, Hocke),. 1993). Rather 
children are seen as in itivestnictit in hunian capital that nourishes through the educational process 
(Qvortrup. 1985). In fact, since the early daýs of industrialisation. there has been a great concern 
for street children and urban street life associated Nýith dangerous spaces (Valentine. 19W 
Stephens. 1995, Bovdcn. 1990). Additionally. the restriction of children in specific places (hornes. 
schools. playgrounds- clubs) has generated an idea that '-to be a child outside adult supen-ision. 
visible on city centre streets, is simply to be out of place" (ConnolIN and EnncNN. 1996: 133)). 
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reproduced. But ironically, at a time when the proliferation of childhood 
ethnographies fostered what is called the new or emergent paradigm in childhood 
studies (see footnote 53), children have remained largely marginal in ethnographic 
explorations of diverse Gypsy groups-with only a few exceptions (Jordan, 
2001a, b, Helleiner, 1998a, b, Okely, 1997). 57 In spite of the recent shift in theories 
of childhood, age, in contrast to gender, has remained a rather unexamined 
variable in traditional ethnographic accounts on Gypsie S. 5 8 Especially intriguing is 
the fact that although most of these ethnographic accounts acknowledge some 
distinctive features which characterise diverse Gypsy childhoods, this 
acknowledgement has not been followed by an in-depth analysis of different 
conceptualisations of age among various Gypsy groups. 59 
With respect to this study, the extent to which the children of Gitonici actively 
participate in the interdependencies of relatedness and the ways they do so, entail 
meaningful-for them-interpretations of adults' ideologies and practices. And 
vice versa, the particular ways through which children embody and perform Greek 
Gypsy distinctiveness inform adults' perceptions and experiences of collective 
self In this sense, Greek-Gij). ývness does not simplv relate to adults' views of 
childhood but also to the particular ways through which children perceive and 
embody these views. 
Most of these works have concentrated on the relationship between the Gypsy children*s 
educational exclusion and specific state policies. Amongst these exceptions. the most consistent 
work on Gypsies and childhood has been produced by Helleiner in relation to the Irish Travellers. 
Helleiner (2003.2000.1998a. b) in her studies on the politics of Traveller childhood in Ireland 
reveals die extent to which state intervening policies on children-based on a model of sedentary. 
domesticated home life and full time education-rcproduce and reinforce discourses of social 
inequality. while also informing Travellers' projects of identification within a wider framework of 
a politics of culture. Jordan (2001a, b) looks at the irreconcilable differences between the process 
of leaming within the family and the process of learning at school for the Travellers' children in 
Scotland. as well as the processes of institutional exclusion of Traveller cluldren from Scottish 
state schools. Okclý (1997) examines the arnbiguitý. surrounding state educational policies in 
Britain geared towards Gypsy children's schooling 
As we shall discuss in chapter 3. although the management of the Gypsy bodv (particularIv the 
female one). as a means of expressing Gypsy distinctiveness. has been explored extensively by a 
number of ethnographers on Gypsies (Gay y Blasco. 1999.1997. Stewart. 1997-. Okclý. 1983-. 
Sutherland. 1977.1975. Miller- 1975. Gropper. 1975). age has remained a much less examined 
variable in relation to explorations of the embodiment of (; , 
ip, ývness. This happens in spite of the 
fact that Sutherland ( 1977), Miller (1975) and Gropper (197 5) rccogniscd carly that the concepts 
of purity and defilement alter throughout die life circle among different age groups of Gypsics. 
,q For example. Okelý (1983.160) recognises that among the Gýpsics and Travellers in Britain the 
family constitutes the locus where alternative forms of children's learning and education are being 
produced. What is more. Ste,, varl (1997) acknowledges among the Hungarian Rom that children as 
young as seven or eight N cars oldare bestowed a moral autononiN (1997: 56). 
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Becoming and belonging are seen here as two interconnected processes that 
constitute the basis on which an individual and a shared sense of Greek Gypsy self 
is affirmed throughout a person's life cycle. Specifically, belonging is construed 
in terms of processes of identification that involve embodied performances and 
ideologies through which spatially and temporally defined social relationships are 
experienced (Hetherington, 1999, Gupta and Ferguson, 1997a). Yet belonging 
takes place at many different levels, including tangible and more abstract social 
relationships, institutional processes and multifaceted social contexts. 
Therefore, children's ways of prioritising relationships and following practices 
in the course of their everyday lives, while also seeking connections and 
affiliations in the society at large, inform us about the ways the micro-politics of 
everyday life relate to traces and effects of wider institutions, national identities 
and global processes. But in order to understand how children actually come to 
favour particular embodied performances-on which they build meaningful social 
relationship s-over others, or on what grounds and to what extent they choose to 
move within and acrogs different social networks and institutions, we have to 
grasp how children and adults perceive and experience the process of becoming a 
Greek Gypsy. 
Becoming is seen here as a process of constructing personhood, emotions and 
knowledge (Toren, 1999). Although in this study processes of becoming 
concentrate on adults' perceptions and children's experiences of childhood, 
becoming clearly points to a culturally constructed perception of development of 
personhood which pertains not only to children but also to adults (Stewart, 1999). 
In this sense, becoming differs from what in theories of child development is seen 
as the process of transformation of cognition through the development of 
60 conceptual schemata . 
Instead, becoming in this study refers to the different ways 
through which the individual embodies the changes that take place at different 
stages throughout his or her life and the extent to which he or she receives and 
bestows meaning and gets involved within different contexts of intersubjective 
relationships. 
With respect to the study of childhood, this thesis is clearly placed within, and 
contributes to, approaches that promote the analysis of concepts of childhood in 
"" Scc Collins. 2002. Jenks. 2002. Piaget. 1977. 
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parallel with concepts of adulthood (Olwig and Gullov, 200-3), Toren, 2002, Toren, 
1999). Methodologically this study stands alongside Amit's (2003) argument that 
anthropologists should shift their focus away from child-centred institutions and 
practices to those processes and practices that children themselves focus upon in 
diverse cultural contexts. 
Approaches to Gypsies 
It is widely accepted that approaches to Gypsies involve a great variety of studies 
with diverse aims and purposes which have drawn on different theoretical and 
methodological backgrounds. In contrast to a number of studies on Gypsies 
elsewhere in Europe (Lt6geois and Gheorge, 2002, Li6geois, 1994, Kenrick, 
1994; Fraser, 1992, Kenrick and Puxon, 1972) and Greece (Gotovos, 20021 
Vaxevanoglou, 2001, Karathanasi, 2000, Terzopoulou and Georgiou, 1998, 
Vasiliadou and Pavli-Korre, 1998; Ntousas, 1997) which belong to the disciplines 
of history, linguistics, folklore and the domain of the sociology of education, this 
thesis is an ethnography of the Greek Gypsies of Gilotiiu. that aims primarily to 
make a contribution to the literature on the anthropology of the Gypsies. 
What is more, my research clearly indicates that it is inappropriate to generalise 
from the site of fieldwork to characterise a broader 'Gypsy experience'. In this 
respect, this ethnographic work follows the turn in the study of Gypsies in Europe 
(Williams, 2003,1993, Marushiakova and Popov, 2001b; Lemon, 2000, 
Helleiner, 2000, Gay y Blasco, 1999; Stewart, 1997, Hawes and Perez, 1996, 
Okely, 1983, San Romdn, 1986,1976), the United States (Salo, 198 1; Sutherland, 
1975) away from generalisations towards the examination of those particular 
practices that exemplify the particularities of diverse Gypsy groups within specific 
nation-states. 
More specifically, this study concentrates on the complex processes through 
which a particular group of Gypsies constructs and manifests its shared sense of 
distinctiveness, while also perpetuating a sense of belonging with respect to the 
Greek nation-state. In addition, by using the schooling paradox as starting point to 
disentangle notions of (; reek-(;. 1Wsj, ness, 
the approach followed here shows that 
the Greek Gypsies are part of Greek socletv dvnamicallv and contextualIv related 
to the changes occurring within this society. 
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I argue that in the case studied here the concept of 'belonging' cannot be seen 
independently of Greek Gypsy processes of 'becoming' and of children's 
experiences of childhood. By taking the schooling paradox as a starting point for 
explorations of processes of 6reek-6YPs)ýness, this thesis addresses the 
implications of age and gender in the performance of an individual and a shared 
sense of belonging. What is more, by viewing children as competent participants 
who actively respond to the challenges produced in the wider socio-economic 
arena, we gain an insight into the ways through which (; reek-(; yj), Vyi1eVs is being 
constructed, adjIusted and negotiated Os ýi. ils other groups within the rapidly 
shifting context of contemporary Greek society. 
In turn, such an approach seems to address what Papapavlou and Kopasi- 
lkonomea (2001 16) recognise as a gap in the literature on Gypsies in Greece, the 
gap that lies between an impressive body of studies focused on education and 
educational policies (Vasiliadou, 2000, Katsikas and Politou, 19991 Vasiliadou 
and Pavli-Korre, 1998-1 Ntousas, 1997, Dedikousi-lakovidi and Leftheriotou, 
1996) and the absence of studies on Gypsies concentrated on issues such as age, 
gender and kinship. Specifically, this thesis aims to illustrate the importance of 
conceptions of age and childhood in exploration of GyI)s),, ness. 
The Anthropology of Greece 
The case of the Greek Gypsies touches upon and contributes to the contemporary 
turn in the anthropology of Greece from the study of almost exclusively 'Greek' 
communities often in remote geographical areas (Dubisch, 1995, du Boulay, 
1974, Friedl, 1962) to the study of minorities (Kravva, 2003b; Cowan and Brown, 
2000; Mackridge and Yannakakis, 1997, Karakasidou, 1997, Danforth, 1995). 
Greek society increasingly experiences multicultural ism not merely as the sum of 
different cultures which coexist but as "a new, and internally plural, praxis of 
culture applied to oneself and to others" (Bauman, 1999: vu). Therefore, this 
particular study, along with other ethnographic approaches to minorities in 
Greece, offers useful insights into the ways the interplay between the state, 
ethnicltv and reliwon has informed diverse projects of identification which 
challenge notions of a homogeneous 'Greek' social entity. 
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This study also engages with some core concerns within the discipline, 
particularly in relation to the anthropology of the Mediterranean, such as family, 
kinship, gender and honour. However, it tackles these issues acknowledging the 
socio-economic and historical specificities of Greek society, while rejecting 'The 
Mediterranean' as a homogeneous and clearly defined ethnographic region 
(Goddard, Llobera, and Shore, 1996ý 4). 
During the 1950s and 1960s, the anthropology of Greece fell under the 
umbrella of the anthropology of the Mediterranean, a sub-field that has been 
widely criticised (Greverus, Romhild, and WeIz, 2001-1 Goddard, Llobera, and 
Shore, 1996, Dubisch, 1995, Pina-Cabral, 1989, Herzfeld, 1987). A central 
criticism was that the definition of a field, the Mediterranean, has tended to limit 
the elaboration of constructive anthropological explorations and comparisons 
through 'inventing' a homogeneous cultural area that covered the wider 
geographical area of the Mediterranean, extending from the Northern African 
countries to the Balkans and from Israel and Turkey to Portugal (Goddard, 
Llobera, and Shore, 1996). This particular approach to inventing 'The 
Mediterranean' (Goddard, Llobera, and Shore, 1996: 4) was primarily elaborated 
and sustained through studies which focused on reifying notions of honour and 
shame among rural populations (Gilmore, 1987, Gilmore, 1982, Peristiani, 1976, 
Peristiam, 1965; Davis, 1992,1988,1977,1973,1969, Pitt-Rivers, 1965). Most of 
these studies involved research which was conducted in small-scale rural societies 
and misleadingly created an image of the Mediterranean "as a repository of 
traditional ways of life and world views" (Greverus, Romhild, and Welz, 2001: 1). 
Such studies lacked a historical dimension and were unable to tackle the impact 
of global forces on local, small-scale processes, or offer a comparative framework 
of analysis in the wider anthropological discipline (Goddard, 1996). Following 
other ethnographic studies on Greece which criticised the concept of 'The 
Mediterranean', here, issues of honour, gender and kinship are being seen and 
examined not as self-contained notions but rather within a framework of 
relatedness, agency and practice which constitute what Herzfeld (2001 ) describes 
as interconnected elements of a politics of culture, This approach is more 
preferable to earlier forms, since it links body practices, ideologies of personhood 
and emotionally charged social relationships with wider projects of identification, 
ethnic, national or cultural identities. 
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In addition, far from seeing the Greek Gypsies of Gilonki as a self-contained 
and self-referential community, this study uses Herzfeld's concept of cultural 
intimacy (1997) which is based on the premise that people acknowledge common 
grounds of familiarity to show how this group of Greek Gypsies draw on the 
state's nationalist discourse to consolidate a shared experience of belonging. 
Nevertheless, while belonging to the Greek national community, the Gypsies of 
Gitonia perceive, manifest, and negotiate a sense of distinctiveness and realise 
their long-term projects through alternative mechanisms and processes of 
'knowledge' which take place outside or at the margins of institutions such as the 
school and most other institutions that the very same discourse promotes. 
Simultaneously, these alternative mechanisms and 'knowledges' are primarily 
sustained and reproduced within informal networks of relatedness which 
nevertheless appropriate elements of the official rhetoric of the nation-state in 
order to affirm a shared sense of belonging. Day, Papataxiarchis and Stewart 
(1999) have demonstrated how people who are seen as 'marginal', such as 
Gypsies in Hungary (Stewart, 1999) and gamblers in the Greek island of Lesvos 
(Papataxiarchis, 1999), subvert mainstream concepts and practices to seek 
dependence from their conditions of marginality. 
The Schooling Paradox, Ethnography and Greek Gypsy 
Distinctiveness 
From a closer examination of the contradictions inherent in attitudes towards 
schooling it becomes obvious that simplistic interpretations of the official figures 
regarding rates of literacy and school attendance fail to disclose the particularities 
and complexities of the case of the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia (see page 17). For 
example, simply bv mentioning that only one of the inhabitants of Gilonia can 
read and write at a very basic level does not actually reflect the paradoxes of the 
Greek Gypsies' stance towards the school. Ethnography constitutes the research 
tool through which these contradictions and particularities are unravelled. This is 
so, because ethnography links the more generallsed attitudes of Gilollict'S Greek 
Gypsies towards schooling with their mundaiie experiences, while shifting our 
attention to those issues that children and adults themselves put emphasis upon. 
Recent ethnographic studies on Gypsies and Travellers have pointed to some of 
the contradictions and particularities evident in the relationship between other 
Gypsy groups and the school. For example, Okely (1997) has acknowledged that 
Gypsy children in Britain have elaborated strategies of subverting educational 
policies aiming at their assimilation. With respect to the Traveller's children in 
Scotland, Jordan (2001 a) stressed the fact that the processes of learning at school 
clash with processes of learning taking place within the family. 
. ý, ýness is premised 
on the experience of Having acknowledged that (; reek-(; ij)s 
becoming both Gypsy and Greek among the members of Gitonki and that the 
schooling paradox provides a useful focus to explain this, it Is clear that the Greek 
Gypsy sense of difference cannot be seen independently of children's experiences 
of childhood and adults' views of these experiences. In particular, the extent to 
which Greek Gypsy children perceive schooling as compatible or in conflict with 
the main aspects, values and activities of Greek Gypsy life and the degree to 
which parents entrust in their children the decision on whether they will attend 
school reveals much about the blurred boundaries between childhood and 
adulthood as well as about children's agency and competence in engaging with 
adults' activities. 
The less rigidly separated conceptions of childhood and adulthood among the 
Greek Gypsies of the settlement of (; ilonia can only be understood within a 
framework of kinship relatedness and marriage ideologies which generate 
multiple sets of hierarchical relationships which are also relationships of 
knowledge. Shifts in anthropological approaches to kinship as "cultures of 
relatedness" (Carsten, 2000) have facilitated this task. The schooling paradox 
reflects the primacy of relatedness over schooling among Greek Gypsy children, 
while stressing the importance of kinship relatedness in generating knowledge. 
Children participate actively in the interdependencies of kin relatedness, 
undertaking age based and gendered embodied performances that become the 
vehicle through which an individual and a shared sense of self sustain each other 
and produce difference. 
More broadly, Greek Gypsy relatedness in Gjloni(i is about marriage and the 
performance of domestic and work activities, the management of sexuality and the 
expression of sentiments as well as participation in supportive relationships within 
the extended kin network. The importance of these networks is illustrated in the 
words of Manolis who confessed to me that when he attended school he would 
inevitably miss class over several days in the event of the wedding of a close 
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relative. "There is no waV that I'd miss the wedding preparations or the wedding 
parties for anything in the world! " Manolls said to me pointing to the fact that 
children themselves value these moments of sociality. 
As already discussed, Greek Gypsy distinctiveness is reallsed and sustained at 
the margins of the schooling process, nevertheless this distinctiveness affirms a 
strong sense of Greekiies. v along with Qilpsyness. Taking the schooling paradox as 
a starting point, ethnographic analysis brings to light the more subtle ways 
through which the Greek Gypsy children and adults of Gilotfici choose to engage 
with or abstain from various state institutions. The extent to which the Greek 
Gypsies engage with diverse institutions, such as the school or the church, reflects 
the ways through which their experience of belonging in the Greek nation-state 
co-exists with a distinctive sense of collective Greek Gypsy self Subsequently, 
ethnographic analysis informs us about the more nuanced aspects of the interplay 
between Greek Gypsies and non-Gypsy Greeks as well as about the relationship 
between the Greek Gypsies and the state. In addition, ethnographic research 
reveals differences and conflicts emerging from the interplay among diverse 
Gypsy groups, simultaneously mirroring the changes taking place within Greek 
society. 
This strong emphasis on Greekness, appropriated and objectified at the margins 
of the schooling process, challenges traditional theories of nationalism and state 
that see formal education as the most central medium for the dissemination of 
nationalist ideologies (Hobsbawm, 19901 Gellner, 1983, Anderson, 19831 
Foucault, 1977). Additionally, in accordance with recent theories which stress the 
importance of the analysis of culture in the study of the state (Steinmetz, 1999, 
Bourdieu, 1984) and studies which take into account local-level values and social 
practices (Sutton, 2000; Herzfeld, 1997; Sirman, 1990), the schooling paradox in 
this particular study sheds light on the ambiguities of the relationship between the 
Greek Gypsies and the state. 
In short, the attitude of the inhabitants of Giloiiia towards schooling sheds light 
on particular ideologies and practices through which conceptions of sameness and 
difference, childhood and adulthood, 6reektiess and (; jp-syness, as well as an 
individual and a shared sense of self assume different meanings on different 
occasions. This thesis therefore explores not only children's and adults' attitudes 
towards schooling but pays attention to those areas of social life and those social 
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relations that Greek Gypsy children and adults identified as meaningful and 
productive, such as marriage, famil-v and work. 
Outline of this Thesis 
As we have seen, this chapter focuses on the main themes of this thesis and 
discusses its aims and obýjectives through a specific example extracted from the 
field. It also introduces the group that this study focuses upon, presents the 
location of fieldwork and describes the wider context in which this research took 
place. More specifically, this introductory chapter highlights the questions and 
issues arising from what I have called 'the schooling paradox, evident among the 
Greek Gypsies of Gilonitt, outlining why this paradox constitutes a useful 
reference point in the study of this particular group. 
Chapter 2 concentrates on a discussion of methodology as well as the ways 
data and information were obtained and processed at different stages of the 
fieldwork. In particular, taking as a starting point the central role of children in 
facilitating my relationships with adults, this chapter deals with the 
methodological specificities implicated in conducting research with children, 
while discussing the ethical considerations that derive from the use of this 
particular methodology. It also stresses the importance of my involvement in the 
negotiations for the resettlement of the inhabitants of Gilottia in establishing 
relationships of trust with the adults and the role that children played in this 
involvement. What is more, chapter 2 places the specific issues that emerged 
through rny fieldwork experience within the wider framework of anthropological 
debates regarding the politics of research. In particular, the discussion focuses on 
issues such as the experience of doing fieldwork 'at home, the issues of 
reflexivity and advocacy in anthropology and the meaning of place in 
ethnographic research and representation. 
The following chapter (chapter 3) provides a general background to the main 
issues elaborated in the thesis. This includes a discussion of literature domains 
such as the anthropology of Gypsies and the anthropology of Greece, as well as of 
nationalism and ethnicjtv, difference and identification, embodiment and 
performativity. This chapter also defines Greek-Qvj), ýyness as the vehicle through 
which the embodied performance of a Greek Gypsy personhood articulates and 
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sustains a shared sense of belonging that is seen primarily as morally distinctive. 
It is this moral quality that provides the basis for the Greek Gypsy sense of 
difference 0. ý tý Os the non Gypsy-Greek 'others', What is more, chapter 33 
explores the idiosyncratic relationship between the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia and 
the Greek state from the Gypsies' point of view, also looking at the ways both 
perceptions of Gi-eekness and Gjjxýyness have nourished and, simultaneously, 
have been nourished by this peculiar relationship. 
Chapter 4 focuses on children's perceptions and experiences of school and their 
expectations regarding the schooling process. More specifically, this chapter looks 
at the extent to which children consider schooling to be compatible with or 
contradictory to Greek Gypsy life, processes of knowledge taking place within the 
family, and their own aspirations. In this chapter, children outline their views 
about school, as an institution characterised by rigidities, but also as a source of 
knowledge and as a space of interaction with non-Gypsy children. This opens the 
way for a discussion of what Greek Gypsy children in the settlement consider to 
be 'knowledge' as well as the grounds on which they prioritise different sources 
of knowledge. Through the analysis of children's perspectives, it becomes 
obvious that not only do children acquire knowledge but they also generate it and 
are recognised by adults in doing so. Greek Gypsy children see knowledge as an 
embodied process which to a large extent involves meanings and feelings 
implicated in significant social relationships and practices. 
Chapter 5 engages with a detailed presentation of ideologies, skills, attitudes 
and practices regarding marriage. Marriage produces and consolidates intra-family 
alliances that are premised on reciprocal relationships of long-term economic and 
social support. Indeed, marriage engages community members in forms of 
investment which are reallsed outside the boundaries of the state and the formal 
economy through ideologies of gender, sexuality and kinship. The lengthy and 
lavish wedding celebrations confirm the interdependencies of Greek Gypsy 
relatedness. Additionally, the practice of endogamy and concerns over honour and 
female virginity reinforce intra-family solidarities and constitute the means 
through which Greek Gypsy distinctiveness is not only 'Imagined' but also 
realised in contacts, alliances, relationships and sentiments. In contrast to previous 
approaches to virginity in the literature on the Mediterranean, virginity here is 
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achieved, even though intimacy is allowed, through self-discipline and self- 
control. 
Chapter 6 shifts the focus of analysis from the process of building intra-family 
or intra-group relations to the process of the extended family fragmentation. The 
extended family is founded on patrifocal links and the practice of virilocal 
residence that correlates with the emphasis on brotherly relations. In the Greek 
Gypsy settlement of Gilonja kinship constitutes a notion of relatedness that needs 
to be constantly verified through affirmative relations that, however, tend to 
reinforce this fragmentation. This chapter looks at the particular ways through 
which the performance of kin related roles is inextricably connected with the 
performance of personhood. Specifically, personhood is constantly evaluated on 
the basis of an age and gender-specific kinship morality that is expressed in terms 
of hierarchies, caring and parenting relationships- Parenthood within the extended 
family can be more broadly translated into a set of caring and supportive 
relationships defined and redefined by different agents, including but extending 
beyond the relations of parents and children. What is more, this chapter deals with 
hierarchical and caring relations based on parenting ideals which are developed 
among children themselves. 
The next chapter, chapter 7, concentrates on the intimate association between 
kinship networks and extended household work. This chapter shows how the 
performance of gender and age-specific activities in the nikokii-io (household), 
which involves the domestic domain and the world of work, consolidates 
personhood, affirms kinship relatedness and manifests a shared sense of Greek 
Gypsy distinctiveness. Since conceptions of personhood, domestic activities, 
family and work intersect, the emphasis on performativity suggests that it is 
through a constant enactment of roles by adults and children through which a 
shared experience of being a Greek Gypsy is affirmed. Therefore, this group of 
Greek Gypsies invest a considerable amount of time and effort conveying to 
younger generations the significance of these activities as well as the methods of 
carrying them out appropriately and effectively. In fact, this chapter shows that 
children are not only recipients of this knowledge but they are themselves 
important carriers of Greek Gypsy performativity. 
,h which children's experiences of their Chapter 8 looks at the ways throug 
childhood and adults' perceptions of these experiences inform and sustain a 
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shared sense of Greek Gypsy distinctiveness among the inhabitants of Gilonkf. In 
addition, this chapter discusses how children's sense of sharing a distinctive 
childhood is constructed and reconstructed in the framework of their relationship 
with Greek Gypsy adults, other experiences of childhood, such as the Albanian 
Gypsy and the non-Gypsy Greek children, as well as within and through 
institutional processes. In particular, this chapter focuses on the ways through 
which and degree to which children value institutions such as the army and the 
police, and embody national and religious consciousness in order to negotiate 
their sense of belonging in the Greek nation-state, while also manifesting their 
Greekne, v., v and Qvjxýyne. sý. sý. 
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ý46 
Fig. 1A Gifonia 
1.4.1 The Christopoulos Extended Family (la-ld) 
1.4.2 The Petridis Extended Family (2a-2e) 
1.4.3 The Theodorou Exteded Family (3a-3c) 
1.4.4 The Anastasiou Extended Family (4a-4b) 
1.4.5 The Markopoulos Extended Family (5a-5d) 
1.4.6 The loannou Extended Family (6a-6d) 
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Fig. 1.5: Picture of Gilonia 
Fig. 1.6: Picture of Gitonia 
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Chapter Two 
Problematising Fieldwork: Children, Methods, and 
the Politics of Doing Research 
Introduction 
The acknowledgement that fieldwork produces knowledge through Immersion 
into the intersubjectivity of empathetic relationships (Thapan, 1998) suggests that 
the transmission of this knowledge cannot be reduced to the mere translation and 
rational objectification of the fieldwork encounter (Das, 1998, Pina-Cabral, 1992). 
More specifically, ethnographers try to understand systems of meanings not only 
through linguistic forms and the analysis of objectified categories but also through 
their senses-, their bodies and throug-rh practice (Coffey-, 1999., Okely., 1992., Bloch., 
1991) as they engage themselves in intersubjective relationships. 
Therefore, ethnographic knowledge involves the very process through which 
the ethnographer's perception of what is to be 'different' has been affected by an 
anthropological encounter that is charged with interpersonal subjectivities. 
Consequently, the most important of these subjectivities which have influenced 
the very experience of fieldwork as well as the ethnographer's perception of 
'otherness' should be made clear to the reader. Drawing reflexively on issues 
which have emerged from the field, this chapter demonstrates that the methods 
followed in this research, the modes knowledge was produced through the 
fieldwork encounter, processed and represented ethnographically cannot be 
separated from the specific context and events which frame this encounter. 
In acknowledgement of this, this chapter engages with the most crucial 
relationships and events which have informed the fieldwork encounter throughout 
the research period. In the first place, chapter 2 discusses the importance of my 
relationship with the children of (; ilonia in carrying out this research. This 
relationship, based on the development of mutual affection and trust, granted me 
access to the everyday activities and social life in Gilonict and gradually enabled Z 
me to build on my relationships with adults. In this chapter, I also discuss how 
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children's priorities and expectations regarding this research have played a central 
role in the theoretical and methodological approaches followed in this study. What 
is more, not only does chapter 2 engage with the important role of age but also 
with the role of gender in gradually shaping an increasing familiarity in my 
relationship with my informants. 
In many occasions, reciprocal emotions entailed in empathetic relationships in 
the field evoke expectations, such as that of the anthropological advocacy, which 
cannot be ignored by the fieldworker. Specifically, chapter 2 focuses on the ways 
through which and the extent to which my presence in Gilonki relates to my 
involvement in the negotiations for the resettlement of its inhabitants due to the 
Olympics of 2004. It also shows how my close relationship with the children of 
Gitonia prompted high expectations from adults regarding my involvement in the 
processes of these negotiations. In turn, my attitude towards the problem of the 
impeding eviction in 6iloni(i throughout the period of my fieldwork was judged 
and evaluated constantly both by children and adults in the settlement, feeding 
back to the quality of my relationships with them and the quality of fieldwork. 
Taking into account the importance of the issue of the impeding eviction in 
Gilonia in shaping the ethnographer's conception of the ethnographic site as a 
soclo-spatial location, this chapter looks at the ways through which perceptions of 
I space' and 'place' in relation to the ethnographic site have been seen here as 
interconnected locales of processes of becoming, belonging and relatedness. In 
addition, the last section of this chapter discusses how the impeding eviction and 
the processes of negotiation of the resettlement of the people of Gilonict brought 
wider problems of ethnographic representation, while informing a dynamic and 
contextual approach in this specific study. 
Gaining Access 
The Role of the Children 
Although working closely with children was a verv sensitive matter both 
, children 
kev informants n the field. theoretically and methodologically. making I 
constituted the most challenging aspect of my research project. Despite the 
obstacles and the ethical considerations that will be discussed in detail in the 
children the focus of mv fieldwork proved to be following paragraphs, making 
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very rewarding. And it is true that in spite of the numerous difficulties I 
encountered, it was my special relationship with the children that facilitated my 
access to the adult's world and consolidated my relationship with the adult 
members of the settlement. 
The following example demonstrates that the adults' stance towards me was 
clearly influenced by the ways I interacted with the children. In one of my first 
visits to Gilonki, I was in the main yard discussing the content of my research 
with the heads of the Christopoulos extended family, Evgenia and Alexis. They 
seemed bored, indifferent and suspicious, until their youngest granddaughter, two 
and a half year-old Aret], showed up. I spontaneously turned to her asking her 
name and she started playing with me. At the very moment I hugged her, her 
grandparents' attitude towards me changed completely. They invited me into their 
house, they offered me drinks and started asking, me questions about what I was 
doing, this time full of interest. 
During the whole period of my fieldwork I had the feeling that adults viewed 
me through the eyes of their children. The adults' perception of my personality, 
my intentions and aims was filtered through the children's feelings and accounts 
of me. It was obvious that the adults' direct interaction with me was an 
insufficient basis for them to judge me. To them the most important factor was 
their children's opinion of me. Realising the centrality of my relationship with the 
children in building up a relationship of trust with the adults encouraged me to 
adjust my methodology so as to make -it clear that children were central to my 
research from the very start of my work there. 
During my second visit, as already mentioned in the introductory chapter, nine- 
year-old Manolis who had been listening to me explaining to his father what I was 
doing in Gilonia, asked me politely to assist him with hisý reading and writing 
skills. I jumped at this chance but I made it clear to him, as I did so many times 
later on with different inhabitants of the settlement, that I was not a teacher and 
, 
for what school offers children. that I was by no means capable of substituting 
The teaching sessions came to be attended by most of the children in Gilonia, 
aged between four and twelve years. 
, ave me the chance to work closely and methodically These daily gatherings L, 
with the children in the sense that I didn't have to organise meetings with them in 
order to work on my research project. Both the teaching sessions and a number of 
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other sessions that followed them (such as drawing sessions, the encyclopaedia 
session, discussions) as well as a number of diverse activities (such as 
photographic projects and visits to the neighbouring schools, the Olympic stadium 
and the playground) ran together smoothly. The content, timetable, and duration 
of these sessions was orgamsed jointiv bv myself and the children. For example, 
the teaching and drawing sessions took place almost daily throughout the whole 
year of my fieldwork. 
The projects I undertook with the children constituted the medium through 
which I premised my relationship with the adults. On many occasions, especially 
at the beginning of rny research, showing the parents or the relatives their 
children's writings and drawings was a good starting point for a warm and fruitful 
discussion about their views and aspirations regarding their children. Later on, the 
photographic projects that the children undertook bv themselves also produced 
opportunities for warm gatherings with the adults in Gilonict. 
Working with the children I soon managed to become an active participant in 
the daily life of the settlement. It granted me access to the most private spaces of 
the households, spaces that the adults had been cautious about showing me in the 
first place. Having a close relationship with the children additionally enabled me 
to be present at the beginning, and later on participate, in activities such as eating, 
having coffee, watching TV, sleeping, gossiping and resolving intra-family 
differences. 
What is more, it was also children who first invited me to celebrations such as 
weddings, christenings, and namedays. It was six-year-old Stelios and his nine- 
year-old brother, Manolls, who told their father to invite me to their cousins 1 
weddingr in Februarv. "Daddv, can we take Ivi to the wedding9" Stelios asked his 
father and Manolis added: "Yes, daddy she has to come! " Their father, Theofilos, 
asked me, almost convinced that I would reject his invitation, if I was willing to 
-o as far as Khalkida (a hundred kilometres away from Athens) for the wedding: 
"If you don't mind coming all the way down there, we would like to have you 
there with us! " To Theofilos' surprise, I immediately accepted his invitation and 
this visit proved to be the start of a series of invitations from different members of 
the settlement to a wide range of celebrations inside and outside Gitotfia. 
When I started to participate actively in the social life of settlement, I got 
offered a sleeping place In a couple of houses of Gifoifiu. Although I had long 
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waited for these proposals, I decided after careful thought not to move into a 
particular a house of the settlement but to do occasional overnight stays in 
different houses. My decision was based on two important reasons: Firstly and 
most importantly, my experience so far in Giloniti showed that spending more 
time in certain houses caused me significant problems in my relationship with the 
inhabitants of different houses in Gilonict. ' Secondly, spending more time as a 
member of a particular household would evoke considerable expectations 
regarding everyday activities which would clearly distract me from the daily 
gatherings with the children. 2 
Getting Involved in the Negotiations of the Resettlement and the Role 
of the Children 
As already discussed in the introductory chapter, one of the main concerns of the 
inhabitants of Gitonki throughout the whole period of my fieldwork was their 
impeding eviction due to the Olympics of 2004. Initially, my presence in Gitollia 
at this particular point in time which coincided with the uncertainty of its 
inhabitants about the future of the settlement reasonablv created an atmosphere of 
suspicion among the adult members of Giionict towards the purpose of my 
research. In contrast to children, who thought they could benefit from my 
presence in the settlement in many different ways, such as through the teaching 
sessions, 3 the adults of Gilonici soon made me realise that my attitude towards the 
issue of the eviction would play a crucial role in shaping my relationships with 
them, 
At that stage, it was evident to me that building relationships of trust with my 
adult informants could not be achieved without a certain degree of involvement in 
the negotiations of the resettlement. However, my potential involvement in this 
issue presupposed that the adults of Gilonia placed a certain degree of reliance on 
my intentions regarding the sensitive problem of the eviction. Otherwise, any kind 
' See also the Nvork of Gaý Y Blasco (1999) on the Gypsies of Madrid NNhere slic describes lioNN 
she was criticized and isolated by her informants Nflio belonged to a specific family -%N-lien she 
started spending time \\itli the members of other Lamilics in Jarana. 
See Ga\ Y Blasco's StUdN on the G-, psies of Madrid (1995). GaN Y Blasco discusses how b\ 
having been offered shelter and food she \ýas expected to undertake a varietý of chores by her 
informants. 
ý The decision for the undertaking of the sessions NNas cxclusivelý taken by the children NNitliout 
any kind of encouragcment. interference or obýjection bý theadults of Ilic settlement. 
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of suspicions of the inhabitants of Gilonja towards my intentions could easily 
jeopardise my fieldwork, 
Once more, the catalyst in building on a good quality of relationships with the 
adults in (; ilonhi regarding the issue of the eviction was the children. Indeed, my 
relationship with the children, as this developed through their request for 
undertaking the teaching sessions, relates to the degree of my involvement in the 
issue of the eviction and the processes of negotiations for the resettlement of the 
inhabitants of Gionia. The mode in which the sessions progressed affected the 
views of the adults towards me and shaped their expectations regarding my 
involvement in the issue of the resettlement. 
In other words, the children's positive views of me influenced positively the 
adults' assessments of my intentions but simultaneously evoked certain 
expectations. After the first month of my presence in the settlement, the teaching 
sessions enabled the development of a relationship of trust between the children 
and me. Consequently, children's trust influenced adults' views of me. And the 
more the adults' positive opinion of me grew, the more I felt their pressure for 
taking an initiative regarding their impeding eviction. 
The expectations of the inhabitants of the settlement were high and a source of 
stress for me, especially because I reallsed that my attitude relating to this issue 
constituted the 'test' I had to 'pass' in order to prove my intentions and loyalty 
towards them. All these reflect Hastrup and Elsaas' (1990: 301) point about 
anthropological advocacy that: 
in particular cases advocacN is no option but an implicit requirement of the 
social relationship established between the anthropologist and the local people 
(Hastrup and Elsaas, 1990: 30 1 ). " 
The problem of the resettlement of the people of Gitonki could neither be 
ignored nor did I wish to make it the central theme of my research. Since I wanted 
to take an active part in the daily life of the settlement, keeping a neutral position 
by avoiding direct or indirect involvement in their future negotiations would be 
hypocritical (see also Kirsch, 2002). Therefore, I decided to take careful steps and 
-et involved in the negotiations when asked by the inhabitants of (ýilonia. And, 
although sometimes it was at the expense of mv research, I invested time and 
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effort in the processes of negotiating their resettlement throughout the whole 
fieldwork period. 
From the very beginning though, I was open and clear about the fact that the 
type of assistance, support or involvement that I was able to offer would by no 
means take the form of an organised action or an official mediating role between 
them and the authorities. In fact, neither the purpose of my research nor my status 
and position there would justify my official participation in the negotiations 
relating to their resettlement. Additionally, I made it clear to them that this kind of 
involvement did not merit inflated expectations. 
What I also thought was important to clarify was the fact that I'm of the 
opinion that Gypsies should start facing the authorities directly, no matter how 
painful it might be, instead of seeking the mediation of third parties. In other 
words, I believed that any kind of support from third parties-which, however, 
was undoubtedly essential in the case of their resettlement- should have 
functioned as a peripheral means of putting pressure on the authorities by 
promoting their demands or as a network to facilitate the processes of negotiation. 
The point was to avoid the risks of patronising and imposing opinions. 
Despite the fact that I did not participate in the official negotiations and the 
signing of the agreement for the resettlement (which took place at the end of my 
fieldwork on the I" of August of 2002) and the actual resettlement (which 
actually started in September 2002 but completed a few months after my 
fieldwork) my unofficial involvement has undoubtedly influenced both the quality 
of my relationship with the people of Gilot&7 and subsequently the actual product 
of my fieldwork. 
As fieldwork progressed, children's interest for the teaching sessions operated 
as the most important means for balancing the adults' requests for my 
involvement and my priorities in the field. Undoubtedly, working with the 
children in Gitonict was a very important reason to keep me away from any other 
issue-even the most important one-that took place in the settlement. For 
example, there were times when sessions with the children took place in Gifollia, 
while discussions with the representatives of the municipality and the NGOs were 
also in process. And I was told not to worry about it but stay with the children, 
unless there was something in particular that mv informants would like to ask, to 
sort out, or assist thern with. 
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It is true that the adults placed strong emphasis on the teaching sessions that we 
undertook with the children in the settlement of Gitonict. For the vast majoritv of 
them, the daily informal classrooms in the midst of the processes of negotiations 
for their resettlement conveyed an important message to the state and municipal 
representatives and the members of the NGOs- That projects of identification 
among the Gypsies of Gilonict involve strategies and practices which could 
possibly engage its members in mainstream institutional processes in ways that 
this engagement informs a distinctive Greek Gypsy shared sense of self Similarly 
to the schooling paradox, children's successful participation in the informal 
teaching sessions in the settlement and adults' emphasis on these sessions denotes, 
on the one hand, the wish of the Gypsies of Gilotfict to engage with mainstream 
processes of education and, on the other hand, their refusal to participate in this 
process at the expense of Greek Gypsy processes of learning within informal 
networks of relatedness. 
Doing Research with Children 
Theoretical and Methodological Concerns 
The first problem with researching children is the very issue of the definition of 
childhood (James and James, 2004). Acknowledging that there is not one 
childhood but manv childhoods, crosscut and fragmented by important 
asymmetries (Stephens, 1995, Qvortrup, 1994, James and Prout, 1990), Mayall 
(2002) suggests that conceptions of different childhoods should be seen and 
examined in contrast to conceptions of adulthood 
However, Olwig and Gullov (2003), presenting a number of studies conducted 
in diverse cultural settings (Nieuwenhuys, 2003, Nyambedha and Aagaard- 
Hansen, 2003), argue that although the generational approach is important in 
understanding the children's position in a particular network of relationships, we 
have to bear in mind that not every culture defines children in contradistinction to 
adults and "it should therefore not be presented as an all-too-rigid categorisation 
of children's lives but as a point of departure for empirical investigations" (Olwig 
and Gullov, 200' )ý 14). 
As Parkin (2000) argues. within the field the researcher gradually tries to elicit 
the "more subtle ranges of otherness" which "while invisible to the outsider, are 
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important to the local people themselves" (2000: 272). To take Parkin's argument 
further, in the case of researching childhood, the task of the fieldworker is to 
reveal the cultural and temporal defining elements of the childhood studied 
(Ennew, 1994) and how these are perceived in relation to adulthood revealing 
how children embody and experience relatedness in everyday life through specific 
practices (James and James, 2004, Olwig and Gullov, 20033, Toren, 1999, 
Christensen, 1998), which while they might be invisible to the outsider are 
nevertheless, important for the people and children themselves. This relates to 
Bloch's (1991) earlier argument which maintained that participant observation 
enables the researcher to become familiar with cultural knowledge through 
participating in the intricacies of everyday life. 
Such an approach suggests that the researcher should not hesitate to abandon or 
defy all taken-for-granted assumptions and distinctions between adulthood and 
childhood (Olwig and Gullov, 2003), Christensen and Prout, 2002; Ennew and 
Morrow, 2002). Because of this, it is unhelpful to cross-culturally apply 
methodological tools especially designed for research on children. C 
If we want to elicit children's views in ways which reflect the cultural and 
temporal features of their childhood, we have to adopt a flexible set of methods 
that do not necessarily assume that a 'child-centred' methodology is suitable in all 
cases and for all kinds of children (Punch, 2002). Innovative research methods 
especially designed for children have no practicality unless they satisfy the 
particular needs and interests of the particular children the researcher works with 
(Punch, 2002, Christensen and Prout, 2002). To claim that an innovative research 
method might universally be useful in doing research with children is misleading. 
This would equate with the acceptance of the fact that all childhoods are the same 
(Christensen and James, 2000). 
Inevitably, by focusing the core of my thesis on children, flexibility became the 
key issue in conducting my research. Acknowledging the importance of 
specificity in the study of childhood, we enable ourselves as researchers to define 
the degree that makes each study of children "potentially different" in terms of 
ethics and inethodology from that of adults (Punch, 2002.32 1) and to demarcate 
the constitutive parameters of such a potential difference, adjusting our methods 
according , to the particular needs of each case (Connolly and Ennew, 1996). 
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The design of the research methods, as Christensen and Prout (2002) stress, 
should take into consideration the aims of the research, the social and cultural 
context in which the research takes place, as well as the ways children respond to 
the research process and the methodology employed. Connolly and Ennew (1996) 
insist that the researcher should elaborate those research methods that will enable 
him or her to understand the perspectives of the children. Indeed, according to 
them, " It is not enough to hear and record what a child says, 'it is also necessary 
to understand what he or she means in the context in which the words are uttered" 
(Connolly and Ennew, 19W 141). Ennew and Morrow (2002) indicate that 
children have the right to be carefully, accurately and properly researched through 
a set of multiple methods for obtaining, crosschecking through triangulation, 
assessing, and processing data, which should be contextualised in accordance with 
wider theoretical discussions within diverse political and economic frameworks. 
Children's acceptance of and receptivity to the research methodology seems to 
be the most effective way of extracting consistent results and valid information 
while at the same time sustaining children's interest throughout the whole 
research period. By accepting the research methodology children engage more 
actively and enthusiastically with the research product. However, what primarily 
ensures more viable and reliable results seems to be the development of 
relationships of trust and respect between the researcher and children (Punch, 
2002, Ennew, 1994). 
Meeting Children's Expectations in Building Up the Methodology 
As already described, it was children who proposed the teaching sessions that 
went on during the whole fieldwork period. The teaching sessions provided the 
basis for the participatory design of the research methodology based on children's 
preferences, demands and receptivity. In addition, the teaching sessions became 
the starting point of everyday conversations both with children and adu ItS. 4 Most 
importantly, the teaching sessions enabled the development of an intimate 
relationship between myself and the children based on feelings of mutual trust and 
I Conversations- in Forrester's (2002) opinion are proNcii to be espcciall\ revealing of discourses 
of childhood. 
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affection which constituted the most essential ingredient for the success of the 
research project. 
The sessions were gradually enriched with different sub-sessions that, 
responding to the children's demands, took the following forms: a) the reading 
and writing session, b) the drawing session, c) the photographic session, d) the 
encyclopaedia session, e) the television session, f) the visits (to the 
neighbourhood's schools, the Olympic stadium, playgrounds, etc. ) and g) the 
general discussions. Usually, after a session of two hours, either the children or 
myself got tired and asked to finish it. 
In contrast to their parents, the children of G'ilolfici accepted the use of the tape- 
recorder during our sessions and group discussions. The decision was exclusively 
theirs (their parents didn't interfere). However, because of the adults' earlier 
rejection of the use of the tape-recorder I also sought their parents' consent. Their 
agreement to the use of the tape-recorder proved to be extremely useful to me. 
However, the children agreed to use the tape-recorder only if I let them use it 
themselves while they were talking I agreed and I explained to them how it 
worked. I also explained why I needed these recordings, And although I had my 
doubts about its effectiveness, the tape-reCOFder did work and, indeed, it worked 
at different levels. Children appreciated the trust I showed them in letting them 
use the machine. The first time the father of twelve-year-old Kalliope saw her in 
Gitonia's yard carrying my tape-recorder he shouted at her: "Bring this back to Ivi 
immediatelyi You'll break it and it is expensive! " And Kalliope answered: "Ivi 
gave it to us to use it, she trusts us, mind your own business! I take good care of it 
as if it were mine. " 
Drawing sessions were a very important part of these projects. Drawing was an 
activity which children hardly ever missed. Children's drawings were mainly the 
product of different themes that I encouraged them to draw about, as for example 
how they imagined their future home, or neighbourhood. Themes could also be 
past memories such as the composition of their class for those who had been to 
school. The most difficult part in the use of drawings as a research tool was the 
control of our limited resources. Paper, coloured pencils, and markers were all 
bought at my personal expense. Children knew that and refused to keep them. 
They decided that I had to be responsible for this material because according to 
ten-year-old Harisý "If we keep them they will be lost in a moment ... " 
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The photographic projJects covered themes that were discussed during the 
teaching sessions and were elaborated and enriched in the drawing sessions. Shots 
were taken by all the children who participated in the teaching session. As soon as 
the pictures had been developed I showed them to the children for ffirther 
discussions. For example, as soon as we finished the first round of sessions, in 
which children expressed their views about Gilonict, their family and work, I told 
them to go around the settlement and photograph what they thought was most 
important. The material that came out of this project proved to be a very useful 
starting point for fruitful discussions both with the children and the adults about 
the grounds on which they prioritise their relationships within the settlement. The 
difficulty here was to gain the children's consent in using the camera for the 
purposes of the research. I had to explain to them that the camera was expensive 
as was the development of the film, so our photographic projects could not be 
repeated very often and the shots should not be taken without purpose in mind. 
An integral part of our teaching sessions was the encyclopaedia session. It was 
an idea that came to me because children kept asking me about issues relating to 
natural phenomena such as earthquakes, volcano eruptions, hurricanes and so on, 
which they saw on television happening either in Greece or in other countries. 
Therefore, I decided to visit a bookstore trying to find a suitable encyclopaedia 
with good illustrations. This session attracted not only the interest of the children 
but also of adults, helping our general discussions expand on a variety of 
interesting topics. 
Another important session for the purposes of the research was watching and 
then commenting on television programmes, as well as my reading and children's 
commenting on magazine articles. This helped me understand the way children 
perceive the everyday life of the non-Gypsy population, as well as those aspects 
of the non-Gypsy life that they adopt or reject. This process also gave me access 
to the ways children and subsequently their parents (through discussions that 
followed those with their children) react to the main problems, trends and changes 
that take place in wider society. 
A very important methodological tool was the visits with the children to places 
near the settlement, such as the schools, the playgrounds and the Olympic 
Stadium. In fact, I went twice with the children to two of the nearbv schools, a 
couple of times to the Olympic stadiurn and quite often to the neighbourhood's 
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playgrounds. These visits, especially those to the schools, gave us more ground to 
discuss important aspects of this research. During these visits children had the 
chance to either come closer to the school environment (they had the chance to 
talk with other children and some of the teachers) and then express their opinions 
about it, and for those who had been to school, to discuss their own schooling 
experience at greater length. 
Addressing Ethical Considerations 
Undoubtedly, ethnography has been a methodology which has given voice to 
"children's muted voices" (Lee, 2001: 49) and made them active participants in 
the production of research data (James and Prout, 1990). More recently, a new 
approach stemming from the paradigm that views children as competent social 
actors sees children as co-participants throughout the research process (Theis, 
2001, Alderson, 2000). 
However, as Christensen and Prout (2002) indicate, the growing theoretical 
awareness of children as social actors and agents of change has also widened the 
scope for consideration of "ethical dilemmas and new responsibilities for 
researchers" (2002: 478) in the study of childhood. For them, the fact that 
children's voices are increasingly being heard in diverse domains unravels a 
whole range of new relationships between children and other social actors-such 
as parents, teachers, institutional agents and policy makers, politicians and 
researchers-as well as a set of particular interests that stand in association with 
these relationships, thus proliferating the complexities of the field. 
Therefore, Christensen and Prout (2001 448) call for an "ethical symmetry" in 
the study of childhood and the researcher's engagement "with ethical questions 
through a reflexive research practice" (2001 493). Their call combines a 
commitment to ethical guidelines with the researcher's responsibility to respond 
with flexibility and common sense to the particularity of each research case. 
Regarding my own research, working closely with children meant that I had to 
take into serious consideration children's hierarchical relationships in the same 
way I did with the adults. 
In accordance witli Christensen and Prout's (2002) suggestion, I found it 
equally important to remain committed to the basic and more formalised ethical 
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guidelines such as being open.. clear and sincere about the aims and objectives of 
the research in order to aain access, to recruit, , am consent, as well as work 
within a framework of anonymity and confidentiality. However, as Alderson 
(2000,1995) has also argued, more complex and difficult to deal with were those 
ethical dilemmas and considerations that arose throughout the stages of research 
design, the research process itself, and the stage of interpretation and 
dissemination of data. 
For example, children (particularly older ones) participated actively in the 
design of the research methodology. My ethical consideration here was not 
whether children were competent to do so, because they undoubtedly were, but 
whether their active involvement would cause problems among children 
themselves. For instance, the cases where children (usually siblings or cousins 
from the same extended family) excluded other children from different extended 
families from the design of a research project were not rare. Depending on the 
context and in order to avoid misunderstandings among children or even their 
families, I sometimes had to turn down their interesting proposals- 
Additionally, in the process of interpretation and dissemination of data, I found 
that I had to be cautious not only with age and gender asymmetries among 
children but also with the asymmetries generated by children's hierarchical 
relationships within their families and peer group, The fact that childhoods do not 
constitute homogeneous entities but entail important inequalities and group 
dynamics reflected in children's relationships should be made clear at the stages 
of interpretation and presentation of fieldwork material. Regarding my case for 
instance, it was not rare that children got influenced by the peer group leader and 
this influence was obvious in the content of their answers or their drawings. 
Furthermore, according to my findings in the field, children were less tolerant 
and flexible than adults as informants. Although at first glance children might 
seem easier to engage in the research, any failure to meet their expectations in this 
process could easily lead to complete failure. The danger, here, lies in the fact that 
the researcher might seek to adjust the methodolog to the particular needs and "y 
interests of the children omitting to get children's consent for any possible 
adjustments, or confusing children's engagement with consent. 
Therefore, as many researchers working with children agree, the importance of 
children's consent to their participation in the research proýlect is not enough. 
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Ennew (2001) stresses that there is always a difficulty in obtaining informed 
consent from children, a difficulty that makes this process with children different 
from that of the adults. The principle of informed consent (Lindsay, 2000), or 
giving all subjects a clear account of the research, should be tackled constantly, at 
all stages of the research. It is also important to gain children's consent for the use 
of the particular methodology throughout the whole research period. The 
researcher also ought to evaluate the extent to which this methodology continues 
to be accepted by the children throughout the whole period of the research and he 
or she should be careful not to confuse engagement with consent. Children have to 
know-and the researcher has to make sure they understand-that they have the 
right to withdraw at any time they want from the research or refuse to participate 
in any of its parts (Ennew, 2001). 
Finally, my case also proved that the process of obtaining consent from 
children should also take into account the specificities of the culture studied. For 
example, throughout my research period, for the accomplishment of a task I had 
to negotiate and renegotiate consent not only from the parents but also., either 
from the leader of the peer group or from the older siblings as well as the children 
themselves. 
Issues Emerging from the Field 
Reflexivity 
As Dresch and James (2000) point out, the growing concern with 'reflexivity' in 
the discipline of anthropology has recently shifted its focus away from the 
discussion of methods to the exploration of "the role and responses of the 
researcher as an individual apprehending the world" (2000ý 33). What is more, 
Shore (1999ý 45) reminds us that the concept of 'reflexivity' has been used in 
diverse frameworks serving a wide range of agendas in anthropology, often 
trapping the anthropological thought in solipsistic arguments. This echoes 
Strathern's ( 1987) earlier suggestion that 'reflexivity' should not equate with self- 
consciousness. Rather, it should be about the particular ways in which the process 
of acquisition of anthropological 'knowledge" engages the anthropologist and the 
subject of research (Hastrup, 1995). In this sense, bv turning ourselves into 
objects of study, we become more aware Of Ourselves as ethnographers through 
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challenging our "cultural assumptions" (Herzfeld, 2001: 46) and, therefore, we 
become more sensitive to the methodology we use (Strathern, 1987). 
With respect to this particular study, self-reflections concerning the pre- 
fieldwork period, the fieldwork, and the writing-up, as well as some post- 
fieldwork considerations, will be deploved in a framework of analysis that should 
by no means be seen as "a PLIFe self-examination" (Herzfeld, 2001: 45) or "as an 
end in itself' (Herzfeld, 2001 ý 50). Here, the discussion of issues such as the 
experience of doing anthropology 'at home', conceptions of space and place in 
relation to ethnography, the importance of gender and power relations in the field, 
as well as the issue of advocacy in anthropology, will be seen as serving a 
particular purpose, that of enhancing analytical awareness (Herzfeld, 2001). Thus, 
I reflexive thinking, in this case, is intimately connected with questions of theory 
and methods, as well as the ways anthropological 'knowledge' is generated and 
processed (Shore, 1999, Strathern, 1987). 
It is important, though, to note at this point that apart from the exploration of 
the above-mentioned issues, which to a greater or lesser extent have increasingly 
constituted a commonplace in the elaboration of a thesis, 'reflexive thinking' also 
brings out a rather neglected aspect regarding the experience of the field, that is 
the significance of sentiments. In my case, as already described, emotions and the 
expression of them played a central role in gaining access to Gilonia, the 
development and establishment of my relationship with my informants and the 
elaboration of the methodology used. No doubt, immersion in another culture 
affects our bodies and senses. However, much less attention has been paid to 
emotional processes than to visual and conceptual ones in conducting fieldwork. 
This happens despite the emergence of ethnographic and theoretical explorations 
of sentiments which acknowledge the fact that feelings and emotions are 
perceived and expressed differently within different cultural framework S. 5 
This absence of discussion of "emotional discourses" (Lutz and Abu-Lughod, 
19W 1) or of the "embodied motivation" produced in the field (Hastrup, 1995ý 
77), or what I call reciprocal emotions between the researcher and his or her 
informants, results in a failure to acknowledge the cultural dimension in the 
' For example. Peletz (1996). Lyon (1995). Lý on and Barbalet ( 1994). Lock (1993). Seremetakis 
(1991). Lutz and Abu-Lugliod (1990). Rosaldo ( 1984). 
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expression of feelings and sentiments. In addition, such a failure leads to a neglect 
of the impact that possible cultural differences and commonalities in emotional 
expressions and affinities may have in the process of doing fieldwork (the ways 
access is gained and information obtained, the acceptance and receptivity of 
methodology and the processing of data). 
Encountering 'Otherness' 
Doing anthropology 'at home' proved to be a factor that had not been assessed 
correctly during my training year. I hadn't realised the practical implications of all 
the issues that I repeatedly encountered in the anthropological literature. To me 
the answer that everything-even 'home'-can be 'different' and simultaneously 
interesting for analvsis was enough. Presumably, it had been difficult for me to 
realise just how 'different' this world was because it was only one hour away 
from my home, in the same city, simply in another suburb. Maybe it was the 
overconfidence of speaking the same language that prompted my ignorance of 
how 'different' the experience of home is, something that you don't realise until 
you physically transcend 'boundaries'. 
In fact, before 'entering' the field, I hesitated to introduce myself to the 
inhabitants of Gilonia for quite a long time, finding a number of different 
justifications to postpone my first visit. Presumably, my hesitation is intimatelv 
associated with particular notions of the field as 'our own' or 'their territory'. For 
example, when I conducted research with Gypsy and migrant children in the 
familiar setting of a school in Evosmos in Thessalonik i, 6 I felt much more 
confident to introduce myself in the field. 
And, of course, as soon as I set foot in Gilonia, its inhabitants noticed my 
nervousness. That is probably why the male head of the Christopoulos extended 
family, Alexis, explained to me: "There is no reason for you to be worried, my 
girl. I personally guarantee that nobody will ever make you feel uncomfortable 
here. " His wife Evgema added: 
As an undergraduate student. I ýwrked for a -, car and a lialf N% ith Gypsy and migrant children as 
co-ordinator of an intcr-disciplinarý research project carried out in prin-tary and sccondarý schools 
in Thessaloniki. The research, Nihich i%as conducted mth the support of, of the University 
of Macedonia focused on the relation beween the high illiteracN rates amon GNpsics and migrant 9 
childrcn and their social discrimination. 
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"I can assure N on. froin iio-%N- on NNalking around the settlen-ient -%vill be safer for N'ou 
than Nvalking anyNNliere else in Athens-ask the neighbourhood's girls. they can 
N-erif-N irty ýxords anN mornent-that our people inight be poor but theN have lionour! " 
At that time, I couldn't foresee that only a few weeks later, each time I got off 
the train and walked down the same street approaching the settlement I would 
have completely different feelings. Soon, I started viewing this very same area 
and its people from a new perspective. Suddenly, everything there, the people, the 
way thev talked, dressed, moved and behaved seemed so familiar to me, albeit in 
a very strange and contradictory way. On the one hand, the growing familiarity 
between my informants and myself enabled me to view this very same city where 
I had been brought up from a completely new perspective, having what Okely 
(1984.5) describes as "a double vision" of my own country. As she puts it: 
-I had to learn another language in the Nvords of mv mother tongue. I unlean-A rný 
boarding school accent. changed clothing and body movements ... 
Washing and 
eating became different procedures willi the same utensils and food from the sarne 
shops up the road ... 
My past identity was slowly dismantled in the lionic countries I 
had inhabited since childhood (Okelv. 1984: 5). " 
On the other hand, this "double vision" did not only have a synchronic 
dimension. Through a reverse process this very same vision took me back in time 
to experiences, stories, and visions of a different Greek society. The different 
ways of dressing, cooking, moving, and talking I was now learning were not 
entirely strange to me. They took me back to my childhood, to a memory of 
Greece that I had as a child when visiting my grandfather in his remote village in 
Mani, or to my grandparent's experience of Greece, passed down through stories 
to me. Or even my own childhood experience living in the same building with my 
extended family, with my grandparents, my aunt, uncle and cousins. 
Gradually, as the fieldwork progressed, I reallsed that doing anthropology 'at 
home' brings to light revealing commonalities and differences about one's own 
culture and experience. Becoming familiar with another vision of my own culture 
entailed a growing flexibility in thinking and being in terms of everyday activities. 
Most importantly, however, it opened a new perspective on the ways I was 
managing and expressing my feelings. In the field I increasingly adapted to new 
modes of conveying emotions. Modes which challenged my previous assumptions 
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that had restricted the expression of emotions such as love, affection and suffering 
to my most private spaces, while firniting the expression of other feelings, such as 
joy and laughter, from the spontaneity I was familiar with. I learnt, for example, 
that laughing loudly and spontaneously in front of men or older people (both men 
and women) was disrespectful., while doing the same in front of children or 
younger women was not only acceptable but also essential for developing 
affinities. On the contrary, expressing suffering and pain in front of men and older 
people was especially appreciated. For Cohen ( 1992) this process of self- 
awareness: 
does not concern onlN our hitherto unsuspected resourcefulness, durability and 
ingenuity. it is also that. by struggling to understand other people's complexities, Nve 
are brought face to face with our own (Cohen. 1992: 223). - 
Space, Place and Ethnography 
Although this particular research has been conducted in a specific ethnographic 
site, the settlement which I call (; iloni(t, it nevertheless seeks to encompass the 
broader system and wider processes that relate to this particular site. For 
Hammersley (1992), ethnographic studies should produce analytical descriptions 
of socio-spatial locations linking the specific context of particular events with 
more general aspects of human life. An increasing number of recent 
anthropological works indicate that the most difficult task for the ethnographer, 
both in terms of theory and methodology, is to subject the data obtained in the 
field to an interpretation that is on the one hand a reflection of the broader socio- 
economic and political context, while on the other, an interpretation in accordance 
with the wider theoretical considerations of the discipline (Hastrup and Olwig, 
1997). 
With respect to the study of Gypsies, such interpretations should tackle notions 
of 'boundedness, revealing simultaneously fractures and discontinuities among 
diverse and often competing Gypsy groups, as well as reflecting Gypsies' active 
engagement in a system of interconnected locales, subjects and processes (see also 
chapter 3). For example, regarding this study, the attitude of the inhabitants of 
Gilolfia towards their impeding eviction, as discussed in chapter one, and the issue 
of the eviction itself, the impact of urban migration on the settlement's 
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organisation and the particular affiliation between its inhabitants and the Greek 
Gypsies of Khalkida (their acclaimed place of origin) reflects exactiv these issues. 
In Hastrup and Olwig's (1997) opinion, traditional anthropological descriptions of 
unique cultures and communitiesý 
"( ... 
) must give way to a nexN genre. taking its point of departure in those nodal 
points in the networks of interrelations where there is a mutual construction of 
identities through cultural encounters (Hastrup and Olwig, 1997: 51). " 
In response to this theoretical awareness, this study uses the single site 
(Williams, 1982) as a circumstantial locality for conducting what Marcus (1995ý 
110) calls a "strategically situated ethnography", which "might be thought of as a 
foreshortened multi-sited project and should be distinguished from the single site 
ethnography" (Marcus, 1995 ýI 10). This particular ethnography looks at processes 
of becoming and belonging among the Greek Gypsies of a particular settlement, 
Gilonia, but whose experiences can only be understood in the wider context of kin 
relations, school, the working environment, the neighbourhood, all of which are 
embedded in the wider socio-economic and political context of Greek society. 
From this perspective, the emphasis of this study lies in the exploration of 
networks of relatedness as they emerge from marriage practices, kinship relations 
and work patterns. 
The centrality of relatedness is primarilv mirrored in children's reflections and 
priorities regarding processes of becoming and belonging. Marcus (1995) notes 
that in the strategically situated ethnography, the single site constitutes the nexus 
of the subjects' awareness of their relation (and not always through tangible 
relationships) with other sites, agents and processes. For him, what matters when 
conducting this type of ethnographic research is the fact that "within a single site, 
the crucial issue concerns the detectable system-awareness in the everyday 
consciousness and actions of subjects' lives" (Marcus, 1995: 111). 
Simultaneously, such a critical approach to the fieldwork site encourages the 
researcher to focus on a set of relationships rather than specific locations, which 
seem to be significant for the definition and demarcation of this specific construct. 
In addition, it allows the researcher to trace and highlight those particular 
historical processes from which the interconnected sites of the research, or these 
networks of interrelations have emerged. 
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Obtaining Knowledge 
The ability of the anthropologist to interpret cultures (Geertz, 1973) is inextricably 
associated with the degree of familiarity and intimacy the researcher achieves with 
his/her informants in the field (Bloch, 1991). The acquisition of cultural 
knowledge cannot be achieved merely through explicit linguistic forms of 
expression "since words have only a distant relationship to the knowledge referred 
to" (Bloch, 1991: 192). For Bloch (1991), it is through the constant and intimate 
relationships that cultural knowledge is mediated and validated. Through 
participant observation anthropologists gradually learn to f(--)Ilow and improve the 
everyday procedures and tasks that the informants themselves have learnt to 
follow, also being able to assess whether they fulfil these tasks as adequately and 
fast as the informants (Bloch, 199 1 ). 
In addition, Hendry and Watson (2001: 1) indicate that anthropology 
constitutes "the art of spying", the process of unravelling the disguised within 
diverse modes of communication. For them, the task of the anthropologist is to 
unpack and convey through a set of methods and techniques the underlying 
messages embedded in what they call in(lit-eclfim. v or itidii-ect collinufflioc. 1tioll 
(Hendry and Watson, 2001: 2). These 'hidden' messages are embedded in 
different forms of human interaction consisting of verbal and non-verbal forms of 
expression, actions or flows of actions, emotions and sentiments, displays and 
performances. Having accepted the significance of indirections in the study of 
cultures, we inevitably come across two questions related to this issue. First, what 
is the suitable methodology which would enable the researcher to become familiar 
with these itidit-eclioltv. And, secondiv, what are the difficulties and intricacies of 
decoding such modes of expression in the terms or the logic of the culture studied. 
Becoming familiar both with cultural practices and knowledges (Bloch, 1991) 
and with indirect forms of communication (Hendry and Watson, 2001) 
presupposes the deployment of a methodology that would grant a significant level 
of intimacy between the researcher and the informants. Regarding my case, soon 
after I went to the field, I realised that the methodological plan I had prepared in 
my training year would not enable me to achieve the sort of intimate relationships 
that would bring out the thresholds of what participant observation was pointing 
to as most central in my research, namely embodiment and feelings. For instance, 
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my initial attempts to approach my adult informants through informal interviews 
and semi-formal discussions (based on pre-arranged questions) neither produced 
nor even reflected the importance of modes of expression and the significance of 
feelings and affinities. This awareness enhanced my flexibility in adjusting and 
readjusting my methodology, trying constantly to achieve a synthesis of methods 
which would combine my familiarity with the culture studied with an adequate 
degree of ethnographic objectivity. 
My emphasis on famillarity also led me to reassess the suitability of research 
tools such as the tape-recorder and the notebook. Building on relationships of trust 
with my adult informants required the elimination of the factors which caused 
suspicion or uneasiness between us. The tape-recorder produced such suspicions: 
"What do you need this for? To hand in information to whom"" an elderly man 
asked me. It was becoming, obvious that the use of the tape-recorder was causing 
problems rather than being a useful tool in my work. To avoid jeopardising my 
relationship with my adult informants, I decided to put the tape-recorder aside and 
instead take notes during our discussions. As mentioned, with children the tape- 
recorder was an asset, largely because they were able to make their own use of it. 
But taking notes during general discussions also proved to be a considerable 
inconvenience and caused unease both for me and my informants. Although the 
members of the settlement didn't really object to me taking notes, it was I who felt 
more nervous with this particular process, It wasn't only that writing down in 
front of an illiterate group of people made me feel nervous. It was also that in my 
effort to write down everything that was said I was not paying the necessary 
attention to the arguments expressed by the informants and I could not follow the 
flow of the discussion properly. Taking notes also obscured mv ability to sense 
and see what was happening throughout the discussion and reduced face-to-face 
contact with my informants, missing the 'Indirect' forms of communication. Thus, 
as time went by, I chose to use my notebook only if I felt I had to take down some 
important information immediately In fact, my engagement with everyday 
activities in the settlement and my relationship with my informants at this later 
stacre in the field would make my preoccupation with the notebook seem 
ridiculous. Instead I found it easier and more practical to transfer my daily 
experiences and thoughts onto paper at the end of the day. 
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The abandoning of the tape-recorder and the cautious use of the notebook 
gradually enabled ine to become incorporated into the normal flow of life in 
(; itonict and become familiar with its inhabitants' modes of expressing indirect 
I'orins of communication. Additionally, my methodological rearrangements 
enabled the flourishing of feelings of trust between myself and my informants, 
constituting the basis for my sharing with them these indirections. As already 
noted, it was mainly through the sharing of sentiments, or better, the performance 
of feelings such as love, pain and affection that my informants were increasingly 
releasing more and more information relevant to the research. Finally, having 
myself experienced the process of sharing indirect forms of expressions with my 
informants verified through their increasing levels of acceptance towards me, it 
brought the decoding and interpretation of indirections closer to the logic of the 
culture studied. 
Keeping Balances- Gendered and Personal Encounters 
The way my relationship with the male and female members of diverse age 
groups developed in the field was another issue that contradicted my preliminary 
expectations and challenged my stereotypes. During my training year, I 
incorporated into my fieldwork proposal a whole section that dealt with the ethical 
considerations I had as a female researcher working , in a male 
dominated, 
conservative group of people. I insisted that an effective way to overcome the 
gender biases in the field (Watson, 19991 Callaway, 1992) was to start by building 
up relationships of trust with the female members of the settlement and primarily 
with those female members who were close to me in age. However, the fieldwork 
experience proved that these concerns were the products of my personal 
stereotypical knowledge and had nothing to do with reality. 
What I initially thought would be the most difficult part of my fieldwork, my 
relationship with the men turned out to be no problem at all. Neither the young 
nor the older men of (; jlonhi made me feel uncomfortable in any respect. More 
difficult proved to be my interaction with these female inhabitants of Gilonia aged 
between twentv and thirty-five. Women of this age were extremely cautious about 
oetting close to me and this continued long after thev had accepted my presence in 
the settlement and despite the fact that their children liked rne. This was 
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presumably because women at this age were extremely busy with work, house 
chores, and children and did not have enough time for sociallsing with me. 
Younger women of between fourteen and twenty as well as older women above 
the a(, ), e of thirty-five were far more receptive due to the smaller load of work and 
more available time they had to spend with me. 
In the field men were the people whom I first came into contact with and who 
decided to let me work with the children and conduct my research. My male 
informants were those who spent considerable time with me discussing general 
issues and the everyday problems of the settlement as well as being those who 
first spoke about more personal topics. They were the ones who first offered me 
food and drink, who invited me to different events such as weddings and 
christenings as well as those who invited me to be present in the negotiations of 
their resettlement or asked me to represent them in some of the processes of their 
negotiations. 
It took more than half of the period of my research to get close to women of 
between twenty and thirty-five years of age. What actually brought me closer to YYY =1 
them were my daily accounts of the experiences I shared with their children 
enriched with a strong sense of self-irony. Undoubtedly, the element that 
eventually changed their stance towards me was humour. As fieldwork progressed 
and my understanding of their humour became clearer, I decided to adopt an 
openly critical stance towards myself as a non-Gypsy researcher and share its 
funny aspects with my female informants. In fact, I used the things children found 
funny in me, things that they expressed in different ways during our sessions or 
the time I spent with them. Later on, making fun of each other became an 
inseparable part of my relationship with women. 
Another inseparable but sensitive part of my relationship with the women was 
gossiping. Gossiping, as we shall see in chapter 6, constituted a daily practice and 
the most important daily form of socialising among the female inhabitants of 
Gilonia. Often, however, gossiping led to misunderstandings, some of which had 
important implications for the relationship between the mernbers of different 
extended families. Therefore, although gossiping constituted the most important 
means of socialising with the women, I was very careful to avoid involvement in 
gossiping that rm-ht have insulted or caused trouble to other members of Giionkt. 
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Participant observation was in many respects a very difficult task, both 
physically and psychologically. Physically because it could be exhausting dealing 
all day long with the children and then talking to the adults and follow the normal 
flow of life in the settlement. At the same time, all these dailv inputs from the 
field had to be processed and evaluated in a way that could be taken down as 
notes. This process of writing took the form of a diary that comprised selected 
notes that were kept on a daily basis, describing both the flow of the day as well 
as important incidents that took place in Gitotfia. I also held a separate notebook, 
which included dialogues and interviews. 
Psychologically, participant observation was exhausting because I was 
constantly preoccupied with keeping a fragile balance between myself and my 
informants as well as between myself and the product of my work through the use 
of the appropriate methodology. Keeping a balance also meant being, in a position 
to handle misunderstandings and disputes between different members of the 
settlement or even whole families, between children and adults, between the 
members of the settlement and outsiders (such as their neighbours, or the 
municipality) as well as misunderstandings between myself and my informants. 
A very difficult task, indeed, regarding this very last point, was the way I 
divided my time between the different households. Members of different 
households, both adults and children, often complained that I was spending more 
time in somebody else's house than in theirs. Sometimes, children complained 
that I was spending more time with the adults than with them. Frequently, 
children reminded me that my aim there was not to be with the adults but to work 
with them. But even the opposite occurred as adults complained that I was 
spending all my time with the children and less time with them. According to my 
personal experience in the field, the sensible and flexible use of methodology that 
also entails a flexible organisation of time and activities is what contributed to the 
preservation of this fragile balance. 
Assessing Data 
Apart from the material obtained in the settlernent directly from my informants 
through participant observation interviews and discussions with the adults and a 
set of innovative research methods with children, there was also important data, 
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both qualitative and quantitative, attained through a number of other sources, such 
as NGOs, public institutions and libraries in Greece. Internet research also 
produced important quantitative material the quality of which was evaluated 
through crosschecking and triangulation with other resources (articles, official n 
statistics). Finaliv, of crucial importance were mv contacts with different people, 
who had done some sort of research or work on Gypsies. Such contacts gave me 
the chance to discuss my findings and to compare them with the results and data 
of different research works. 
The validity of quantitative data has been challenged in various ways, as for 
example for neglecting individual creativity and dynamic explorations of society, 
and entailing the danger of misinterpretations and generalisations (Hammersley, 
1992). Particularly in the case of Gypsies, statistics have repeatedly resulted in 
misleading subj ect i fi cations which depict different Gypsy populations within the 
same national borders as sharing the same characteristics and facing the same 
levels of poverty, illiteracy, and state oppression (for example, see App. 2, Graph, 
1). In addition, regarding the Greek Gypsies, 7 the ambiguity of statistics is 
reflected in two important issues. On the one hand, the Greek Gypsies are 
generally absent frorn national statistics due to the fact that they are not officially 
recognised as a cultural minority by the Greek state (see chapter I ). On the other 
hand, in statistical data produced by private researchers and university projects, or 
NGOs, the Greek Gypsies are often subsumed under the larger category of 
'Gypsies' (see App. 1, Graphs 1-3 and App. 2, Graph I). 
In general, the interpretation of quantitative data in conjunction with 
ethnographic results can provide the tool for revealing interesting commonalities 
and contradictions in comparative analysis, exempl4lng particularity rather than 
creating overgeneralisations. With regard to the quantitative material in my 
project, the analysis and interpretation of the existing figures on Gypsies provided 
a ood starting point for questioning their validity and detecting any possible 9 
gaps. 
Here I do not only refer to Ilic Greek G%psies of (; itomo bUt I also refer to other Gypsy groups 
NN ho live in Greece and theý are called Greek G-, psics. 
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Specifically, statistical data generated by diverse sources 8 on the estimated 
participation of Gypsies throughout Greece in the schooling process, pupils' drop 
out rates and parents' preferences for their children's education provided the basis 
for drawing the specificities of the case of the Greek Gypsies in Gilottia. These 
figures were compared with the numbers, produced through the processing of 
fieldwork-generated quantitative data as well as with qualitative material 
generated in the field. Most importantly, as already discussed in chapter 1, this 
comparison clearly pointed to the necessity of a more nuanced, ethnographically 
informed and historically-minded interpretation of what I called 'the schooling 
paradox'. By contrast, statistics on the general characteristics of diverse Gypsy 
groups (such as for example language, religion, and ethnic affiliation) provided 
important tools for drawing the general framework in which Gypsies and Roma in 
Greece live. In tandem with a number of different ethnographic accounts of 
Gypsies in Greece9 the use of this data has facilitated a more informed 
comparative analysis. 
An important amount of information (both qualitative and quantitative) came 
through my co-operation with the Roma Project co-ordinator in GHM'O (Greek- 
Helsinki Monitor), and N/IRG-Greece, " Thodoros Alexandridis. Mr Alexandridis. 
with whom I was in contact throughout the whole fieldwork year, systematically 
provided me with official and unofficial information concerning the Greek 
Gypsies of Gilonict as well as other Gypsy groups across Greece. Information also 
came from the General Secretariat for Adult Education [6eliiki Grainniatici 
E'kpedefsis E'hilikoii]. 12 This institution constituted an important source of research 
" Such as individual rescarch and university prQjects. statistics produced by state institutions. 
European bodies and organizations. etc. 
" Vaxevanoglou (2001), Karathanasi (2000). VasiliadOU and PaN-li-Korre (1998), Lidaki (1998. 
1997). Ntousas (1997). Pavli and Sideri (1990). 
'" Greek Helsinki Monitor (GHM) is the Greek member of the International Helsinki Federation 
(IHF). It is also a member of the International Freedom of Expression Exchange (IFEX), the Euro- 
Mediterranean Human Rights Network (ENIHRN). and the Southeast Europe Media Organisation 
(SEEMO). Moreover. it is iffiliated to Minority Rights Group International (MRGI) and the 
Consortium of Minorit-, Resources (COMIR). while it is a co-founder of the Centre of 
Documentation and Information on Minorities in Europe-Soudieast Europe (CEDIME-SE). Since 
1997. in cooperation N%ith the European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC). it runs a Roma Office for 
Greece. 
''Minority Rights Group-Grecce 
II The G. S. A. E belongs to the Hellenic Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs 
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pr jects conducted on Gypsies, symposium and congress minutes, x\hIch have not 01 
been widely published, but which can become available to research Students 
The most important problem with the analvsIs and interpretation of qualitative 
and quantitative data coming from these sources was the difficulty in the selection 
of the most representative ones from this enormous arnount of information In 
order to support niv case. Particularly, at the wrIting-up stape, I encountered 
considerable difficulty when deciding to incorporate only a few of these data into 
0 ive niv thesis, while excludino an important number of figures and qualltati 
material, which nevertheless has played a decisive role In the Interpretation and 
analysis of data produced in the field. 'File basis on which I took such decisions 
depended exclusively on the degree of' viability and relevance of the data 
regarding the context I intended to highlight. 
Finally, there is also an important ethical issue here, concernino the use of data 
and information coming from unofficial discussions with a number of people 
'experts' on Gypsies. How can the researcher be sure of the validity of these data 
that although they might seern important, it is not supported by any forin of 
official backini,, (research, statistical figures, etc. ). Indeed, I personally avoided 
the use of such material in Inv analvsis and interpretations unless they were 
confirmed and verified by some sort of reliable source. 
Advocacy and the Role ofthe Researcher 
in the field, the mere presence of the researcher has political Implications. The 
ethical considerations that preoccupied me as a researcher In the field related to 
eneral the ways in which and the extent to which rnv words, actions, or L, 
involvement, could affect both mv research and mvself, as well as my informants. 
Since the very beginning of my research, as already discussed, my presence in the 
settlement evoked mv informants' expectations regarding my possible assistance 
for one of the most serious problerns of the settlement, their imminent eviction 
Their concern was evident in the first questions I was asked when I introduced 
myself to the settlement: "Do you know when we are being kicked out? ", "What 
is going to happen with us"' and "When are the bulldozers brinLong our houses 
down"" When I replied that I had no Information about the future of the 
settlement, the people of (; ilonio were clearly disappointed. My intention in 
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discussing this issue is intimately connected with the politics and ethics of doing 
research. 
During the first few months of my research, from September of 2001 until 
January of 2002, the eviction was only a matter for speculation, albeit a 
reasonable one. One of the inhabitants of Gilonict noted that the works in the 
wider area of the Olympic stadium were progressing and encroaching on their 
site. However, no authority had visited the settlement to inform its inhabitants 
about their fate. The speculations around their possible eviction were strengthened 
by rumours that spread in the neighbourhood through informal channels, such as 
the non-Gypsy neighbours, the workers and engineers from nearby construction 
sites, etc. Only the co-ordinator of the GHM for Roma issues in Greece had let 
them know that, according to at] the information he had, their eviction would take 
place in the near future. 
Around mid November, I was asked by the inale heads of the settlement's 
extended families to visit the municipality offices in search of some answers. I 
agreed to go since I was planning to visit the offices anyway for the purposes of 
my research, and grasped the chance to introduce the problems of Gilonia and to 
open a channel of cornmunication between its representatives and the local 
authorities. In fact, I went there in the official role of researcher, seeking 
information about the municipality's projects on Gypsies in the wider area of 
Marousi. 
After a couple of failed attempts to trace the right person in the municipality's 
offices I was finally sent to the Mayor's office and introduced to "the person 
responsible for these issues", as I was told. A young woman who was the daughter 
of the Mayor Panayotis Tzamkos, as I found out later, invited me into her office to 
have a private discussion. Although unaware of the existence of this specific 
settlement within the municipality's borders, she explained to me that there were a 
number of projects-still at a preliminary stage-for the Gypsies who lived in 
Marousi, which aimed "at their full integration into wider societv. " 13 
Indeed, she was also unaware of the fact that there were other Gypsy 
settlements in the wider area of the Olympic stadium. "We are still in the process 
of counting the Gypsies, who live within the borders of our municipality- she said 
It iNas unclear to NN hich group of Gý psies she referred to. 
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to me and she thanked me for giving her this information. She told me that if the 
municipality would get the fundim, from the Ministry of the Interior, there was an 
ambitious project that aimed at the Gypsies' permanent resettlement in houses that 
would operate in association with health and educational projects, as well as the 
creation of a number of job opportunities for them. However, these projects were 
still at a preliminary stage, since the funding from the Ministry of the Interior had 
not been approved yet. Apart from this general discussion, she was not in a 
position to give me any information on the timetable of the Olympic works and 
how these could affect the Gypsies. Nothing new came of these visits except for 
general promises of a good deal for their resettlement. 
The results of my visit did not surprise the members of the settlement at all. 
However, my immediate response to my informants' request to visit the 
Municipality of Marous] was strongly appreciated and widely discussed among 
them. Especially appreciated was the fact that I kept trying for a couple of weeks 
to trace the right person over the phone and in the municipality's offices even 
though my first attempts had failed. 14 
The visit itself to the municipality did actually succeed in opening the way for 
future meetings between the Mayor's representatives and the representatives of 
the Greek Gypsies of Gilonict. A couple of months later, the municipality sent its 
representatives to take notes on the number of households in the settlement and 
the number of people who belonged to each household. When I volunteered to 
assist the municipal representatives with this process of counting and making lists 
of names, since I was familiar with the number of households and the names of 
the members of the settlement, I was kindly thanked for my offer but it was 
obvious that I was left out of this process. Whilst this attitude from the 
municipality's representatives left me little room for my active involvement, 
however, it was positively interpreted by the inhabitants of Gilonia. As for 
'*' These positiNc assessments about nic further strengthened niý relationship NNith in *N 
adull 
informants. At that stage and haN ing, judged im intentions regarding niN involvement in the isslic 
of the eviction. the inhabitants of (; itonia xNerc careful not to inake nic feel that the\- were taking 
advantage of me. In fact. after these visits to the Municipality some inale heads of the families of 
the settlement told me that all thcý asked from me from mN on N%as nothing more than a certain 
degree of suppon. 
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instance, Theofilos said to his relativesý "this makes clear to us that lvi is not sold 
out to the Mayor's people". 
When the lists with the names of the inhabitants of Gilonitt were ready, a cycle 
of long and difficult negotiations started, in which different parties were involve& 
the settlement's inhabitants, the inhabitants of the surrounding settlements (the 
Albanian Gypsy and the smaller Greek Gypsy settlement)' S and the elected 
representative of the Gypsies' association Ell. fida, the Municipality of Marousi, 
plus representatives of the Ministry of the Interior and two NGOs, 1 6 some of 
whom acted as mediators. Whilst the members of Giloni(i would like me to 
accompany them in the official meetings, they soon realised that this kind of 
involvement would have an impact on my gatherings with the children. In 
addition, after the first meetings with the official mediation of third parties (the 
MRG-G and The Doctors of the World), the municipality rqjjected the MRG-G as 
well as any other official mediating party and accepted only the mediation of The 
Doctors of the World (whose representative actually signed the final agreement). 
Therefore, I stayed out of the official meetings but I was always available to 
my informants for assistance, such as in clarifying details of the agreement at the 
different stages of the discussion, or offering my personal suggestions, when I was 
asked to do so. My decision not to take active part in the official meetings was 
also based on the fact that the negotiations started late and lasted long. In fact, the 
agreement was signed in August of 2002 when I was nearly finished with my 
fieldwork. My active participation in the processes of negotiations would have 
had to end at that stage, leaving in effect my inhabitants alone at the most crucial 
stage of the actual resettlement and the period which followed the agreement. 
Of course, keeping a distance form the actual processes of negotiations proved 
to be an extremely difficult task for a number of reasons. It was not only that the 
Greek Gypsies of Gilonici were hampered by their illiteracy and trusted me and 
counted on my help and support, but also that the representatives of the other 
party (the Municipality of Marousi and the Ministry of the Interior), as well as the 
official mediator, also occasional ly-but always unofficially-sought my 
'ý Despite the fact that the Albanian Gypsies ýxere invohed in the first stages of the negotiations 
for their resettlement. tlicý ýNcre CXCIUded from the final agreement. 
"' MRG-G (Minoritý Rights Group-Greece) and The Doctors of the World NNere the wo NGOs 
NNInch took part in the first stage of the ncgotiations. 
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presence and assistance in the negotiations. As time went bv and the 
municipality's proposal was taking its final form, the negotiations regarding the 
resettlement reached their peak and considerable tensions threatened to put an end 
to the possibility of reaching an agreement. 
The final proposal for the agreement of the resettlement consisted of three 
different phasesý a) a period of funded renting of houses, b) a period of 
provisional resettlement into compounds and c) final resettlement into houses. At 
that stage, the authorities reallsed that neither themselves nor the NGO mediators 
could easily convince the inhabitants of Giloiika to sign the agreement and move. 
This hesitation by the Gypsies of Gilotiici was absolutely justified given the fact 
that the proposal for the agreement failed to provide guarantees to the inhabitants 
of the settlement in the unfortunate case that something went wrong throughout 
any of the three faces of the process of their resettlement. And they all turned to 
me in order to help convince the inhabitants of the settlement sign the agreement, 
Inevitably, at this final stage, I became more involved in this issue. However, this 
direct involvement resulted in a clash of opinions between me and the 
municipality's representatives as well as the representatives of social services. In 
an incident which occurred in the yard of the Christopoulos extended family I 
came to an open conflict with one of the social services' representatives. 
I was having a teaching session with the children when the adults called me to 
attend a meeting with the president of The Doctors of the World in Greece and the 
social services' representative. As soon as I got to the yard of the Christopoulos 
family, the social services' representative asked for my assistance in front of the 
people of Gilottia saying the following: 
If you are really interested in these people. you should convince them do what is best 
for them. and this is to accept this agreement. These people count on your opinion 
and this is natural. since thev know vou better and I can see the-, - trust vou. this is 
obvious. 
Because I got very irritated by her words, I replied that it was not my job to 
convince the inhabitants of the settlement to accept the agreement but hers, while 
pointing out to her the dangers stemming from this agreement for the people of II 
Gilonia: 
911 
I think it is ý our job to convi nce these people to sign the agrccmcnI and not mine. 
Most iiuportantlý- I cannot assume the responsibility of leading them to this or that 
solution. because if something goes N%rong-and this is vcrýý likely in this countrý- 
and flicy'll be on the streets- flicy'll also turn to me for an explanation. Besides. I 
strongly bclicve that llicý knoNN better than anOod) else NAliat is best for them and 
their families. However. when they ask my opinion- because they do-I suggest 
that they shouldn't sign the agreement before tlicy make sure that in the unfortunate 
case that something goes wrong in any of the three phases of the project, tlicy will be 
covered by feasible alternative solutions. '- 
Not only did this conflict cause the immediate reaction of my informants both 
adults and children who supported me openly (in fact some of the children were 
ready to attack physically the woman). This dialogue also provoked the 
intervention of the Doctors of the World representative, who was supposed to sign 
as a third party (an observer) the agreement. She turned to me saying that she was 
interested in hearing my personal opinion regarding the provisional form of the 
agreement: "we would like to have such an input from people like you, who work 
in the field. " In front of my informants, 1 explained to her that my objection was 
the fact that this project was a last-minute solution, which although it seemed 
ambitious, failed to take into serious consideration issues, such as the input of 
those directly involved (the Gypsies themselves) and the result or input of any 
research done on this domain which Would ensure its success. Is 
My attitude in this specific meeting played the most crucial role in shaping the 
quality of my relationship with my informants in Gilonict until that day for two 
reasons: Firstly, because I argued openly in front of them and in support of them 
and, secondly, because my arguments presented there were especially relevant to 
the problems that the people of Gifonhi faced after the realisation of the 
agreement. 
'- If. for example. during the first phase of the project which covered the funded renting of houses. 
the Ministry of Interior delayed the funding. -, %Iiat N%ould be the guarantee that the Gypsies of 
Oaonja iiouldn't be cý icted bý their landlords from the houses" Who ýiould cover the expenses in 
such a case" 
Ignorance or negligence of particularities of diN erse GypsN groups has resulted in the failure of a 
number of different projects involving Gýpsies in Greece. For example. the verý ambitious 
housing project of the 3.500 Gypsies of Gonos in Thessaloniki failed. because. among other 
reasons. the housing design did not take into account the Gypsý fanuk structure. in which the 
male siblings of an extended fiunilý usuallý cohabit NN ith or live next to their parents. leading inaný 
of them to construct barracks next to the their relatives' ne\N houses in order to be together. 
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As I write these lines, (September of 2004), the inhabitants of Gitotnu have 
been resettled, according to the agreements' conditions. However, the direction 
that the agreement took after the completion of my fieldwork confirms my initial 
fears about an agreement which aimed at a quick solution of resettlement with the 
least possible cost for the authorities and with less attention to the real needs of 
the Gypsies. The latest report of COHRE (Centre on Housing Rights and 
Evictions) for the problems which arose from this agreement verifies the failure of 
the Municipality of Marousi to fulfil its pledges. 19 At this point, the families 
which lived in Gilonict had not vet received the funds to cover the rent for several 
months and they are being threatened by their landlords with immediate eviction. 
They repeatedly complained to me about the fact that both the Municipality of 
Marousi and the Doctors of the World organisation which had signed this 
agreement can do nothing about this delay, since the municipality has not received 
the cash from the Ministry of the Interior! 
The issue of the Resettlement and the Problem of Ethnographic 
Representation 
Undoubtedly, I was lucky with the timing of the research, since the resettlement 
did not take place until after the end of my fieldwork. Nevertheless, the 
uncertainty produced by the imminent eviction had influenced both my view of 
the settlement In relation to its inhabitants and the ways I processed and presented 
the data obtained in the field. 
Since the beginning of my research, even in its preliminary stage, I was 
concerned about the fact that during the writing-up stage I would have to write 
about people and activities associated with a particular setting (Williams, 1982) 
that would no longer exist. Questions such as, how can I collect data that would 
very soon be invalid in reference to a particular place, preoccupied my mind 
throughout the whole fieldwork period, affecting at the end the focal point of my 
research as well as the style of my writing. In fact, while I was processing my 
fieldwork material at the stage of writing-up, my informants had been evicted 
from Gilonhi and resettled in rented or owned houses (depending on the case), 
most of them located in a different suburb of Attika, Gerakas. 
"' See App. 
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This brings us, I guess, to the discussion of the ways in which a wide range of 
socio-economic and political transformations and global processes have altered 
the context of ethnographic research, leaving social theorists and anthropologists 
in confusion and seeking answers and interpretations for the new, fractured 
realities, discontinuities and complexities of this rapidly changing context. The 
shift from the ideas of 'bounded cultures' and 'spaces' within the anthropological 
literature challenged the traditional ethnographic subject, its methodology, and the 
form of its representation and raised a number of issues related to ethnographic 
explorations. Reflecting the above-mentioned theoretical concerns, a growing 
body of the anthropological literature engages both with the fieldwork 
methodology problematising and reassessing its ethics and its aims (Gupta and 
Ferguson, 1997c, Marcus, 1995, Clifford, 1988) and with the art of writing 
ethnography and the politics of representation (Geertz, 19881 Clifford and Marcus, 
1986, Wolf, 1982). 
Returning to my case, as already mentioned, the contradictions produced in the 
field due to the eviction not only indicated that space and place should be seen 
and examined dynamically but also that these contradictions should be seen as 
intrinsic of the fluidities and complexities that wider changes bring. Such a view 
shifted the focus of analysis away from static notions of 'community' and 
'locality', and led me to conduct a strategically situated ethnography (Marcus, 
1995 ), 20 concentrating on the exploration of those relationships, practices, and 
processes of becoming and belonging which the Greek Gypsies of Gilollia laid 
emphasis upon. Their emphasis on relatedness, on specific practices and 
performances, processes of becoming and belonging in tandem with dynamic 
explorations of 'place' and 'space' also pointed to the need of incorporating the 
ethnographic present of these courses of action in their social and historical 
context (Gupta and Ferguson, 1997b, Marcus, 1995). 
This takes us to the discussion of two important issues relating to the inherent 
difficulties of ethnographic representation. First, the difficulties of processing and 
presenting data obtained in the field at a particular point in tirne into written 
text-a process that refers to a different point in time-aiming to convey to the 
reader this changing element of time and space as well as to frame the wider 
See also page 8 1. 
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context in which these changes take place. Second and most important, the 
difficulties of interpreting the ways such changes have been experienced in the 
logic of the culture studied. 
Regarding this study, the changing element of time and space is reflected in my 
emphasis on the processual character rather than the ostensible 'fixities' of 
conceptions of childhood and Greek-(; Jj). ývne, ý, v. Simultaneously, interpretations 
of the ways changes of time and space have been experienced in the terms of this 
particular group of Greek Gypsies have been deployed in this work through the 
dialogic encounter between the ethnographer and his or her subýject of study. This 
encounter promotes polyphony and polyvocality and constitutes an inextricable 
part of the ethnographic present. However, this is an encounter that reflects both 
the wider socio-economic context and the particular circumstances and power 
relations in which it has been expressed. 
Conclusion 
Chapter .1 offered a detailed analysis of particular issues that emerged from my 
experience in the field and which have been central in shaping the theoretical and 
methodological orientation of this study. By highlighting the centrality of children 
in conducting fieldwork, this chapter dealt extensively with a discussion of recent 
developments in theories of children and childhood. It also outlined the most 
important ethical and methodological issues implicated in conducting research 
with children. Additionally, drawing on my personal encounters in the field, this 
chapter concentrated on the discussion of a series of issues which have constituted 
the subject of wider anthropological debates. 
By bringing into discussion those incidents and experiences, those "particular 
episodes or scenes which were representative or have retained a powerful hold on 
memory" (Watson, 1999- 15), this chapter prompted a critical assessment of 
fieldwork, and more particularly a critical assessment of fieldwork which engages 
children as key informants, in the framework of a bind of 'retlexive thinking' that 
contributes to a constructive theoretical and methodological analysis. Such an 
analysis does not merely engage with a meticulous account of the methods used in 
the field filtered through the lens of the relevant theoretical approaches, neither 
constitutes a report of the ethical implications that emerge from the fieldwork 
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encounter, which capture the researcher's mind in a never-ending circle of 
defensive stance 21 
Rather it deals with those personal reflections, which constitute representative 
features of a wider esoteric process that engages the researcher towards her/his 
product of work, his or her identity as an observer and theorist, as well as towards 
his or her informants. For Watson (1999), critical comparisons of representative 
personal accounts from the field project "the changing circumstantial context" 
(1999: 14), in which the anthropological knowledge is being produced, raising 
simultaneously important questions of methodological and theoretical orientation. 
As far as my experience in the field is concerned, chapter 2 focused on the 
ways in which my relationship with the children granted me access to the adults' 
worlds and facilitated my participation in the social life of the settlement. In 
addition, it stressed the importance of meeting children's expectations in building 
up on the methodology. This means that the researcher has to challenge any taken- 
for-granted conceptions of childhood and generational differences. Furthermore, 
as my experience in the field showed, the design and implementation of the 
research methods should be done within an ethical framework which combines 
the more formalised guidelines (informed consent, anonymity, confidentiality 
etc. ) with the researcher's responsibility to respond reflexively to the problems 
arising throughout the different stages of the research. 
Drawing on Marcus (1995) definition of the strategically situated ethnography, 
this chapter explained why the single site of the settlement of (fitollia is seen as a 
connecting site that links specific persons and events within a particular place 
with wider relationships and connections, practices and processes. Furthermore, 
taking into account that fieldwork is an embodied experience which is premised 
on intersubjective relationships, chapter 2 revealed the role of reciprocal emotions 
in shaping my relationships with children and adult informants. 
In specific, it described how these relationships have informed my encounter in 
the field and the production of knowledge and have shaped the product of my 
research. Indeed, this chapter dealt with the ways my presence in the settlement 
11 Parkin (2000) acknowledges that "fieldwork is apparentl-, ahý ms likclý to be hedged about rule- 
governed expectations. lio-wever much altered or disregarded in practice" (2000: 261). Young 
scholars. more than anvbod% else- find theniseIN es in the embarrassing position of transferring into 
paper the reasons andjustifications for altering or disregarding these rule-goNemcd expectations. 
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and my close relationship with the children prompted the adult informants' 
expectations for advocacy regarding their impeding eviction. In addition, it dealt 
with the degree of my involvement throughout the different stages of the 
negotiations of their resettlement. 
Having discussed in this chapter the politics of conducting fieldwork and the 
methods used in this particular research, the next chapter focuses on specific areas 
of literature upon which this thesis is premised. 
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Chapter Three 
Approaches to Gypsies, Greek-Gypsyness and the 
Relationship between the Greek Gypsies of Gitonia 
and the State 
Introduction 
This chapter illuminates the problematic of analysing Gypsy cultures in the 
context of the nation-state. In addition, it discusses some of the inconsistencies 
underlying studies of Gypsies which have tended to reproduce static 
representations of Gjj). sytie. v. sý. Taking into account the gaps entailed in such 
studies produced in Greece and elsewhere, chapter 3 tackles views of different 
Gypsy groups as bounded entities which passively acquire national characteristics 
within the nation-state context. Instead, it sees diverse expressions of Gjp, ýytiess 
as the outcome of many-stranded relationships, local practices and ideologies and 
wider institutional processes. 
As already discussed in chapter 1, this thesis acknowledges the need for a 
contextual and historically-minded approach in the study of Gypsies. Therefore, it 
places this particular study of Greek-Gypsies into the wider framework of the 
anthropology of Greece. Chapter 3 discusses recent developments in the 
anthropological literature on Greece and outlines the most important 
representations of Gypsies in Greek academic discourse. 
Seeing Greek-Gy7). ýytie, ý, ý as the nexus of complex processes of negotiating an 
individual and a collective sense of belonging within the framework of a politics 
of culture within Greek society, this chapter explores the ways in which Greek 
Gypsy distinctiveness arriong), the Gypsies of (; ilotfi(i is negotiated and expressed, 
reproduced and sustained. Central here is a -morality' that informs ideologies and 
performative practices which uphold a shared sense of self that is seen to 
distinguish the Greek Gypsies of Giloniu from the non Greek Gypsy *others'. 
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Simultaneously, not only such ideologies and practices have been nourished by 
the state's nationalist rhetoric but have been re-appropriated to sustain and 
reproduce Gi-eek-G. 7), syties. iý. Feeding back towards the nationalist discourse some 
appropriations challenge the official integrity of the state. Drawing on Herzfeld's 
(1997) concept of cultural intimacv and examined through the lens of Greek 
Gypsy 'morality', the last section of this chapter will bring out the idiosyncratic 
characteristics of the relationship between Gilonia's Gypsies and the state. 
Gypsies and Ethnographic and Theoretical Framework 
Since the 18"' century, and more intensively in the 19"' century, the disciplines of 
comparative linguistics, popular culture and folklore studies, ' and later the work 
of historians and anthropologists, have tried to give answers to the obscure origins 
2 of Gypsies mainly through explorations of linguistic model S. Folklore and 
popular literature have often reflected the "Ideological and symbolic disorder" 
(Okely, 1983 ý 2) that the Gypsies seem to threaten the dominant system with, and 
have drawn attention to the Gypsies' marginal position within diverse societies. In 
so doing, they have also contributed to the creation of a stereotyped, exoticised 
and often homogeneous image of the Gypsy. By contrast, historians and 
anthropologists, criticising folklore and popular literature on Gypsies, have 
challenged this traditional view of a homogeneous Gypsy community. 
Indeed, ethnographic studies of Gypsies across the United States, North 
America and Europe provide a clear indication of the differences between diverse 
3 Gypsy groups within different and across national boundaries . 
In addition, these 
'See Sampson (1926), SmartandCroflon (1875). Leland (1882). Grellnian (1783). 
Relevant examples are: Hancock (2002,1970). Li6geois. (1994). Kenrick (1994). Fraser (1992). 
Okely (1983). Acton (1974). Vesev-Fitzerald (1973), Kenrick and Fluxon (1972). A puzzle of all 
the existing resources on the histon- of the Gypsies leads most of scholars to the conclusion that 
the G-, psies emigrated from India man,,, centuries ago and passed through the Middle East to the 
Byzantine Empire andthen Europe jOkeIv (1983) is one of the few theorists who have debated the 
Indian origins of Gypsies]. Fraser (1992) gives a detailed account of the Niritten texts that refer to 
the presence of Gypsies at the Byzantine Empire as early as the I I"' century. Gradually. in the 
beginning of the 15"' century. as Li6geois (1994) describes. different Gypsy groups appear in 
central Europe and in northern Europe in the 16"' century. Both Fraser (1992) and Li6geois ( 1994) 
agree that the break-up of Gypsies into smaller groups NNithin Europe vms verý, much the outcome 
of their continuous persecution and attempts to enforce their assi ii-Li lat ion. 
' Examples of studies on Gypsies in the United States and North America are: Salo (1982.1981). 
Salo and Salo (1992). Sutherland (1975). Miller (1975). Gropper. 1975. Exanlples of studies on 
Gypsies in Europe are: Williams (2003.1993,1982). Helleiner (2000). Lemon (2000). Gav Y 
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studies have demonstrated that significant differences and variations among 
Gypsy groups-Including the specific ways in which they perceive and construct 
their difference and express their distinctiveness-have been the result of different 
politico-historical and economic processes within different nation-states (Gay y 
Blasco, 1999). 
Important aspects of social life such as housing, language, religion, concepts of 
pollution and related taboos, political organisation, work patterns, marriage and 
kinship structures may all vary significantly. 4 For example, within Europe, 
Okely's (19833) English Travellers lead a nomadic life, speak one of the Romam 
dialects and have rigid pollution taboos, while Gay Y Blasco's (1999) Gypsies of 
Madrid have long been sedentary, speak the language of the non-Gypsy majority 
and do not have rigid pollution taboos. As Stewart (1997) stresses, while in 
Western European countries the majority of Gypsies reject wage labour, the 
Hungarian Rom and other Gypsies in the former Communist countries have on the 
whole been proletariamsed. However, even within the countries of Eastern and 
Central Europe which have experienced Communist regimes, important 
differences mark numerous divisions among Gypsy groups (Guy, 2001b, 
Marushiakova and Popov, 2001a). Placed within national boundaries, Gypsy 
groups participate in the complexities and pluralities of a politics of culture 
(Helleiner, 2000). Various Gypsy groups within different nation-states are subject 
to diverse cultural influences, acquiring but also informing 'national' 
characteristics within the countries in which they live (Lemon, 2000). 
The emphasis on the ways through which distinct Gypsy groups within 
different national borders experience their distinctiveness clearly suggests that the 
perplexities of expressions of (; ýPýýviievv are located within and not outside the 
structures of the societies in which Gypsies live and interact. Consequently, 
diverse expressions of Gypsytiess are inseparable from forms of state and 
governance. This awareness has generated different approaches in the study of 
Gypsies each of which reflects the concurrent theoretical framework prevailing in 
Blasco (1999). Stexýart (t997). OWN (1983). Gmelch (1986.1977). San Roman 1986.1976). 
Kaprow (1982)- Acton (1974). 
-' For a brief re\, icN% of studies which demonstrate the differences among diverse Gypsy groups as 
Nvell as the differences bcl\\eeii Gypsies and other artisan. trader and entertainer mmorities. in 
Europe and the rest of the world. see Gnielch (1986). 
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anthropology. For instance, influenced by Sutherland's ( 1977,1975) and Miller's 
( 1975) earlier works on Gypsies in North America and drav,, Iny oil Douglas' 
(1966) argument that pollution anxieties reflect anxieties over social 
contradictions which are proýjected into tile body, Okely ( 1983) uses tile concept 
of symbolic boundaries expressed through pollution befiefs, to explain the 
relationship between the Gypsies and the dominant (; iorgio [non-Gypsv] majoritý 
as well as the relationship between the Gypsies and the state. 
More specifically, Okely's ( 1983)) study of Travellers and Gypsies in England 
suggests that the tension between the Gypsies and the (;, ()Igl() majority as well as 
the Gypsies and the state lies in the specificity of Gypsy culture. According to 
Okely ( 19831), for the non-Gypsy society and tile state, the Gypsies represent a 
threat to tile prevailing order by demonstrating alternative wavs of economic 
activity, thinking and living. Embodying all that is threatening and polluting, the 
Gypsies have repeatedly been the target ofinstitutional assimilatory practices. 5 
In addition, for Okely ( 1983), the Gypsies in Britain are aware of the prejudice 
and stereotypes through which they are perceived by the non Gypsy population. In 
turn, they classifýv the (; iol-gio [non-Gypsy] as polluting in an effort to retain their 
integrity and distinctiveness. In this sense, the problems arising from the 
relationship between Gypsies and tion-Gypsies are projected in the symbolic 
distinction of the inner and outer body. The Gypsies' concerti with the treatment 
psy 'puri and cleanliness of the inner body svmbollses the importance of Gy it y'. Bv 
contrast, the outer body symbolises the surface that comes into contact with the 
polluting non-Gypsy 'other' in everyday life. 
Structuralist approaches in the Study of Gypsies" which focus on pollution 
beliefs assume Gypsies' exclusion, failiny, to tackle the more complex processes 
, Inal position of 
Gypsies within d tTerent socio-economic and underlying the marg I 
political contexts. They also tend to conceal tile fluidities of intra-group 
' Folloi%ing Okel ý's argimmil. Hax%cs and Pcre/ ( 1996) ON C ex(cllsi\ C accomits of specific state 
practices in Britain that result in explicit or implicit and niullile\cl exclusiomm actions aga . irist 
Gypsy groups in Britain. Thcý analýsc I lic \Naýs in mInch and the degrec to \\Iuch public pre. judice 
against G\psý cultimil di\ersitý fuels institutional reactions in the lbriii of public policý or. in 
other iNords, the N\aýs public prc. ludice transmutes into institutional pre. ludicc and becomes part of 
the stnicture and responsc of the dominant socictý to Gýpsý groups. Rmes and Pcrc/ also slioN\ 
lio\% state policies contribute to flic reproduction Of the traditional iniage of (;. q). ýYnesx as 'otlier* 
and 'different'. 
Apart from Okclý 's ( 1993) structural approach. see also Sutherland ( 1977.1975) and Miller 
1975) 
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relationships and the chanyong character of the Gypsy experiences generated b\ý 
rapid global processes. What is more, seem,, as a result of illoilolithi I 1c 
relationships attributed to purity/pollution distinctions can neither account for 
explaining important variations among Gypsy populations, especially within tile 
same national borders, nor for bringing out the complexities and particularities of 
the relationship between Gypsies and the state. Such a view of also 
fails to explain important generational variations among different age groups of 
different Gypsy cultures. 7 
In other words, structuralist approaches have failed to recogimse that various 
expressions of (;. lj)sYnc.,; s are not mereiv the result of relationships frozen in time 
and space and always in antithesis with the non-Gypsy 'other' and the state. 
Instead, Gjj). ývne. s: s should be seen as the result of a flux of relationships which 
constantly change in response to the wider and shiffing, socio-economic and 
political conditions. 
More recently, theorists oil Gypsies suggest that the examination of notions of 
, roups should not purity, dirt and P0111.10011-If they exist-aniong diverse Gypsy u 
be conceptuallsed as rigid bOUndarv markers. Instead, they should be perceived in 
more fluid ternis--often as shiffing, markers which change throu,, h time and space 
and in diverse situations-to reflect the intricacies of relatedness, perceptions of 
belonging and dissent, bringing out simultaneously aspects of gender, notions of 
shame, fertility and sexuality (Lerrion, 2000, GaV v Blasco. 1999, Stewart, 1997) 
Increasingly, ethnographic studies have turned their focus away from symbolic 
approaches in the study of Gypsies towards explorations of in relation 
to topics such as gender, sexuality and personhood (Gay y Blasco, 1999,1997) 
gender and performativity (Gav y Blasco, 1999), memory and the past (Williams, 
2003, Gay y Blasco, 2001 ) memory and performativity (Lemon, 2000), GypsN 
politics and performativity (Lemon, 2001,2000), often examined through the 
prism of the relationship between various Gypsy populations and the state or state 
institutions (Lemon, 2000, Gav v Blasco, 1999, Stewart, 1997). 
As alrcadý mentioned in chaptcr I footnotc 58, StithcrIand ( 1977), Nlillcr ( 1975) and Groppcr 
197i) acknoN%Icdgc that notions of puritý and pollution takc differcm forms aniong differcm age 
subgroups %%ilhin ) particular Gýp,, ý group but fall to exphin hoN% dicso accom)t for Nxider 
generational \ariallonsainong differciii Cjý p-,. % groups. 
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For Stevart (1999,1997), different state practices dictate the elaboration of' 
different resistive tactics by Gypsies. Stewart's ( 1999,1997) studies of tile 
Hungarian Rom unravel the ways throu,, h which Gypsies in E-astern Furope 
cultivated distinctive ideologies, practices and skills-such as a sense of 
cohesiveness sustained by the notion of brotherhood. an anti-authoritarian 
organisation within the family, a renegotiation of labour and market conditions. a 
specific preoccupation with the management of their bodies--as forms of resist' i ive 
strategies towards state oppression and assimilation. The importance of Stewart's 
work lies exactly in the fact that it reflects how socio-economic and political 
circumstances have led the Hungarian Rom to undertake non-Rorn activities and 
to transform them into meaningful Rom practices, thus redefinin" simultaneously 
the differences between themselves and the non-Rorn 'others' within Hungarian 
society. According to Stewart ( 19971 2312)- 
) the keN to understmidiiig the persisictice of Rom coninimlities and the Rom 
of life lies in the %\m these GN psies lim e been Ale to take the experierice of tile 
Niorld around them and conNert or iransform it into iheir omi cultural tenns. into a 
specifica I IN Rom sense of N% I mt it NNas Io bc human 
Practically, Ste"art's (1997) Hunuarian Rom, similarly to Willianis' (2003)) 
ies and established practices of their surroulldin__ M5nu§ they take items, ideolou 
world and subvert their meanings to their own ends, developing a distinctive 
perception of collective being which enables them to gain control in certain 
domains of social life, to exert agency and to renegotiate their position within 
society. For instance, Stewart ( 1997) stresses that horse dealing and market 
trading enabled the Hungarian Rom to retain a sense of autonomv il. s' tr Os other 
groups of people, including the g(týo [non-Gypsy] peasants. Through price-setting, 
bargaining and dealing, Gypsies managed to redefine their subordinate position 
within Hungarian socievy by seeing themselves as market dealers %ý'Iio exercised 
agency, autonomy and control. 
So far, the existing ethnographic studies on Gypsies suggest that different 
expressions of have been widely influenced by historical, economic 
and socio-political factors. Therefore, k\e need to examine the issue within the 
context of the nation-state, in which state practices and policies are developed and 
implemented. Frorn this perspective, the exploration of Gypsies' marginal 
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position within wider society, their specific relationship with the state, their 
relationship with non-Gypsy populations, as well as their relationship with diverse 
Gypsy populations within the same national borders need to be studied within the 
theoretical framework of ethnicity and nationalism, as well as theories of state and 
systems of governance. However, by placing explorations of Gvj), ýyness within 
this framework we come across considerable theoretical ambiguities that need to 
be further scrutinised. 
Gypsies and Theoretical Ambiguity 
It is true that concepts of ethnicity and ethnic identity, and in this specific case the 
very notion of Gyj). syne. sý. ýv, constitute complex and often ambiguous aspects of the 
politics of difference. Since Gluckmans (1958) argued that relations among 
diverse ethnic groups are constructed and reconstructed in the frame of specific 
categories, or what Barth9 (1969) later called 'ethnic boundaries', anthropologists 
have been particularly preoccupied with challenging the myth of 'the bounded 
ethnic group' (Modood, 1997). In 1969, the same year in which Barth argued that 
ethnicity is best understood as a way of 'narratvising' the everyday life through 
processes of boundary formation, Cohen (1969) was pointing to the fluidity of 
ethnic boundaries raising simultaneously the instrumentality versus primordiality 
debate in the study of ethnicity. "' 
However, the representation of the Gypsy experiences in much of the literature 
on Gypsies has been trapped in what Herzfeld (2001: 136-137) describes as the 
taxonomic construction of groupings, in which the Gypsies do not fit. Malkki 
Gluckman (1958) talks about physical. ctiltural arid material differences that actually mark these 
boundaries and indicates the important role that communication and customs play in their 
formation arid maintenance. 
ý_) According to Barth (1969). die political significance of ethnicity lies in the ways narratives of 
commonalitN and difference are constituted and contested. and liov. these are marked and 
transformed by the influence of specific socio-economic and political circumstances. Barth saw 
ethnicity as a subjective process of constant interaction between groups in NAlucli people use 
'labels' in order to identif-v themselves in relation to the others. Barth's study showed hov, 
distinguishing boundaries bemeen groups are maintained arid reinforced in a constant process of 
individual and collective classification of *ourselves' and -others-. According to him. the ethnic 
groups are sociallý constructed and the boundaries defining these groups are relative stable arid 
continuous. 
"' Barth (1969: P)) and other primordialist theorists see eflinicity as a natural condition that 
imposes a superordinate ethnic identilý. NNhile Cohen (1969: 27) and instrumentalists see ethnicity 
as a goal-diTCcted process- formed by internal organisations and external stimuli and driven by 
economic and political interests. 
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argued that "the modern system of nation-state has come to be a natural order of 
things in many dimensions of human life" ( 1995ý 5). In this sense. naturalised 
concepts of being and belong , ing 
have been strongly associated with taken-for- 
ganted forms of classification of people and cultures. Such taxonomic 
classifications, which MaIkki neatly describes as "the sedentarist's metaphysics" 
(199T 55), have strongly influenced notions of displacement and mobilltv 
presenting displaced people-both in ordinary discourse and scholarly studies-as 
'uprooted', 'Linclassifiable', and 'polluting' (MaIkki, 1995). 
As with displaced populations such as the refugees, both travelling and 
sedentary as well as sern 1 -sedentary groups of Gypsies have been depicted for a 
variety of reasons as 'unclassified' categories of people, "ho do not fit in the 
above- inent io tied taxonomic u 11 , roupings, and as such, they have bee described as 
people 'outside of place"' (Sibley, 1995), whose presence is seen as 'threatening' 
the existing order and stabilitv (Okely, 1993)). Such representations of Gypsies 
have produced and reinforced overgeneralised perceptions of Gjjý. ýývlicss, which 
inevitably sustained notions of 'boundedness'. 
As we have already seen, some of the inconsistencies in approaches to Gypsies 
have been overcome by the proliferation of ethnographic examples, which 
stressed that Gqý.,; vite. vv is not a homogeneous and harmonious whole but a quality 
that attains different characteristics within and between different national borders. 
Nevertheless, prevailing images of 'the Gypsy' as opposed to 'the national order 
of things' resulted in one-dimensioned analysis of the relationship between 
Gypsies and non-Gypsy 'others' and between Gypsies and the state or state 
institutions, and resulted in the unproblennatic conceptual i sat ion of the 
relationship between and 'placeness' and the interplay among diverse 
Gypsy groups. 
,h most of the recent ethnographic studies of 
Gypsies recognise the fact Althoug 
that Gypsies between and within the boundaries of the nation-states constitute a 
, mented group of people rather 
than a homogeneous entity, limited highly fraL, 
'' SibIcN ( 1995). dnminýg on MarN Douglas' PuritY wid I)ivigcr (1900). slio\\cd hoNN feclings of' 
hosli lit\ it nd at I xicIN boil nd Lip %%it It notiol is of 'placclicss' crcatc stcrcotýpcs that plaý an important 
role in the catcgorisation of- social space. Stcrcotý pcs associatcd N% ith space rcfIcct the importancc 
of' keeping a 'safe' disiance From the dangcrous and diffici-cm "other'. creating. ; it dic same ninc. 
Miat slic calk -landscapes of exclusion" (Sible). 1995ý 0. Under this frammork. place has 
constituted an important element for stcrcofýping the Gýpsics. and coii\crscl\. the &psics 
constitute a frequent fenture of stcrcolý pes associated N\ ith plýtcc. 
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attention has been paid to the ways different Gypsy groups visualise and perceive 
their distinctiveness in relation to conceptions of space, place and locality, 
leading, in effect, to concomitant connotations of Gyj)syness with lack of place. 
Regarding conceptions of place and space, diverse expressions of Gypsy 
distinctiveness have been merely associated with the national borders in which 
different Gypsy groups live and interact, omitting to bring out Gypsies' 
affiliations with specific localities within the same national borders. Similarly, in 
most works on Gypsies sedentarisin and travelling have been conceptualised as 
naturalised elements of different Gypsy groups or merely the effect of wider 
structural transformations. 
What is more, as Banton ( 1983) stressed, the case of the Gypsies hardly fits any 
existing theory on intra-group relations and therefore its analysis needs to 
overcome considerable theoretical gaps. Theories of ethnicity and nationalism, the 
concept of minority (see chapter 1), and theories of state and government alone 
cannot sufficiently explain the intricacies of various Gypsy experiences. Indeed, 
the confusion that characterises the literature on Gypsies mirrors the wider 
problematic in the anthropological discipline around the inadequacies of concepts, 
such as 'culture, 'ethnicity', 'identity, and 'community'. 
Regarding the concepts of ethnicity and ethnic identity, as already discussed, 
attempts to trace the Gypsies' origins retrospectively (representing different 
Gypsy groups as sharing the same ethnic roots) and explanations which 
symbolically equate conceptions of Gypsy distinctiveness with ethnic purity both 
fail to explain the discrepancies and fluldities of contemporary expressions of 
Gjpsyness. 
Both Stewart (1997) and Gay Y Blasco (1999) argued that the Gypsies do not 
ground their perception of distinctiveness from the non-Gypsies in a primordial, 
superimposed identity, or something forged in the past. In contrast, they build 
their shared sense of belonging in the present. Stewart (1997.92) sees Gypsy 
identity "as something that could be acquired cind could lhel-efi)re C11so be losi" 
and Gay Y Blasco (1999ý 15) as something that "is more performative than 
reproductive. " For them, the Hungarian Rom and the Gypsies of Madrid cannot be 
seen as sharing an ethnic identity and therefore the study of Gypsies should shift 
its focus from those elements that illustrate Gypsy distinctiveness towards those 
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particular processes in which this distinctiveness persists, is reproduced and 
sustained. 
However, despite Stewart (1997) and Gay Y Blasco's (1999) important 
observations that is a fluid category embedded in relationships in the 
present, less has been said on the particular ways through which this fluidity is 
constructed, expressed and negotiated in diverse circumstances. Recent examples 
on Gypsies 12 -and the present case-verify that Gyl). syness is a shifting term that 
takes different meanings in relation to different groups and in diverse 
circumstances. For example, Lemon (2000) describes how the Russian Gypsies 
constantly shift from the use of the term RoInct and expressions of (47_), ýyne. ss to 
the term Gazýje [non Gypsy] and expressions of Russian nationalism depending 
on the framing context. 
In addition, Lemon (2000) indicates that taxonomic classifications have also 
had a considerable impact on the representation of the relationship between 
Gypsies and the state. It is true that in the literature on Gypsies the unproblematic 
association of Gvvsvýnes. v as in complete opposition to the ideologies and practices 
of the state and state institutions has constrained our understanding, of diverse 
Gypsy experiences. This is because this association implicitly or explicitly 
assumes that Gypsies live and operate outside of or are victimised by state 
institutions and beaurocratic mechanisms. And, whilst acknowledging that in most 
cases state policies have aimed at the Gypsies' assimilation and have reinforced 
the prejudice of the non-Gypsy population towards them, this alone cannot 
account for simplistic and generalised assumptions for the relationship between 
different Gypsy groups and the state. 
Recent examples from ethnographic studies prove that Gypsies strategically 
take advantage of social policies, such as the Gypsies of Madrid (Gay y Blasco, 
1999), subvert state practices and ideologies (Stewart, 1997), or even work in the 
state mechanisms (Marushiakova and Popov, 2001b, Lemon, 2000) and seek 
political mobilisation, such as the Gypsies in many Balkan and Eastern European 
states (Barany, 2002,1998, Guy, 2001a, Gheorge and Acton, 2001). These 
examples point to a less antagonistic relationship between the Gypsies and the 
I See Cscpcli and Simon (2004)- Manishiakova and Popov (200 1 b). Lemon (2000). 
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state or the other institutions than that so far depicted in the earlier literature on 
Gypsies (Hawes and Perez, 1996, Okely, 1983). 
More than anything else, these cases indicate the need for a more nuanced 
approach in the study of the relationship between the Gypsies and the state. This 
principally means that it should take into consideration the fact that different 
Gypsy groups often have different political aims, such as the Roma communities 
in Transylvania described by Foszt6 and Andstdsoaie (2001). Examples which 
tend to treat simplistically the relationship between different Gypsy groups and 
the state leave, in effect, the analysis of the impact of different policies on intra- 
Gypsy group relations within the same national borders unexamined (Lemon, 
2000). Variations arising from different local conditions, even within the same 
national borders, in connection with the role of transnational bodies in promoting 
Roma policieSJ3 (Kovats, 2001) and mobilisation (Acton and Klimovd, 2001) 
should also be taken into account. 
The problem with the theoretical and ethnographic analysis of Gypsies does not 
end here. Although the cases of different Gypsy groups cannot be examined 
outside of the framework of their relationship with the state, this relationship 
cannot in itself account for intra-group differences and diverse Gypsy identities 
within the boundaries of a single nation-state. Indeed, long ago, Okely (1983): 74), 
citing., Acton (1974), made an observation that is crucially important for this 
thesis. She acknowledges that different Gypsy groups in Britain have different 
geographic and national affiliations, 'Irish, 'Scottish' and 'English' that can be 
enhanced when these groups interact (Okely, 1983: 74,1975: 38). However, she 
did not go into depth in the analysis of the association between these affiliations, 
intra-group relations and place. 
Neither can the analysis of the relationship between Gypsy populations and the 
state be detached from the rapidly shifting reality generated by global 
transformations and migrant flows. This is particularly obvious in the case of 
Greece where there are different and often competing Gypsy groups with a great 
variety of cultural character, stics. such as different descent groups, places of 
orig, in, language, religion, customs and work patterns (see chapter 1). Some of 
these Gypsy groups, such as the Albanian Gypsies, have recently migrated to 
'3 For example. the European Unionand the Council of Europe. 
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Greece from Albania, indicating that wider geopolitical transformations have not 
left Gypsies untouched. 
What is more, the example of this group of Greek Gypsies, who consider 
(; i-eek-ties. ý along with Gyy). ýynes. sý an intrinsic aspect of their sense of belonging, 
makes this theoretical problem even more striking. However, the 
acknowledgement that different Gypsy groups attain national characteristics 
within and across diverse national borders (Gay y Blasco, 1999) indicates that the 
theories of state and nationalism, the concept of ethnicity and minority remain 
useful analytical tools in the study of the Gypsies. This is supported by recent 
ethnographic examples which point to the fact that some Gypsy groups have 
developed a sense of belonging to particular nation-states or adherence to 
nationalist ideologies (Marushiakova and Popov, 2001 a). 
The Anthropology of Greece: A Review of the Literature 
Frorn the Anthropology of the Mediterranean to the Study of Gender 
and Kinship 
According to Herzfeld (1987), modern Greece had long been surprisingly absent 
from the development of mainstream anthropological theory and mainstream 
anthropological theory had for long been absent from modern Greek studies. In 
his book, Anthrolýology through the Looking Wass (1987), Herzfeld proposed a 
comparative analysis between modern Greek culture and the anthropological 
practice, thus attempting to place Greece at the centre of the anthropological 
discipline and shift it away from the margins of the anthropology of the 
Mediterranean (see chapter 1). 14 
Looking at the literature on the anthropology of Greece throughout the 1960s, 
1970s and 1980s, one easily recognises the gaps and inconsistencies entailed in 
1' Through the claboration of the concepts of (liglossia and (Iisenna. Herzfeld ( 1987) demonstrates 
a twofold Greek identit, %, that is characterised by the contradicting meanings of the notions of 
Hellenism and Rormosini. or the tension bctýý cen the European and the Oriental. which are similar 
to the tensions generated from the use of Western and non-Wesicni ideologies within the 
anthropological discipline. Herzfel d seeks to un-ravel the hidden meanings. sciiiiolics arid power of 
linguistic forms NAhich constantlý produce opposing meanings and dualisms. such as those of 
Hellenism and Rormosim. or the European and the Oriental. reflecting the tension bemeen official 
language. ideologies and practices and evcnýday practices and modes of expressions. For Herzfeld. 
Greek identitv is dialecticallý constructed through disemic schemata embedded in language and 
serniotic practices (including silence arid gestures) \N hich in\ olve a process of constant negotiation 
and renegotiation of the official rlictoricand the need for self representation in diverse contexts. 
this body of studies inherited from the problematic concept of 'The 
Mediterranean' (see chapter 1). Since the early 1960s, a new body of 
ethnographies on Greece has gradually emerged which concentrated on tackling 
the problematic concept of 'The Mediterranean' and those ethnographic 
approaches which viewed the geographical area of the Mediterranean as a 
homogenous cultural region. In contrast to the anthropologists of the 
Mediterranean who examined issues of gender, kinship, honour and shame as self- 
contained notions, this emerging work on Greece clearly pointed to the 
importance of the analysis of sexual and power relations within a context of 
gender-based socio-economic roles and local kinship variations. 
Specifically, Friedl's (1962) pioneering anthropological monograph on the C 
Vasilika Viotlas in central Greece' 5 and Campbell's (1964) study on the 
Sarakatsam, the semi-nomadic, pastorallst population of Northern Greece 16 
inspired a process of reflection on the ambiguous concept of 'The Mediterranean. 
Prompted by the work of Friedl and Campbell, more and more ethnographic 
studies on Greece-mainly conducted by non-Greek anthropologists (Herzfeld, 
1985,1980, Danforth, 1982, Hirschon, 1993b, Handman, 1978, - du Boulay, 1974, 
Dubisch, 1974) and most of them concentrated on rural or mountainous 
populations' 7_Sought to reiterate issues, such as gender, kinship, honour, and 
shame, previously explored by the anthropologists of the Mediterranean, within a 
framework of wider anthropological theories. 
Through the course of the 1980s, ethnographic studies on Greece (Dubisch, 
t986b, Hirschon, 1984; Rushton, t983)) engaged with the wider debates of 
feminist anthropology and tackled issues such as the universality of gender roles 
and the subordination of women. Issues of gender and kinship remained central in 
anthropological explorations of Greece (Dubisch, 1986a, 1983, Herzfeld, 1985; 
Friedl (1962) slimNed hoN% women's roles and actions and their rights on propertN in the village 
of Vasilika play in important role in the orgaru/ntion of the household. in spite of the 
phenomenological dominance of men in the household. 
Campbell (1964) reveals the NNaNs the Sarakatsarij distincti\c -mn of liNing and thinkin- 
contrasted state and religious ideologies. NAIiicli resulted in their inarginalisation and exclusion 
both by the state and their sedentary neighbours. In addition. Campbell explores the specific 
strategies tlicý adopt. particularly emphasizing ideologies of lionour and shame. in order to 
reconcile these differences and gain a respectful position wiftn NN ider society 
'- With the exception of the urban stud\ of Hirsclion (199-3b 119781) aniong Asia Minor reffigees 
in Piraeus. 
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Skouteri-Didaskalou, 1984, Hirschon, 1984) but were increasingly approached 
contextually and historically. What is more, in most ethnographies on Greece 
throughout the 1980s emphasis was placed on the analysis of both female and 
male roles in conjunction with or as metaphors of other areas of social life, such 
as the public and the private (Hirschon, 19891 du Boulay, 1986), the domain of 
religion (Dubisch, 1983, Rushton, 1983) and the politics of identity (Herzfeld, 
1985). 
In the early 1990s an edited volume on gender, kinship and identities in modern 
Greece (Loizos and Papataxiarchis, "' 1991a) and another edited volume on 
identities and gender a year later (Papataxiarchis and Paradellis, 19 1992) were 
published, contributing to a more nuanced approach in Greek ethnography, while 
taking into account variations and local particularities. The authors of these 
volumes sought to unravel the specificities of Greek society through the 
comparison of the particular ways through which kinship as an important locus of 
personal and collective identification within and outside marriage implicates 
diverse gender models in different contexts (lossifidou, 1992, Cowan, 1992; 
Papataxiarchis, 1991). 
A further volume (Papataxiarchis and Paradellis, 20 1993a) stressed the 
centrality of historical processes in the construction of contemporary ideologies of 
gender, kinship and family in Greece. Simultaneously, Dubisch's (1995) study on 
pilgrimage and gender politics in the island of Tinos, Seremetakis' (1991) work 
on women, death and divination in Mani, Cowan's (1990) study on dance and 
body politics in Northern Greece and Vernier's work on kinship relatedness and 
migration in the island of Karpathos (2001 [199 1 ]) offered new perspectives in the 
study of gender in Greece. 
After Campbell's (1964) classical study which was the first community level 
ethnography in Greece that addressed issues of cultural distinctiveness in 
conjunction with state practices and ideologies, the discussion of kinship and 
gender differentiations in the Greek ethnography of the 1980s and the early 1990s 
Contested Identifies: (; elider and Kinship in. 1 lodern (; reece. 
Taftotites ke Filo sti Sighrom 1,31ado. 
I nthropologv and the Past: Contributions to the Social History (? f', l lodern Greece. 
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brought out the cultural complexities of Greek society and opened the way for the 
proliferation of studies on minorities throughout the 1990s 
The Study of Minorities, Migration and Studies in Urban Settings 
Ethnographic accounts of minorities in Northern Greece proliferated in the 
anthropological literature on Greece during the 1990s (see also chapter 1). During 
the last couple of decades, this emerging body of literature addressed issues of 
ethnicity, identity and nationalism mainly focused on Northern Greece and more 
specifically in Macedonia (Kravva, 2003b, Danforth, 2000,1995,1993, Cowan, 
20001 Triandafyllidou, 1998; Karakasidou, 1997, Mackridge and Yannakakis, 
1997). The significance of this work is highlighted by the growing concern for the 
Macedonian conflict which has recently constituted an issue with national, 
regional and international implications. 
The development of an ethnographic body related to the Macedonian issue, 
which brought into discussion what Herzfeld (2001: 150) calls "the porosity of 
borders and the negotiability of identities" in the study of Greece 21 was not 
followed by a large-scale proliferation of anthropological studies on ethnic 
minorities or migrant populations in other parts of Greece. Indeed, with the 
exception of ethnographic studies on Macedonia and only a few other exceptions 
(Demetriou, 2004, Vernier, 200L, Gefou-Madianou, 1999, Hirschon, 1989), 
ethnographies concentrated on minorities and migrant populations are relatively 
absent from recent anthropological work on Greece. This happens even though the 
fall of Communist regimes in the Balkans and central Europe and wider socio- 
political transformations resulted in overwhelming migrant flows into the country 
in the course of the 1990s (see also chapter 1). 
What is more, in spite of the fact that ethnographic studies on Greece 
increasingly engaged with cities as research sites, such as the studies on 
Macedonia (Kravva, 2003b, Boeschoten, 2000, Agelopoulos, 2000, Cowan, 
1990), Faubion's ( 199' )) study on the city of Athens, Panourgia's (1995) Athenian 
anthropography, as she calls her work on death and identity, and Hirschon's 
, raphic work 1989) study of Asia Minor refugees in Piraeus, urban-centred ethnov 
11 Regarding this issue. see parlicularlý Danforth (2000) and Agelopoulos (2000). 
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on Greece has not proliferated at the same pace as ethnographies on urban settings 
conducted in other areas proliferated. 
Taking into account the emergence of the discussion of minorities related to the 
Macedonian issue, the shift in the ethnographic explorations of urban settings in 
Greece as well as the recent changes in the composition of contemporary Greek 
society, it is striking that anthropologists of Greece have not yet adequately 
addressed current issues of minorities and ethnic identities, migration and social 
mobility in association with particular urban settings. Additionally, this happens at 
a time when other theorists outside the discipline of anthropology, such as 
political and social scienti StS22 and sociologists of education 23 increasingly engage 
with the issues of migration and minorities in the study of Greece. 
Recently, as the I" PhD Synij)osiuni on Allodern Greece: ('111-rent Social 
Science Resecti-ch on Greece 24 (200-3)) revealed, a new generation of scholars 
coming from diverse disciplines (from within and outside the Greek academia) are 
increasingly engaging in studies conducted in urban settings among diverse 
25 2003) mentioned her plenary speech at this cultural groups. As Cowan (, - Li 
interdisciplinary SYMPOSiUM, 26 the anthropology of Greece faces the challenge of 
conducting research on the new, emerging themes that characterise Greek society. 
According to Cowan, the anthropology of Greece needs to deal with these very 
important issues (such as urbanisation, migration, education) and the ways that 
these issues prompt prQjects of identity and processes of belonging in a 
framework of production of difference that takes place in and through everyday 
discourse. In other words, the anthropology of Greece needs to refocus on those 
populations that reflect the restructuring of contemporary Greek society. This 
should be done in places, such as the neighbourhood, the coffee shop, the school, 
the place of work. 
See Baldmti-Edýýards (2005). Hatziprokopiou (2003). Fakiolas (2003,1999). Lambrianidis and 
L. mibcraki (2001). Lazaridisand Wickens (1999). Gotovos (2002). 
1; See Katsikas and Politou. (19990. Terzopoulou and Gcorgiou (1998). Damanakis (1997). 
Markou ( 1996). 
1ý1 The P Phl) S, vinposium oil 11odern Greece: CurrentNocial Scicnee Research on (; reece which 
took place in LSE on the 21" of Junc in 2003 Nus orgamsed bý the Hellenic Obsmatolý. 
European Institute. 
1ý Such as the Thessalonikan JeNýs (Kravu. 2003a), tile Pomaks of Xandii (Michail. 2003). a 
multicultural school in Athens (I-Nlra. 200M. 
, (, Notes taken from CoNun's plenan speech. 
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The Case of Gypsies in the Literature on Greece 
Herzfeld (1987,1982), as well as Papataxiarchis (199-33), have indicated that the 
foundation of the independent Greek nation-state was accompanied by the 
elaboration of an academic discourse that served both as a means of forging a 
national consciousness and as a reaction to various studies produced by foreign 
scholars that questioned the 'purity' of Greek ethnos. For Danforth (1995) as well 
as Cowan and Brown (2000), the disciplines of history and folklore played an 
important role in shaping a feeling of ethnic continuity and commonality, 
grounded in a mythology of a glorious ancient past. 
In fact, folklorist studies not only fed the nationalist discourse in Greece but 
also prompted a strong nationalist orientation in academic research that 
contradicted traditional anthropological thinking (Herzfeld, 1987), whilst also 
concealing the multicultural character of conternporary Greek society. 
Consequently, the disciplines of history and folklore in Greece have largely 
neglected the contribution of minorities to Greek tradition. It is also true that 
folklorist and historical studies have, to a large degree, ignored the contribution of 
the Gypsy legacy to modern Greek history, partly because the Gypsies, along with 
other minorities, have not inspired the vision of a 'homogeneous' Hellenic ethilos. 
Although recent anthropological studies on northern Greece have shed light on 
the relationship between the Greek state and particular minorities, the absence of 
broad ethnographic accounts on Gypsy populations has tended to exclude Gypsies 
from this academic discussion. What is more, the academic literature on Gypsies 
in Greece remains trapped almost exclusively in folklorist approaches 
(Vaxevanoglou, 20011 Lidaki, 1998,1997, Ntousas, 1997) as well as a body of 
works which belong to the sociology of education (Terzopoulou and Georgiou, 
1998; Vasiliadou and Pavll-Korre, 1998-1 Markou, 1996). What is striking in the 
literature on Greece is the absence of a systematic ethnographical ly-based analysis 
of Gypsy groups. 
This marginal position of Gypsies in Greek ethnography has consequently 
reinforced an exoticised image of 'the Gypsy', clearly distanced from the wider 
socio-political and historical context of Greek society. The Gypsies, in this sense, 
remain encapsulated in representations as a distant, bounded, unchanging, and 
homogeneous community, 'frozen' in time and space. Consequently, the Gypsies 
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in Greece have been absent from the discourse on the politics of identity, power 
and culture. 
Lately, historians and theorists on Gypsies in Greece 27 increasingly emphasise 
the contribution of diverse Gypsy groups to the history of the recently formed 
nation-state, depicting them for the first time as an integral part of modern Greek 
societ Y. 2" As such, they are seen as both contributing to and being influenced by 
the wider Greek socio-economic and historical processes. A different point is 
made by the historian Gallant (2001) who acknowledges the importance of 
ethnographic accounts in historical explorations of modern Greece and on 
marginal populations. 
In contrast to the ahistorical and exoticised image of the Gypsies in Greece that 
has been created by popular and academic literature and sometimes sustained in 
the rhetoric of minority groups rights organisations and political parties that 
victimise, oversimplify and generalise 'the Gypsy' for the sake of an effective 
political negotiation, the Greek Gypsies of Gitotfia constitute a group that not only 
participates in the politics of culture and identity but also takes part in the 
nationalist discourse-and clearly reproduces it. This is particularly visible in the 
tension that characterises the relationship between the Greek Gypsies and other 
Gypsy groups in Greek society. 
Greek-Gypkvness and the Politics of Culture 
Examining Projects of Identification 
At first glance, it seems quite easy to define and describe a visibly poor and 
illiterate group of people living in shacks, who share particular customs, and 
working and living habits. It seems even easier to distinguish such a group of 
people from their middle-class neighbours. The difficulty, however, lies in the 
demarcation of those shifting elements (such as aspects of Greektiess and 
Gyj). vyvess) which the Greek Gypsies of this particular settlement strategically 
Gotovos (21001). Gallant (2001). Gcorgiou, Dimitriou and Politou (2001). Terzopoulou and 
Georgiou (1998). Lidaki (1 998ý 1997). Ntousas ( 1997). Giannakopoulos ( 198 1). 
"ý For example. Gypsies took pan in thc Greek War of Indpendence in 1821 (Niousas. 199T. 
Giannakopoulos. 1981). in niam social fights (Ntousas- 1997) and the National Resistance 
MoNertient during WorldWar 11 (Georgioti. Dimitriou. and Politou. 2001). 
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draw upon in order to negotiate their distinctiveness in diveFse contexts For 
instance, in spite of the apparent (for the non-Gvpsy) distinction bet\\eell the 
.1. I 
Gypsy and the non-Gypsy, the members of this particular group were especially 
preoccupied with the construction of a shared sense of belongim, that not only 
made them different from the non-6ypsy 'others' but also differentiated them 
from other Gypsy oroups in Greece. 
Such a difficulty reflects the intricacies that characterise the study of the 
Gypsies stemming from taxonornic cate(yorisations of Gi/ýsviie. %s exclusively in 
terms of opposition versus the non-Gypsy population, a signification that prevents 
proper consideration of the interplay aniong, diverse Gypsy groups within the 
nation state context. Although tile objective of this research is not to took at intra- 
Gypsy group relationships in Greece, this preoccupation of the inhabitants of 
Oilottut suggests that should not be viewed Linproblematicaliv in 
relation to prQlects of identities and notions of place and localltv, as well as the 
centrality of such concepts in diverse expressions of a politics of culture. 
The increasino recognition by anthropologists of the need for more nuanced 
analyses of "totallsing concepts" (Geertz, 2000: 22 1) such as 'culture', 'societv', 
'community', 'ethnicity' and 'identity' has gone hand in hand with the 
acceleration of large-scale processes arid geo-political transformat lolls (Fardon, 
1095) which, according to Geertz, "have produced a sense of dispersion, of 
particularity, of complexity, arid of uncentredness" (20W 220). In response to 
II_, g ise these changing realities. Geertz proposes ways of thinking, . vhich reco ni 
distinctiveness, diversity and particularity as intrinsic aspects of processes of 
belonging and bemgý 
-What ý%c need are xuýs of thinking that are responske to partictilaritics. to 
individualifics. oddities. discontinuities, contrasts, and singularilics. resporisric to 
xdial CliarlesTaNlor liascalled "deep di\crsitN", a pluralm of%kaNsorbelongingand 
being and that Nct can dr. m front Ilicni-from sense of connectedncss that is 
ncillier comprehensive nor uniform. primal nor changeless. btit nonetheless real 
(Gccrtz. 2000: 224). " 
Nowhere are these pluralities more visible and stnking, than in "the politics of 
the urban areria- (Cross and Keith, 1993 30). The explorations of "the 
organisation of diversity- Mannerz, 1996: 9) within cities and urban sites shifted 
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the anthropological lens from the concept of whole, discrete entities, as well as the 
analysis of structure, symbolic representation and determinism, to the study of 
relationships, practices, interactions and interconnections (Hannerz, 1996). 
Simultaneously, the growing acceptance of the fluidity, (Hall, 1996) plurality 
(Calgar, 1997) and negotiability (Herzfeld, 2001) of boundaries and identities 
produced the researchers' greater sensitivity to the effects of local contexts. 
Subsequently, this turned the anthropologist's eye to the exploration of "the 
intertwined processes of place making and people making" (Gupta and Ferguson, 
1997a: 4) in a context of identity politics, as well as politics of culture and power 
within context of the nation-state. 
From this perspective, groupings, as Oncu and Weyland (1997: 2) note, take 
place within complex socio-political networks "that serve as the locus of 
identification and belonging, as well as the source of power and legitimation. " 
The emphasis on the connection between identity and place (Keith and Pile, 1993) 
as well as identity, culture and power (Gupta and Ferguson, 1997a, Oncti and 
Wevland, 1997) has turned the focus of anthropologists towards the study of 
identities as transformative processes, rather than static attributes, embodied in 
specific agents that enable the subject to act and transform itself For Calhoun 
(1994- 27): 
'-As lived. identifý is ah%aýs a prqj . ect, not a settled accomplishment. though various 
extemd ascriptions or recognitions maý be fixed and firneless. " 
Simultaneously, as Herzfeld (2001: 10) indicates, the shift towards the 
exploration of agency and practice has resulted in the blurring of boundaries of 
previously separate anthropological domains. Today, once clear-cut 
anthropological topics such as kinship, religion, politics and economics can be 
examined as related areas of study, thus overcoming the constraints and 
inadequacies of totalisIng and self-contained concepts, For example, it is through 
the unravelling of "the intimacies of everyday life" (Herzfeld, 2001: 118) that 
kinship and gender relation s1 29 or concepts of childhood 3" have enabled bottom-up 
approaches in the study of ethincity and nationalism. 
See Her/feld (1997)ý Dclano (1995)i Ymal-DaN is and Anthias (1989) Das (1995,1). 
See Helleiiier(2001)- Stephens (1995). Wee (1995) Stailon-Rogers (1992). 
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"Who are the Real Gypsies" The Greek Gypsies"'. Belonging and the 
'Play' of Difference 
Gupta and Ferguson ( 1997) argue that shared fields of belonging are experienced 
through a set of socio-spatial relations, which are historically and discursively 
constructed. With respect to this specific population of Greek Gypsies, the 
settlement, the neighbourhood, their claimed region of origin, Khalkida, and 
Greece as a territorial space, constitute important aspects of the ways Greek- 
Qq). sy, ne, sý. v is being imagined, negotiated and sustained. 
For example, for six-year-old Stellos, the fact that his extended family 
members came frorn Khalkida was more than enough to affirm his Greek 
Gjj). ýpiexý to me as opposed to the 'different' (47MYnesV of his Albanian-Gypsy 
neighbours: 
**Who are the real Gypsies" The Greek Gypsies! These people I meaning the Albanian 
Gýpsiesj live here but they come from Albania. NNhile Nve live here but Nve come from 
Khalkida! We are the real GvPsics because Nýe Nvere born here! We vvere born in 
Greece not in Albania! They 1pointing to the Albanian-Gypsy settlement] are just 
Gypsics ... " 
For Stelios and his father, Theofilos, who agreed with his son, when he claimed 
that they are the 'real' Gypsies because they were born in Greece, notions of the 
'true' or 'authentic' Gypsy were intertwined with perceptions of locality and 
space. It is true, that among other specialists on Gypsies in Greece, Terzopoulou 
and Georgiou ( 1998 - 13) mention that diverse Gypsy groups attain differentiating 
names that are associated with the particular geographical areas, which they come 
from, such as the Sicunbouli(i (those coming from Istanbul), the Y1111CIII&I (those 
coming from Asia Minor), the RolnioYýffi (those coming from central Greece). 
Having acknowledged the fact that Greek-Gjj). ýynev. ý among the Gypsies of 
Olonia constitutes the nexus of distinct processes of self and group identification, 
which differ from other expressions of GI-eekness and (ýýj), ývness, means that 
definitions of (; reek- (; V. ýiness should be examined in parallel with the ongoing 
problematic around the term -community' as well as the notions of 'identity' and 
'difference'. 
Gupta and Ferg , uson (1997) stress that 'localities' and 'communities' are 
constructs, which articulate perceptions of difference and distinctiveness not 
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merely premised on the awareness of a pre-existing similarity and commonality 
but rather on the continuous construction of 'otherness'. For Hall (1996: 5), 
identities as "points of temporary attachment", should not convey solidities, 
boundaries and fixities but should point to the fluidities and perplexities of 
processes of identification. Identification is a process that "is subject to 'the play' 
of dýfi -eiice- (Hall, 1996: 3), a difference, that in its Derridean sense '31 
, is 
positional, conditional and conjunctural" (Hall, 1992: 258). Drawing on Derrida's 
. 
Prcytice, Hall ( 1996: 5) argues that identities are "a point of Vuture" concept of dýl 
constructed and articulated through difference (Hall, 1996: 3). 
With respect to the case of the Gypsies of Gilotfict, such a view of 
'community', 'identity' and 'difference' enables us to see Greek Gypsy 
distinctiveness as a point of identification that produces difference by 
downplaying, amplifying or fusing aspects of Greektiess and/or G. wývness in 
diverse contexts. In this sense, difference does not necessarily create rigid 
polarities but constantly operates through different positions (Bhabha, 1994), 
where identities emerge often in tension or even in interconnection with other 
identities (Strathern, 1991). 
In order to look at perceptions of Gt-eek-Qj. pvý,, tiess arnong Gilotfia's Gypsies, I 
also suggest we take into consideration what Sutton (2000: 205) calls "the shifting 
boundaries of insiderhood and outsiderhood" which have dominated modern 
anthropological theory. These shifting boundaries indicate that the use of the word 
'community' should be perceived and examined "as a network of agents with 
ever-changing projects rather than a tapestry of people with shared roots" 
(Alleyne, 2002: 622), or as a" 'black box' concept" (ibid: 608) that encompasses 
ahistorical, and 'fixed' in time and space totalities of people. 
Then, the question is what exactly makes one particular group of people 
distinctive and differentiated (Donald and Rattansf, 1992), or rather, how does 
belonging to a particular network come to produce an all-encompassing identity 
that is nevertheless subject to the p/(ýv qfdýjlerelice. For Olwig (2001 125), 
communities constitute cultural constructs with "important symbolic as well as 
practical frameworks of life" for individuals and collectivities. Additionally, as 
ý' Derrida ( 199 la) sees diffýrance neillicr as static nor as generating rigid separations but rather as 
an ongoing spatio-lemporal process that produces simultancously sameness and otherness. 
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Amit (2002) emphasises, the imagined and symbolic dimension of 'community' 
in Anderson (1983) terins cannot stand alone without its " actual and limited social 
relations and practices through which it is realised" (Amit, 2002: 18)ý 
Regarding this group of Greek Gypsies, as we shall discuss extensively in 
chapter 6, an individual and collective sense of distinctiveness can only be 
conceptualised and examined within the framework of a specific relatedness that 
privileges extended kin values, while also promotes through particular marriage 
practices intra-family alliance networks. Relatedness, as a more recent focus in 
anthropological analvsis of kinship, which emphasises what kinship does rather 
than what kinship is, enables a more profound exploration of relationships of kin 
(Carsten, 2004, Franklin and McKinnon, 2001; Carsten, 20001 Schweitzer, 2000, 
Holy, 1996-, Strathern, 1992). The concept of relatedness has widened 
explorations of interconnections between biology and culture (Carsten, 2004, 
Franklin, 2001), kinship, gender and personhood (Busby, 2000; Loizos and 
Heady, 1999, Astuti, 1995; Howell and Melhuus, 1993, Loizos and 
Papataxiarchis, 1991b), kinship and performativity (Busby. 2000.; Thomas, 1999), 
and kinship and emotions (Borneman, 2001, Peletz, 1996). Kinship, in this sense, 
is not necessarily viewed as an autonomous system of relationships but rather as a 
nexus of relationships crosscut by other cultural domains such as gender, age, 
ethnicity, class, as well as concepts of personhood and identities. " 
3' The studv of kinship. as an autonomous domain. had been predominant in the traditional 
anthropological theory since the time of Malinowski. However. since the 70's and the 80's. the 
study of kinship as a separate domain has been challenged bý a body of literature producing a 
critique on traditional kinship studies (Carsten, 2004,2000, Franklin and McKinnon, 200E 
Fatibion. 200L Peletz, 200L Schweitzer. 2000-, Schneider. 1984,1980). Schneider's (1984) 
influential study - xNhich followed the shill of anthropological focus into a more self-critical and 
reflexive analysis (Clifford and Marcus. 1986. Marcus G. E. and Fischer. 1986) as well as the 
elaboration of ferninist anthropological debates about nature, culture. and gender (Delanev. 1995: 
Strathern. 1992,1981. Collier and Yanagisako. 19871 McCorinak and Strathern. 1980i 
Yanagisako. 1978) - claimed that traditional anthropological thinking had been biased by Euro- 
American perceptions of the predominance of biology in the analysis of kinship ties. Strathern 
(1992). taking further Schneider's assumption. stressed that in Euro-American cultures kinship 
functions is a dualitý based on the perception that nature constitules the ground on NvNcli culture 
is embedded. McCormack and Strathern 1980) and later Yanagisako and Delanev (1995) argued 
that gender and kinship had long been exanuned as categories premised upon ethnocentric 
assumptions that reproduced the biological discourse and naturalised hierarchies and differences 
based on categories such as '-sex". -'gender" and -TaiiiiIN. " These challenging studies had a major 
impact on kinship theorý and prompted the emergence of nei% approaches that vieiA kinship as 
nemorks of relatedness that should be examined in a comparative context (Carsten. 2004.2000: 
Franklin and McKinnon. 2001. ScliNNeitzer- 2000. HoIN. 1996i Strathern. 1992). 
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Embodied Distinctiveness- Performing Greek-(; V. ývnes. ý 
The emphasis on human interaction and the practices through which belonging is 
expressed brings us to Bourdieu's (1984) concept of hctbilus and concomitant 
iheoiý,, (? f piwelice. In his terms, habims is both "a structured and structuring 
structure" that produces classificatory practices entailing the capacity to 
differentiate and appreciate these practices through taste (Bourdieu, 1984: 170). 
As he maintained, classifications operate "below the level of consciousness, 
beyond the reach of introspective scrutiny or control by the will" (Bourdieu, 1984: 
466). Although clearly Bourdieu's theory attempted to reconcile dualities, such as 
body and mind, practice and representation, structure and agency, he did not 
manage to rescue htibitits from the determinism of reproductive embodied actions 
(Noble and Watkins, 2003, Csordas, 2002, Crosslev, 2001. Lambek, 1998). For 
Crossley (2001: 116), it is precisely because Bourdieu neglects the centrality of 
agency that his theory remains vulnerable to accusations of determinism. 
Nevertheless, in conjunction with other theories, Bourdieu's habitits still 
remains a central concept in social theory, primarily because it focuses on the 
importance of the body for demarcating differences through practice (Csordas, 
2002; Morris, 1995; Lock, 1993). Noble and Watkins (2003) suggest that what we 
need is to reject the unconscious nature of Bourdieu's habititV and reconceptualise 
it as a generative concept entailing capacities and the modalities of consciousness 
which enable the subjects' agency in social practice and subsequently in the 
process of the production of difference. More specifically, as Lambeck (1998) 
points out, thought and practice or mind and body are not mutually exclusive 
opposites but rather "fundamental incommensurables in human experience 
(Lambek, 1998: 109). For Lambek (ibid: 108) 
-, ( ... ) it is the particular constitution of the 
dialectic of the body and mind in practice. 
the means. performative obligations and possibilities. and the particular dynamic 
trqjectories the-, establish in a given societv that are of interest. the ways they shape 
experience. model personhood and social connection. and underpin political. moral. 
religious. and therapeutic agcncý and institutions and their changing relations. " 
What is more, Csordas (2002), combining Bourdieu's (1984,1977) work on 
pr(iclice and Merleau-Pontv's (1964,1962) analysis of percej)tioll, stresses that 
embodiment can serve as a paradigm that is useful for the study of culture and 
12 3) 
self Defining perception as an embodied process and the body as "the existential 
ground of culture" (Csordas, 2002: 243), he elaborates the concept of "somatic 
modes of attention" (ibid: 241) to show that the experience of embodiment is 
implicated in intersubjective relationships. 
This brings us to the question of how people experience their bodies (Lyon and 
Barbalet, 1994) and articulate their experiences (Schilling, 1993)), how bodies are 
managed in everyday life (Nettleton and Watson, 1998, Turner, 1995) and how 
people use their bodies to structure selthood and personhood and premise social 
relations (Csordas, 2002,1994,1990). What we need to know is how the body 
constitutes the ground for things such as experience, meaning, relatedness, 
becoming and belonging, continuity and transformation, and how these issues are 
configured in thought and expressed through embodied performance (Lambek, 
1998). In other words, if embodiment reflects what the body and mind assume 
within a web of specific relationships, it is exactly through "the dialectic between 
body and mind in practice", as Lambek (1998: 118) stresses, that difference is 
produced and identities are created. 
This interplay between mind and body in practice through which sameness and 
difference are produced cannot be viewed independently of the role of emotions in 
33 the construction of affiliations, relatedness, belonging and dissent . 
Rosaldo 
( 1984) has long stressed that emotions are "embodied thoughts" culturally and 
temporally defined which are inextricably implicated in the materiality of social 
relationships. The importance of emotion in the study of the body lies exactly in 
the fact that emotions mobilise the body and constitute the moving force of 
1ý embodied agency" (Lyon and Barbalet, 1994: 58) through which perceptions of 
selfhood and subjectivity are articulated and sustained (Lutz and Abu-Lughod, 
1990). In accordance to Lyon and Barbalet (1994), Schilling (1999) acknowledges 
that disregarding the role of emotions in social relationships can only result in a 
disembodied view of the agent. 
For Hetherington, ( 1999: 15), the production of sameness and difference is an 
embodied pr ject and therefore "Identity is about expressive performance, OJ .II 
identificaflon and communication with others" that articulates expressive 
;; Williams (20()())- Burkill (1999 1997). Schillilig, (1999 1997.199.3). Peletz (1996). Das 
(1995b). LNon (1995) Lock (1993). Abu-Lugliod and Lutz (1990). Abu-Lughod. 1986). Rosaldo 
(1984). Jackson (198, )- Elias (19781). 
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sentiments and affiliations embedded in forms of belonging (ibid: 19). The notion 
of performativity, elaborated by Butler as gender performativity, 34 assumes that 
"Identity is the effect of performance" (Bell, 1999: 3) and as such an embodied 
process (ibi& 8). For Butler (1993)ý 2), performativity is not "a singular or 
deliberate 'acf " buv 
( ... 
)a reiteration of a norm or sets of nonns. and to the extent that it acquires an act- 
like status in the present conceals or dissimulates the conventions of which it is a 
repetition (Btjtler- 1993: 12). 
Inspired by the reiterative nature of Butler's performativity, Bell (1999) 
suggests that day-to-day norms can be subverted, re-signified or re-enacted. 
However, in contrast to Butler (1993), Bell and other theorists (Busby, 2000, - 
Hetherington, 1999, Lloyd, 1999, Fortier, 1999) suggest that the concept of 
performativity cannot stand alone outside the space where the performance takes 
place and the very relationships among those who are involved in this 
performance. For example, drawing on Butler's concept of performativity but by 
emphasising the importance of mundane practices, Fortier (1999) shows how 
citation operates to produce and sustain belonging in the Italian emigre 
communitv' in London through performative acts of gender and ethnicity. 
The project of identity is exactly a play of difference that is performed 
differently on different occasions verifying that "belonging is achieved at several 
levels of abstraction" (Bell, 1999: 3). If we come to accept the ternporal, fluid and 
performative nature of identities that operate through difference and that 
performance is temporally and spatially situated, then it is important to see how 
identities are produced, performed etTectivelv and reproduced or how self and 
group identifications are negotiated and sustained through embodied practices, 
emphasising the subjects' agency. 
I Inspired b) Austin's (1955) and Derrida's ( 199 lb) concepts of perfoniativitý and citationalitý 
respectiveh . 
Butler ( 1993 1990) argued that gender is not a natural fact but a set of repetitive and 
performative acts that produce the effect of gender. According to Butler. the body assumes its male 
or female identity through the reiteration of culturallý -specific normative practices NN hich offer the 
possibilitý to the body to reconstruct its identitý often in subversive Nýays. Although Butler's 
tlieorý of perforjnatjNjtý has contributed to the critique of the distinction betNNeen culture and 
biology bN re. jecting, the dichotorm between sex and gender. hoNA ever. as Busb\ (200 1) notes. her 
concept o. f performance seems to be detached from cvcrýdaý practices and the intimacics of social 
relationships in favor of a more abstract philosophical discussion. 
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Returning to this specific case, the notion of performativitv enables us to 
examine what Greek-Gip, ýiyiev. sý entails in order to affirm a shared sense of 
distinctiveness and belonging among the people of Gitonia in different occasions. 
In detail, emphasising the performative nature of (; reek-G'. Vj). Vytiess we come to 
understand how embodied performance becomes the vehicle through which an 
individual and a collective sense of self among the members of this specific group 
of Gypsies sustain each other and produce difference that is very much the 
outcome of particular relationships within specific places. This embodied 
distinctiveness, which is charged with the emotional dispositions inherent in 
interdependent relationships and hierarchies, is intrinsically associated with the 
ways the body is managed at different stages of a person's life to undertake 
embodied performances. 
The ways of participating in hierarchical relationships and affinities among the 
children of Giloniu also articulate embodied performances which sustain Greek 
Gypsy distinctiveness. As James (2000) notes, children's bodies should not be 
seen "as divorced from conscious-, thinking and intentional mind" (ibid. 27). In 
fact, how children mobilise and manage their bodies, their sensations, feelings and 
mind and undertake intersubjective action is of extreme importance. An 
increasing number of childhood studies have shown that children not only resist, 
subvert and seriously affect their relationships with others but they actively 
participate in the embodiment of distinctiveness (Thomas and Ahmed, 2004, Ali, 
2004, Toren, 2003,1999,1993, - Simpson, 2000, Connolly, 1998). In fact, children 
appropriate and reproduce their bodies and subsequently their social worlds 
through the agency of embodiment (James, 2000, Prout, 2000). 
C tfilialions and the In specific, it is through the performance of emolion il 
undertaking of gender and age-specific embodied obligcaions (Howson, 1998) that 
a Greek Gypsy personhood is sustained and a collective sense of distinctive 
becoming and belonging is affirmed among the Gypsies of Gilonia. Children's 
embodied performances reveal that notions of personhood in the case of the 
inhabitants of Gilonici cannot be seen independently from kinship and gender 
relations. 3S If we want to understand Greek Gypsy kinship relatedness and the 
" Ethnographic examples From other pails of the NNorld. stich as the Vezo of Madagascar (Astuti. 
1995). have also showi that the notion of pcrsoiiliood cannot be seen independently froin 
conceptions of gcndcrand kinship. 
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ways age, gender and personhood are implicated in this relatedness. we also have 
to examine the meaning of culturally specific forms of emotional expressions and 
embodied obligations in defining and redefining hierarchical relations and 
relationships of knowledge and respect. In order to do so, we first have to 
understand the centrality of morality in Greek Gypsy projects of identification. 
Greek Gypsy Morality 
Various ethnographers lay emphasis on the preoccupation of Gypsies with the 
demarcation of the boundary between themselves and non-Gypsy society, 
predominantly expressed in moral terms (Williams, 2003; Gay y Blasco, 1999, 
Stewart, 1997, Okely, 1983; Sutherland, 1975). They emphasise the ways in 
which the Gypsies constantly stress the 'superiority' of Gypsy morality as a 
quality that becomes the vehicle through which they perceive their distinctiveness 
in relation to the non-Gypsy 'others. 
Gay Y Blasco (1999: 41) indicates that for the Gypsies of Madrid the term 
'community' does not refer to "a cohesive or harmonious whole, but to the 
Gitanos' awareness of each other as moral beings. " And this awareness, or 
conceptual dimension of community is being sustained by individuals' 
performance of Gypsy morality. According to Gay Y Blasco (1999), Gypsyness, 
for the Gypsies of Madrid, is intimately intertwined with ideas of a sexed 
personhood that should be constantly enacted, manifested and evaluated by the 
members of the group in order to affirm a collective sense of being. In this sense, 
ideas of personhood and perceptions of belonging seem to be inextricably 
connected. Through the performance of Qij). ývnessý that is consolidated in this 
distinctive morality, the Gypsies of Madrid create a rigid hierarchical system 
among themselves that is based on relationships of 'honour', 'knowledge' and 
I respect', creating this way a particular form of social and political organisation 
different from the non-Gypsy one. 
Gay Y Blasco's ( 1999) notion of morality as the quality through which an 
individual and shared sense of distinctiveness are conceptualised and sustained 
through embodied performance is especially useful for the analysis of relatedness. 
Taking as a theoretical premise that the mind is an embodied phenomenon, 
morality is seen here as the vehicle through which distinctiveness is the outcome 
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of the dialectic between conceptual workings and embodied performances 
embedded in the interdependencies of specific social relationships. 
In this sense, the embodiment of morality often encompasses considerable 
tension and involves hard work. For Stewart ( 1997,1989), the performance of an 
individual and shared sense of Gvpsv self among the Hungarian Rom reflects the 
tension between egalitarian and individualistic ethics. Through the act of singing 
the Hungarian Rom pursue to reconcile the tension between their constant effort 
to retain their individual autonomy, on the one hand, and on the other, to reinforce 
brotherly egalitarian relationships (Stewart, 1999,1997,1989). 
With respect to the Gypsies of the Giloitict settlement, morality constitutes the 
ground on which kindred and intra-fanilly relatedness is conceptualised and 
organised, objectified and projected as an expression of Greek-Gyl-). Vylless. This 
presupposes that kinship is perceived as interwoven with personhood. Thus 
morality involves the dynamic relationship between an individual embodied 
performance and processes of objectification of a collective sense of self Having 
recognised personhood as intrinsic to kindred relatedness in Gilollia, Greek Gypsy 
morality cannot be disentangled from processes of becoming. Indeed, here 
morality is articulated through the performance of gender and age-specific 
practices which produce knowledge and consolidate personhood, also evoking 
hierarchies, reciprocities and solidarities. 
The concept of an embodied morality embedded in particular networks of 
relatedness and charged with its ernotional affiliations, hierarchies and power 
relations enables us to see how the self is governed and the body is mobilised to 
produce agency in diverse occasions. Such a view of an embodied morality, which 
acknowledges the importance of individual agency, enables us to see how 
individuals use their bodies to undertake embodiecl obligcaioli. s' (Howson, 1998), 
or how they willingly discipline themselves-through a discipline different from 
the Foucauldian one (Foucault, 1977)-in order to demarcate belonging or 
dissent. 
Here, an embodied morality does not refer to 'docile bodies', institutional i sed 
through disciplinary techniques and 'surveillance' (Foucault, 1977). Rather, it 
represents the result of individual will to produce a personhood that articulates 
ideologies of gender and age, honour and sexuality. knowledge and solidarity 
through which relatedness is realised and sustained. Regarding this particular 
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case, this is best mirrored in Greek Gypsy children's ways of embodying 
becoming. From a very early age, Greek Gypsy children learn that the ways they 
treat, move, discipline and enjoy their bodies, as well as the ways they participate 
in the interdependencies of kin relationships and express their emotions become 
the most important signifiers of their individual and their shared sense of 
distinctiveness. 
Interestingly, as already discussed, the members of this group of Greek Gypsies 
premise their shared sense of self, as well as their distinctiveness and superiority, 
on a moral framework that is not only QWýv but also Greek. And in this sense, 
morality does not operate as the vehicle through which Gilolfia', V Gypsies 
differentiate themselves from the non-Gypsy 'others'. Rather, the performance of 
a distinctive entanglement of Greektiev. s7 and Gyp. sýytie, ý. v can be seen as an 
amalgam of diverse characteristics and practices that are negotiated differently 
among the Greek Gypsies of Giloliia and other Greek Gypsy groups, between the 
Greek Gypsies and the non-Greek Gypsies or the non-Gypsy Greeks, as well as 
between themselves and the state. 
There are two other significant elements that distinguish the morality of this 
particular group from that described by Gay Y Blasco (1999). Firstly, in the case 
studied here morality draws its distinctiveness from the content of its performative 
roles, through which the Greek Gypsies of Giiotfia view themselves as the carriers 
of an 'authentic' tradition that, interestingly, entails claims not only to Gypsy but 
also to Greek 'authenticity. Simultaneously, while this group of Greek Gypsies 
consolidate their collective identity through performance in the present, the 
content of this performance, or in other words, the ascribing features of 
performative roles claim authenticity in relation to an 'old Greek tradition' that, 
they claim, is widely forgotten. 
The exploration of the most important aspects of Greek Gypsy social 
organisation, such as marriage, kinship relations and networks of relatedness, as 
well as domestic activities and work patterns through which Greek-QýP, ývne. ýs is 
performed, illurnmates the ways through which the mernbers of Gilonia perceive, 
manifest and transmit a aerider and a,, e oriented enactment of roles that 
transforms performative practices into multi-level processes of objectification of 
Greek Gypsy distinctiveness. For instance, the methods and outcome of 
performing Iiikokirw4ni or dornestic tasks in the public eve by the women of 
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Gilonia constitute the means, through which personal and group identity is 
affirmed, reinforced and transmitted to the younger generation, contrasted with 
other group identities and projected into wider society (see chapter 7). 
The Idiosyncratic Relationship between the Greek Gypsies of 
Gitonia and the State 
The Greek Gypsy View of the State 
Having acknowledged the difficulties in the analysis of the relationship between 
different Gypsy populations and the state that is rooted in taxonomic 
categorisations, this section illuminates the particularity of the relationship 
between the Greek Gypsies of Gitonici and the Greek nation-state by 
concentrating on those constitutive parameters that make this relationship 
idiosyncratic. This presupposes a shift from those theoretical models that view 
different Gypsy experiences in different nation-states either as merely a resistance 
by a marginalised population towards the state's intolerance for distinctiveness, or 
as the result of an unproblematic conflation of 'Gvpsv' and national 
characteristics. 
The relationship between the Gypsies of Gilonict and the state should be seen 
and examined within a framework of identity politics and a politics of culture 
rather than strictly theories of ethnicity and nationalism, state policies and systems 
of governance. However, the fact that Greeknes. sý constitutes an element enmeshed 
with Qypsýynes. s: in this case suggests that this specific analysis cannot ignore 
theories of ethnicity, state and nationalism. 
This is by no means a socio-historical review of particular political decisions 
and state policies that directly or indirectly have resulted in the process of 
marginalisation of Gypsies within contemporary Greek society. Neither is this an 
attempt to present a structural analysis of the specific politico-historical and 
economic processes that have framed the marginal position of Gypsy groups in 
Greece. Instead, this section seeks to throw li0ht on the hidden aspects of the 
relationship between this group of Greek Gypsies and the state from the Gypsies' 
point of view, while defining its oddities and perplexities. 
Before we look at the relationship between the Greek Gypsies of Gilonja and 
the state, it would be useful to examine how the Greek Gypsies, a predominantly 
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illiterate group, perceive the state. Although this illiterate population finds it 
difficult to objectify the notion of state and its mechanisms, its members 
acknowledge the fact that these apparatuses keep the nation-state functioning 
effectively through time and space. As for example Andreas, a man of around 
forty, maintained: "if the state does not exist, then Greece does not exist either [, w/ 
deti il)arhi to krctlos, tole cleii il)arhi ke i In fact, for the people of 
Gitotiia, perceptions of the Greek state, the Greek nation and the church or 
Orthodox Christianity clearly overlap. Children's words and drawings displayed 
in the forthcoming chapters (chapter 4 and 8) demonstrate the fact that for the 
36 Gypsies of Giloiiht these three notions interweave . 
However, as we shall see in the following paragraphs, more complex 
interpretations of the notion of state emerge in the framework of everyday 
activities. Sirman ( 1990) discusses a similar process regarding the relationship 
between the state and peasants in Turkey. As also described in Sirman's case, in 
the everyday context, the Gypsies' contact with state institutions and officials, as 
for example, with the school, the police, the courts and the municipality officers, 
transforms their view of the state from a totalising concept into fragments of 
personified relationships between thernselves and state representatives. However, 
at a more abstract level, the state represents for them a transcendent form over and 
above its mechanisms and separate from its officials. This process of evaluation 
should be seen through the spectrum of Greek Gypsy 'morality' described above. 
In specific, the ways the Greek Gypsies of Gilonict interpret different forms of 
institutionalised racism which they face in their everyday activities are especially 
revealing of Gypsies attitudes towards the state and its institutions or 
representatives. In most cases, they believe that prejudice and racism are the 
product of the failure of the agents of the state to follow the proclaimed ethics of 
the state. For them, the police, the courts and the schools are undeniably serving 
the right cause, whereas policemen, judges and teachers often fall to do so. 
The informants' reflections on cases of institutional i sed racism, as expressed 
both in informal discussions and in everyday language, demonstrated a mixture of 
sentiments of an er about the state officials' negligence towards their problems 
"-' To a great extent. these three notions oNerlap for the rion-GNpsý Greeks as NNcll. 
I'll 
and gratitude for the state's tolerance towards their 'Gypsy' way of life. The 
words of a middle-aged woman, Anastasia, echoed this contradiction 
I don't believe them I meaning the state's representatives in generall because they've 
never held their promises. thcN sirnph don't care about us ... 
But I have to admit that 
the state has been good to us. For example, Nve are luck), that the state hasn't kicked 
us out for so long. The land is not ours- the state has every right to kick us out. 
Interestingly, these views reflect an important ideological distinction between 
the morality and ethics of the state and the actual interventions of its agents. On 
one hand, the Gypsies of Gitonia show confidence in the state's proclaimed ethics 
and aims, while on the other, they attribute the failure of the realisation of these 
aims to its representatives. For example, when I asked Theofilos, the man who 
represented Giloniet in the long negotiations regarding their resettlement for his 
opinion on negotiations, he gave me the following answer: 
"The state Nvants to spend money and build houses for us but (lie problem is that all 
these iturnoral latinul politicians xvill rip the state off and nothing Nvill be done for us 
again. " 
What is more, during fieldwork, it wasn't rare for the inhabitants of the 
settlement to even praise the very same institutions that seemed to be the source of 
their continuous oppression such as the police and the courts. Antonis Petridis, 
one of the elder males in Gilonict maintained that: 
"The police and the courts should do their jobs. They shouldn't do favours to 
anybody. The problem is that %N-c are poor and illiterate and -vN-hatc\, er happens the 
police blame us and the courts convict us. If you liave money, you can casily escape 
jail. Policemen and judges are sometimes immoral lawnil and get bribed Itheloun 
ladomal to set you free. If you don't liavc moncý. tlicý lock ý on up. " 
From these words it is clear that they see the state's representatives as people 
who are prone to corruption, but most importantly as people who have betrayed 
the ideals and ethics of the state. The phrases -, fti den ehoun tinij ke n7l)e. s: a 37 or qfti 
den sevowe iijýola'8 were common characterisations used by the Greek Gypsies of 
These people do not liaN c \aluc and do not keep tlicir N\ ord of lionotir. 
Tlicsc people do not respect anything L- 
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Giloiiia for the representatives of the state institutions and mechanisms, as for 
example ministers and politicians. 
This explains why the army seems to be the institution that more than any 
other, along with the church, seem to be highly respected by most members of this 
group of Greek Gypsies. This is presumably because the army exemplifies ideals 
such as solidarity, brotherhood and hierarchical relationships that lie at the very 
core of Greek Gypsy morality, while at the same time, its highly authoritarian 
character leaves little space for corruption and discrimination. And although not 
all the male members of the settlement join for a variety of reasons (such as for 
example high rates of drug addiction), those who have joined the army are highly 
respected. For Fotini, the female head of the loannou extended family and mother 
of three sons, the fact that her older son had been in the army made him "a man to 
be respected in society. " 
As many theorists on Greece have argued, the church has played a central role 
in the formation of the Greek nation-state and the consolidation of a Greek 
consciousness amona its citizens (Stewart, 19911 Dubisch, 1991, Herzfeld, 1982). 
Indeed, the conceptions of the Gypsies of Giloiiici of Greektiev, ý and Orthodox 
Christianity are inseparable. Such conceptions are primarily expressed in the 
worship of the icon of the Virgin Mary, the Paticty, 0, in the largest church 
dedicated to Virgin Mary in Greece, which is on the island of Tinos (Pailq)Ja ti. 5 
Tiiiou). As Dubisch (1991 ý 42) describes, the Kwqvicv 
*'( ... 
) is not onlýl all holý and the mother of God (Theolokos). but also at this church 
in particular. a symbol of the nation of Greece itself, since the miraculous icon was 
supposedly discovercd during the turbulent )cars of the Greek struggles for 
independence (Dubisch. 1991: 42). " 
For Gitonia'-ý; Gypsies, the most important day of the Christian Orthodox 
calendar is the 15t" of August, the Day of the Assumption (Kimi, ýi. v ti. ý lheotokolf)- 
On that day the pilgrimage to the island of Tinos is widely practiced both by 
Gypsy and non Gypsy Orthodox Christians 39 
One of the most important domains, where the ambiguous perceptions of state 
institutions among the Greek Gypsies of 6itoliia are expressed, is the school. As 
mentioned in chapter 1, the vast majority of Gypsy parents and children 
For more on the pilgii niage on the island of Tinos see Dubisch ( 1995.199 1 
fin I i' 
acknowledge illiteracy as one of the main sources of their marginalisation and 
they would at least like to have a minimum degree of education. However, the 
extremely high illiteracy rates among the members of this group and the high drop 
out rates among children indicate that schooling constitutes a process with a 
highly problematic profile for the Gypsies of the settlement of Gilonia. This is 
best described in my informants' continuous acknowledgement that, in their case, 
the state cannot be responsible for their illiteracy. Kostas' words, the male head of 
the Anastasiou extended family verify this: 
"Enough -vviih blaming the state for onr Qgremunalosini I illitcracý 1! HoNi can the state 
be responsible for this when there are so inany schools around? The state cannot 
come and take vour children bv hand to take them to school. ' 
On the other hand, Kostas and the rest of the inhabitants of Giionia (including 
children) repeatedly admitted that schooling was one of the institutional processes 
which children encountered difficulty to incorporate themselves in since its 
lengthy and demanding curriculum is incompatible with some of their most 
important everyday practices and long-term aspirations. This means that it 
threatens the basic aspects of a Greek Gypsy sense of belonging (family, 
marriage, domestic and work patterns). And this is presumably why, as fieldwork 
reveals, Greek Gypsy children in Gitonia generally decide to drop out of school at 
the time when their duties and obligations in the family become the first priority 
in their lives. 
The Peculiarity of the Relationship between the Greek Gypsies of 
Gitonia and the State 
So far, we saw that processes of identification involve fluid, shifting and 
negotiable positions among different agents. We also recognised that the interplay 
between conceptual objectifications and mundane performative practices assume 
human capacitation and agency in processes of identification. However, various 
expressions of belonging and distinctiveness are the result of particular social 
relationships or networks of relatedness which are reproduced and sustained 
within wider institutional frameworks. And since projects of identification and 
interrelations "are infused with arguments of power" (Herzfeld, 200 1: 1 33 1), this 
section reveals the particular ways through which 6reek-6. ip. ýviiess can be seen as 
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the outcome of the constant negotiation of forms of power between the mundane 
practices among the Greek Gypsies of Gilonict which assure a common ground for 
collective identification and the state. 
The focus on relatedness and the particular performances it invokes, enables a 
bottom-up analysis of the ways local-level actors engage with large-scale 
structures, processes and institutions (see for example Sirman, 1990), while 
revealing "the ways in which those structures get called into the service of highly 
localised interests" (Herzfeld, 2001: 218). Indeed, with respect to the study of 
nationalism, Sutton (2000: 174) maintains that anthropology should move its 
focus away frorn top-down approaches, inspired by Gellner (1983) and 
Hobsbawin (1990), to processes through which "local-level kinship ideologies and 
practices feed into feelings of nationalism. " 
The process of orgyanisation of relatedness, grounded on metaphors of kinship 
and notions of kinship loyalty, cultivates the moral basis on which the state's 
nationalist project and the expression of collective being among the Gypsies of 
Giloiiia intersect. At the same time, however, this very same point of reference 
may easilv transform into a source of ideological or moral disorder for the state. 
This happens because Greek Gypsies' networks of relatedness operate at many 
different levels, surpassing or invalidating-through their marginal 
participation-official state mechanisms and institutional processes, such as 
schooling. What is more, by demonstrating alternative ways of living within the 
boundaries of the nation-state, they challenge the effectiveness of the state's 
apparatus. For example, their economic activity within the informal sector, or 
their illegal occupation of land (Williams, 1982) are only a few examples of these 
alternative ways of living. 
Interestingly though, Gilonict's Gypsies are neither opposed nor entirely absent 
from institutional mechanisms and processes. On the contrary, they both draw on 
institutional ideologies and participate in institutional practices to express and 
affirm a sense of belonging to the Greek nation-state. Herzfeld's ( 1997) concept 
of cultural intimacy provides us a useful analytical tool to unravel the ways local- 
level ideolooies and practices fuel nationalist emotions shaping simultaneously 
the relationships between the members of this group and the state in the 
framework of identity politics. 
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Cultural intimacy refers to those aspects of everyday life-practices, ideologies 
and norms-which the nationalist project draws upon but in turn people 
reappropriate in order to serve their cause. The tensions created between the 
official rhetoric of the state and norms and the ways intimate ideologies and 
practices are subverted among ordinary people Herzfeld (2001: 53), 1997: 139) 
calls them "social poetics". Inevitably, these tensions facilitate projects of 
collective identification and reinforce commonality and difference among 
different social groups. 
Herzfeld (1997ý 75) sees the essentialism of the state and people's everyday 
practices as premised on a rigid rhetoric that exemplifies notions of community, 
family, solidarity and interdependence, all drawing on metaphors of localism and 
relationships of blood. Additionally, Herzfeld (1997: 171) argues that these 
attributes of the state's rhetoric-the family, the community and the individual- 
entail empowering possibilities for plural expression and continuous reification. In 
this sense, the nation-state "shows that its apparent fixities are the products of the 
very things they deny: eiclioti, eigemy, and lise" ( 1997-165) 
At the same time, Herzfeld maintains that the nationalist project has been 
largely successful because "Its formal ideology encapsulates, or, incorporates, all 
the inward flaws and imperfections to which it is officially and ostensibly 
opposed" (1997: 172). These features, however, seem to be the very issues that 
define the problematic relationship between the state and its people. As Herzfeld 
(1997) puts it: 
--The state is caught on the horns of its own rcification. To achieve at least an illusion 
of stabilitN it must command the active involvement of ordinan, people-, and ordinan. 
people reifY. all the time. even, where. They too invoke, involve solidified histories. 
rediscovering in the official niNtholop- some aspects that will sen-c their oIN-11 cause 
(Herzfeld. 1997: 24). " 
The case of this group of Greek Gypsies, who strongly premise their identity on 
aspects of relatedness and extended family solidarity is particularly revealing. The 
distinctiveness of the members of (; i1oiihi is based on fan-ii1v and extended kinship 
networks that exemplify brotherly relations and relations of interdependence and 
solidarity, the most important issues the nationalist prQject draws upon. At the 
same time, they seem to use networks of relatedness and its associated processes 
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in order to realise short and long term proj1ects, such as marriage and work mainly 
at the margins of state institutions. These networks of relatedness simultaneously 
substitute for those social institutions and state processes from which Gypsies are 
largely excluded (such as pension schemes, social insurance, etc. ). 
But exactly here lies the problematic relationship between the Gypsies of the 
settlement of Gilonict and the state, also pointing to the ambivalences of power 
reflected through a constant shift from empowerment to disempowerment 
(Cheater, 1999). The members of this group do not only perceive and realise their 
long-term projects beyond the boundaries of state institutions through alternative 
mechanisms and processes but also, in order to achieve their goals, operate at the 
fringes of these institutions. Clearly, the Greek Gypsies of 6ilonicl seek 
affiliations and create connections that enable them to constantly renegotiate their 
positions vi. v Zi vks- the state and other groups within Greek society. 
However, the emphasis on networks of relatedness seems to be the reason for 
the problematic participation of the members of this specific group of Gypsies in 
some state institutional processes such as schooling which seem to constrain their 
position within wider society. As we shall see in chapters 4,6 and 7 children's 
responsibilities towards their younger siblings and cousins and their priorities 
within the household conflict with the rigid timetable of the school. What is more, 
the Greek Gypsies of 6itonia themselves adopt the very same aspects of 
nationalist speech in order to consolidate their distinctiveness vis ci ils the non 
Greek Gypsy 'others' (including other Gypsy groups such as the Albanian 
Gypsies). For Herzfeld (1997- 43) "the language of national or ethnic identity is 
indeed a language of morality. " 
The ways the inhabitants of Gitonict appropriate the state's rhetoric is primarily 
reflected on the management of their bodies and the particular ideologies which 
this management is premised upon. In this sense, Gilonia's Gypsies draw on the 
ideologies sustained in the essentialism of the state and state institutions in order 
to reinforce notions of Greek-G. tp. ýine. s: s. In practice though, they subvert these 
ideologies throu n gh ways of managing their bodies which are different to those Z_ 
ascribed in institutional practices in order to serve their own purposes, namely the 
consolidation of their distinctiveness. For instance, their emphasis on marriage, 
family, and solidarity, also sustained in the nationalist rhetoric, informs certain 
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practices, such as underage marriage, or long lasting household training and work, 
which obstruct children's participation in schooling (see also chapters 5,6 and7). 
Consequently, the ways and degree to which the people of Gilonia engage with 
institutional structures, the church, the army, the school, depends on the extent to 
which institutional ideologies and practices are compatible or contradict with 
Greek Gypsy perceptions and practices of the body. For example, the Gypsies of 
Gitonia were more than willing to express their faith as Orthodox Christians by 
travelling to the island of Tinos and crawling on their knees all the distance from 
the harbour up to the Church of E'iagelbarht during the pilgrimage on the 15'1' of 
August, but do not necessarily obey all the rules of the church, even the most 
important ones, such as to marry in church or have children within a religiously 
constituted marriage. Or, as we shall see in chapters 4 and 8, the stance of the 
people of the settlement of Gilonici towards the school is largely the result of the 
clash between their embodied obligations within the family and the rigid 
curriculum of the school. 
From the analysis above it becomes obvious that cultural intimacy regarding 
the Gypsies of Gilonict refers to long-term strategies of accommodation within 
Greek society through a strategic use of the 'margins'. These strategies of 
accommodation involve non-mainstream educational practices and processes of 
learning which appropriate the rhetoric and norms of fundamental state 
institutions and subvert them into ideologies and mundane practices which are 
sustained in networks of relatedness. The long-term use of the 'i-nargins' of Greek 
society by the inhabitants of Gilonict differs from the ways other groups in 
Greece-such as the gamblers of Lesvos (Papataxi arch is, 1999)-strategically use 
the 'margins' at some particular point in time. In contrast to the gamblers of 
Lesvos whose strategic use of the 'margins' aims to reiterate a sense of 
independence and autonomy from the conditions of their dependency with the 
state and institutions in the present, the Greek Gypsies of Gitollia seek through 
long term strategies of accommodation both common grounds of collective 
identification and significant points of differentiation with state ideologies and 
institutional practices. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter ofTered an analytical review of literature domains such as studies of 
Gypsies and the anthropology of Greece, including a discussion of issues such as 
nationalism and ethnicitv, difference and identities, embodiment and 
performativity which have shaped the theoretical framework of this specific study. 
Chapter 3) demonstrated that in most of the existing literature on Gypsies the 
examination of diverse Gypsy groups has been constrained by conceptions of 
(; yj). ýyne. v. sý as a category that is antithetical to "the national order of things" 
(Malkki, 1995). Although important ethnographic studies on Gypsies have 
illuminated the differences among various Gypsy groups within and across 
different national borders, the examination of 'the Gypsy' as exclusively opposed 
to the non-Gypsy 'other' and the state has left considerable gaps in the study of 
Gypsies primarily reflected in the theoretical confusion around notions of 
Gyl). vyne. ys. 
In effect, explorations of different expressions of Gyj), sy7ne, ý, ý hardly take into 
account the ways through which various Gypsy groups interact with meaningful 
'others' (including different Gypsy groups) and seek affiliations within 
institutional structures in the boundaries of the nation-state. Following the 
ethnographies on Gypsies which stressed the importance of examining the Gypsy 
experiences within the nation-state context, recent ethnographic studies on 
Gypsies in Europe point to the fact that different Gypsy populations participate in 
state institutional processes and seek or negotiate connections with the non Gypsy 
majority within the society in which they live. 
The proliferation of such examples verify that Gyp. syne. ýs is a shifting term, a 
quality which can be amplified or diminished according to the specific projects of 
its agents within particular socio-historical frameworks. In particular, a variety of 
responses from diverse Gypsy groups within the ex-Communist countries in 
Europe to changing conditions reinforces this assertion (Guy, 2001a). In this 
sense, Gyp, ýyne. sý. ý should be seen and examined as a project with ever changing 
aims and contents. 
Acknowledging the fluid, temporal and processual character of identification, 
this chapter argued that conceptions and manifestations of Glvelaie. ý. S7 and/or 
G)p. vj, ne. ý. s: among the Gypsies of 6iloni(i fuse, merge, are reconstructed, 
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downplayed or amplified through the elaboration of diverse practices and 
appropriations of ideologies. Having recognised that, this chapter showed that 
Gl-eek-Gyp. ýyness involves the outcome of conceptual processes and embodied 
performances which affirm a distinctive morality in practice. This is seen as the 
quality that distinguishes this specific group of Gypsies from non Greek Gypsy 
'others', while drawing at the same time both on elements of Gý1_1, 'ý)., ness and 
Greekness. However, this quality that empowers the projects of identification of 
the inhabitants of Gitonhi, or the micro-politics of everyday life, may also 
constrain them in wider contexts and institutional frameworks. 
The means through which Gilonkt's Gypsies enact morality and perform 
distinctiveness is their body. For them, their bodies constitute the vehicle through 
which Gt-eek-Gypsy, ness is not only mediated through bodily memory but is also 
articulated through actions, words and sensations. Indeed, they see their bodies 
and bodily manifestations as the markers of individual and collective senses of 
belonging through which personhood and collective being interweave. And, since 
"persons experience themselves in and as their bodies" (Lyon and Barbalet, 1994: 
54), simultaneously sustaining and reproducing through their bodies the very 
materiality of relationships (Featherstone and Turner, 1995-1 Turner, 1995), 
conceptions of age and gender are unquestionably implicated in embodied 
manifestations of Greek Gypsy morality among the people of Gilonia. 
The concept of morality is also central in the analvsis of the idiosyncratic 
relationship between this specific group of Greek Gypsies and the Greek nation- 
state. The examination of this peculiar relationship through the analysis of 
ethnographic data, informed by Herzfeld's notion of cultural intimacy, suggests 
that the Greek Gypsy experience within the context of the Greek nation-state 
cannot be reduced to a strategy of resistance and passive adaptation. The use of 
the concept of cultural intimacy in this analysis enables us to unravel the 
particular ways through which the inhabitants of Gitonja have negotiated their 
shared sense of distinctiveness, by filtering those aspects of the state's essentialist 
rhetoric that intersect with Greek Gypsy morality, while simultaneously informin. " 
practices that differentiate them from the non Greek Gypsy 'others'. 
In this sense, this specific group of Gypsies has elaborated an ambiguous 
concept of the state, in which its representatives, lacking Greek Gypsy morality, 
have failed to sustain the state's proclaimed ethics by slipping into an immoral 
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path. On a more mundane level, Gilotiht's Gypsies seem to be more successfully 
incorporated into those state institutions which, rather than threatening its basic 
tenets, exemplify ideologies and promote practices compatible with Greek Gypsy 
morality. In this sense, it becomes obvious that the Gypsies here use state 
institutions and mechanisms in a multiplicity of ways-and they are not exclusive 
recipients of repressive policies-in order to consolidate their shared sense of 
belonging. What is more, the concept of cultural intimacy helps us view the 
Gypsies of Gilotikt as a group that constitutes an intrinsic part of Greek society 
and, therefore, removes it from the margins of theoretical and ethnographic 
analysis. 
Following the review of the key areas of literature which this study draws upon 
and the analysis of the relationship between the Greek Gypsies of Gilotiia and the 
Greek state, the forthcoming chapters are primarily ethnographically based. 
Chapter 4 takes as a point of departure children's views on schooling, knowledge 
and their aspirations for the future in order to examine what it means to be a 
Greek Gypsy. 
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Chapter Four 
Mirroring Children's Views: Schooling, Knowledge 
and Future Aspirations 
The Importance of Children's Views 
Drawing on children's reflections on the school, their conceptions of what 
constitutes valuable knowledge and their aspirations for the future, this chapter 
attempts to bring together the different thresholds that express Greek Gypsy 
distinctiveness through the eyes of the children that took an active part in my 
research. Children's opinions, experiences and expectations regarding their 
participation or non participation in formal education inform us about the extent to 
which they consider schooling to be compatible or in conflict with other, 
alternative processes of learning and with their own personal aspirations. These 
aspirations are located in Greek Gypsy life. in the centrality of marriage, the 
importance of kin relations and work. 
The analysis of children's spaces, experiences and priorities enables us to elicit 
those important and meaningful relationships and practices that emerge from 
children's everyday lives (Olwig and Gullov, 20033). Additionally, the distinctive 
mechanisms that children deploy in order to interpret these relationships and 
practices reflect the particular ways in which knowledge is acquired and meaning 
is constructed in diverse cultural settings (Foley, 2001, Spyrou, 2001; Toren, 
19991 Hutchby and Moran-Ellis, 1998). 
Taking as a theoretical premise that children are not only recipients of 
knowledge but also capable of generating important knowledge (Foley, 2001ý 
100), the words and drawings of the children of Gilonia show that learning is an 
embodied process premised on significant social relations which are intimately 
associated with the production of meanings, the expression of feelings and the 
performance of skills. As is the case for adults, the children of Gitonia do not 
conceptuallse their bodies as abstracted from their minds, actions, and emotions. 
Neither do they see knowledge as abstracted from practice (see also chapter 3)). 
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knowledge often evolve through conflicting However, processes of acquiring 
practices. In this instance, childhood constitutes a conceptual category that grants 
children considerable space and freedom to explore various sources of acquiring 
and grounds for performing knowledge. In fact, children's attitudes towards 
diverse sources of learning relate to their experiences of the present and 
conceptual i sat ions of their future in the frarne of the interplay of different and 
often contested spaces of belonging and competing roles. 
Alanen (1998) argued that the modes in which children prioritise and embody 
knowledge enable us to link children's mundane experiences and future priorities 
with wider institutional practices and relations that shape and constrain children's 
lives. ' Taking Alanen's argument further, this chapter sheds light to the extent to 
which different kinds of knowledge, such as knowledge produced in the family 
and the school, overlap or collide, entailing possibilities for children to negotiate 
what constraints their lives. 
This is clearly reflected in children's awareness of the degree of 
incompatibility between their expectations regarding school and their priorities 
within the Greek Gypsy network of relationships- Indeed, the children of Gitonia 
acknowledge the fact that the school is disconnected from the Greek Gypsy 
network of relationships while it also constitutes a demanding process that in 
many respects contradicts their present and future concerns. Simultaneously 
though, they admit that their marginal incorporation into the schooling process 
imposes limitations on some of their present and future ambitions, particularly 
regarding the professions they may aspire to. 
However, this awareness does not seem to produce a clear-cut rejection of 
some sources of acquiring knowledge over others. On the contrary, the ways 
through which and the extent to which children in Gilonia value and prioritise 
different kinds of knowledge generated within the family and the school at 
different stages in their lives, reveals children's ability to negotiate their sense of 
belonging within different entities and institutions, being simultaneously active 
negotiators and agents of their own future. In specific, varying views of the school 
ý Marten (1998)- building on Jaiiiesand Prout's (1990) argument that children are to be understood 
its social actors NNlio shape and are shaped bý their circumstances. stresses the need for associating 
the children-s cverýv day experiences NO]i the particular circumstances that children both jet upon 
and arc constrained bN. 
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coming from children of different age groups and adolescents suggest that there is 
considerable space in which both giris and boys seek to negotiate their sense of 
belonging within conflicting institutional workings. 
Although this discussion does not offer an analysis of children's cognition, it is 
important to highlight that the ways through which the children of Gilonict 
manage knowledge inform us about Greek Gypsy perceptions of individual and 
collective self and conceptions of 'otherness'. These include both Greek Gypsy 
views of non Greek Gypsy others as 'other' and their perception of a distinctive 
sense of individual and collective self as 'other'. The extent to which children 
acknowledge, interpret and respond to diverse sources of knowledge, such as the 
family, the peer group, the school and the media (TV), shows the very grounds on 
which conceptions of Greek-Gyl). syness are being objectified and negotiated. 
Children's Schooling Experience-Some Examples 
Manolis who was nine, Haris ten, Dimitris eleven, and Pavlos thirteen, are four 
cousins from Gitotija who decided to enrol in two of the neighbourhood's schools 
at the beginning of the school-year in September 2000, just one year before I 
started fieldwork. Following their parents' suggestion, as they explained to me, 
the four boys divided into two groups that registered with two different schools 
(see schools A and B in Fig. 1.3, p. 59). Manolis and Haris decided to go together 
to the primary school that was located five hundred metres away from the 
settlement, while Dimitris and Pavlos registered with another school adjacent to 
their cousins'. As Haris explained to me, their enrolment in two different schools 
served a particular purpose, aiming at minimising the possibility of the boys being 
distractive to each other. 
-Can you imagine vrhat Nxould have happened if the four of us Nvere together in the 
same class? How much noise and how manv Fights? They N%ouldn't have kept us 
there. not even for a single day! So. -vNc decided to split. tN%o and tNNo 
Irrespective of their age, they were all enrolled in the first grade of primary 
school. Given that both schools were close to each other, all four were walking to 
class together each morning from Gitotihi. At least for the first couple of weeks, 
until Pavlos, the eldest of the cousins, reallsed that school did not offer him what 
he had expected and decided to drop out. Indeed, it was after a month and a half of 
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irregular attendance that Pavlos finally reached the decision to abandon school 
once and for all. Thirteen-year-old Pavlos justified his decision by questioning the 
usefulness of schooling for a Gypsy youngster who was already well trained to go 
out to work along with his father and make enough money for both his family and 
himself 
"I don't like school and I can explain to you why: School is such a boring thing and 
such a stupid -way of wasting your time ... 
it goes slow. vcrý, slow. I swear to God, I 
was falling asleep there all the time Ilaughsl. I was bored in the class for so many 
hours Nvith the kids. I know that letters Igyrannn(ital are useful. but for nic it is more 
useful to make money right now and help in\, family, rather than NN aste my time NN ith 
all these Stupid kids there. '* 
interestingly, soon after Pavlos dropped out of school, he was followed by his 
cousin and classmate, Du-nitris. Eleven-year-old Dinutris admitted that, in contrast 
to Pavlos, he didn't really want to abandon school. However, he didn't want to 
continue now that his friend had left. In the following dialogue Dimitris explains 
why he dropped out of school. and Manolis agrees with his justification, 
underlining the importance of supportive relationships for children. Indeed, the 
boys confirmed that being enrolled at school in pairs ensured a minimum degree 
of support for each other, while also indicating that the school is a place where 
they clearly experience prejudiceý 
lvi: "Why didn-1 YOU CaM on b) ) oursell'. 1" 
Diraitris: --Alone? No. I'm not going alone because I fight N%ith the other children. If 
they cal I me - Gypsy'. or if tlicý tell me - Get out of here Gypsy, I fight 
lvi: "How do I hey knoNA ý on are Gý psy? - 
Manolis: "Eli! Ivi. come on they know! ThcN ask where \on come from, NNhere you 
live and they understand ... 
They see us coming to the paraýQhes [the shacks] and 
they knoNN ... 
" 
Dimitris: --Yes- that's \\li\ I don't \ýant to be alone. If there is at least another one. 
it's fine- I liked school a lot. but alone ... 
it is difficult. you kiio\\. " 
Manolis: --If Pavlos -. Nas ý%ith him. who N\ould dare to talk to him'. ' Ha lia. nobody! 
Alone is ahN aý s different ... 
The raklakia Ithe non-Gýpsý Greek children I tease you 
if they find ýou alone. And of course. lie can fight. even alone. but at the end he N\ ill 
end up beating evcnbody and lie iiill be the bad one. And then what happens'. ' 
Thev'11 send-, oulionic lineaningthatthey \%ill expel-, oul! " 
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But when Dimitris decided to follow Pavlos' steps a few weeks after him, the 
other two boys, Manolis and Haris, completely lost their incentive for school, 
Waking up early in the morning and going to class alone, while knowing at the 
same time that their cousins and friends, and especially Dimitris-who was the 
leader of their peer group-would probably sleep, work, or play football seemed 
very hard and unfair to them. That is how they described their decision to drop 
out'. 
Haris. -First Pavlos left, then. Dirnitris. then ýou lpointingat Manolisl and then nie. " 
Manolis: '-No. you left first, yoti xvere the one NNW tore niy books. NN-hen Diii-titris 
stopped going to school! " 
Haris: --What areyou saýiag? - ... 
[Shotitingand fightingl 
10: "O. K. It doesn't inatter xN, Iio left first. I -mnit to knoNv Nvhy did you both folloiN 
Dimitris' decision'? " 
Haris: '-Because. Dinutris is e, \, cr\. bod\, 's finvourite here- we respect him. and %Nc 
want to be Nvith him NN-hcn we are playmg! - 
Manolis: -Yes. come on. what do you thinRY That we are notjealous when Nve think 
that lie is here at home hanging around without us'. ' ... 
And playing football"' 
Ivi: When exactiv did you leave school" Immediately after Dinlitris did it'ý 
Haris: --No. we kept on going until Christmas" 
Manolis: "But not everv day ... 
" 
Haris: "No. not ei, erv dav ... 
One dav we went and the next we didn't ... 
And. at the 
end. more days -v\ e didn't go and maý be one daý per week NN c \N ent 
Manolis [interrupts]: --Until Christmas came and then we stopped going. I tried to go 
back again some time after Christmas but they told me I had to repeat the same grade 
and that was it with the school ... " 
lvi: A see, so. Manolis. would you go alone to school without Haris? " 
Manolis: --No! " 
Haris: -Me. I N%ould go NNithout Ifim! " 
Ivi: --Why don't ýou go then? " 
Manolis: -'Yes. NfliN don't ýou go alone. ch? IN i is right. conic oil tell us noNN! " 
Haris: --[Facing his cousinj Because Non NNouldn't be there 
IN i: "So. ýou tNNo NNant to be together. - 
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Both: -'No! " 
Haris: -'Look. Ivi, me'd better go together but to different schools 
Manolis. A agree! " 
IVi: -SOý NN llý ý'OU don't do it then? 
Manolis: 'We mon't. hi, we saý that noiA but none of us would do it ... we -%A ouldn't 
go alone. because I told you it's better if NNc are together. - 
in the dialogue above, although confused over who to blame for their dropout, 
the boys seem to have grasped the implications of peer relations for their 
successful attendance at school. With the exception of Pavlos who admitted 
straightforwardly that the school offered him less than he had expected, the rest of 
the boys had regretted abandoning it, blaming each other for their decision. 
All three of them admitted that the knowledge they obtained at school was 
useful and that they would like to continue at least for a couple more years, until 
they learn how to read and write. Manolls made that clear to me from the 
beginning: "Listen, Ivi, what I want from school is just to learn how to read and 
write. " Dimitris also made a similar statement and Haris maintained: 
-We can use sonic of the things we learn at school in our life to make it easier. For 
example, I don't think I need all NA-hat school offers ... although I like going to 
school. -I think it's fun-I just need to learn how to read and write. That's all I 
need. Because if I knm% hoNN to read and write. then everything is going to be much 
easier in mv life. " 
However, the boys often also became sentimental and confessed to me that 
they missed their class and classmates, although they were ashamed of facing 
them again after a year away. On one of my first visits to Gilonia, Haris asked 
Manolis to show me the photo of their class that according to him he had kept "in 
a safe place" because he didn't want to loose it. Using this school photo, where all 
the class' pupils stand around their teacher in the schoolyard, the boys gave me 
their views about their class as a space and their opinions about their classmates 
and the teacher. 
They asked me to guess where they were standing in the photo and they 
pointed out two male classmates, who they got on particularly well with. They 
also showed me Elisso, the girl, who Haris "fell in love with" but Manolis found 
her "fat", and of course their teacher, who according to them, "looked like a 
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ghost. " For Manolls, their teacher was "very mean, because she threatened to put 
everybody with the rats in the basement! " Haris confirmed thav "Yes, I didn't like 
her, my Virgin Mary [Punqvil. w mou], she was like a ghost! She threatened the 
whole class, not only us! " By contrast, when Dimitris compared his and Pavlos' 
class with that of their cousins, most importantly, he said, that his teacher "was a 
very good one and not at all like theirs. " 
When I asked for details about the quality of their relationships with their 
schoolmates and more specifically if they favoured girls over boys, Haris gave me 
the following answer: 
"Yes. I prefer girls to boys. Because the girls are better than the boý s and they don't 
make fun of us. We -were teasing the girls and they Nvere teasing us, then, Nve NA-erc 
running after thein and it Nýas much fun. " 
Dimitris and Manolls agreed with Haris that they had a better relationship with 
the girls than the boys of their class, since girls of their age are much more fun to 
play with. Adding to his cousin's words, Dimitris explained 
A enjoy talking to the girls ... you can pla. N xvith them and they seem to pick up 
exactly what we want from them: to tease them and then to come after us ... they are 
more clever than boys and more relaxed NNith us. And they laugh with our jokes 
while the boys are always serious! *' 
Overwhelmed bv our discussion, Haris decided to draw the classroom with the 
desks, the chairs and the blackboard in order to describe to me the relationship 
between him and Manolis and each of their classmates (Fig. 4. t). He circled the 
desk where both of them sat in the middle of the last row of desks at the rear of 
the class. Haris also marked his teacher's position in front of her desk and the 
blackboard. The boys' cornments on Haris' drawing confirmed their earlier claims 
of having better relationships with their girl classmates and their problematic 
relationship with most of their male ones. Dimitris indicated that the only thing 
that he personally found exciting in the bovs of his class was the fact that "they 
could organise successful football games. " And Manolis added an arrow on Haris' 
drawing, pointing to the only boys they were having a good relationship with. 
'-Tliese [pointing to their desk on the draNx ingl are our friends! TheN are N-cn- good 
boys. never creating a problem with us. Thcý respecied us and NNe respccled thein"' 
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Fig. 4.1: Haris' picture of his classroom arrangement 
Interestingly though, all three of them agreed that boys from higher grades 
were far more interesting than the boys of their class, suggesting that the age 
difference between them and their classmates had played an important role in 
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shaping their relationship. Manolis confirmed this when he drew the schoolyard 
with the small football pitch and those boys whom he liked playing football with 
(Fig. 4.2). As he explained: 
"With some older boys, not from our grade but from other grades, we were also good 
friends. We played football together during the breaks. Let me draw you the best 
footballers of the school. If we play football together, we heat everybodY. - 
, Children enroll in the first grade of primary school at the age of siX (see App. 2 Diagram 1). 
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Fig. 4.2: Manolis' picture of the best football players at school 
Whilst the boys indicated that in general they had a better relationship with 
girls than boys and the boys of higher grades than their classmates, when I asked 
if they still played or met any of the children beffiended outside of school, since 
they lived in the same neighbourhood, Manolis laughed: 
"Of course not! What are you saying? None of those kids would take us into their 
homes and neither girls nor boys have ever come over here. Are you joking? No way, 
no child has ever stepped his foot in these paraghes, but I tell you, at least in school, 
girls are better than boys with us. - 
For the only girl from Gilonia who had also been to the first grade of the 
primary school for a few months, twelve-year-old Kalliope from the loannou 
extended family, school had been a less complicated experience than that of the 
boys. In contrast to the four boys, Kalliope enrolled in the school without the 
company of any of her Gypsy friends or relatives and admitted that she didn't 
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have any problem making friends at school. Kalliope had not been to one of the 
neighbourhoods' schools but had gone to school when she lived for three months C 
in Aetoliko with her uncle a few years ago. As she described in the following 
dialogue: 
Kalliope: -You knoNv that I was in Actoliko NNith in) uncle for a Nflule. He had to do 
work there and I Nveni xvith him. wo years ago- I think. There. I Nvent for three 
months to school, but then I had to come back here and I dropped out. " 
I vi. "And why didn't you cam, on here'? " 
Kalliope: A don*1 knoNN- Nvhy, but -vvhen I came back here I didn't continue in another 
school ... 
Because I liked mine so much and I NAanted my teacher and classmates not 
other ones, I should have gone to enrol here ... 
Maybe. I Would have liked it here as 
well. But, now. it*s too late. " 
Ivi: '-Did any of your cousins there accompany you at school"" 
Kalliope Ilaughs], "No, I NNas alone. Alone I NNas going to school and I didn't have 
any problem. " 
fvi: -'With the children'ý Did vou have any friends9" 
Kalliopc. -Of course I did- boys and girls. " 
Ivi: "Did -,, on have any problems? " 
Kalliope: "Not at all. and my teacher was verý very nice. Ivi. She helped me more 
than the others. Site had brought me a nice book to practice with letters at home. To 
me oniv! Not to the ot her children, because, N ou knoN%, the only problem I had was 
that nobodý could help me at home with the letters. The book I kept it and I still do 
exercises on inv o-si n" 
For the children with schooling experience up to the age of twelve, their words, Z' I- 
drawings and comments prove that the school constitutes a meaningful social 
space which involves various relationships. These relationships take different 
meanings depending on issues such as gender, age and personality. For instance, 
for the Greek Gypsy boys, their relationship with most of their schoolmates were 
problematic in general. Nevertheless, some of these relationships, such as those 
with the girls or with some of their classmates or pupils from higher grades, were 
worth mentioning as more important than the others. In contrast, for Kalliope, 
relationships at school were far less problematic and involved both boys and girls. 
For thirteen-year-old Pavlos, however, the experience of the school and the 
relationship between him and his schoolmates meant nothing but a waste of time. 
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For most of the children of this specific group of Gypsies, the school is a space 
where they clearly experience prejudiced attitudes against them. When I asked the 
children with schooling experience and their parents if they faced any difficulty 
throughout the process of their enrolment, they all agreed that enrolling in school 
was not a problem at all. In contrast, as the bovs admitted, when they started 
going to school, they faced the hostility of their male classmates. However, not 
only does hostility and prejudice come from their schoolmates but also from the 
teaching staff and the non-Gypsy parents whose children attend the same classes 
as the Gypsy children. The head teacher of one of the primary schools close to 
Gilotfia confessed to me: 
-'It is a shame for all of us -who work in education. I mean from the bottom to the top 
of the hierarchy, from the teaching staff to the Ministry of Education. Including 
myself. Especially for us, who NNork and live in this area-many teachers from this 
school live in this neighbourhood-and Nve know about the scillemem but Nve don't 
do anything ... 
But look -, -, hat happens now: According to the law it is the head- 
teacher's responsibility to investigate Such matters. For example, I should have 
visited the settlement to find out lioxý many children of schooling age do not go to 
school and why. to inform their parents about the consequences. etc. But even if I'm 
willing to take such a step. the very core of the system. the teaching staff vvould 
hardly accept it. When I said in one of the meetings, here, that I would go to the 
settlement to bring the Gypsy children to the school. my staff reacted negatively to 
iny proposal. They shouted "No. don't do it! ". and "If you do this. our children NN ill 
Icave". "You'll create a problem". etc. And I think that the parents of the children 
that go to school here would also react against such a decision. The vast mqjority of 
them wouldn't accept it. because they would be worried about the quality of the 
education of their children. On the other liand- the minisiry keeps sending us papers 
saying that Nve have to accept any child that comes for registration in the school even 
without papers. "' 
A young teacher from the same school, whom I interviewed twice during my 
fieldwork, also contributed her valuable insight from a comparative case, built 
upon her voluntary work in the Gypsy settlement of Volos as a teacher, while she 
was waiting for her placement in a school. According to her, not only is prejudice 
that frames Gypsies' experience at school but also a high degree of indifference- 
I Here- the head teacher makes clear that the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs tries to 
facilitate the registration of children N%hosc parents don't possess legal documents of entry in 
Greece. N%hile also N-crif-% ing the groN%ing impact of inigration in the schooling process. 
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evident at all levels of the educational process-towards the particular needs of 
the Gypsies and their expectations from schooling: 
-From nly experience witli the Gypsies, iN hat I've seen is a completely different way 
of bringing tip their children. Different priorities and different expectations. And. 
why should theN at the vcry end adjust to the existing schooling process'? Why not 
produce alternative ways of education that would fit their way of living and t1miking. 1 
Why should it always be six ycars of primar\ school? Why not cultivate their special 
talents'? For example Gypsy kids are so good with numbers. Why not cultivate this 
talent" But nobodý ever cared. It is also difficult within the school itself Even if 
there are people Nxho care. most of the teaching staff is indifferent or negative to such 
altentative mettiods. " 
Reflections on the School from Children with No Schooling 
Experience 
For most of the children of schooling age in Gitonict, at least the younger ones, 
who had no prior schooling experience, the school primarily represented for them 
the place where alternative processes of socialisation outside the extended familv, 
the peers and the wider Greek Gypsy group took place. For the vast majority of 
them, such as for six-year-old Stellos, the school was a set of interesting activities 
and relationships that offered to those who took part in them an exciting 
experience. - 
I know how it is when you go to school. You can choose ý our friends. because there 
are so inany children. so many, that even if ýou don't like some of them. there are 
many others Niho you -will find to like. And you never get bored ... 
You play and if 
you get bored. N ou find people to play something else. and theii something else ... so. 
you never really got bored. And there arc many, imury girls to tease! You draw- you 
do NNhat the teacher tells vou to do. Non writc. you sing, you parade. That is what you 
do in school. " 
For Stelios' cousin and best friend, five-year-old Parts, the school was a nice 
place to make friends and play but not exactly the one suiting his naughtinessý 
, -Tlic school is nice because you make a lot of friends there and Nou plaN ... 
But N on 
knoxN NNliat? I think I'm too naLl. ghtl to go to SCIIOOI ... 
1*11 iness tip everything at 
school and Ilic school NN ill stop working because of ine 
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Four-year-old Xanthi would also like to go to school because she was fed up 
with her cousins, who were all boys, and wanted to meet new girlfriends: 
-Yes. I want to go to school. I NNant to plaý with girls ... 
Ooooh I had enough with all 
these boys liere! " 
The socialising aspect of school attracted twelve-year-old Nikoleta as well, 
who was much older than the rest of the children with no schooling experience: 
I like the school not on1v because Nou learn a lot of things but also because you 
make friends. ý on plaý. ... in general, you do a lot of 
different things. " 
Children with no schooling experience not only valued school as a space of 
socialisation but also as a source of knowledge. Once, during one of our 
encyclopaedia sessions with the children, in which we were going through the 
illustrations of an encyclopaedia on natural phenomena, Stellos asked me a 
particular question on how earthquakes happem 
Stclios: -Fuck. I don't understand lyi. who is this person who makes earthquakes'., 
Where is he? Underneath us'? Down here'? in Pentcli' [pointing at the inountainsl'? 
Tell ine. is it God" No. God can't be that bad ... is it an Albanian God'? This person 
wants to kill us all. Please tell nic ... " 
Ivi: "There is no person NN ho causes earthquakes, s-, i cetheart. An earthquake is like 
rain and snow. like thunder and lighting. It just happens on earth. Things happen in 
the air but also things happen Underneath this suAacc. things we can't see the same 
vNay we do NAith rain and snoNi. One of these things is the earthquake. NNhich we can 
only feel ... " 
And as I went on explaining to them in depth how earthquakes happen, using 
the illustrations of the encyclopaedia, Nikoleta interrupted me, impressed: 
Nikoleta: --Hiniu. You 
knON1,7 
cvcrýtliiiig Ivi! You kno-tv all these ... iny God! " 
Stelios: "Of course. she kriows everything- she is halonn luon-Gypsy Greekl! " 
Kalliope: "So what? She knoý\ s cver-N-thing because she \\ ent to school. " 
Nikoleta: "Did wu leaniall theseat school'? " 
Ivi: -Yes. Kalliope is right- \\Iiat I explain to \ou noxN I learlif at school. And I did 
some reading on rný o\\ n. But I don't kiio\N c\ erything for sure. " 
1 The cpiccnter of the last major cartliquakc Miich happened in Atlicns in September 1999. 
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Nikoleta ITo Stelios] "Yes, if you had finished school, as lvi did. you lAould have 
known all these things. right Ivi? It doesn't make a difference that she is balallu. " 
Ivi. -Of course not! " 
Nikoleta: Avi. hm\ nianN N cars did it take N OU to I'mish school"" 
Ivi: -Lcts calculate how niany ) cars does it take to finish school: six ý cars in primarýý 
school. three N-cars in Gvninasium. and three in Lvccurn -which in total makes melve 
years. And if you Num to become a teacher or a doctor, like ý'OLI IKalliope], it needs 
four to six more years ... 
-ý 
Nikoleta: --Which is how many years in total'? " 
Ivi: "Sixteen to eighteen ... 
" 
They all stopped for a while calculating and Nikoleta burst into laughter 
sayingý "Come on Ivi, I'll be dead by then! There is no time for us to do all these 
years! " 
On a different occasion, four-year-old Xanthi admitted that she was impressed 
by our encyclopaedia sessions along with the rest of the children and she often 
expressed her interest in natural phenomena through her drawings (Fig. 4.3). But, 
when I asked her if she was willing to take classes at school for many years to 
learn more about natural phenomena, she looked at her drawing, which depicted 
the earth and the sun, and responde& "And, when will I get married9 Yi [the 
earth] is not as important as marriage. 
See App. 2. Diagram I 
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Fig. 4.3: Xanthi's drawing of the earth and the sun 
From the children's words it becomes obvious that school is considered to be a 
valuable source of knowledge, a knowledge that is especially appreciated and 
admired. Additionally, it is acknowledged as a source of learning that is produced 
outside of the Greek Gypsy network of relationships. And although they know 
they can access it, they are also aware of the fact that it contradicts their present 
and future priorities. Nikoleta's cynical conclusion that finishing school and going 
to higher education would exhaust her life cycle indicates exactly this 
contradiction. And Xanthi's fascination with natural phenomena was not more 
important than her future as a wife and mother. 
The Case of Sotiris and Angelina 
The case of two siblings from the Markopoulos extended family, Sotiris and 
Angelina, who were fourteen and eleven years of age respectively, illustrates the 
stance of the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia towards education from a different angle. 
The youngsters' Parents, who lived in the settlement, had long been determined 
not only to send their children to school but they had also tried hard to convince 
them to attend classes regularly. It was at the beginning of my fieldwork when 
their father, Marios, took the initiative of coming to talk to me: 
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-What are \, on trying to find out'? I Nvill tell on what happens here ... 
It's not all the 
state's fault. we are here and the schools are just across the road. Youjust cross this 
road and you enrol yonr child in any of these schools ... 
No, it is partly our fault, if 
not all ours. that Our children do not attend school. I sav, it's all our fault! Look. Nve 
don't push them enough to go to school. Nve don-1 put pressure on them because , Ac. 
ourselvcs. are illiterate and -%ve don't know how to convince our children that the 
school is something important ... something. 
let's say. useffil for their future. And 
above all is. that going to school hardly matches ýAith the life here ... 
You can see 
how things are here. Listen. Ivi. I'm also illiterate and I know -what it feels to live like 
that ... 
I knoNN it vcrý Nvell from my children. It has not been difficult to convince 
them to go to school but it has been extremely difficult to convincc them to stay at 
school. Finally, I made it! Do you knoNN how? I had to send them to their 
granchnother's house in order to keep them away from the rest of the children here in 
the parqghes. And I had to talk to them daily about the importance of the school ... 
Not to push them for God's shake. no pushing is needed. NAiih a good way [ine to 
A-alol. No\N. it seems absolutelý natural to them to attend their classes rcgularlý 1. - 
Sotiris is attending the first grade of high school in Gerakas, while his younger 
sister, Angelina, goes to the fourth grade of primary school in the same area. The 
two youngsters described to me their schooling experience in one of the teaching 
sessions that we undertook with the rest of the children on a Sunday evening, 
when the siblings came from their grandmother's house in Gerakas to Gilonia to 
visit their parents and members of their extended family for the weekend. 
Ivi: "Can wu tell me if you see school differentIN now after all these years you have 
spent on school ing than NN hen you f irst enrol led'? What kind of problems did you face 
in the beginning. if you did at all. and what kind of problems do you face now'? - 
Angelina: A don't have problems at school aiiý more. I used to have a lot of 
problems. but not any more. You kno-. N', now school is pail of our life. something 
nonnal. Now. I can't think of myself without going to school. School is the place 
where I learn interesting things that will be useftil for me in a few years ... 
Mmin. 
what else" The place where I meet my friends daily. But at the beginning. especially 
for me. it was a torture [vasonol to wake up every day to go to school ... 
And really I 
had a lot of difficulties. not like Sotitis. lie didn't have as man-,, problems as I had. " 
Ivi: -'Would \ on like to discuss NN ith us NA liat kind of problems ý on used to liave,? - 
Angelina: "I didn't NNain to go to school in the beginning ... 
I NNanted to staý at home 
and plaý. just like jiiý cousins ... 
But mý father was telling me: --Please. go to school. 
ý ou'll get used to it bN the time" ... nothing ... 
I didn't Nýant to go. So. one day I was 
telling him I NN as sick. the next I \Nas crý ing saý ing I didn't xNant to go back to school 
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... you can 
iniagine! And one day I broke my leg and I had a good excuse to stay at 
]ionic for a month! But NNlicn I ý%enl back to class the teacher told me that I had to 
retake the same grade once more ... and I didn't want to 
do it. My father insisted that 
I should retake the grade no niauer what ... Eventually, 
I NNerit and I did tile same 
gradc-tlic first grade of priniarý scliool-m ice. But NN-lien I started going every day. 
I made friends and I liked that I didn't NNain to miss them- not even for a day! Now. 
I'n't going to the fourth grade and I thank irtý dad for not letting me do the wrong 
thing! " 
Sotiris: "Our parents sent us to Gcrakas to live Nvith our grandmother. they didn't 
want us to stay here Nvitli the kids ... because yet] see, Ivi, 
here. nobody goes to 
school. and those who went did not staý long ... when Pavlos 
left everybody left. " 
Ivi: "I know. %, our father told me that lie didn't want you here with the other 
children. " 
Sotiris: -'Of course. lie is right. HoNN can Nýou concentrate if you conic back from 
school and you have to do your homework and everybody is making fun of you here? 
Our cousins live in a different world. "lien you go to school you have to follow a 
programme. The Inith is that both of us sta)ed at school because our parents tried 
hard to keep us at school in the first grade. Even I that I'm a better student than 
Angelina, I would have probably quit school if I had the chance. Of course- now. xNe 
realise how useffil it is but at that time we were jealous of our cousins who were free 
to do whatever they wanted. " 
The case of the two siblings, Sotiris and Angelina, although undoubtedly an 
example of children who started and carried on with schooling successfully, it 
nevertheless clearly verifies what their cousins and their father have pointed out 
above, that schooling, although recognised as useful and important, is, to a great 
extent, incompatible with the way of life in the Greek Gypsy settlement. In 
particular, it verifies what the three boys who registered in Gifonia'. V schools had 
explained to me: that their relationships with their peers seem to be an obstacle for 
their smooth participation in the schooling process but nevertheless they remain 
very important for them. 
Sotiris and Angelina had to move out of the settlement in order to be able to 
continue their schooling. 6 As they both admitted, the hardest thing for them was to 
stay away from their Cousins and peers at home. And their absence from Gifollia 
had an impact on the way the children of the settlement viewed their relationship 
(I Both children continued to attend school at the tinic this thesis Nus written. 
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with them. Indeed, I never heard Sotiris and Angelina being counted as members 
of their peer group or mentioned in their friendships. And vice versa, Sotiris and 
Angelina insisted that they have different interests than their cousins in Gitollia 
and more important friendships at school, suggesting that relatedness among 
Greek Gypsy children has to be performed in the present in order to sustain its 
validity. 
Growing Up and Prioritising Different Kinds of Knowledge 
Children's views of schooling revealed that school, at least for the children 
between four and twelve years of age, is considered to be a valuable and attractive 
source of knowledge. However, the children, especially those who had some sort 
of schooling experience, also acknowledged that there was a considerable degree 
of incompatibility between their full participation in formal education and the 
processes of relatedness taking place within the extended kin network of the 
Gypsies of Gilonict. Older children, above the age of twelve, were far more 
dismissive or completely Indifferent regarding the usefulness of schooling as a 
source of knowledge at this stage of their lives. 
These views came to be verified by the children's stance towards the teaching 
sessions throughout my fieldwork year (Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7). The enthusiasm of the 
vast majority of children in Giloni(t between four and twelve years of age for the 
teaching sessions and their determination to learn how to read and write was 
remarkable. Soon, after the first round of sessions with Manolls, Stelios, Haris and 
Dimitris, more and more children became interested in participating in the 
sessions on a daily basis. Even for those children such as Kalliope and Nikoleta 
who were going almost on a daily basis to the market with their families, the 
sessions seemed to be very important. In fact, Kalliope politely asked me to 
reorganise the sessions' programme to three or four o' clock in the afternoon so 
that she too could join us after work. 
The same applied to her cousin and best friend, Nikoleta. However, whilst 
Nikoleta wanted to attend classes, she made it clear to me that she would come 
only if she was not busy with her three-year-old brother Fotisý A cannot join you 
Ivi, if Fotis wants to sleep. I have to take care of him, to feed him and wash him. " 
As time went by and Nikoleta became more and more interested in reading and 
writing, she found a way of coping, both with her little brother and attending the 
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sessions, sometimes bringing him along or asking us to wait for her to put him to 
bed. 
Equally remarkable, however, was the fact that no young man or woman above 
the age of twelve ever wanted to attend the sessions on a regular basis. In fact, 
Pavlos thirteen, Thanos fourteen, Penelope sixteen, Aristides sixteen and other 
youngsters all laughed each time they saw me and their younger siblings or 
cousins having a session in (; ilonia. Without denying the importance of 
cultivating skills such as reading and writing, they all admitted to having different 
priorities. Work and marriage was what counted for them as most important at this 
stage of their lives. Aristides who was already engaged and worked as a vendor in 
the family business told meý "What are you saving? School and all these are good 
but not if your father counts on you, or if you are engaged and you want to get 
married. " Thanos, also engaged, assisted his father at work too. Therefore, he 
laughed at the possibility of going to school: "Come on, ... what I need 
is money 
and a wife right now! " 
Therefore, for these young people, learning was a process associated with 
gender-based domestic and paid work activities which was considered to be 
generated through practical experience. Pavlos, who, as already said, had recently 
started working daily in the market along with his father and younger brothers, 
points at them as the most important sources of knowledge in his life: 
-What I have to learn. I leam it basically from my dad and Ilien niý brothers Nflio are 
more experienced at Nvork than me. " 
Thanos also confessed, "getting experienced at work" was the kind of 
knowledge that he privileged at this stage. For a young woman such as Penelope 
who was recently engaged, acquiring and performing an adequate standard of 
knowledge in undertaking domestic chores was what she was interested in: "To 
tiikokhlo [the household], this is what counts for me, now. " 
Clearly, age and gender were important factors in shaping children's attitudes 
to and understanding of different forms of knowledge. Indeed, the wavs children 
of different ages and adolescents responded to the sessions soon led me to 
understand how different sources of knowledge were valued and prioritised by 
children between four and twelve years of age and young men and women above 
the age of thirteen. 
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As the sessions progressed and became part of everyday life in Gilotfi(t, I also 
became familiar with the ways in which children who participated regularly in the 
sessions managed their time and activities so as to enable them to participate In 
the sessions. Thus I was led to the assumption that knowledge was perceived and 
prioritised differently among children of two main age groups, those up to the age 
of six or seven and those between seven and twelve years of age. For children 
above the age of six or seven, knowledge became increasingly related to the 
Greek Gypsy soclo-economic activity. 
What is more, in the teaching sessions I also had the chance to discuss these 
issues directly with the children. Children's words, drawings and photographic 
prQjects revealed that for them the most important sources of knowledge were 
persons, primarily those belonging to their extended family-and not necessarily 
in their nuclear familv-and secondiv their peer group. Indeed, there was a clear 
association between children's favourites within their farmly and peer group and 
those from whom they thought they learnt important things in life. 
This becomes clear form a number of activities. For example in one of our 
sessions, I asked children to draw the person whom they favoured or liked the 
most. ' Strikingly, they all drew somebody who belonged to their family 
environment. Given that they had privileged their close relatives over friends, 
non-settlement people and celebrities in their drawings, in the next session I asked 
each of them to go around the settlement with a disposable camera and take two 
or three pictures of those persons whom they especially liked. This time, probably 
because they could take two or three shots each, children presented persons not 
only from their extended families but also friends from their peer group. 
Acknowledging that children couldn't of course take shots of non-settlement 
people, in the following session I asked them to draw as many favourite persons 
as they liked in order to compare these drawings with the previous ones and the 
shots. Here, while they had the option, children's drawing did not produce new 
favourites as for example non-settlement people. Finally, in another session, we 
sat down to discuss their drawings and pictures and I asked each child to explain 
the grounds on which he or she had selected these particular persons. 
I inade it clear that this person could be aiiýbodN. It could be a famik member or relative. a 
friend. or a cclebritý. such as a singer. a football plaýer or ail actor. 
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In the general discussion that followed their personal comments on their 
drawings and pictures, we all agreed that a source of knowledge can be anybody 
and anything such as family members, friends, the school, the TV, the radio, 
games etc. All children, however, maintained that the most valuable knowledge 
for them comes from members of their family. As nine-year-old Manolis said 
proudly-. "the one I learn from is my father. " When I asked him if he learns things 
only from his father he answered: 
--Not only from ruý father, rný mom teaches me how to take good care of myself and 
to be careful, but my dad is the one from whom I learn the most important things! I 
learn from him ho-, v to calculate. how to make good sales, how to fix things. how, to 
drive. such things I learn froni iiiý father. " 
His cousin Haris who was ten considered firstly his uncle (Manolis' father) and 
secondly his father as the most valuable sources of knowledge in his life. "I'm 
learning a lot of things from my uncle Theofilos, and then my father. " When I 
asked him if his mom was a source of knowledge for him he gave me a similar 
answer as Manolis but added a very interesting comment. that 'learning' for 
Gypsy children is intrinsically associated with Greek Gypsy economic socio- 
activity which involves, as we shall see in chapter 7, paid and unpaid work within 
and outside the settlement. 
Ivi: -What about your mom? " 
Haris: "No, I don't Icarnan-ohino from mom. " r, 
Ivi: --How come- she doesn't tell you anýlhing? I've seen Ifini [his motherl telling 
you to be careful when you go to play football for example. " 
Haris: "Of course sbe does. Mom tells me to be careful. especially NA lien I cross the 
street. she also tells me to cat and take a shower. these sorts of things ... but this is 
not learning things. this is taking care of yourself ... 
" 
Ivi: --So. v8-hat things are important for you to learn? " 
Haris: -To count ýi itliout making mistakes when Nve sell things. to think how to make 
money- to fix the carand the stereo ... you 
knoNN all these things. " 
Twelve-vear-old KaIllope also showed a preference for her uncle and father as 
the most valuable sources of learning,, confirming the interconnection between 
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processes of learning, sources of knowledge and Greek GvpsV socio-economic 
activity: 
"I learna lot of things from my uncle, things about Nvork and the world in general. 
because mv Luicle, who is a vendor- travels a lot and lie has been to mativ different 
places. I love travelling NNidi him for Nvork. He also knows a lot of people in maný 
different places. I also ]earn from niý fathera lot of thnigs. " 
So, it was especially children aged between seven and twelve who most 
favoured or admired the person they saw as an important source of knowledge. 
Children of this age have just started participating in the economic life of the 
extended family and they enthusiastically demonstrated their more independent 
stance in life by detaching themselves from the protective character of their 
relationship with their mothers. In contrast, younger children who had not yet 
been incorporated in the socio-economic life of the extended family to the same 
extent seemed to be less focused about the difference between a source of 
knowledge and a source of affection or protection. This explains why children 
aged between four and six kept mentioning all the relatives they favoured for a 
great variety of reasons as the most valuable sources of knowledge in their lives. 
For example, six-year-old Stellos, said: 
I love niv inother. I learn everything from her. I also learn things from iny dad. 
Manolis. Hafis and Dimitris. And my uncle and grandpa and grandma and Elpida. 
because she is n-rY Godmother ... " 
Four-year-old Xanthi explained to me why she favoured her mom, dad, 
Manolis, Haris and stellos: "My mom loves me, dad takes me out for walks, and 
Manolis, Haris, and Stelios are my cousins and I play with them. " A similar view 
came from five-year-old Paris: A learn from my mom most of the things, and a 
little from dad and uncles and cousins. " 
Not only age but also gender is an important factor in children's ways of 
evaluating sources and processes of knowledge, Clearly, as we see from 
children's words, what they perceive as a source of knowledge is intrinsically 
bound to household work that gradually attains a highly gender-specific character. 
Children of both sexes between six and twelve years of age valued primarily the 
knowledge they attained from the most experienced person at work. However, as 
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boys and girls above the age of twelve reach the time for their engagement, they 
start taking up gender-specific roles, valuing mostly the person from whorn they 
get the immediate guidance and support at that stage of their lives. Twelve-year- 
old Nikoleta, for instance, who got engaged during my fieldwork and her 
premarital training at home had already started (see chapter 7), maintained that 
she was closer to her mother and grandmother than anybody else, also stressing 
the importance of performativity in processes of knowledge transmission and 
knowledge acquisition. 8 
-Mv moin shows ine hoNA to do thingsand she helps nie along with my grandmother 
in the kitchen and the house. I learn from thein how to cook. hov, to wash. how to 
keep everything clean ... " 
As the children's words reveal, the extended family is the main locus where 
they learn what the most important things in their lives are and perform the 
knowledge they acquire. Most children recognise that the older family members 
are the people from whom they get the most valuable knowledge. And gradually, 
children reach a position where they can recognise the specificity of gender in the 
process of obtaining different kinds of knowledge from their older male and 
female relatives. However, as the following paragraphs demonstrate learning and 
knowledge involve more complex and many-stranded relationships and processes 
than depicted in children's priorities in this section. 
Participatory Learning and the Performance of Knowledge 
A closer inspection of what constitutes a significant source of knowledge for 
children indicates an intimate association between the performance of knowledge 
and gender and age-based hierarchical relationships premised on the values of 
Greek Gypsy morality. This means that children, within different entities, such as 
the family and the peer group, are related with individuals from whom they 
acquire knowledge as well as with individuals to whom they transmit this 
knowledge. And children find meaningful relationships in entities, in which they 
can participate in this two-wav process. 
'ý The sarne preference i% as expressed b'N older x% orrien iN lio i% ere rcccrill married or engaged such 
as Marina. Alhina. Elpida. and Peiiclope. Tlic\, all sa\N flicir mothers and graridniotlicrs as the most 
valuable persons at the stage of Ilicir traiiii . rig period. 
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In the following example, six-year-old Stelios shows us the meaning and 
importance of relationships of knowledge as well as the way of performing age 
and gender-based hierarchical roles among children in the framework of a Greek 
Gypsy morality of relatedness. Furthermore, this example clearly suggests that 
among this particular group of Greek Gypsies processes of learning do not merely 
involve the transmission of knowledge from adults to children or older to younger 
persons but involve a more negotiated and participatory way of learning which 
involves meanings and feelings embedded in caring relationships and 
relationships of respect. 
Once we were about to start one of our teaching sessions with the children and 
we were discussing where they preferred to have the session, the father of six- 
year-old Stellos, Theofilos, offered his house as usual. Theofilos, however, 
seemed upset that day for a reason unknown to me. He angrily said that all 
children, except for his boys, Stelios and Manolis and his nephew Haris, should 
leave the rest of us alone to have a proper session. It was the first time that an 
adult had interfered in some way in our sessions. All the children complained to 
Theofilos as they left the house and I remained both silent and embarrassed. I 
noticed that four-year-old Xanthi, the boys' cousin from the same extended 
family, left her uncle's house disappointed, desperately looking for support from 
one of her cousins. Stelios decided to stand up for her against his father: "Dad, 
why did you send Xanthi away" This is not fair! Xanthi belongs here with us and 
I'm not having a session until she comes backf [shouting]. " Theofilos looked at 
me, stunned and remained silent. Then Manolls took over from Stelios and asked 
his cousin Harisý "Go to call Xanthi, but not anybody else, because dad is upset 
with them today. " When Haris left, Manolis explained to me that his cousin and 
peer group leader, Dimitris, had sworn at his mom, Katerina, this morning in the 
yard and his dad went mad at him and at the rest of his cousins from his extended 
family. "We are still friends but it's better for them to stay away from our house 
for a couple of days until dad calms down" Manolis explained. And Haris added: 
"Don't worry, they know that Dimitris did a stupid thing and that my uncle is 
, 
ht, the others are not mad at us. " rig 
The children's commitment to the extended family is obvious in Stellos' 
complaint to his father that he had mistakenly sent his younger cousin Xanthi 
from the same extended family away along with the rest of his cousins who come 
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from the other extended families. His older brother, Manolls, took the 
responsibility to explain his dad's strange decision, while at the same time, he 
indicated that his friendships had not been affected by this incident. Stelios acted 
as the older male cousin who protected his younger female relative when he 
thought that the family's moral code had been violated. At the same time, 
Manolis, the oldest son, on the one hand covered his father and on the other 
protected his relationship with the peer group and its leader. Finally, Haris put the 
incident within a shared moral framework by stressing the fact that even their 
friends know that Theofilos was right to be angry with Dimitris and the rest of his 
family members. As the example reveals, it is primarily through this puzzle of 
relationships within the extended family unit and the peer group that moral 
knowledge is acquired, transmitted, negotiated, but most importantly performed 
among its members. 
Although most of the children Lip to the age of twelve emphasise the role of the 
family in the process of acquiring knowledge, it is primarily the peer group in 
which they perform this knowledge at this stage of their lives. ' The peer group 
gives them the space and freedom both to perform knowledge and to acquire their 
peer's evaluation of this performance. Children of all ages stressed the admiration 
they felt for the most experienced members of their peer group. Most of the 
children, both male and female, confessed that they greatly admired and valued 
the way their older friend Dimitris performed knowledge in the group. For 
example, ten-year-old Haris stressed that Dimitris was every child's favourite 
friend and leader exactly because what he knows was performed in an adequate 
standard: "It is not that Dimitris knows what is right. He does things right. " 
The examples presented here suggest that processes of learning, the 
performance and acquisition of knowledge entail meanings and feelings which are 
implicated in relationships with adults and other children. In this sense, not only 
do affinities and relationships of respect constitute an important source of 
knowledge for children but also the very ground on which feelings are performed 
and evaluated. The mode children manage and express their feelings in is itself an 
As NNe sliall discuss more extcnsivelý in the forthcoming chapters. the peer group of Gitonia 
consisted of male and ferriale children and Noungsters bemeen four and mclve years old as Nvell as 
male youngsters above lwelvc Mio Niere still related to it as far as some specific events iiere 
concerned. such as plaý ing and NN atching football matches. 
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important process of learning. What is more, learning through practice and 
through actively enoaging in the interdependencies of relatedness grants children 
scope for individual freedom and autonomy, as the example with Stelios and his 
father demonstrated, but also involves important responsibilities. In fact, as we 
shall discuss in the forthcoming chapters, becoming a Greek Gypsy is premised 
on the very process through which children and adults gradually learn to combine 
individual freedom and autonomy with the undertaking of embodied obligations 
vis ýi vis those they are related to. 
Peripheral Sources of Knowledge 
In the previous sections we saw that boys and girls of different ages have different 
attitudes towards schooling. And, whilst schooling seems to be more important for 
certain age groups than others, all children and adolescents considered the 
knowledge produced in the school as useful, at least up to a point. By no means, 
however, was the school considered to be a primary source of knowledge for any 
of these age groups of children and youngsters. This is evident in the incident 
where children considered school as an important source of knowledge but not as 
important as to waste so many years of their lives in formal education. Or in 
Dimitris', Haris' and Manolis' exclusive interest in learning how to read and 
write. These examples suggest that the school is only a secondary or peripheral 
source of knowledge for most of the Greek Gypsy children of Gitonia. Possible 
exceptions such as in the case of Sotiris and Angelina, who had managed to make 
the school central in their lives presuppose a partial detachment from the Greek 
Gypsy socio-economic framework. 
Apart from the school, as already mentioned, children and youngsters 
acknowledged that there are other important sources of knowledge for them 
outside of the family unit, such as the television and interactions with non-family 
members. The children of Gilonia are interested in things such as music, sports, 
films, games, interests that vary according to their age and sex. Nevertheless, 
while all these activities clearly amuse them and constitute sources of knowledge, 
as they admitted, they are not considered to be important sources of knowledge. 
Such sources are useful and valuable only as peripheral or additional knowledge 
to what they cyet from their family environment. 
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For example, when during my first visits to Gilotfi(r, I asked children if they 
were fond of music, they all showed a particular interest in a great variety of 
Gypsy and non-Gypsy singers and instrument players. Although they talked 
enthusiastically about music and singers, when I asked them if any of them knows 
how to play a musical instrument, as many Gypsies are famous for in Greece, 
Manolis explained to me: 
-'We. here, jimplying this specific Gypsý groupl, are not living out of music. none of 
us here knows lioNv to playan instrument. Nvc all -, vork in the markcts. " 
When questioned about sports and football, specifically boys answered that 
they were very fond of both playing and watching football in the stadium or on 
the television. However, Dimitris along with Manolis, made a clear distinction 
between what is work and what is fun: Avi, all these things you are saying are just 
fun. " 
Television also constitutes a peripheral source of knowledge for children. As 
they all agreed, you can learn from TV about what is happening in the world. "We 
can learn if there is going to be a war, so that we leave our houses to go to the 
mountains to live", said Stelios. '(' Apart from its informative purpose, TV is also 
considered to have educational value both for children and parents. Five-year-old 
Paris explained to me why he thought TV as a means to learn interesting things: 
"This evening's prograrrune with the fan), tales is nice! There is one guy who tells 
fair-oales to children on TV and then the-, - draw what he had said. That is ,, -, ere I first 
learnt how to draw. Sometimes. if I have paper. I draNN as well. " 
In fact, everybody, Xanthi, Manolis, Harts, Paris, Dimitris, Kalliope, and 
Nikoleta, seemed to like this particular programme. 
Additionally, television is considered to be an important source of amusement 
for the children. The girls told me how much they liked watching some of the 
soap-operas shown during the evenings. Stelios said that even late at night he 
watches television. He lies in his parent's bed next to his father who reads for him 
the subtitles. Theofilos, his father, confirmed. 
In It was the period of the Nur in Afghanistan. 
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"He likes watching movies. even those xenes Iforeign onesl and I help him as much 
as I can Nvith the subtitles. He likes asking NNhat is this and Aliat is that. It is also a 
good exercise for him. '* 
But his mother added that television might also have a negative influence: 
_Ivi. lie watches all this rubbish on TV a-tid lie is especially fond of Big Brother. He 
doesn't miss that ... 
I don't understand -, %, hat he likes in this trash. I hate it but he 
xvants to knoNý, evcnýtliing and if you ask him he NWI tell you exactly N%-hat is going 
oil ... 
He staý s awake mild one o' clock to xN, aich it! " 
Although Katerina made clear that she personally disapproved of reality shows 
in general, she nevertheless expressed admiration when her son went on 
explaining his preference for them. As Stelios told us, he found this particular 
program interesting in the following aspect: 
"They are all poutanes livhoresl there! Did N, ou see 'k0lat the-, - xwar? HoNN, tlieN- sit 
and talk? .1 
legales poutanes [big time NNUrcs 1! They shmN, eN-erything on TV! They 
are not good girls those xflio go there. " 
As Stelios' words reveal and his parents' stance towards his preferences 
confirms, television constitutes the means through which children assess different 
messages, images, perceptions and actions from the perspective of the Greek 
Gypsy morality. The effect and influence of this knowledge is filtered and 
processed within this specific framework, re-affirming Greek Gypsy values in the 
mind of Greek Gypsy viewers. 
Children's Priorities: Marriage, Family, Work and the Future 
It is interesting to explore the puzzle of the various answers I got from children 
between four and twelve years old with reference to questions about what they 
would like to do or be in the future, and how they visualise their future lives. 
Their responses varied considerably depending on whether thev placed their 
answers on what they thought of as a realistic or a fictitious version of the future 
context. Indeed, what has most struck me about the children during fieldwork was 
their significant ability to conceptualise their lives at two different levels 
simultaneously., being able to switch easily from one level to the other. 
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Children were able to talk about their future grounding their views on 
ostensibly unfeasible hypotheses, while being aware at the same time that most 
important for them is the enactment of Greek-Gypvytie.. ýs in the present. When 
they grounded their answers in a realistic future, most of them emphasised 
marriage, extended farnilv relations and future work plans. When they placed their 
answers on a fictitious context, however, their answers-and sometimes the 
answers I got from the same child-varied according to the context and depended 
on who was present. Children know that they can fantasise about their future but 
they are also conscious of the fact that this freedom and ability to play with their 
aspirations is part of their experience of childhood, knowing that they won't have 
the same space for speculation in the future. 
For example, six-year old Stelios had always been willing to take up different 
roles when asked to describe or draw what he would like to be in the future. Once, 
we were alone with the rest of the children without the presence of adults, Stelios 
said that he would like to be a gardener. He was drawing a tree at the time I 
questioned him., but when he saw his brother drawingr a boat he changed his mind 
and said he would like to become a sailor. As we shall also see in chapter 8, 
Stelios asked his parents to buy him a policeman's costume during carnival, 
which they actually did. He had been wearing the fully equipped policeman's 
costume proudly not only during the carnival but also long after it. At that time, 
he was convinced that he wanted to be a policeman and he was copying 
expressions from a famous TV character who played the role of policeman. It was 
interesting, however, that he preferred to perform the policeman to me or to non- 
Gypsy visitors such as the NGO's representative, instead of his parents and older 
family members. He complained that they either didn't pay much attention or they 
laughed at himý "They don't take me seriously, Ivi, they make fun of me ... " 
Remarkably, Stelios completely changed both his language and the content of 
what he was saying regarding his future aspirations, concentrating on issues such 
as work and marriage when he talked in front of his parents and older family 
members, Although according to him and his parents he was still too young to go 
out to work on a daily basis, he nevertheless participated enthusiastically in the 
economic life of the family during the seasonal trade. In most of our discussions 
in the presence of his parents, he boasted about his success as a salesman on 
different occasions with overwhelming confidence, while being aware that this 
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evoked the admiration of his parents and close relatives. He also told me once in 
front of his parents that all he actually cared about was "to find clever ideas to 
make enough money and get married soon. " 
His aunt, Maria, confirmed that Stelios was desperate to get married and that he 
had already started looking for his wedding suit. "When we went with my 
daughter to try on her wedding dress he wanted Lis to buy him his wedding 
costume! " Maria explained. He even came to me asking me seriously: "Ivi, what 
do you think, when am I going to be tall enough to get married? Will it take much 
time9" And he brought a chair next to me and jumped on it saying-. 
Stelios: "I 1hink 1hat if I get that much lall I'll be ready to get married! Tell me. Ivi. 
don't vou think that I would be a hmdsome groom? " 
Ivi: -More than handsome ... 
" 
Stelios: "Tlicn. can you Avait a few more years for nic to get old enough to marrý 
you? " 
Katerina told me that since he was a little boy he had always wanted to get 
married early but lately he had expressed a particular preference for marrying me. 
As she passionately describe& 
"Do you kno-, x xNhat he asked ine yesterday for'? Money to bu-, you a present! Then. I 
asked hini what lie wants to buy you and he said a ring! He wants to buy you a nng 
... And when 
I told him. O. K- make your own nioncý and buY her Nihatever you 
Nvant. he went to die other kids and suggested that they should all put rnoneý for your 
present! " 
Stelios, who was listening to our conversation and was upset, came to me 
saying loudlyý 
-O. K., you Nvill see bitches. I'll sell kites on Kathan Defiero IMardi Gras] and I NNill 
bu-, vou a wedding ring! And I'll tell you something, I'm still young and I can say 
whatever I iiant! 
Stelios seems to be completelv aware of the stages and processes that he has to 
go through in order to achieve his goal. He knows he has to grow a few more 
years as well as that he has to establish a successful work activity in order to be 
able to provide for his family. Most importantlv, however, he knows that being a 
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child grants him enough freedom and space in fantasising his future even for 
serious matters, such as marriage, and even in front of his parents and relatives. 
Obviously, Stelios does not seem different from any other child that 
experiments with different preferences. However, at the age of six, he seems 
capable of distinguishing dreaming from viewing his future. It also seems more 
important for him to seek his family's approval for his view of the 'real' future. 
His preference for about becoming a policeman was seen as funny but didn't have 
any effect on his close family. On the other hand, marriage and his boasting about 
work, were discussed seriously and positively by them, although he expressed a 
preference in marrying me. 
Similarly to Stelios, four-Year-old Xanthi' expressed to me numerous 
aspirations regarding future professions, such as becoming a teacher, a nun, a 
policewoman etc. But as soon as she named her aspiration, she always added that 
what she would actually become in the end is a wife and mother. She seriously 
confessed to me that she aspired herself being married to a boy from a 
neighbouring, settlement: "Only my mother knows that. I want to marry Stratos 
and have children with him. " 
Older children, such as Hans, Manolis, Dimitris, Nikoleta, and Kalliope all 
between nine and twelve years of age, seemed more dismissive when talking 
about their near future regarding marriage or engagement. This is especially the 
case for the girls, who realise that there are a few stages ahead of them before they 
become engaged. But boys also preferred not to talk about this subject and simply 
said that they were still too young to get engaged. Nevertheless, they clearly 
illustrated marriage as important in the drawings. When Haris finished drawing a 
picture which illustrated a house and a married couple on a bed (Fig. 4.4), he said 
to me: "This is what everybody dreams: a house and a wife. " 
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Engagement can take place any time above the age of twelve or thirteen both 
for boys and for girls, depending on children's personalities and children and 
parents' preferences (see also chapter 5). Although Stelios did not mind 
expressing his dream of getting married in front of his parents and relatives, older 
children seemed more reserved in doing that. Manolis got irritated every time the 
discussion touched the possibility of him getting married, although his mother 
brought this up quite often. Haris and Dimitris preferred to talk about girls they 
chased in school. The girls did not even want to talk about boys and Nikoleta 
maintained this attitude until the day she actually got engaged. As we shall see in 
the following chapter, Kalliope also reacted angrily and aggressively when her 
best fiiend and cousin got engaged. Presumably because she realised that her time 
was not far away. 
Although all of the children at this age had already started taking part in the 
economic life of their family occasionally or regularly, helping their parents with 
the seasonal trade, or working daily for a few hours in the markets, nevertheless 
they still expressed aspirations about specific future professions that they admitted 
were not feasible for them. The boys mainly expressed the dream of becoming 
football players or singers. Manolis, Dimitris, and Hans agreed that being a 
football player or a singer were two lucrative and enjoyable professions which did 
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Fig. 4.4: Haris' dream of marriage 
not demand other skills than your talent, On the other hand, Nikoleta and Kalliope 
repeatedly said to me that they would like to become policewomen, teachers or 
doctors, but they definitely knew that they could not do it without some sort of 
formal education. As Kalliope confessed to me: 
-'Do you know, Ivi. hoxv much I would like to become something such as a teacher. 
or a doctor" I iA ant to Ný ork and feel that I help other people! I like that. but I knoN,, - it 
is too late for that noxN ... I can't do it without going to school. " 
And Nikoleta added, recognisino that her devotion to her younger brother, 
Fotis, had kept her away from school and prevented her from fulfilling her 
dreams: 
-'I -would like exactly the same. or being a policeNNornan ... but how could I do this 
NNithout going to school? It is impossible I think ... but for nic it has also been 
impossible to leave Folis Ilicr little brollicrl alone. Folis has been cver)-thing for me. 
How could I have left him alone flaigging and kissing her brother mdio was sitting on 
her laps]"" 
Apart from these aspirations expressed more formallv by children, their 
everyday language verified the fact that they saw their current or future 
participation in the economic life of the family as extremely important. What is 
more, participation in economic activity seems to be viewed by children as 
intrinsically bound with kindred relatedness, as an activity embedded in family 
and group. 
Children repeatedly expressed short or long term working plans as part of their 
families' wider projects. Even if the plans were part of individual aims, children 
placed them in the wider framework of their family's activities. As did Manolis, 
who thought of getting a supply of Christmas trees in order to sell them and with 
this money help his grandfather to pay off his debt. It becomes apparent therefore 
through this analysis that children view work in their everyday lives as an activity 
that covers both their personal as well as their family's short and long, term needs. 
This, however, does not prevent then-i from drearning of a different future. 
Apart from the double standard ]an uage that children of all ages use, to a 9 C, - 
greater or lesser extent, in expressing their future aspirations, they showed a 
different attitude when they talked about the way they viewed their future life 
regarding their family. While they explicitly expressed specific dreams such as 
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having proper houses with nice gardens, swimming pools and bigger trucks for 
trading, they never forgot to mention the presence of their extended family in this 
future picture. Haris drew me the house of his dreams-a house with a garden that 
included a block of flats-and did not omit to explain to me (Fig. 4.5): 
This house is not for me only but for my dad, mom, and Thanos [his older brother], 
of course. And grandma and grandpa, and my uncles will be next to us in their own 
houses. That is why I would like to have a bigger house, for everybody not just for 
myself But, I don't know if I want a garden or a flat, I think I want both! 
Fig. 4.5: Haris' picture of the house of his dreams 
However, once the children reached the age of twelve or thirteen, or more 
specifically when youngsters start to work-in most cases along with their 
fathers-on a regular basis or when girls get engaged, discussion about future 
aspirations of this kind loose their meaning. As already seen, Pavlos, at the age of 
thirteen, had already started helping his father and his older brothers in the market 
stall. And although he was still close to his younger cousins, discussions about 
future aspirations seemed quite distant for him: "What future? ... 
I have to work 
now and this is my only future! " For his older brothers, Aristides and Thomas, 
sixteen and seventeen years old respectively, as well as for the girls recently 
engaged this discussion was absolutely pointless. 
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Having discussed children's views of schooling in relation to their future 
concerns and their perceptions of processes of acquiring and performino 
knowledge, the following section summarises some of the issues discussed above 
through the presentation of a comparative example. 
Shifting Knowledge-A comparative Example: The Albanian 
Gypsies of the Neighbourhood 
In the neighbouring Albanian Gypsy settlement, the sisters of the Denkou family, 
Anna and Eleni, seven and six years of age respect 1 vel y-who a few months ago 
had been christened in the church-were convinced by their parents, Konstantinos 
and Vasiliki, " and godparents, to enrol in the first grade of primary school. 12 As 
the girl's father told me: 
-Tm detcrnuned to send n1% danghters to school %%ithout letting dien) skip any 
classes. The godparents supported me a lot. TheN are verýý nice people. They did the 
paper work for flicir registration at the beginuing. 1vi, I want to forget my life in 
Albatua and become a nc-vN, person here. Aud I want to give these children a better 
chance in life. " 
Anna, the elder of the two sisters, kept me informed about their progress in 
school. 
-The assistance that %ýe take after the classes has been very lielpfill to us. 13 We feel 
more and more confident. ]'in no longer sliý about trý, Greek in the class. " 
Another boy from the neighbourhood who lived in one of the houses near the 
settlement of Gilonht, eight-year-old Dinos, was the third Albanian Gypsy child 
who regularly attended the first year at a different primary school (see school C, 
Fig. 1.3 3, p. 59). Dinos was visiting the boys in Gilonict to arrange football games 
and that's where we caught up with his progress at school. His command of Greek 
seemed excellent but as he said- A take the support courses not because I feel 
weak with Greek but because I need someone to help me with my homework. " 
'' The parcnts had also been clitistened along ý% ith their children in the church. 
I According to the parents. the cluldren-s godparents initiated and facilitated their registration at 
school. 
Support courses. scheduled norrnallý after the regular school hours. aiming at offering assistance 
to pupils NN hose Greek is not their mother tongue. 
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By the time I completed fieldwork, all three Albanian Gypsy children had 
successfully finished their first year at school and in September carried on to the 
second grade. They all said that although Greek was not their first language, they 
nevertheless managed to reach a good standard of Greek with the support of their 
teachers. They also admitted that as their level of Greek was improving, they felt 
increasingly confident in class. However, the most serious obstacle they faced in 
school was the difficulties they encountered in doing their daily homework, 
because they couldn't seek the assistance of their parents. According to Anna: I 
At is inore difficull for tis than the other children, becatise if I havea qijestion NN-hen I 
do niv hoinework I cannot ask irry parents ... they can't help nie. I have to ask iný- 
teacher at school the nc. \l dav. " 
And Eleni added: 
"This is Mw NNe stav MO more hours at school than the other children. because the 
teacher helps LIS With the hornework and %N c do more exercises. " 
However, no matter what difficulties they faced, all three children admitted that 
they loved school "not only because they learn useffil things but also because they 
had made very good friends" as Anna phrased it. Elem also enjoyed other 
activities that she was doing in school: "I like when we draw in the class and then 
we give our drawings to the teacher to show them in the class! '" Dmos was very 
proud of what he had learnt at school so far and seemed determined to go on to 
the next grade. A will continue, for sure, I like school because I learn so much 
there! I have friends as well there but learning is more important. " 
Strikingly, the adults of Giottita have noticed the fact that their Albanian Gypsy 
neighbours have found it easier to send their children to school. Irini, the mother 
of Haris, bitterly confessed to me once: 
--HaN-e you seen them? The3'vejust been a feNi years in Greece and theý send their 
children to school! Not like us! They understood ihe importance of being literate Ito 
iia'se granunatizoumenosl in diis NNorld. " 
The children of (fiioniu made a similar observation, when Dinos, the Albanian 
Gypsy bov, joined us for a teaching session. Although he was still in the first few 
months of the first grade of primary school, he had already iearnt how to read and 
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write. Dinos was modest and shy with me but always quick and enthusiastic in 
answering questions and writing words. Manolis noticed that Dinos knew more 
than he did and didn't hesitate to say that openly: "He knows everything better 
than us Ivi ... 
" I said: "Yes, because he has not skipped classes at school and 
therefore he practices his reading and writing every day. " And Manolis, half 
angrily, half disappointed, added: "If we were attending regularly as he does, we 
would be as good as he is, eh" But you see we don't do it ... 
" 
At least at this stage of their lives, the Albanian Gypsy children, Anna, Eleni 
and Dinos, all see schooling as an asset that would help them have a better future. 
"When you go to school you can find a good job when you grow up. " said Eleni. 
Her sister added: "If you know how to talk nicely, read and write, you can have a 
better life, because you understand more things. " Finally, Dinos pointed out "that 
schooling makes you useful in your family. You can help yourself and your 
family more by going to school. " 
This work cannot offer an in depth comparison between these particular Greek 
and Albanian Gypsy groups. However-, we can suggest that these three examples 
of successful participation of Albanian Gypsy children in the Greek formal 
educational process support what both Greek Gypsy parents and children from 
Gitotiia, as well as the majority of teachers whom I talked to from the 
neighbouring schools, repeatedly pointed out. It is the Albanian and Albanian 
Gypsy children who seem to have developed strategies that have helped them 
integrate more successfully into the formal educational process than the Greek 
Gypsies. 
In the first place, Albanian Gypsy children register with schools as Albanian, 
easily hiding their Gypsy identity, while at the same time they get all the benefits 
and support granted by the Greek educational system, such as the support courses. 
Obviously, this makes it easier to stay at school alongside the growing number of 
non-Greek pupils in Greek schools (see chapter 1). This is actually the strategy 
that Anna, Elem and Dinos followed when they registered with their schools. 
Anna and Elem"s parents, in fact, went even further. They sent them to a school 
that was a few blocks away from the settlement in order to avoid other children 
seeing where they live (see school E in Fig. 1.33, p. 59). Their father, Konstantinos, 
explained to me: 
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"it is a little bit far from home but Nve thought it would be better for thein- because it 
is not nice NN'lien other children know that ý on live in this iness. When I collect a bit 
more money. we'll move into a rented house. " 
In addition, the three children did not deny their Albanian identity but they 
nevertheless changed their Albanian names into Christian ones and were 
christened in the Greek-Orthodox Church. In contrast, although they enrol as 
Greeks, Greek Gypsy children find it extremely difficult to conceal their Gypsy 
identity, while facing considerable difficulties both in their performance in class 
as well as occasionally with their relationship with their teachers and classmates. 
Yet the above-mentioned observations do not seem to answer the question of 
why the Albanian Gypsies from the nearby settlement and houses have and the 
Greek Gypsies of Giloiiia have not managed to participate more successfully in 
the schooling process. This question becomes even more interesting if we think of 
the fact that undoubtedly the Greek Gypsies of Giloni(i have been more strongly 
affiliated with the wider non-Gypsy Greek society in terms of history, religion, 
language and traditions. 
Although searching for answers to this question is not the purpose of this 
research, the cases of the Albanian Gypsy children from the wider area of the 
Olympic stadium of Athens led me to re-evaluate a lot of my initial assumptions 
about the and their stance towards formal education (see also chapter 1). More 
specifically, these comparative examples shifted the focal point of my research 
from the weaknesses or incompatibilities of the Greek formal educational 
system 14 to those processes and practices through which knowledge is rendered 
meaningful for a particular group of people. So, the examples of the successful 
incorporation of some of the children of this specific group of Albanian Gypsies 
into schooling directed my analysis towards the ways through which knowledge is 
perceived, constructed and reconstructed for the Gypsies of Gitonia within 
particular networks of relatedness. 
For instance, from my close relationship with the Denkou family as well as my 
daily contacts with the Albanian Gypsy inhabitants of the neighbourhood, I soon 
realised that for the vast majority of them, migration from Albania to Greece 
'' These weaknesses and incompatibilities are acknoNfledgcd b) various researchers of Gypsics in 
Greece (Kalsikas and Politou. 1999i Vasiliadou and PaN-li-Korre. 1998. Lidaki. 1998. Ntousas. 
1997. Pavli and Sideri. 1990). 
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during the last 15 years had had a tremendous impact on the organisation of the 
'traditional' Albanian Gypsy model of extended family. Subsequently., for most of 
the Albanian Gypsy children and their parents' temporal or permanent separation 
from their extended kin network had serious implications on the ways school 
came to be seen as an important source of knowledge that substituted for the 
knowledge previously produced and acquired within the extended kin network. 
Because of these disruptions to the kin networks, extended kin relations, although 
clearly considered very important, could not have the same meaning-at least as a 
source of knowledge-for this group of Albanian Gypsies, as was the case for the 
Greek Gypsies of Gilonict. Konstantinos' words are particularly revealing 
retzardinu this issue: 
'-Here. I have nobody to relý on ... 
Fin on my oNNn. Although I have relatives here 
and there I meaning both in Greece and in Albania 1. in Greece I'm alone. It is because 
it has been verN difficult for all of us Inicaning Ifim and his relativesi here that each 
of us has to care exclusively for his own family. Of Course, there [meaning in 
Albamaj. we are more like a proper family That's NNhy I'm telling you I want the 
young girls to go to school. My older children are too old for this. they have already 
made their families. but these N ounger ones ... 
I don't want them to hang around in 
the neighbourhood doing nothing. The school is good for them when I go Nvith 
Vasiliki for work and there is nobody to look after them. There. they learn something 
at least ... 
" 
A number of important issues emerge from the study of this comparative 
example. First of all, different attitudes towards schooling cannot be examined 
disentangled from their own context. In the case of this specific group of Albanian 
Gypsies who in general live in similar conditions as the Greek Gypsies of Gitollia 
do and who share similar family-oriented values and work patterns with them, the 
attitudes of the children towards formal education seem to be different than those 
of the children of Giloni(r 
For example, in both cases the children have elaborated an instrumental view 
of the school which is intrinsically associated with their view of the family and 
their aspirations about the future. However, the Albanian Gypsy children who live 
near the settlement of Giloniti believe that schooling constitutes an investment for 
a better future both for them and their families. In contrast, the children of Gilotliu 
clearly argue that-althou(Yh undeniably useful-proper school attendance is In 
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incompatible with their life within processes of learning which emerge through 
relationships within the extended family. This is probably why ten-year-old Haris 
interprets the successful attendance of his Albanian Gypsy neighbours as morally 
inappropriateý 
-They came to Greece to make nioney, they learn graininala Ilcucrsl because they 
, want to make monev. That's what they only care about. Thev don't care about 
family. " 
From a completely different point of view, Konstantinos, the father of Anna 
and Eleni confirmed to me that schooling was an ideal option, considering the fact 
that for him and his family migrating to Greece resulted in a less effective kinship 
support network and as such a less effective source of knowledge for his children. 
In addition, in spite of the fact that the children of the settlement of Gilonict 
admit that they feel closer to 'the Greek' cultural values, in terms of language, 
customs and religion, they also admitted that they have failed to conceal their 
Gypsy, ness at school. On the contrary, Albanian Gypsy children in the same 
neighbourhood have managed to conceal their QýI)sjneSýs at school, mainly by 
making use of their Albanian identity. 
As already discussed, this study has not proceeded in an in depth analysis of 
the case of the Albanian Gypsies who lived in the close proximity of Gilonia. 
However, the striking differences in the social and cultural foundations of the 
attitudes towards education exhibited by Greek and Albanian Gypsies in this 
chapter support-at least to a certain extent-the argument that the members of 
this group of Albanian Gypsies have followed strategies of accommodation 
similar to other non-Gypsy Albanian communities in Greece. 
Indeed, similarly to the Albanian immigrants in Thessaloniki described in the 
studies of Hatziprokoplou (2003) and Lambrianidis and Lyberaki (2001), it is also 
possible that the Albanian Gypsies of the wider area of the Olympic stadium seek 
vertical integration within the "host" society through patronage networks. In this 
sense, this particular group of Albanian Gypsies may also follow along with other 
Albanian communities a strategy of adjustment based on cultural plasticity which 
denotes a strom-, desire to accommodate themselves in the cultural terms of Greek 
society. 
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Conclusion 
Through the discussion of the attitudes of the children of (; ilonict towards 
schooling, this chapter sought to work as a vehicle for their perceptions of what 
constitutes knowledge, while taking into account the grounds on which they value 
and prioritise various sources of knowledge. This included a consideration of the 
extent to which schooling matches or contradicts children's ideas on what is 
valuable knowledge. Additionally, this chapter looked at the ways children 
visualise their future life, with respect to issues such as family, marriage and 
work. The presentation of comparative material provided the basis for 
summarising and evaluating the assumptions drawn in this chapter. 
From the accounts of the children we learn that for them school represents both 
a space for acquiring useful knowledge (the ability to read and write) as well as a 
space of social interaction and as such a source of both positive and negative 
relationships. Undoubtedly, however, children's accounts showed that neither 
does the school constitute the most important source of knowledge for them nor is 
it a prerequisite of what they consider as valuable knowledge. According to the 
children's own words, the acquisition of knowledge which takes place outside the 
Greek Gypsy socio-economic network, such as the school, contradicts processes 
of knowledge taking place within the family. 
Despite this acknowledged contradiction, the children of Gitonia do not simply 
dismiss schooling in favour of their future within the extended kin network. This 
is primarily mirrored on the children's instrumental view of the school. In most 
cases, children are willing to participate in the schooling process to the extent that 
their participation does not seriously obstruct their place and sense of belonging 
within their extended family and the wider Greek Gypsy network of relationships. 
This explains why, in contrast to male and female voungsters who are more 
actively engaged with extended family duties, children up to the age of twelve 
consider schooling as both interesting and useful for them. 
Children's words point to the different kinds of knowledge generated by 
different sources. However, the most valuable knowledge is generated within the 
extended family and the peer group, and is inevitably associated with the Greek 
Gypsy socio-economic activity, processes of relatedness, hierarchies and 
affinities, as well as the moral framework that underpins these processes. This is 
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supported by the fact that the majority of children in Gilonict recognise in a 
member of their extended family the person from whom they acquire knowledge 
in their lives. 
However, this chapter showed that valuable knowledge for Gilonia's children 
is the kind of knowledge which can also be performed and evaluated by their 
extended kin members and peers. In other words, for them, important knowledge 
seems to be intrinsically bound with the performance of gender and age-specific 
domestic, economic and hierarchical roles within the family and the peers. And 
children value diverse sources of knowledge according to the effect that these 
have on the ways they themselves embody knowledge which is related to these 
specific roles. 
For the children of Gitonhi, knowledge also involves the modes through which 
feelings and the interdependencies of affinities among family members and peers 
are expressed. In fact, the generation, performance and acquisition of knowledge 
constitute embodied performances (Lambek, 1998-1 Csordas, 1994) that inform 
family and peer relationships in which children are active participants. What is 
more, children's embodiment of their own interpretations of adults and peers' 
words, actions and feelings, their evaluations of different kinds of knowledge and 
the ways they manage diverse and often conflicting sources of knowledge reveal 
the ways through which acquiring and performing knowledge becomes a marker 
of an individual and a shared sense of distinctiveness. For them, even peripheral 
to the 'strictly' Greek Gypsy sources of knowledge, are processed and filtered 
through the code of Greek Gypsy ethics, serving simultaneously as an affirmation 
of Greek Gypsy distinctiveness. 
In this chapter, children's views and experiences, priorities and aspirations 
have pointed to the significance of marriage, the centrality of kinship relationship 
and the importance of work. The following three chapters expand on these issues 
that children have drawn our attention to, staring from the analysis of marriage. 
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Fig. 4.6: A teaching and drawing session 
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Fig. 4.7: A drawing session 
Chapter Five 
Greek Gypsy Marriage and Relatedness: Becoming 
and Belonging 
The Centrality of Marriage 
As we saw in the previous chapter, marriage is what every child in Gitonia aspires 
to for his or her future. In addition, for young men and women in the settlement of 
Gilonici, marriage is considered to be the most anticipated day in their lives, while 
for married men and women, marriage is commonly described as the woman's 
and man's only destination in life. 
Greek Gypsy marriage, however, means a lot more than personal aspirations 
and expectations. I was told once by Theofilos, while I was helping his family 
during the preparation of his niece's wedding that- "The only interesting thing that 
the Gypsies have to show is marriage. " Indeed, as Theofilos' words reveal, and 
somebody who has lived closely with the Greek Gypsies of Gilonici easily picks 
up, marriage constitutes a crucial nexus of soclo-economic and cultural processes, 
in which material flows are embedded in marriage relations. 
Anthropologists and other social theorists have long stressed the role of 
reciprocity in establishing and strengthening social bonds. ' Through an extensive 
account of marriage ideologies and practices, particularly reflected in the lengthy 
wedding celebrations, this chapter looks at the ways through which marriage 
transactions, exchanges (Strathern, 1984: 4 1)2 or strategies (Argyrou, 1996, Yan, 
1996; Sant-Cassia, 1982 )3 sustain and reproduce the interdependencies of kin 
Strathern. and Stewart (2000). Strathern ( 1999,1988,1984), Godbout ( 1998), Bloch and Parrv 
I Q89)- Mauss ( 1990). Foren 1999ý 1989)ý 1 lail ( 1986)- Simmel ( 1978). Sahlins (1 972)ý Levi- 
Strauss ( 1909)- Polanvi (1957 
Strathem (1984) examines pattems ofnialTiage exchanges %\hich include persons, rights. objects 
and long -term c-\clcs ot'reciprocal obligations in Melanesia. 
3 Argvrou ( 1990) looks at the changes in \\cdchng practices in C\prus since the 1930s and the role 
that these changes pla. \ ed in shaping prescm-da\ class identities among villagers and the bourgeois' 
socict Yan. (1996) refers to do\\r. \ practices in China and Sant-Cassia (1982) to propert\ 
transmission and do\\-i-\- practices in C\PFLIS 
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relatedness. These are embedded within a morality of reciprocal exchange that not 
only affirms social relations but also becomes a marker of a distinctive sense of 
collective self and distinctive processes of becoming, 
Marriage mobilises economic activity within a context of intra-family relations 
while at the same time it activates a set of cultural practices through which group 
alliance networks operate within a specific framework of ethics and an informal 
code of Greek Gypsy morality. Ideologies of age and gender, as well as concerns 
of honour and sexuality, lie at the centre of a socio-economic process through 
which distinctiveness among the Gypsies of Giloifict is not only 'imagined' but 
also realised. The protection of women's virginity as well as tile practice of 
endogamy that characterise the majority of marriages In Gilotfici are central to the 
preservation and reproduction of these networks that sustain Greek-Gyl), ýyne. ýs. 
Interestingly, marriage or a prospective marriage engages the members of this 
particular group of Gypsies and other Greek Gypsy communities in a cyclical 
investment project that signals a long-term commitment to economic and social 
support In other words, it triggers a range of economic and social strategies and 
alliances based on sets of reciprocal relationships- This soclo-economic activity 
actually takes the form of money recycling and forms of investment that 
simultaneously indicate the existence of strong socio-economic bonds among 
different extended families. Such bonds constitute the basis for the creation of 
extensive networks of support among the Greek Gypsies within and outside 
Gilot&i that operate mainly at two different levels: firstly, at the level of the 
extended family unit, between difFerent generations, and secondly, at the group 
level, among different extended families. These networks of supportive relations 
that are generated and reinforced through marital alliances substitute the dominant 
institutionallsed non-Gypsy Greek forms of social support, such as welfare state 
benefits, frorn which the members of this group are largely excluded. 
Simultaneously, non-mainstream ideas of long-term investment for the future, 
underpinned by reciprocal relationships, are manifested in the lengthy wedding 
celebrations, where luxury, abundance, consumption of food and drinks, dance 
and the 'throwing, ' of money constitute what the contributors of the Lilies (? f 1he 
Fie& have called a sharing of "an expansive hospitality and sociality" (Day, 
Papataxiarchis, and Stewart, 1999: 12). The wedding celebrations become the 
specific point in time and space where Gilonici's Gypsies enact Greek-(; V, ýyness 
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in the present and experience an individLial and a shared sense of distinctiveness 
as an active response to the conditions of marginallsation, 
Working out the Marriage Plan: The Development of Marital 
Alliances and the Money 'Loaning' Project 
From the moment of their birth, children in Giionict trigger a Multiple set of 
actions by their parents and families that aim at creating a stable network of 
relationships that will help them face the consequences of their marginal isation. 
As soon as a married couple has their first child, female or male, they have to 
organise and follow a strategic plan of monev investment. or 'danio' [loan], as the 
Gypsies of Gilonhi themselves call this process. This long-term investment 
project takes the form of wedding gifts to the children of close relatives, friends 
and group members and plays a double role. In the first place, it creates a 
reciprocal relationship between the recipient family and the one who gives-or 
rather 'loans'-who will automatically expect iri return a 'pay-off at their own 
children's weddings. Secondly-, it establishes intra-family alliances and reinforces 
group relations. 
The words of Alexis, the elder male head of the Christopoulos extended family, 
illustrate the obligatory nature of the gift, which resembles what Mauss (19W 8) 
called regarding the case of Polynesia "the obligation to reciprocate", by stressing 
the reciprocal aspect of the money 'loaning' process: 
"It is a 'loan- ivi, not a present. You take a loan from the bank-\ve take it trom 
relatives. You save monev in the bank 1or vour children- \\hile \ve loan money to 
rclativcs' children to start LIP then- lives and ýke anticipate one daý to take this money 
back Croin their) on our children's ýicdding day. - 
In addition, this continuous socio-economic activity that is prompted by 
wedding ceremonies but is worked out from the moment of a child's birth reflects 
the primacy that is given to investment in the children's future as well as the ways 
through which and the extent to which the members of this group of Gypsies 
adapt their work and relations to their children's needs. And Alexis' wife, Evgenia 
adds: 
'Tcople sa. N - oh' 
Look at the Q% psics the-\ are not as, poor as they seein to he becausc 
the-\ spend -so inuch monc. x on their ýNcdcfings. But the\ don't knoký that ý\c \\ork all 
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OUr livcs like dogs to PLIt this money do\\n tor relatives' children We have to IIIo\c 
our ass and find a way to do it othenNise we are nobodv here. All ow- children have 
to start their livcs is this monev, You lineaning the tion-GyPsy Greeksl ... VOLII' 
children are educated, you can easilý 1-ind a job bUt k0llt abOUt OICIII? We do it for 
our children and f6r our I'Mink namc. -- 
It is common practice for parents to organise their economic activities in such a 
way that enables them primarily to support their families on a daily basis, while at 
the same time they can intensifýy their work in order to cover their children's 
wedding expenses or the gift for an upcoming relative's wedding ceremony. 
Indeed, parents not only have to plan their work and savings for their children's 
wedding preparations but also, as already noted, they have to put down money for 
the weddings of relatives and family members in the process of intra-family 
money recycling. 
Interestingly, this process that is vitally linked with children's interests engages 
all the members of the family. This means that both parents and all children take 
part in its accomplishment, even if it is not their turn to get married, according to 
the parents' marriage plan for each child. This applies to girls as well as to boys, 
although the girl's contribution would not be considered as important as the boy's. 
This is because a girl is occupied with household activities (which is the priority 
in her life), and secondiv, because she has to invest most of the money she earns 
from work in her own dowry, the so-called pi-ikct in Greek, soon before her 
4 wedding . 
Regarding the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia, the term prika refers to the 
bride's collection of household items (multiple sets of dishes, glasses, cutlery, 
bedding, towels, table-cloths) and clothes. 
Parents with more than one child have to organise a good working plan early 
on for each child. Normally, and if everything goes as planned, parents marry 
their children by order of seniority. For example, at the time I conducted 
fieldwork at the settlement, Michalis, a father of four children (a daughter of 
I Tor more on \arious meanings ofpnk(i in Greece see (Papatjxiarchls. 1993-. Daskalopoulou- 
Kapetanaki, 1993 Ps\chogylos. 1993- Illi-schon- 1993bi Sant-Cassia and f3ada- 1992-. '-)'koLitcri- 
Didaskalou- 1984ý du 13(m), n. 198-ii Ifer/feU 1980). Most iniportantly- \Omt these studies on 
priku suggest is that the terin prik(i does havc a unified nicannip- across Greccc and through tinle. 
'I herellore. s\ nchronic analYses on prik(i should take Into account the concurrent socio-ecollomic 
context and \\ ldcr social rclationships which aftect its' Lisage. What is more- such anak ses SIIOUld 
he placed in the specilic historical context ý%hich II]LlllllllItCS the changes on the Lise of' priku 
Nýithin and possibly between dilTerent CLIltLtl', Il ý1170LIPS. 
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twenty one, a son of seventeen, another son of sixteen and a third son of thirteen 
years of age) had long ago prepared a plan that would enable him to marry his 
children, whose age difference was small, so that the period between the eldest 
child's wedding and the youngest one's, would be relatively short. However, 
depending on the circumstances, parents with female and male children who are 
close in age may give priority to the female children's weddings. 
A more thorough examination of the marriage strategies and their association 
with the socto-economic organisation of Greek Gypsy life sheds light on the 
difficulties faced by the Gypsies of Gilouici to accumulate money and invest in 
housing. In fact, families, especially those with many children, find it extremely 
difficult to collect the money needed to buy land or build a family house. This is 
because the largest sums of money produced through the family's work activities, 
apart from the everyday household expenses, are invested in wedding gifts for 
relatives' children. For example, at the age of forty Michalis had a permanent 'ob ZJ 
as a legal vendor in markets and was thought to be well off compared to other 
male family heads in Gitotfict. Michalis had not yet managed to finish building his 
house on the land that he had bought with his own wedding money around twenty 
years ago. Property acquisition is more likely to happen, if it happens at all, when 
all the children of the family are married and the parents are informally dismissed 
from the 'money loaning' process. 
It is true that as soon as parents have all their children married, they tend to 
gradually distance themselves from both the 'money loaning' process and, 
subsequently, from the intensive rounds of participation in wedding ceremonies. 
Varvara, the female head of the Petridis extended family, justified her reluctance 
to attend a relative's wedding partvý 
-'No-, Nou po- have fun. you are going to like it you'll seeý IATI-iý should I come? All 
my children are married. there is no need for me to come .. actualk, ... 
I've done mv 
dut\ for a long time and I'M tjFcd. Now- it's only Ioj- 
The female head of the Christopoulos extended family, Eviyenia, told me that 
normally September is a time when Greek Gypsy families have earned a lot of 
money from the surnmer seasonal trade and, therefore, many weddings take place 
then. However, she didn't really care much about weddings herself because she 
and her husband didn't have any obligations to their relativesý 
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'-Even ifxve NNant to go to the parly to have fun, to cat and drink it's different 1'01- LIS- 
we don't have to ýxork so as to put down money 1br them. It-s just fun. like my 
husband, You kiio\k he goes sometimes to weddings in order to drink with his 
friends. -' 
In contrast, she explained to me how worried she was about her son, Michalis, 
who had to attend three weddings in a row: 
"I'm woiTied about him, it's been three weeks noxN that Miclialls is going to these 
\\edding parties and stays makc all night long but the next daY fie has to go to work 
at 5: 30 in the morning). It's both vcry tiring and cxpensivc. But lie has to do it 
because Thomas' lhis sonj xvcdding is coming soon. Its not nice it' sonicbody gives 
monev to VOL11- child and vou don't return it to his. " 
However, the gradual distancing from the wedding processes does not apply 
when a close member of the family gets married. In fact, both Varvara and 
Evgenia took an active part and contributed substantially (in terms of money and 
effort) to the weddings of their grandchildren that took place the year of my 
fieldwork. In such cases, participation in weddings for a parent with married 
children constitutes either an affirmation of a very special bond and a specific 
form of attachment with the couple, or merely a form of socialising. 
Putting money down for a relative's wedding not only has economic 
importance for the future of the married couple and for the future of the donor's 
own children, but it also establishes prestigious names and, simultaneously, 
reinforces familv reputations. As also illustrated in other ethnographic cases, 
asymmetries in the flow of gift exchanges generate asymmetries and imbalances 
in social relations (Yan, 1996, Mauss, 1990, Strathern, 1984). Regarding 
Gjfoni6i's Gypsies, when somebody (most of the time the head or representative of 
the familv) offers a lot of money for the wedding of a relative's child, he or she 
will consequently gain the praise of the community members and will 
automaticaliv enhance the whole familv's prestige. In return, as already discussed, 
the donors' family will be expected to collect big sums of money from the family 
of the recipient at its own children's wedding. 
The association of gifts of money with famllv reputations triggers the 
fortification of economic activitv of different extended families before an 
upcoming wedding. Families work hard in order to give as much money as they I Ir - 
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can to the couple, always depending on the quality of relationship they want to 
built with the bride's or groorn's family within the framework of alliance-making 
strategies and, Simultaneously, gain a good profile within their group. Michalis 
recently gained the growing respect of the inhabitants of (; ilonhi immediately 
after they saw the money he put towards the wedding of a relative. His generous 
gesture was extensively discussed and positively commented on within the 
settlement the day following the wedding. 
As we shall see in the following sections, the family representatives of the 
bride and groom openly announce the gifts of money so that everybody can know 
the exact amount that each family member gives to the couple. 5 In most cases, the 
names of those making a big financial contribution would be especially mentioned 
and applauded by the family representative, who will accompany his words with 
characteristic promises of friendship and loyalty to each other's families. 
However, close relatives are not only supposed to put money down for the 
married couple during the wedding but also to contribute to the founding of the 
couple's household and offer them gifts of golden jewellery- 
For the bride, the process of contributing to the establishment of her household 
by her extended farrilly starts long before her wedding or even her engagement. In I ltý 
fact, it starts at birth but is intensified before the wedding. Close relatives from the 
extended family unit (parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts) frequently buy any 
kind of household items small or big that they think should be added to the girl's 
dowry. The girl herself normally buys the items she likes with the money she 
earns, when she works. " Such items can be purchased in festivals [Paniy, iria], 
where the majority of Gypsies trade and buy a variety of goods, from stores and 
markets, or from vendors who visit the settlement. In fact, Gypsy dowry items 
constitute an important and extremely lucrative sector of the wider Gypsy 
7 economy . 
The Greek Gypsy dowry components are household items collected in 
astonishingly large quantities (see also page 188). As Evgenia describedý 
Gills Of molic\ are g) I \Cll at tllc \\cddiiig pai-I. N after the religious ceremom (,,, Cc Page 203) 
SOIIIC \OLIIILI \\0IIICII III (illOllitl \\orked occasional). \ \\Iillc othcrs \\ol-ked dalk In flic 111,11-kets. 
depending, on dicir needs. 
This lmolvcs the trading of' do\Nn itenis aniong the Grcck- Gvpsies. hct\ýecn different Gýpsy 
91-oups and llct\\ ecil Gvpsic's and non-GYpsies. Flic trading of' dmN I--\ Items has hecn considcrablv 
a, Tectcd b\ changes n manufactur ng and thesc changes have altered the composition of' dm\ rý fII 
toda\ From hand-made to almost exclusivelv mass-produced goods. Other ethnographic exampIcs 
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a "You should have seen niv grandda Lighter's doNN ry when she got married' Her f, ther 
knew a lot of traders and \%henever lie liked something lie bought it in dozens of 
pieces. Athina has ifflulmerabic sets ofglasses- dislies and cutlerý ot'different qMllitý 
shape. and design, \%Iilcli of course she hardIV LISC. il- 
The groom's family contribution to the founding of the Couples' household 
takes a different form. The groom's parents are expected to buy the bedroom 
furniture and bedclothes for the wedding-night, which will be exhibited to the 
relatives the first day of the wedding. Close relatives will usually buy pieces of 
furniture or electric devices for the couples' new household. 
Along with the financial contribution to the couple, both in money and in kind, 
the close relatives of the bride and groom (the members of their extended 
families) usuallv offer them gifts of gold and jewellery, also at the wedding 
celebration. Such gifts entail a more opaque symbolism than the gifts of money or 
the contribution to the founding of the household. Presents of Jewellery, such as J 
golden rings, earrings, bracelets and necklaces constitute an affirmation of a close 
kinship bond between the bride or groom and members of her or his extended 
family that exceeds the socio-economic element (the strategy of marriage 
monetary transaction) of the Greek Gypsy wedding, or what Alexis described as 
the money 'loaning' process (see page 187). In effect, jewels and the ability to 
wear them indicate a more profound and personalised aspect of this relation than 
that embedded in the flows of money or in the impersonal character of household 
items. This relates to Mauss' (1990) point on the interconnection between flows 
of presents, interpersonal relations and the performative expression of feelings. 
The Wedding 
While I was conducting my fieldwork, two weddings took place in 6itonict. 
Seventeen-year-old Thomas from the Christopoulos extended family married 
sixteen-year-old Anthi from Piraeus, and twenty one-year-old Elpida, the eldest 
granddaughter of the Petridis extended family, married twentv-two-year old 
Kinakos from the settlement of Spata. Not only did I attend the three-day 
celebrations in both cases, but I also took an active part in the extensive 
also rellect that changcs in dom-. % practices are relatcd to changcs in thc mder socio-cconomic 
firamc\wrk (Yan. 1996ý ',, anI-(_'assIa. 1982- Loizos, 11)75). 
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preparations that preceded the weddings. Both weddings took place during the 
first two weeks of September, while preparations had started as early as May and 
intensified during the summer. 
Apart from the wedding preparations lasting at least three to four months, the 
Greek Gypsy wedding consists of three main phases or stages that in total last for 
a week. At the first stage, there is the display of the dowry (w prikki) by the 
bride's family and the making of the bed (to krevati) by the groom's family that 
take place in the houses of the couple's families. The second phase consists of the 
pre-wedding parties, held separately for the bride and groom's relatives. The third 
phase comprises the church ceremony and the post-wedding party involving all 
sides. Each phase is indicative of the way and degree the close family, the 
extended family and relatives, as well as other Greek Gypsy families engage in 
the wedding process. For example, in the first phase, la prikict and lo krevali are 
both prepared and celebrated mainly by extended family members and close 
relatives. In the second phase, there are two difYerent versions of pre-wedding 
parties, one for the bride and one for the groom. Both parties are prepared by 
extended family members and are held for each family's relatives and friends 
respectively. The wedding ceremony and the post-wedding party constitute the 
celebration, in which both families' relatives and friends take part. 
In most cases, the wedding celebrations should be as luxurious as can be 
afforded by the couple's parents who want to show their appreciation to their 
family and friends for both their presence and support. It is worth noting that apart 
from the gifts of money they make to the couple, the Greek Gypsy families invest 
time and energy in the wedding preparations of a close family member, with the 
same expectations that money investment generates. One day, this help will be 
reciprocated at the wedding preparations of their own child. 
Dance is an essential element of all three phases in Greek Gypsy wedding 
celebrations. 8 In fact, at the weddings I attended as celebrations escalated, dancing 
also escalated. Although describing the details and the flow of movements of the 
ý Man-\ scliolars have stressed the central role ofdance in understandings ofthe embodiment of 
culture (Nc,,,, - 2004i Martine/. 2002i Reed. 1998ý Rodriguez, 1996-, Daniel, 1995-, CoxNan, 191)()). For Reed (1998)ý a politics ofdance involves an expressive embodiment through Nýhich multiple 
identities. such as, ethnicitX, class and gender. are invented and renegotiated. coNNan (199m. in her 
\\ork in northern (irecce. argues that the xNaNs dance is embodied b\ \\orrien articulates the tension 
I)et\\ccii the expresion ofteiriale , cxuillt-\ and \\oiiicii'-, self-discipline. 
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Greek Gypsy dances is not the scope of this thesis, it is important to mention here 
that dance constitutes the means through which relatedness, interconnections and 
flirting, hierarchies, gratitude and respect, feelings of joy for the joining of two 
people and sadness for the girl's separation from her family are expressed in 
weddings. 9 
The Wedding Preparations 
The wedding preparations in the settlement started in May with the booking of the 
church for the religious ceremony and the nightclub for the post-wedding party. In 
June, Elpida kept herself busy with the selection of the wedding dress while 
Thomas bought his wedding clothes. In the middle of July began the process of 
internal and external conversion of Elpida's and Thomas' family houses. In fact, 
their houses had to be repainted internally and externally and the inner structure 
had to be modified. For the purpose of her dowry display, the furniture had to be 
removed from Elpida's family home, and stored in a warehouse until after the 
wedding. Maria, Elpida's mother explained to me that everything had to be 
organised by her but all her female relatives would give a hand in the 
preparations. Similar conversions were made in the main room of Thomas' house 
that would become the bedroom of the newly married couple for a time after their 
wedding. 
As the date of both weddings got closer, the two families' preparations 
overlapped and their members occasionally cooperated. For instance, the male 
members of the two families had to transform the common yard of the settlement 
into a convenient area for the open-air celebrations. The last two weeks of August 
were hectic. Male mernbers of both families, young and old, were busy 
constructing the dancing area, the stage for the D. J., and the kitchen where women 
had to store the food for the guests. Female relatives were busy decorating the 
inside of the houses as well as planning and organising the food preparations. A 
few days before the weddings, the whole settlement looked like a construction site 
and I couldn't believe how this mess could change within the limited time we had 
Whilst (ireck- G\psý dances hardIv differ from non-Qýp-,. \ Greek ones- the NNns, In \Nlllch dance 
is perl'0imcd constitute a significant marker of Grcck Gýpsý distinctivencss. In fact- the Greck 
G, vpsles of Gilomu boast about the 1', Ict that their girls and \\omen dance the isi. ficteli (a Greek 
belIv dance) MUch betta than the non-G\ps. \ Grecks. 
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left. However, everybody assured me that everything would be ready in time for 
the important events. 
The First Day 
As the preparations continued, I was advised to go home and rest for a couple of 
days and come back for the first phase of Thomas' wedding, which in Greek is 
called lo ki-ei, (vi. 1(' It was actually the day that the close family of the groom as 
well as other inhabitants of the settlement and relatives from outside participated 
in making the wedding bed and the decoration of the couple's bedroom. That day, 
my participation proved to be extremely useful, since I was familiar with the 
similar non-Gypsy Greek version of that custom. I gave them some input and I 
made suggestions about the decorative style of the bedroom that they seemed to 
appreciate very much. In fact, everybody agreed to leave-in the previously 
heavily decorated room-just the new bedroom ftirniture, decorated with the 
embroidered wedding bedcover and the new curtains. The only things we added 
were a couple of family pictures on the walls and two huge vases with colourful 
flowers on each side of the bed. Thomas' mother and grandmother offered drinks 
to those who were helping with the preparations, while music was playing loudly 
throughout Gitonia and guests and relatives were dancing. 
The first phase of Elpida's wedding, fal)rikici, took place a week later, and kept 
mainly the female members of the settlement preoccupied with the display of her 
dowry. When, a few weeks before the display, Elpida invited me to see her 
bedding and towels, I was so surprised that I started counting one by one the 
packets she had stored in her grandmother's house. She had, among other things, 
more than 100 bedsheets, around 100 towels and 50 bedcovers. The great number 
and variety of her dowry pieces-ranging from bedding and towels, kitchen and 
household items, as well as clothes-were exhibited in every single part of the 
walls and every corner of her parents' house and were decorated with colourful 
ribbons. Her family offered drinks to relatives who called in durmu the evening to 
see thepnkia and congratulate the bride and her parents. 
'ý, '111cre is a similar Greck CLIStO111 under the same name that precedes the \ýcdding 
cererrionv. In the non-QýpsN Greek version to 4-rcvan Is the day that the bride and groom"s close 
1'emalc I'amik members make the couple-s bed so that relatives and fricrids can pass bý and offer 
monc_\ oi-_Icx\cllcj-_\ f'or the couplc-s happiness. 
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The Pre-wedding Celebrations 
Following the first phase, a couple of days later, the second phase of the weddings 
took place In (; ilotfici. It was Thomas' and Elpida's pre-wedding parties for his 
and her famllv relatives respectively. Here, I describe Thomas' pre-wedding party, 
which preceded Elpida's. Despite my worries, all the arrangements in the 
common yard were completed successfully in time for Thomas' party. The 
wooden constructs the men had built over the previous days had been wrapped in 
glittering paper and decorated with colourful lights. Chairs and tables for 
approximately 300 people decorated with flowers were put around the dancing 
area and the D. J. 's stage was set up, equipped with a rented stereo and sound 
system. The D. J., who was Thomas' younger brother, Aristides, was on the stage 
selecting the latest Greek hits, sung mainly by famous Gypsy and non-Gypsy 
Greek singers. The decorations and the arrangements around the dancing stage 
clearly pointed to the fact that this area was the centre of the wedding events. 
Food was another important parameter in the pre-wedding celebrations. 
Women stored the food they had cooked for their guests in the kitchen, built in a 
corner of the common yard especially for the occasion. All female members of the 
settlement had given a hand in the preparation of an assortment of dishes such as a 
variety of salads and fruits, baked potatoes, and some mezedt7kla (dolmas, prawns, 
and meatballs) that accompanied the main course, The main course was lamb 
roasted on the spit by the male relatives of the groom. 
Interestingly, as soon as the guests arrived, the women of the family left the 
kitchen and went down to the dancing stage to dance with the groom. After the 
first couple of songs, the elder male members of the families started serving the 
guests with food and drinks in amazingly big quantities. Women did not get 
involved in serving food and drinks during the entire night and continued dancing 
in turns on the stage with the groom's relatives. This is a reversal of usual practice 
which underlines, on the one hand the importance of the event, and on the other 
hand the men's leading role in hosting this important event. 
fn the middle of the party, women brought the wedding dress that Thomas' 
family had bought for Anthi and displayed it on the stage. The young unmarried 
the wedding dress one after the other, while the girls of the family danced. holding I 
older women danced around them. At the sarne tirne, the rnen brought around the 
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dancing area the furniture that had been bought by close relatives for the couple's 
household, A family representative announced on the microphone the family 
names of the donors, while displaying the particular piece that came from each of 
them- After dinner, at around I o'clock in the morning, all this furniture had to be 
transferred to the family's vehicles and taken along with the wedding dress to the 
pre-wedding party of Anthi, the bride. The wedding dress had to be handed by 
Thomas' parents to the bride's family and the furniture items had to be displayed 
to their guests and then taken back once again to the groom's house. The guests at 
Thomas' party went on dancing until the groom's family had returned to Gilonia. 
The groorn, stayed in the party because, according to the custom, he was not 
'allowed' to see his bride before the church ceremony. 
This is how Marina described the pre-wedding celebration at Thomas' wedding 
over dinner, especially pointing to issues Such as the girl's separation from her 
family and to the symbolic importance of flows of goods in establishing 
communications and interconnections- 
Marjnaý -The parents of the groom have to buY the bride-s wedding dress and the 
bedroom furniture for the COUPIC and we [the close farnfly members] buY the rest of 
the furniture- which tonight will be displayed to the relatives and friends of the 
groom. Do you kno\N that now there is a similar celebration at the bride's house with 
her relatives"" 
Ivi: "Yes. -, 
Marina: "Do vou kno\\ that the% are bringing the \\cdding dress no\\ here in the 
middle and the groom's fainik kNill dance arOUnd it and then xvc are going to take it 
together \\Ith the fUrnitill-C to the bride's place? " 
Ivi: "No, I didn't knoiN that. so are you taking the bedroom there'. ' To Piraeus? '- 
Marinaý "Ilaughs']. No the bedroom will stav here. \\here are thev going to sleep" 
From Mondav [the actual wedding dav 1. Anth, Ný ill have to sleep here, in her parents- 
in-law. she has to 661-get her home _.. 
Thev are taking the furniture. these presents 
given bý the relatives. just to shoýN it to her familv and the. \'Il bring it back here. 
those things 1points at them to me]- the *1-. V., the sota- and the rest of them- these arc 
Lill gifts ITom us' " 
ki: --So, e\ci-\I)odN, is going to the bride's celebration')*' 
Marina -'()nlN the close relativcs- but you are sta. \ ing here to take care of' rriv haM 
girl because I \\ant to go do\\n to Anthi-s place' (). K'. "' 
Ivi: 
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A few days after Thomas' party. a similar celebration took place for Elpida. 
The main difference between the mate and the female pre-wedding party was tile 
reverse process of handling the furniture and the wedding dress. For instance, at 
Elpida's celebration, it was she who danced with her female and male relatives 
until around 2 o'clock, when her parent s-i n -law's family arrived with the presents 
and the wedding dress. As soon as they arrived in Gilotiict, accompanied by a 
dozen cars, they kissed and hugged the bride and her parents, offered them a 
basket of flowers, and handed over the wedding dress. The dress was received and 
taken to the dancing area by the virgin female members of the familv, who, as 
Thomas' young fernale relatives had done, again held it one after the other while 
dancing. The bride's family led Elpida's parents-in-law to the dancing area to 
dance a couple of songs together, surrounded by the dancing circles of men and 
women and then they all went together to take pictures with the bride in front of 
her dowry. 
The Religious Wedding Ceremony and the Post-wedding 
Celebration 
Once the bride receives the wedding , dress from the groom's family the couple is 
ready to proceed with the religious ceremony, which normally takes place two or 
three days after the pre-wedding party. Thus, given the strong emphasis of the 
people of Giloiihi on Greek-Orthodox beliefs, it is intriguing that the ceremony in 
the church does not seem to have the same importance for them as the earlier 
celebrations and the post-weddino party. Durino fieldwork, discussions about the 
upcoming weddings rarely dwelt on the church ceremony itself The guests, 
relatives and friends are not expected to be present at the church ceremony but 
parties. It is mainIv the close family they are definitely expected at the wedding 
members that accompany the groom and bride to the church, 
Althoul-, h I was invited in both weddings' religious ceremonies, I was strongly 
and repeatedly advised not to go to any of them. Rather, I was told to wait with 
other relatives in Gilowti until the ceremonv in the church was finished. In fact, I 
was told that the cerenioriv in the church is bormo, tiring and isn't worth the 
trouble. For example, Evgenia advised me regarding her grandson's wedding: 1: ) In 
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-'No. don't come to the church! It's an hour drive to Piraeus. It's not \North it an hour 
in the traffic, then another hour to ýýait in the church- just to listen to the priest for 
half an hour. '., )ta\- here until \ýc conic back- and be readv for the partv You shOUIdn_t 
get tired, you 'should be fresh in the club! To tell ý'OU the truth. maYbc I \\on't gO to 
the church either. I'll see. I hawn't decided \ct. -- 
Despite the fact that this specific group is faithftilly adhered to Orthodox 
Christianity and most of its associated ceremonies, the incorporation of a religious 
wedding into the Greek Gypsy traditional wedding, cannot only be explained by 
, 
ious faith. Nor is the concept of marriage itself enough to the concept of relig 
explain the role of the religious ceremony in the Greek Gypsy wedding. Indeed, 
neither their Christian faith, nor the validity of a Greek Gypsy marriage depend on 
or presuppose the church wedding ceremony. For the Greek Gypsies of Gitonia, 
as may also happen with non-Gypsy Greeks who conduct civil weddings, going 
through a wedding outside the church does not necessarily question their Christian 
Orthodox faith. Clearlv, for them, practices, such as the christening and the 
pilgrimage, are more affirmative of their religious faith than the wedding in the 
church. 
There are a few cases of couples who are considered to be married according to 
the Greek Gypsy standards, but have not gone through a religious wedding. 
Sometimes, such couples might decide to get married in church at some stage, 
This is common in cases, where legally under-age girls and boys want to get 
married, and the church will not give its consent (usually for girls and boys under 
the age of fourteen). " Increasingly, however, over the last decades, obtaining the 
official paper that states the marital status of a married couple has been considered 
essential for the ftiture life of the couple and its children. 12 The same has also been 
observed by Ntousas ( 1997) regarding the Rom of Karditsa. 
This explains why the vast majority of the Gypsies of Giloifia, and especially 
the younger generations, sooner or later decide to get the official 
acknowledgement of their inarital status. Although the religious ceremony is I 
The ICL), Il aiw of' consent 1,01- man-lage in Greece is eighteen. I loýxevcr, the church III,, \- gIve Its, 
consent to \oLmL)ej- people hý obtaining a m-Itten pci-inission 1ýom the parents of both the bride and 
the groom. 
11 In Greece- this happen,, cither through religious or ci\ 11 xN cdclings. The (; \ psics of( itionto have 
increasinak recopused the importance of the official ackno\\ ledgement of then- marital status t'C)I- 
obtaining I varict\ ol'bcnefits from difterent state institutions, 
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associated with legal purposes, they clearly prefer the ceremony in a church rather 
than a civil wedding. Both younger and older generations have the same 
preference. Elpida told me once that she would never want to marry in the 
municipality office even if she was wearing the wedding dress. Her mother Maria 
admitted that she could not even envisage "how this can be called a wedding. " 
But although the church ceremony has added a religious and ritualistic element to 
the Greek Gypsy marriage with a practical usefulness, it does not seem to evoke 
any particular associations with the intra-family supportive alliances and material 
exchanges that take place within the Greek Gypsy network of relatedness. And it 
is presumably for this reason that it does not attract the same interest from the 
group's members as the rest of the wedding phases. 
The post-wedding party follows the church ceremony on the same day. Both 
Thomas' and Elpida's parties took place in Khalkida, 100 kilometres away from 
Athens, in a nightclub "famous for its post-wedding celebrations", according to 
Aristides, Thomas' brother. This nightclub became the centre of many of my 
discussions with Elpida's and Thomas' family. "It's the biggest place in Greece, it 
must take two thousand people, very luxurious with a huge stage for the band and 
very nice food, you haven't seen anything like that" Thomas' grandmother, 
Evgenia, told me. What is more, Elpida's uncle, Theofilos, explained to me why 
most of the 'good' Gypsy weddings take place there: "It's because it reaches the 
standard of wedding we like, you'll see and you'll tell me. " 
Indeed, I didn't have to wait until Thomas' and Elpida's weddings to see the 
place because in February I was invited by Theofilos and Katerina to attend the 
post-wedding party of a relative who lived outside the settlement. Varvara and 
Evgenia insisted that although the distance from Giiotfia to the nightclub was 
quite long it was worth it for me to go because this was supposed to be, according 
to them, "a real Gypsy wedding [alithitios Tviggatfikos gamos]. " But Evgenia was 
particularly preoccupied with me travelling at the back of her son's truck in the 
cold: 
"We al"C Ll,, cd to di-ixc A this distance to go to relative's weddings and sw make ali 
night long, ý\c do that ver\ often, but I'm \WITIcd abOLlt \ou- it is going, to be a long 
and tiring, night fiw 
. 
\oti. -' 
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I said I didn't mind since I had Marina and Giorgos with me to talk and laugh 
during the journev. Evuenia gave us a couple of bedcovers and pillows in order to 
make ourselves comfortable in the back of the truck, took off her scarf and tied it 
around my neck and kissed us goodbye: "Oh GoV I'm not going to sleep until 
you are back I- 
As soon as we arrived at the club, after our long but pleasant journey, the first 
thing that impressed me was the large number of trucks and cars parked outside. 
And the place was in fact huge, around 3000 square metres, with hundreds of 
tables surrounding the central stage, verv luxurious. and with excellent food and 
service. 
The whole post-wedding celebration is like an interesting puzzle of traditional 
'Greek Gypsy' and modern 'non-Gypsy' features of wedding celebrations (see 
also Lidaki, 1997 regarding the Gypsies of Ano Liosia). The selection of a 
luxurious nightclub for the post-wedding party indicates a shift from the 
traditional celebrations within settlements to a more modern, public and not 
strictly or exclusively Gypsy setting. This shift suggests that views of wedding 
celebrations differ from generation to generation. The cutting of the wedding cake 
or the opening of champagne can be also characterised as 'modern' influences. As 
in other settlements, it is the older generation who can confirm this merging. 
Evgema asserts that although this modernised way of celebrating a wedding is 
very impressive, it has changed the traditional Greek Gypsy wedding 
considerably: 
"In the past, post-xxcddiiig parties that used to take place mostly in the settlements 
\Nere more spontaneous- You didn't have to x-, ait for all these things, the food to be 
served. the cake to be cut, the champagne, the dancing of the couple and the best- 
man, the mone-v Imeaning the gifts of moucYl-that, believe me, take a lot of time. 
Nowadays. there is not much time lell for the guests to dance ... you arrive at the 
club at II o'clock and vou have to stav awake until 6 o' clock in the morning in 
order to get the chance to dance. I don't knoNý- but 1f. \ou are not dancing. ýýhat the 
hell are you celebrating'. ' Iii our da\s- the guests x\cre dancing trom the beginning 
until the end ofthe part%'-- 
On the contrary, seventeen -year-ol d Marina, believes that the post-wedding 
party is both luxurious and entertainingý 
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"What do You think of the place? I ahu\s Ime fun here- I like it a lot, This Is .1 
proper celcbration' YOU know most of these singers in the band, don-t You? They are 
famous' They love coming to this placc. but again they take a lot of money for that. " 
The guests started coming around 10 o'clock and around II the live band 
started to play. When the bride and groom entered the ballroom at midnight and 
reeted each other's relatives, they went up to the stage to dance the first dance 
alone and the second with their best-man or best-woman. Then, followed the 
dance with their parents and other close family members. As soon as the meal was 
served and finished and the cake cut, at around 3 o' clock in the morning, there 
started the process of announcing gifts of money and of jewellery. In the 
following extract from a dialogue between myself and Marina, who on her own 
initiative, thought it would be useful for me to become familiar with the wedding 
processes, she pointed out some important features of the post-wedding 
celebrationý 
Ivi: -What about all tlie,,, e people. xNerc they all invited"" 
Marina: "Anybody xN, h(. ) hears about the xNedding can come. Do ýou see 1pointing at 
them] these families over there with (lie Turkish 6N-psY clothes. ' Look at then- funný 
clothes' They are Tourkoyýfii [Turkish Gypsies] ... 
They just came for the food and 
the drinks ... 
because the food is delicious and they can drink as much alcohol as 
thcv I ike I` 
In this dialogue, Marina makes it clear that post-wedding celebrations are open 
to the wider Gypsy group as a gesture of hospitality and that is mainly affirmed 
through the offering, and sharing of abundant quantities of food and drinks. 
Anybody who has heard about the event is welcome to the party. Non-Gypsies are 
also welcome in these celebrations. The family of the bride and the groom, or 
other guests who are related to non-Gypsy Greeks, such as friends, Godparents, 
neighbours. mav bring them along to the party. 
In fact, wedding celebrations become the specific point in time in which many 
of the boundaries of everyday life dissolve, while simultaneously connections 
with non-Greek Gypsies are reconstructed. In the post-wedding celebration of 
Theofilos' niece from Menidi, the best-man and the best-woman of the bride and 
groorn were a non-Gypsy Greek couple. Their presence was continuously 
accentuated by honourable appellations through a microphone. Most importantly, 
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the representative of the families that hosted the event called the young couple to 
take over frorn the bride and groom's initial dance on the stage. 
But hospitality in post-wedding celebrations does not necessarily mean that a 
guest's presence signifies a special bond with the couple's family, unless it is 
accompanied by a reciprocal relationship in the form of a wedding gift. In the 
example mentioned above, the gifts offered by the non-Gypsy Greek best-man 
and best-woman marked the bond between them and the family of the bride and 
groom. In that occasion, visual differences in dressing between the non-Gypsy 
Greek couple and the Gypsy guests, such as the woman's revealing top or the 
man's elegant suit were completely disregarded. 13 In contrast, regarding the non- 
Greek Gypsy guests, such as the Turkish Gypsies, the absence of a special bond 
was exemplified by reference to particular signs of difference such as variations of 
the dressing code (see Marina's words in dialogue, page 202). 14 
Gifts were announced through a microphone while music was playing and 
everything was being recorded on a video tape. In that sense, everybody can hear 
and see each family's contribution to somebody's wedding and reach their 
conclusions. While gift announcements take place the guests can dance oil the 
stage. Normally, if a relative or a friend of the couple's family dances on the 
stage, the family members 'throw' money at him or her for participating in their 
children's happiness. The money thrown to the stage is later collected by the 
children, who love undertaking this role and, who then, hand it over to the band. 
Anna Lidaki (1997ý 81), in her account of Gypsy marriage in Ano Liosia, 
asserts that the 'throwing' of money on to the stage for the band demonstrates 
better than anything else the special relationship that Gypsies have with money. In 
fact, according to Lidaki (1997), it is this specific way of 'despising' money- 
symbolically expressed through the gesture of throwing-that manifests the way 
Gypsies use money in order to affirm interpersonal and family relationships and 
establish family names. This action of 'despising' money in these important 
" In c\ci-%dt\ speech, noii-G\psý Greeks \Na , 
\s of di-cssing-cspecialh Noungcr \\oinen'ýý 
pi-clerence lor tI-OLISeI-S and num skrIs and nien-s pi-dercrice tor stii'ts-\\-ci-c a common reference 
point I`or a moral distinction bctvýceii the Greek Gý of'( ; itoma and the iion-Gý psý Greeks. 
' 'I he dit'I'crence I)ct\\ een I urkish GN ps 
-\ 
and Oreek GNI)ý. -; ý clothes is maink visible in \\omen's 
dressing. Although both 1ernale groups should cover their legs ý\ith long clothes. Furkish G\psv 
\\ ornen ý\ car long and loose fitting dresses or bapp skirts and loose blouses- \\ hile Greek ( i\ psies 
\\ear long, and tight skirts and tight Houses. 
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moments of sociality and in the same event in which gifts of money are 
accumulated suggests that money underpin the relationships they establish but are 
less important than the reciprocities they evoke. Similar attitudes towards money 
have also been described by Papataxiarchis (1999) in the non-Gypsy context of 
gamblers in a village in the Greek island of Lesvos. 
The money that relatives put down for a wedding can add up to a large sum, 
enough for a couple to start up their life together. In general, the total amount of 
money invested in the couple's future ranges from 25.000 to 100.000 Euro. The 
amount of monev invested by each family varies significantly depending on the 
family's economic condition and the kind of relationship they have or want to 
build with the couple' family. However, it can start from 50 or 100 Euro and 
reach up to 2000 Euro or more. In most cases, the first priority for the newly 
married couple is to buy a truck, or a van (as is becoming more common in the 
last years), the essential tool for their work activities. At the same time, they 
might well invest in a quantity of trading goods that they are going to sell in the 
markets and will enable them to set up a small family business. Alternatively, the 
man might decide to keep on working with his father for quite some time before 
he takes this more independent route. Finally, it's becorning more and more 
common for newly weds to invest their money in a plot of land that can either be 
resold in the future, or where one day they can build their house. 
Getting Ready for the Marriage: The Transitional Period 
The importance of weddings, and more specifically for close relatives' weddings. 
is obvious in children's enthusiasm both for their direct involvement in the 
wedding organisation and their anxiety for the success of the celebrations. In fact, 
children of all ages take an active part in wedding preparations and are present at 
all phases of wedding celebrations. Long before Elpida's wedding, almost a year 
ago, ten-year-old Haris explained to me that he anticipated this event more than 
anything elseý "All I think about is the wedding, I canýt wait for this time to 
come. " And nine-year-old Manolis adde& "I'll make mv best for the weeding to 
succeed, You'll see what is (), oing to happen! " 
Young boys and girls get the chance to rneet and flirt at the wedding parties, 
which they attend with their parents. The pre-wedding party enables children and 
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youngsters to meet with their close friends and cousins while the post-wedding 
event gives them the chance to meet new people and make new friends. Wedding 
parties can also be the ideal settings for a promising relationship because both 
girls and boys have considerable space and freedom to express themselves. 
Although little boys and girls can express themselves completely in their own 
way, youngsters have to behave almost the same way as the grown-ups. 
Specifically, while children up to the age of eleven or twelve can play and gather 
separately from their parents, youngsters have to sit with their family at the dinner 
table and behave politely. However, voungsters find a significant space for 
interaction in the dancing, area. The dance brings the young unmarried girls, who 
can easily be spotted because of their specific way of dressing 15 and their bright 
make Up, 16 to the centre of attention that simultaneously legitimises the expression 
of their sexuality. And young boys grasp the opportunity to show their preference 
for a particular girl, 
As soon as a young boy sets his eyes on a young girl and estimates that he 
receives a positive response from her, he expresses his choice to his parents, for 
them to make the first approach to the girl's family. Alternativelv, the parents may 
understand the young boy's preference for a specific girl themselves and take the 
initiative to discuss it with him. Usually, the parents of the two youngsters discuss 
such an issue informally on the occasion of a wedding party, and later on, the 
boy's parents will visit the girl's house in order to gain her parent's formal 
consent. It is, however, important that the girl's parents will not proceed to the 
formal giving of their word, unless she agrees as well. 
Flirting does not only happen arnong older children above the age of twelve but 
is also common among younger children. Four-year old Xanthi, for example, 
confessed to me that she was anxious to meet the little boy, Stratos, she was in 
love with at Elpida's wedding party. As in Xanthi's case, younger children may 
have specific preferences for a prospective partner but would not go so far as 
IIý YoLI112 uninarried girls usualk \\ear tightcr Mid more fashionable sk-irt. ", and blouscs than the 
married ones, 
"' Make Lip is accepted on verý- rare occasions (SLIch as in celebrations and photographs') among the 
Greek G\psý \\oinen and almost e\chisivek for those who "ere voung and unmarried (C\ccl)t in 
photographs). putting make-LIP Oil a different occasion "ould provoke the strong reactions and 
negative comments fi-oin close lanuh inellibers and relatiNcs. 
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expressing them openlV, at least not until the v, feel their parents will give their 
consent. 
As also mentioned in chapter 4, the age considered suitable for a young boy 
and girl to get engaged varies considerably, and mainly depends on the 
personality and character of the young person. It also depends on the way his or 
her parents view the engagement. However, the engagement seems to be an 
essential stage before marriage for all children. There are both boys and girls that 
might get engaged as soon as they reach the age of ten or twelve but for most 
parents the most suitable age for engagement would be between thirteen and 
fifteen. However, when a boy insists he wants a specific girl or when a girl wants 
a boy who has proposed to her, their parents may give their consent sooner. In 
addition, an early engagement may take place when parents notice a strange 
attitude from the child such as aggressiveness, drug addiction, disobedience, or 
distraction. During Elpida's pre-wedding party, nine-year old Manolis flirted 
openly with the young daughter of a family from Khalkida. According to his 
mother, Katerina: 
"Did ý'OU see him? Ile kept dancing xNith her throughout the whole night and he savs 
he NNants her. It's better to get them engaged so that lie will calm doxxn a bit. 
othermse he is going to driVe Lis all crazy here" 
When I asked him in front of his mother if he really liked this girl that much, 
Manolis replied to me shyly-, 
'-Eh. ves ... 
I like her. And, ves-whv not-I ý\ant to get engaged mth tier. bUt We'll 
see we'll take it easv. - 
Early engagement not only has a supervisory and training purpose for the girl 
but also plays a role in promoting the success of the marriage. By accepting the 
engagement proposal from the boys' family, young girls and their families agree 
to Oo through a transitional period until the wedding that in some cases can be 
quite long. Throughout that period, the daughter, initially in the company of her 
mother but later alone, will spend a few days of the week at her parents-in-law's 
house. Apart from the learning of household tasks, these regular visits aim to give 
the future couple time to get to know each other better and bring them closer to C, 
their future domestic environment- This transitional period has an additional 
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purpose with a psychological effect both on the parents of the girl and the girl 
itself Indeed, it is helpffil to the parents who soon after the marriage have to face 
the displacement of the daughter from their home and family and to the girl who 
suddenly would have to change both her living environment and her position in 
the family. 
Marriage can be an extremely painful-consciously and unconsciously- 
process for the families that have daughters as well as for the girls themselves. 
From the time of the birth of a baby girl, parents know that, sooner or later, she 
will have to leave her home through a symbolic procedure that indicates the end 
of the parent-child bond. After marriage the girl belongs to the family of the 
husband and has to be obedient to them. They also know that their daughter will 
have to work hard to prove her abilities and gradually gain the acknowledgement 
of her new familv. In addition, parents always have the hidden fear that their 
daughter might not be treated the way they wish by her parents-in-law. All this 
explains why parents and all the extended family seem to be 'softer' with their 
girls and tend to spoil them more than the boys- Moreover, it is especially the 
women who admit how difficult and painful it is for them to be separated from 
their daughters and they are not ashamed of showing their suffering openly. The 
duration of this transitional period or the time between the engagement and the 
wedding also varies considerably, depending on factors such as the couple's 
relationship, the parents' will, the boy's performance at work and the girl's 
performance in undertaking domestic chores and the couple"s financial stability. 
Although close family members try to come to terms with this separation long 
before it actually happens, the tension escalates as the wedding day approaches. 
At the peak of the wedding preparations mothers or grandmothers might not be 
willing to talk to anybody or they may cry constantly. The most dramatic scene, 
however, takes place at the post-wedding celebrations. Although the wedding is 
supposed to be the most important celebration in a child's life, when it comes to 
the family of the bride, especially the mother and the female members, 17 they are 
suffering a great loss. Indeed, at the two weddings that took place in Gilonia. it 
- J. or tile relationship bemeen mother and daughter in the anthropological literature on Greece "CC 
(Danforth- 1991 1983i Dubisch. 1991 ! CamPhell. I 964i I-rlcdL 1962). 
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was obvious that Elpida's family members were having completely different 
emotions from Thomas' ones during that day. 
Virginity 
Fo make VOLI understand how important our gyrandclaughler's proof' of' virginitN X-vas 
for our faiiiil. N, I'll tell YOU Solliething: When Athina and Xenophon finished ý\hat 
they xNere doing in the bedroom after then- wedding party I took the bed sheet ... and 
f was kissing it in 11-ont ofcvcrybod-ý ci-ving and thanking mv little girl Ior making Lis 
all PrOLid in the familv. Imaginc. all these people at the wedding and all the monev 
dicy put. it \\ould have been a sharne., it'she didn't make her fathCr PrOLIT - 
For Evgenia, the elder female head of the Christopoulos extended family, as 
well as for the vast majority of Gilot&7's Gypsies, virginity is associated with the 
einl)Takli ql)odixi fimi. v, which means the proof of honour in practice. 18 linli in 
Greek means literally 'value' and according to Pitt-Rivers (1965ý 21 cited in 
Goddard, 198T 167) "honour is the value of a person in his own eyes, but also in 
the eyes of his society. " For Papataxiarchis (199& 45), " "honoul" ties the moral 
person with society and validates social statLis. "'9 Although limi is a quality that 
both women and men carry (Loizos and Papataxiarchis, 1991b) and is expressed 
differently in diffierent occasions and contexts (Herzfeld, 1983,1980), associated 
with virginity the term has a clear connotation with dignity, honesty and sexual 
purity' (Goddard, 1987). Often the inhabitants of Gilolfia contrasted the 'purity' 
of their women with the 'non-purity' of the modern non-Gypsy Greek women 
[baltime. v] who tend to loose their virginity before their wedding and, therefore, 
are called wilne. v (without 'value7 or 'honour'). 
At first glance, Greek Gypsy morality seems to be premised on a notion of a 
fragmented relationship between the 'moral' Gypsy and the 'immoral' lion-Gypsy 
Greek society which reflects a subjectivity constructed upon the specificity of the 
Greek Gypsies' marginal position within wider society. However, a closer 
examination of issues such as virginity and endogamy among the members of this 
specific il, , roup of Greek Gypsies suggests that concepts of 'morality' and 
I'lic Idea of' the proof of 11101-alm in practice a Icýý decades ago used to be \ cr\ popular alliong 
the non-Gýps\ Greck societý cspcciallý in the rural areas (see lor example Dubiscli, 1974ý 
CamphelL 1964'). 
Mý translation froin the originaL "ll TO 11010 71j)6M-)710 ýUý TIJV WIVNVi(I K(fl 
TIIN' IC01VOWIVIj 0ý'(711- (I IQKUTU, ý71(ij)y)]ý. [ 998ý 45). 
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ýimmorality' are more complex than often implied in such clear-cut divisions (see 
chapter 3). 
First of all, while they often stress the 'purity' of the women of Giiotfia over 
the 'defiled' [im-igm-ismenes] non-Gypsy Greek modern women, in their everyday 
speech 2(' Greek Gypsy parents in the settlement also continuously express the 
wish for their daughter or son to marry a non-Gypsy Greek man or woman 
respectively. The following dialogue that started with a joke made by the women 
of Giionia to a young non-Gypsy Greek maie-the representative of an NGO who 
visited the settlement-but ended up with the women being irritated, offers an 
interesting insight into these contrasting elementsý 
Y, '\, Lj , enia 
fjok-ingl: --Did you know that Ivi is engaged mth one boýN froin us and they 
are getting married soon"-- 
NGO rcp.: --Reafly? That's p-cat" 
Elpida: "Yes. tell the Mayor not to start the eviction until mine, Ivi's and Thomas' 
N\eddings in September! We cannot leave nmi we have to get married first' And 
we'll find you a nice girl ofours to mam'. You said you are not married. ch? " 
NGO rcpý "No- but I don't \\ant one ol'your women because I'm particularl. v looking 
f'or a rich bride. - 
Evgema: -Yes. Yes- You might find one of yours with money but our women young 
man have wni ... e\cuse me. 
but do ýOU prefer a rich ), voman with a holc like this big 
What Is more, in contrasting their linne. s: [honoured] women with the modern 
non-Gypsy Greek cilinies [dishonoured] women, the Greek Gypsies of Gitonja 
clearly expressed their admiration for practices and ideologies, such as the 
protection of virginity, which were also shared widely by non-Gypsy Greeks in 
the recent past. This is obvious in Alexandra's words, an elder woman who made 
the following observation: "Our girls today are as pure as was your grandmother 
at this age. " Most importantly, however, comparisons over purity and impurity 
were more often made in relation to the Albanian Gypsy, rather than the non- 
Gypsy Greek women. Albanian Gypsy women were continuously depleted as 
.oI lci7l'clds ( 1983) i-cleN tii( art cle 'ice als 1 1,01- the importance of' '-flic I-11cloric of clia"31W Greece. 
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"c7limes", "J)oultwes [whores]", "vromictre. ý [dirty]", "gitiekes lou dromou [women 
from the street]. " 
Taking into consideration the above-mentioned ambiguity, the centrality of 
virginity in Greek Gypsy ethics indicates an interconnection between ideologies 
of gender, honour and sexuality (Lolzos and Papataxiarchis, 1991b, Goddard, 
1987) and a vested with moral aspect practicality that facilitates the development 
and reinforcement of relationships of support that are sustained in Greek Gypsy 
marriage. The proof of women's virginity is of extreme importance in this 
endogamous community since, on one hand, the choices of finding a partner are 
limited and on the other, looser sexual practices would threaten the stability of the 
intra-family socio-economic construct. This verifies Hastrup's (1993: 41) view 
that virginity does not merely have a symbolic meaning for a particular society 
but also a "practical significance. " 
Notwithstanding this, virginity seems to be important not only in endogamous 
but also in some exogarnous societies, including rural Greece some decades ago 
(Hirschon, 1993a, du Boulay, 1974, Campbell, 1964). However, the proof of 
virginity among the Gypsies of Gilonki seems to serve a ditTerent objective, to 
signify symbolically the morality that underpins the network of supportive 
relationships. And this ditTerence is primarily reflected in the whole process of 
protecting virginity. Indeed, some non-Gypsy Greek ideas of protecting virginity 
and female chastitv were associated with a set of rigid practices of keeping 
women completely untouchable and therefore away from any kind of contact with 
men until their wedding (see for example Hirschon, 1993a: 56). But the Greek 
Gypsy idea of protecting virginity does not require this degree of abstinence and 
applies only to the particular aspects of intercourse that could Jeopardise it. 
In other words, whilst sexual desire isn't repressed, looser sexual practices 
would have not permitted the development of the strong intra-family bonds 
through the cyclical process of money investment on the behalf of the children. 
The proof of virginity, but most importantly. the whole process and ideology of its 
protection, constitutes the basis on which intra-family marital alliances will be 
built and fortified. In effect, the proof of the girl's limi represents a gift of dignity, 
honesty, and respect, primarily towards her family, but also to the groom's family, 
and those who contribute to the couple's future. At the same time, the protection 
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of the young girl's virginity from her fianc6 and future husband becomes a proof 
of honesty and respect towards the woman and her family, 
At the Greek Gypsy society level, it represents the importance of this newly 
forged family bond, a lifelong relationship, on which relatives are called upon to 
invest in. The proof of virginity stamps the importance and uniqueness of this 
informal contract, signifying the criteria of honesty and purity that underpin this 
process. The loss of a woman's virginity on her wedding day, the same day that 
the money investment process takes place, has a powerful symbolic meaning. 
These parallel procedures-both symbolically and practical I v-cannot be 
repeated in somebody's life. That is the reason why a possible second marriage 
will not be effected in the way described above. 
Indeed, in the rare occasion that a second marriage does take place, it will often 
be between a Greek Gypsy man and an Albanian Gypsy woman and it will be 
done without an open wedding celebration and the money 'loaning' process. 
Sometimes, it will take place very rapidly. In such cases, however, we see that 
Qvj), ýyne, ýs itself is not enough to mobilise and legitimise this whole set of 
economic and social relations that would be mobilised in a 'typical' Greek Gypsy 
wedding, because a second marriage would cause considerable disruption to the 
money recycling process. 
Parents are responsible for conveying to their children, both male and female, 
the meaning of the woman s virginity before marriage. At the same time, both the 
mother and the father have divided their roles as far as the issue of their 
daughter's virginity is concerned. Indeed, the mother has a more formative and 
advisory role to play, while the father plays a stricter and more intimidating role 
in guarding her virginity. Young engaged girls often pointed out in our 
discussions the way their parents drew their attention to the importance of the 
protection of their virginity until their wedding day. Elpida illustrates her fathers' 
preoccupation with protecting her virginity as followmgý 
"I've been sleeping Ný ith Kiriakos in the same bed at least half davs of the NX eck lor 
more than six 
. 
\cars but my father still keeps telling nic even time I go thcrc to be 
cxtra careful to sta. \ Nirgin and not dishonOUr the famik name on my N\edding daY. ' 
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However, the virginity issue is not just a private discussion between parents 
and the female child but a central issue that, given the opportunity, is discussed 
openly in front of the children of both sexes since their very early years. 
As soon as a young girl becomes engaged she and her fianc6 should be careful 
to protect her virginity under the discrete supervision of the parents of both 
parties. With the engagement, the girl's parents entrust their daughter's virginity 
to the fianc6 and the boy's parents entrust the dignity of their family to the girl. 
During the engagement, the young couple can experiment with those sexual 
practices that won't jeopardise the girl's virginity. In fact, the couple is permitted 
to sleep together initially a few days a week and later on more often in the boy's 
house. But the young engaged couple might loose control and accidentally cause 
the loss of the girl's virginity. This it is not rare 21 and is the case of Aristides and 
Lena, both sixteen years old, who had been engaged for at least two years. Around 
a year ago they lost control and Lena lost her virginity. As Aristides asserte& 
"The big accident happened after a kwdding. We were drUnk and ... 
back home you 
understand ch? Big mistake but what to do no"-" We lost control ... 
I think it's my 
mistake ... 
- 
As also indicated in other ethnographic examples on Gypsies (Vaxevanoglou, 
2001; Gay y Blasco, 1999), while Greek Gypsy moral values draw their effect 
from a set of extremely strict practices, at the same time, they grant considerable 
space for the possibility of human error. In such a case, a "rhetoric of chastity" 
(Herzfeld, 1983)), cannot conceal the loss of a girl's virginity among the Greek 
Gypsies of Gitotfia. However, the accidental loss of virginity by a couple is 
followed by a number of long-lasting, ritualistic practices which aim at restoring 
both the reputation of those who are actively involved in the incident (the couple 
and their families) and the symbolic value of virginity in the eyes of the members 
of this group. 
Primarilv, it is the enga gement itself that functions as a protective shield of the 
Greek Gypsy moral code in the event of an accidental loss of a girl's virginity by 
her fiance. In such an event, a number of mechanisms with a highly symbolic 
character (elopement, intra-family negotiations) will be mobilised aiming at the 
11 Fs'pecialk ý if 1'or a variety of i-casons flic couple has to sta. \ engaged t1or a long time b6orc theý 
get Married. 
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restoration of the reputation of the couple and their families and the re- 
establishment of relationships of respect. Even in the extreme case that a couple 
who is not em_, aý_Yed has sexual intercourse resulting in the loss of the girl's 
virginity, the elopement of the couple and the negotiations between their families 
and themselves that follow this event and normally end in a marriage, function as 
a means of restoring both the familial bond and as a way of resolving the crisis, 
Endogamy 
The endogamous character of this particular group seems to be more 
circumstantial than deliberate. With respect to the Gypsies of Gilonicl, endogamy 
is constructed and reconstructed on different grounds, according to different 
circumstances. As already noted, in spite of the representation of a moral divide in 
the relationship between Greek Gypsy and the non-Gypsy Greek societies, the 
inhabitants of Gilonkt frequently expressed the wish that their children should 
marry a ba. lctmo(i) [non-Gypsy Greek], although they are also rather aware of the 
socio-economic boundaries that hinit the chances of that significantly. 
In fact. marriages with non-Gypsies (both with men and women) were more 
common some decades ago, when the divide between the poor and illiterate non- 
Gypsy Greek population and the Greek Gypsy population was less rigid, 
especially in the countryside. In contrast, Gilonici's Gypsies can hardly come to 
accept the intermarriages, even though they do take place, between their men and 
Albanian Gypsy women although the moral framework of both communities is 
premised on similar ideas and practices. 
In Giionki, Kostas, the male head of the Anastasiou extended family had 
actually a non-Gypsy Greek father and a Greek Gypsy mother but has always 
lived the Gvpsv wav of life. He was always proud of both his parents but he 
blamed his mother for bringing him up as a Gypsy. According to himý 
"I Nuls brought up \\itll Qýpsics and that's ýýhv i live like a Gyps'y no\\ because if 
\ou Inc ý%ith dicni you cannot do anYthing In ýour life. \ou can not cscape from 
)-Oia j(; vpsYll('s, 5j- \OLI I)CCOI]IC uscless likc (is 11cl-C, 
The fact that he was the child of a mixed marriage between a Greek Gypsy and 
a non-Gypsy Greek seemed to be underlined continuously by his children, 
grandchildren and the rest of the inhabitants of Gilonict. Kostas was aware that 
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such a situation was unlikely nowadays: "We are poor and illiterate, who is going 
to marry our grandchildren'. "' It is true that in spite of the parents' wishes about 
marrying their children to a non-Gypsy Greek, they know this is very unlikely, 
mainly because of the unbridgeable gap in terms of standards of living between 
the two societies. Alexis' description of his relative from Menidl, Achilleas, a 
man of around fifty, who married a non-Gypsy Greek woman, Anastasia, almost 
thirty years ago, verifies the fact that intermarriages were more frequent in the 
past. 
-Achilleas was a Ner. \ handsome man. poor but handsome. All the Gypsx, girls 
wanted to marry him. But he liked Anastasia- the young girl who xNas working in the 
bakery just a hundred meters away fi-oin his home. ý)hc \\a,, not a Gypsy and she 
came from a vci-Y poor family but he didn't care she was poor. One daY, he went into 
the bakerv and asked her to marry him Tho 'vc been together lor thirtN yeirs in a 
very happ. N malTVIgC. . 
What is more likely to happen nowadays, is a marriage between a male Greek 
and a female Albanian Gypsy. This is the case of thirty five-year old Giorgos, the 
Greek Gypsy who married Marina, a seventeen-year old Albanian Gypsy, as soon 
as he separated from his Greek Gypsy wife. For the parents of this mature man, 
calling their relatives for a second marriage and going through the money 
investment process for a second time would be disgraceful. A poor Albanian wife, 
whose parents would not ask for a wedding celebration because they couldn't 
afford the cost of the parties and the dowry, seemed to be the best solution. His 
mother, Evuenia, put this in the following words: 
-Eh., since his first marriave failed \\c said with in\ husband \\c-11 tind a poor girl 
ftorn the street. NNe'll take her home and make her our child. ' 
However., Marina, the new bride, admitted that her life in Giionia "is still very 
difficult" because of her Albanian origins. And, although she made an amazing 
effort to learn Greek with a perfect Greek accent and changed her Albanian name 
into a Christian one by getting christened in the church, she never managed to be 
totally accepted by the rest of the inhabitants of Giloniti. The wedding between an 
Albanian Gypsy woman and a Greek Gypsy man has the same validity as a Greek 
Gypsy wedding. However, the wornan's position in the family is more difficult 
than the position of a Greek Gypsy woman. Albanian women are thought to be 
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second-class wives that in the absence of any other choice serve a particular 
objective: to cover the disgrace of a failed marriage. Separations are rare among 
the Gypsies of Gilonki but if at all, thev are more likely to happen during 
engagement. In fact, Giorgos' case was one of the two cases of failed marriages 
22 known to me in the settlement . 
As the examples reveal, the wider soclo-economic framework is central to the 
analysis of Greek Gypsy endogamous practices, activated and amended as they 
are, under different circumstances. For the Greek Gypsies of Gilonict, the practice 
of endogamy has been proven to be a flexible practice that can be loosened or 
intensified, depending on the responsive tactics of the group to external factors. 
That explains why a few decades ago mixed marriages between Greek Gypsy and 
non-Gypsy Greeks were more usual than today, while today the intensification of 
endogamous marriages enables the construction of a more solid and effective 
network to overcome the increasingly competitive socio-economic circumstances. 
What is more, the Gypsies of Gilonia have to face the fact that intermarriages 
between Albanian Gypsy women and Greek Gypsy men constitute a solution for 
those cases that a failed marriage causes major disruption to the money 
investment process. 
Conclusion 
To summarise, chapter 5 focused on the centrality of marriage among the Gypsies 
of Gilonict. This analysis ofFered insights into the ways marriage produces and 
reinforces dynamic processes through which a number of diverse and important 
socio-economic and cultural features of Greek Gvpsv life intersect and are 
sustained. At the centre of marriage practices lies the attempt of parents to secure 
their children's future in an insecure environment, living as they do at the margins 
of Greek society. The description of the content and characteristics of the different 
phases of a Greek Gypsy wedding shows the amount of time, money and effort 
that need to be invested for such a significant event, both by the members of the 
couple's families and the wider Greek Gypsy group. In this sense, weddings do 
Regarding the second failed mal-l-lage, a \Ming man \\Iio ý\as thought to be psNchologicalk 
disturbed dnorced ý\Iiilc I "as conducting tieldý\ork. Immediately after the separation. his flimik 
started looking for an Albanian Gýpsv \\Ifc 1,61- 111111. 
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not merely constitute an affirmation of the joining of two people. but rather an 
expression and consolidation of Greek Gypsy relations of support. 
Marriage consolidates intra-family relationships of economic and social 
support which are fortified by reciprocal exchanges through the money 'loaning' 
project. These relationships constitute an effective support system, substituting for 
those social institutions and services in the wider society to which Gypsies are 
denied access because of their marginal position. This work has shown how long- 
term projects are reallsed outside of the boundaries of the state, the formal 
economy and educational process through ideologies of gender, sexuality and 
kinship. 
Endogamy and virginity are crucial to the success of these marriage-bound 
practices. Endogamous marriages ensure the continuity of the complex cycles of 
investment and support. Therefore, wedding celebrations are not only important 
expressions of sociality for the adults but also significant occasions where dance 
- youngsters and children, and interpersonal contact create space for flirting, amon-,, 
while also creatina ideal circumstances for flourishing relationships which may 
lead in engagement. For the Gypsies of (; ilonht, the engagement or the 
transitional period of training and adaptation to marriage-like conditions, aims 
primarily at ensuring the happiness of the couple. Simultaneously, it aims at 
facilitatinc, the dislocation of the girl from her natal family to her in-law family, 
while also ensuring the protection of the girl's virginity. 
The value attributed to women's virginity provides a medium through which 
concerns for mutual respect, honour and integrity can be articulated and 
expressed, Apart from the culturally embedded notions of purity and integrity that 
women's virginity conveys. the proof of virginity-as it is openly manifested at 
the wedding cerernony-entails a symbolic affirmation of the honour and respect 
that underpin a number of different inter-personal and interfamilial relationships 
(child/parent relationships, the relationship between the two families of the 
couple, as well as intra-farnihal reciprocal relationships of support). Interestingly, 
however, the preservation of a woman's virginity does not exclude some form of 
sexual interaction since the young engagred Couple is actually expected and 
gradually encouraged to sleep together 
during the transitional period of their 
engagernent. 
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In addition, this chapter showed that we need to be extremely cautious when 
stating the centrality of endogamy in Greek Gypsy marriage. In the first place, 
there is the clear preference of Gitonia's Gypsies themselves to marry their 
children to non-Gypsy Greek partners-at least in their everyday speech-as well 
as there being examples of successfid marriages between Gypsy and non-Gypsy 
Greeks that prove the viability of non-endogamous marriages. Yet, endogamy is 
the most common practice, and seems to be intrinsically associated with the 
marginal position of the Greek Gypsies within Greek society. In this sense, rather 
than seeing endogamous practices as a responsive tactic to attempts of 
assimilation underpinned by ideologies of difference, as Mary Douglas (1966) and 
other theorists have suggested, it is more useful here to see this practice as 
resulting from their conditions of marginality. 
It seems that all the aspects that characterise Greek Gypsy marriage-intra- 
family social networks and economic alliances, endogamy, virginity, and a shared 
sense of distinctiveness-are in a constantly changing dialectical relationship with 
the projection of their position in the wider soclo-economic arena. From this 
perspective, Greek Gypsy marriage has played an important role in defining and 
redefining characteristics attributed by Gypsies and others to this specific group. 
These serve as flexible negotiating tools in processes of adjustment and 
transformation within the wider society. 
It becomes clear, that marriaL),, e and its interrelated practices should be viewed 
as aspects of a dynamic transformative process that is dialectically related to the 
wider social context. As Theofilos. the man quoted at the beginning of this 
chapter suggested, Greek Gypsies consider marriage as the ultimate expression of 
(; t-eek-(; J. 1)si, 'ness. But marriage is not a static tradition. As a strategic response to 
shiftino, and variable external conditions, marriage and thus the performance of 
Greek-(;. Yrsývne. vs: can only be understood in relation to non-Gypsy Greek society. 
And as this specific chapter demonstrated, although Greek Gypsy marriages are 
distinctive, there are important continuities here vi, 5 ý'i i, iv Greek society. 
Having approached marriage contextually and having stressed its central role in 
Greek Gypsy life, we proceed in the next chapter with the analysis of what it 
means to be related as kin and the importance of enacting kinship in the process of 
becomin, -,, a Greek GvpsN. 
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Chapter Six 
Constructing Relatedness through Performance: 
The Importance of Enacting Kinship 
Extended Kin Networks and Performative Relationships 
This chapter looks at the morphology of kinship bonds and explores some of the 
central aspects of Greek Gypsy relatedness in Giloni(i. Continuing from the 
previous chapter, here the focus of analysis shifts from the process of building 
intra-family or intra-group relations to the process of fragmentation of the 
extended family. Both processes are intrinsically associated with networks of 
relatedness, even though one is concerned with the fortification of relationships 
among different extended family units while the other is concerned with their 
dissolution. Interestingly, the vehicle for these opposing processes is marriage. In 
the first case, as already demonstrated, marriage constitutes the means of 
consolidating extended family alliances, while in the second, marriage functions 
as the basis on which the Greek Gypsy kinship code is reconfigured. 
Unlike other Gypsy groups, such as the British Travellers and Gypsies studied 
by Okely (1983), who after marriage can choose their affiliation with either the 
husband's or the wife's kin and may practice both virilocal and uxorilocal 
residence, family organisation among the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia is 
characterised by the predominance of the extended family based on patrifocal 
links that accentuate brotherly relations through the practice of-almost 
exclusively-viri local residence. ' 
In addition, kinship in Gilonici involves "perforinatively constituted 
relationships" (Thomas, 1999ý 19) that in fact tend to promote the fragmentation 
' Loizos and Papataxiarchis in their edited Noluine on Oender ond kinýship in Aloderii 6reece 
(Loizos and Papataxiarchis. 1991a) acknoNNlcdgc three different tNpes of fýnnilý organisation in 
Greece. the virilocal. the uxorilocal. and the ncolocal. The Greek GýI)sies constitute another 
example of Nirilocal faniilý organisation added to Campbells- (1964) Sarakatsarn of northern 
Greece and Herzfeld's (1985) studv of mountainous C0111111LIflitieS of Crete (cited in Loizos and 
Papataxiarchis. 1991b). 
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between extended kin networks. Conceptions of age, gender and personhood are 
central in shaping the content and degree of performativity of such relationships. ' 
Taking on board the literature discussed in chapter 3) and following the shift from 
the analysis of kinship in terms of rules and structures to the more fluid concept of 
relatedness (Carsten, 2000) and the analysis of practices "of relating as kin" 
(Faubion, 2001 ý 1), this chapter shows how the embodiment of relatedness 
constituted in and through mundane practices, expressive sentiments and affinities 
renders individuals members of the Greek Gypsy kindred. 
Although the importance of biological facts in the analysis of relatedness 
among the Gypsies of Giloiiici cannot be ignored, the very need for constant 
reaffirmation and renegotiation of kinship bonds through performative 
embodiment suggests the impermanence and fluidity of such relationships (see 
also chapter 3). The denial of "the connection between birth and permanence" 
(Carsten, 20W 27) in turn takes us away from theoretical discourses that see 
'biology' as the only basis on which kinship ties are rendered 'real', while 
enabling explorations of the interplay between biology and culture in processes of 
relatedness (Franklin, 2001, Strathern, 1992) . 
Additionally, in contrast to Stewart's (1997) Hungarian Rom and Gay Y 
Blasco's (1999) Gypsies of Madrid, the Greek Gypsy family in Gilotfia is 
organised along vertical and horizontal hierarchies which are hierarchies across 
and within generations- Indeed, gender and age-specific hierarchies that operate at 
many different levels within the extended family entail rights, duties and 
obligations which frame the moral context in which the performance of kin- 
related roles take shape and meaning. 3 And Wce veryti, the particular ways through 
which extended kin relatedness is performed constitutes the ground on which 
personhood is consolidated and hierarchies among the mernbers of the extended 
kinship network are negotiated. 
I Loizos and Papataxiarchis (1991b) suggest that the study of kinship in Greece cannot be 
examined separately from the categon, of gender and conceptions of personhood. Kinship. in their 
vieAý_ should be seen as the ground on Much action and personhood --is implicated differently and 
often contrastingly" in different contexts of relatedness (Loiios and Papataxiarchis. 1991b: 5). 
ý Unlike the Dumondian definition of hicrarchý as a principle that ranks the elements of a whole 
i0iich is defined by a religious cosrnologý (Dumont. 1970: 66)_ Greek GNpsy hierarchies. along 
NNith kinship ties. should by no means be presumed as 'giýcn' or -Superimposed'. 
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Undoubtedly, performing parenthood constitutes the most important expression 
of kin-related roles. Notions of fatherhood and especially motherhood as well as 
ideas of 'extended parenting' cannot be examined independently of the morality 
of the extended kinship relatedness that privileges brotherly relationships. 
Parenthood can be more broadly translated into a set of supportive relationships 
defined and redefined by different agents, including but extending beyond the 
relations of parents and children, to those between grandparents and 
grandchildren, aunts, uncles and nephews or nieces, or even older and younger 
(adult) siblings. Interestingly, the performance of parenting applies as well to 
children themselves. In that sense, parenthood constitutes a life-long obligation 
and simultaneously an affirmation of inclusion within a particular kinship group. 
Relatedness in Gitonia 
As Antonis, the head of the Petridis extended family pointed out to me, the six 
extended families in the settlement of Gitonict were all related through kinship and 
marriage: "We are all relatives here, everybody is somehow related to each other. " 
Each extended family was composed of the heads of the family (the male and 
female eldest couple) with their married sons, their wives, and their unmarried 
children or grandchildren. The settlement consisted of twenty four nuclear 
families which lived in twenty two separate households (Fig. 6.1). Each household 
4 
consisted of the married couple and their unmarried children . 
The houses of the 
separate households of each extended family were built to the left and right of the 
heads' family home in a way that indicated a hierarchy among its members. 
In this chapter, for practical reasons, I present fieldwork material that mainly 
focuses on two out of the six extended families that lived in Gilonia: The 
Chirstopoulos and the Petridis extended families. This happens because the 
households of these two extended families comprised almost half of the 
households and half of the inhabitants in the settlement (around a hundred 
people). 4; What is more, in two of the extended families in Giloifia, the Theodorou 
' As already slioxN n in the previous chapter. there ýý as an exception in the case of recently married 
sons- %A ho NN ould most likeIv sw -vN ith their Nvives in their parents' house for sonic time after their 
xi edding. until thc% ýN ere readN to set tip their mý ii household. 
' With respect to the examination of kinship relatedness and as fieldN%ork progressed. I realised 
that my close participation in extended family relationships and cverydaN activities of tivelve 
additional households would be impossible to lake place throughout the course of iiiý fieldwork 
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and the Markopoulos families, the inale heads had passed away and another 
extended family, the Anastasiou, was a small family. Finally, the members of the 
loannou extended family travelled a lot throughout my fieldwork year and stayed 
for an extended period of time in Aetoliko, Therefore, I considered the cases of 
the Petridis and Christopoulos families as the most representative ones for the 
analysis of kinship and genealogies. Nevertheless, it should be noted here, that the 
Markopoulos, Theodorou, loannou and Anastasiou extended families are not 
absent from the description. 
Each extended family had been driven to the settlement by different externally 
imposed factors. For example, the brother-sister bond between Alexis, the male 
head of the Christopoulos extended family and Varvara, the female head of the 
Petridis family did not seem to be especially significant in defining the content 
and meaning of the relationships between the two families. Although the 
relationship between the two extended families had not been affected by any 
major incident, there was a clear line both in symbolical and practical terms that 
divided their members into two different units. And even though both parties 
frequently mentioned the fact that they were related through this brother/sister 
bond, given the chance they would also make clear that this bond would not in 
itself justify or evoke any special relation or alliance in terms of everyday 
activities. Evgenia explained the incident that prompted her to invite her brother- 
in-law's family (the Petridis extended family) to live next to them, also stressing 
the importance of socialising among different extended familiesý 
-They [the Petridis extended fartlilý I used to live in a house and one day they were 
evicted. I fell sorry for them and I thought it would be nice to have them here next to 
its. It is nice to have tNNo-tliree neighbours to say a nice word everyday- isn't it'? After 
all. there was enough space for everybody. It Nvas quiet here and the people from tile 
neighbourhood had always been good to Lis, we never had any problems with them. 
So. when Varvara and her husband were looking for a place to build their shelter. I 
told them: Why don't Non come to stav next to tis? And theN came. Then their sons 
brought their families here and later on their daughter. Katerina. NNilh her familý 
moved here as well. It was onl\ inuch later that theN [the rest of the familiesi came. " 
vear. Therefore. rather lhan developing a large number of superficial relationships with the 
members of the different houscholds in Oitonia. I decided to concentrate on a smaller number of 
households and take actiN e part in the relationships and evcrý daý actiN itics of their members. 
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One should, therefore, be very careful in examining kinship relations within the 
framework of this specific settlement. In fact, looking at such relations at the level 
of the settlement would be misleading, since the choice of this specific place as a 
living space by each family has been prompted by different factors at different 
times and has been in a sense coincidental. For this reason, the centre of analysis 
in the exploration of kinship dynamics should be concentrated in the first instance 
at the level of each extended family. But we should not lose sight of the kinship 
bonds that extend further than the extended family that have been a defining factor 
for the configuration of the twentv two households and the organisation of social 
life in Gilonict. 
The Extended Families-Some Examples 
These sets of relationships that define extended families derive from a patrifocal 
form of descent, or patrifocal relations, consolidated through a virilocal form of 
residence, bringing the male members of a family with their married or unmarried 
children together under their parents' leadership, Although the extended kin 
relatedness is premised on reciprocities and interdependencies among its 
members, it is also strongly hierarchical. 
For instance, as the genealogies demonstrate (Fig. 6.2), grandfather and 
grandmother Christopoulos had three sonsý Michalis, Giorgos and Lefteris. The 
eldest, Michalis, was around forty years old and lived with his wife Anastasia and 
their three sons Thomas, Aristides and Pavlos. Their daughter, Athina, who was 
twenty one years old, married Xenophon two years earlier and moved 
permanently to Crete with her parents-in-law. Thomas married at the age of 
seventeen and since then has lived, albeit temporarily, at his parent's house with 
his wife Anthi (see chapter 5). Also living in the house was Aristides, who was 
sixteen years old and recently engaged, as well as his younger brother Pavlos, 
who was thirteen. The second son of the extended family, Giorgos, who was thirty 
five years old, as already discussed, was married for a second time to the Albanian 
Gypsy Marina. Topether they had a daughter, Aret], who was two and a half years 
old. Lefteris., the youngest son, thirty years of age, was married to Vasiliki and 
had a one and a half year-old son, Michalis. 
1) 1) 1) 
The heads of the second extended family were Antonis and his wife, Varvara 
(Fig. 6.3). They had four childrený three sons and one daughter, all of them 
married with children. The eldest of the siblings, Aggelos, was married to Maria 
and had a twenty one year-old daughter, Elpida, who had recently married 
Kiriakos (see chapter 5). She left Gilotiici in order to live with her husband 
Kiriakos in Spata, The second son, Andreas, was married to Irini and they had 
three children: Chrisi, nineteen, who married Theodoros two years ago and lived 
in Santorini, Thanos, who was fourteen and engaged, and Haris, who was ten and 
who like his brother Thanos lived with their parents. The daughter, Katerina, 
although married to Theofilos with whom she had two boys, Manolis, nine, and 
Stelios, six, paradoxically lived with her family close to her parents' house instead 
of living with her parents-in-law. This was because Theofilos left his family in 
Crete when he was young in order to find a job in Athens and when he married he 
decided to live with his wife and her extended family. Finally, Fanis, the youngest 
son of the family was married to Aspasia and they had two young daughters, 
Xanthi and Efi, four years old and six months old respectively 
flierarchies, Power Relations and Solidarity within the Extended 
Family 
Stewart ( 1999) asserts that daily activities among the Hungarian Rom "seemed to 
express a desire to render permeable the walls of the household and suggest that 
Gypsies should be open to one another independently of their household ties" 
(1999.40-41). In addition, Stewart (1997) demonstrates how the act of sharing 
plays a crucial role in defining a sense of collective belonging and in shaping 
egalitarian relationships among the Hungarian Rom. 
As far as the Greek Gypsies of Gilonici are concerned, household activities 
such as cooking, eating and sleeping took place almost exclusively within the 
same extended family. In fact, everyday language and practices among the Greek 
Gypsies verify that there were no barriers among the extended family's 
households. However, in contrast to Stewart's Hungarian Rom, barriers did exist 
among the households of different extended families. As alreadv shown in chapter 
5, intra-family relations among, the Gypsies of Gilonia were constructed through 
monetary and gift exchanges rather than through the emphasis on the ritualistic 
processes of sharing among the members of different extended families. And as 
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we shall see in the following chapter, relatedness at the level of the extended 
family is primarily constructed and reconstructed through the undertaking of age 
and gender-based roles which involves hierarchies and solidarities within the 
extended nikokirio. 
Franklin and McKinnon (2001: 15) suggest that "kinship can be mobilised to 
signify not only specific kinds of connection and inclusion but also specific kinds 
of disconnection and exclusion. " In fact, although members of the same extended 
family could eat, drink and sleep in the different households of the family, a 
common practice especially for children, non-family members were not 
particularly welcorne in such activities. As forty-year-old Michalis explained: 
"Each extended family cares for its own members. " 
The importance of permeating the extended households' barriers is very 
obvious in the case of family conflicts. As we shall see in the forthcoming 
paragraphs, conflicts are not rare within extended families. Nevertheless, 
arguments and quarrels among individuals do not preclude supportive relations 
towards the rest of the members of the extended family or the undertaking of 
activities, such as cooking, eating and sleeping within different households. For 
example, Marina, Anastasia, Vasiliki, the three daughters-in-law of the 
Christopoulos extended family, and Evgenia, their mother-in-law, kept cooking 
for each other and taking good care of each other's family members even during 
intra-family quarrels. 
In the case of (Jilow(i's Gypsies, as we shall also see in the following chapter, 
there is considerable tension between the ways in which individuality is pursued 
and the degree to which the moral obligation of performing relatedness among kin 
members is fulfilled within a context of family hierarchies and power negotiation. 
This seems to be both permanently hard work and a defining factor for 
establishing, affirming and reaffirming extended family hierarchies and relations. 
Individuals who fail to balance their individual expression with the morality of 
relatedness, as often happens with drug addicts, are strongly criticised by the 
extended family members and largely excluded from the family's hierarchies and 
power negotiations. 
Despite the fact that all extended families in (; ilonici had a similar structure, 
each of them had its own functioning code and its associated ethics depending on 
its members' individual wishes. The distinctive character of each family was 
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demonstrated through processes of inclusion/exclusion in all aspects of everyday 
life (work patterns, dornestic activities and parenting). However, as with Stewart's 
Hungarian Rom, the absence of a specific overarching structure and a 
representative or leader at the community level suggests the existence of 
egalitarian relationships among the community's constitutive parts, which are the 
extended families. But at the level of the extended family there are clear 
hierarchies in place. 
The head of each extended family is the eldest male. Second in the hierarchy 
comes the eldest female. The male head's authority is premised on three principal 
aspects: a) the patrifocal family patterns on which the Greek Gypsy kinship code 
is based b) his parenting experience and c) the importance of the male head's 
economic role in the family. In practice, these aspects constitute the male head as 
the representative of the family towards both other Gypsies as well as the non- 
Gypsies. The female head's authority is mainly premised on her parenting 
experience and her central role in the cultural reproduction of kinship relatedness. 
6 
But both male and female heads play a role as the gatekeepers of Greek Gypsy 
morality. Male heads engage themselves with the reputation and honour of the 
family towards non-family members, while female ones, with the preservation of 
the precious Greek Gypsy moral standards within the family. 
The female head's position within the extended family empowers her with a 
considerable degree of authority and supports her involvement in internal family 
relations as well as the family members' personal lives. In particular, female 
heads exert control upon the lives of their sons and their families. This form of 
control tends to diminish as the sons get older but does not actually disappear as 
long as they stay close to their parents. Inevitably, a female head's control over 
her son(s)' familie(s) becomes the source of constant misunderstandings and 
7 
conflicts with her daughter(s)-in-law. 
Next in the extended family hierarchy after the eldest male and female comes 
their eldest son. If the eldest male of the extended family is deceased, as was the 
" Regarding the central role of iNonicn in the cultural reproduction of kinship. there are important 
continuities bemeen other ethnographic examples on Greece and the case of the Greek Gypsies. 
For example. Dubisch (1991: 38) stresses that Nwinen in Greece '-plaý an important role as the 
orgainsers of social interactions beween fainflics. " 
The problematic relationship betNxecii inother and daughlcr-in-IaNý in Greece has also been 
pointed out bN Dubisch ( 199 1) and Danforth. (1991.198-1). 
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case for the Theodorou and Markopoulos families, normally the eldest son takes 
over the leadership of the family, while the widow retains her leading position 
among the women of the extended family. Alexandra and Ifigenia from the 
Markopoulos and the Theodorou families were two widows who performed a 
strong leadership as female heads in their families. If there is not a male child in a 
nuclear family, hierarchical relationships based on order of birth apply to female 
siblings. However, in this occasion, the nuclear family cannot constitute the basis 
for an extended family organisation in the future, since all women will gradually 
leave their parents' family and will move into their parents-in-law extended 
families. This probably explains why although couples favoured young girls, they 
nevertheless repeatedly emphasised the importance of giving birth to boys. 
The structure of the families' houses is indicative of the eldest couple's and the 
eldest male son's power in the extended family hierarchy. In both the 
Christopoulos and the Petridis extended families, the houses of the parents and 
their eldest son are attached in such a way that they make an angle and share a 
common yard (Fig. 6.1). The Christopoulos family grandparent's house (1a) is 
built between Michalls' (lb) and Giorgos' (1c) family houses, the first and the 
second sons respectively. However, Michails' house makes an angle with his 
parenCs one while Giorgos' is built a couple of metres away from it. Lefteris, the 
youngest son's house (I d) is completely detached from his parents' house and is 
built a few metres behind Giorgos'. A similar structure applies to the Petridis 
extended family. Indeed, the house of the oldest brother (2b), Aggelos, is attached 
vertically to his parent's house (2a) that again is built between the houses of the 
elder sons, Aggelos (2b) and Andreas (2c). Andreas' house, however, is a few 
metres away from the head's house. The houses of their daughter, Katerina (2e) 
and their youngest son, Fams (2d) are built behind those of the parents and the 
two elder brothers. 
The oldest son gradually substitutes his father in the decision-making process 
concerning family business. As the mapping of the families' houses shows, the 
second son seems to coine next in the hierarchy supporting his elder brother both 
in the decision making process and the family's economic activity However, after 
the first and second elder sons the hierarchy of the family is not so clearly marked. 
Whilst for the two elder sons hierarchies are given, for their younger siblings they 
must be achieved. The establishment of their position in the hierarchy depends 
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largely on individual expression in the context of kin relatedness and the 
performance of Greek-Qip. ývnes.,;. 
The same applies to the women of the family. In other words, only the roles of 
the eldest couple and their two eldest sons are clearly defined by the more 
'objective' criteria which are age and order of birth. The rest of the members, both 
men and women, try to establish their position within the family through more 
'subjective' manifestations of (; reek-Gypvynevv, such as: a) respect of kinship 
code, b) contribution to the family income, c) parenting, etc. This is obviously 
hard work which entails the possibility of failure, particularly in relation to men 
whose hierarchical position in the extended family is not clearly demarcated. For 
example, the lack of clearly defined hierarchical roles for the youngest male 
siblings both in the Petridis and the Christopoulos extended families resulted in 
their addiction to drugs. 
Negotiating Power within the Extended Family: Female Heads and 
Daughters- In-Law 
In many cases, young married women considered their mother-in-law's 
imposition as an intrusion into their households and farnilies. Elder women, by 
contrast, viewed their daughters-in-law' attitude towards them as lacking the 
appropriate standard of respect. 
Evgenia, the female head of the Christopoulos family, admitted to me that 
young women today are very disobedient and disrespectful compared to her 
generation. Her words reveal not only a big generational difference but also a 
constantly changing process of negotiating power and authority: 
-When I got married and I Avent to live -with iny jnother-in-laxA. N on don't know what 
I went through ... 
I was not cvcn alloNNed to talk to my mother. She was passing 
outside of my home and I -was turning my head to the other side fi-ill of tears ... 
My 
mother. in-, - oNNn mother and I couldn't talk to tier! Those days- NNc NNere afraid of our 
mothers-in-law. Nve couldn't even set our eyes on them. N%c xNere always looking 
clown -when theN were talking to ns. Nowiclays. these -%vomen have dirty months. you 
tell thern something for their oNýn good and they open their mouth and sNNear at ýou 
... 
You don't dare tell thern a NN ord arn more ... 
" 
During my fieldwork, Evgenia did not speak at all with two of her three 
daughters-in-law. While throuohout the first months of my fieldwork she had a 
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pretty good relationship with Marina, the Albanian Gypsy wife of her second son 
Giorgos and her youngest daughter-in-law, a couple of months later they too 
stopped speaking to each other due to an argument. Marina considered that her 
mother-in-law was over- i ntl uencing her husband, in a way that was disgraceful 
both for him and for her: 
-I don*1 respect him if lie acts like this because lie is not a inan in his family. He 
aiNvays listens to his mother. We say soniething together and lie agrees, then she 
conies and says something else and lie forgets NNrllat Nve had agreed! Where ani 1. 
then'? He doesn't respect his Nvific! So, I told him either nie or her! *' 
Although Marina was aware that such a threat would be far more than she 
could handle, she was attempting to renegotiate her position within the family. 
"I'm fooling them Ivi, because I've suffered enough, I won't take it that far but I 
want thern to see that I count here. " Breaking off a relationship means that the two 
sides do not exchange a single word, except for weddings and major Christian 
celebrations (Christmas, Easter, Saint Mary's Assumption Day). However, as 
already mentioned, both sides keep on undertaking their duties as normal towards 
the rest of the extended family members. 
Interestingly, the male head of the family, Alexis, kept a more neutral position 
in this dispute. Even though he did not openly disagree with his wife and seemed 
to support her in our discussions about her attitude towards his daughter-in-law, 
he did not break off his relationship with Marina. He kept talking to Marina as if 
nothing had happened and she kept on taking good care of him. In fact, he dealt 
with the problem from a safe distance. "I'm not worried, Marina is just playing 
her part and she will calm down in a while", he said to me. 
Varvara, the female head of the Petridis extended family, on the other hand, 
seemed to have a much better relationship with her three daughters-in-law at the 
time of my fieldwork. However, as Evgenia told me, Varvara's daughter-in-law 
Maria, who was the wife of her eldest son, had suffered a lot because of her 
mother-in-law (Varvara) in the pasv 
--When she first got niarried. Van-ara had an argunient N% ith Maria and threiN her out 
of the house ... She had noi0erc to go and she NNas standing 
hungry at the comer 
3. ust across ific main road. I kNas secrelly bringing, her food eN cry day. I'm IcIfing ý ou 
she has suffercd a lot. " 
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Anastasia confirmed her mother-in-law's words, also making an important 
observation. That mothers-in-law loosen the pressure they put on their daughters- 
in-law as the daughters-in-law get older and as they become more experienced as 
mothersý 
"All her daughters-in-laNA are experienced mothers, except for Aspasia. who is still 
ýoung. So. she has calincd down a bit. And, most importantly. she has her daughter 
Katerina next to her and she doesn't care much about them. - 
Hierarchies and Power Relations in the Household Unit 
Within the household, hierarchies take a similar but less complicated form than in 
the extended family. What is more, hierarchies at the level of the household are 
more fluid and negotiable than at the level of the extended family. However, the 
ways hierarchies and power relations are negotiated among the members of each 
nuclear family is closely associated with the individual members' status and 
position within the extended family. 
As the majority of women openly admit, it is the man who has-and should 
have-the leading role in the household. Antigoni, the female head of the 
Anastasiou extended family put forward her view on the man's role in the 
household: 
"The man is the pillar of the family. He Nvorks hard for his faniilý and. therefore. 
when lie comes home lie should y,, ci the respect lie deserves. And if lie saN sa word lie 
shouldn't. the wornan has to pretend she didn't hear it. Do on know that 1. even 
now. after so inanýv years we've been together with my husband, when lie raises his 
voice. I'm som- but ... 
Yin shaking. " 
This is a view that is generally shared by the rest of the married women, young 
and old. For example, shortly after her wedding, seventeen-year-old Anthi 
confessed that when Thomas, her husband, raised his voice, she was so distressed 
that this had an immediate impact on her health. 
The man's leading position within the household derives from the authority 
conferred by the patrifocal system of genealogies and patterns of residence that 
grant him a considerable network of support within the extended family as well as 
from the importance of the male's economic role within the household unit. As 
already demonstrated, after marriage, young male members will continue to live 
, -), -)g 
and work with their families. On the contrary, wornen have to leave their own 
families and move into their husband's household. At the stage that the new 
couple feels ready to set up an independent household, they will build their own 
house next to the husband's parents. 
, ve the woman a substantial Moving out of the parents-] n-law's house will in 
degree of independence as far as her household and her privacy is concerned. This 
seems to be the starting point of what I call 'a domestic career, which she has 
been long trained for in her own family in order to practice in her husband's 
family after her marriage. A woman's 'domestic carrier' also involves an enduring 
struggle of power negotiation which will enable her gradually to establish herself 
in the extended family. However, her 'career' is not a promising one unless she 
experiences motherhood. 
It is not rare among young women about to get married, as well as the newly 
weds, to get extremely stressed about their future in their parents-in-law's family. 
At the time of Elpida's wedding preparations, she suffered from severe symptoms 
of anxiety and stress that her parents had to take her to hospital. Elpida admitted 
to me that she was scared of taking this big step in her life: 
"I'm not afraid of mv life with my husband ... 
I'm -worried about his family and in) 
duties towards them. I hope I'll get pregnant soon, so that I can earn their respect 
more quickly ... 
" 
Her married female relatives were trying to calm her down by repeatedly 
saying that they all had been through this stage in their lives and as soon as she 
had her first baby everything would be much easier for her. 
Indeed, for as long as a married woman remains childless, her position in the 
household as well as in the wider family context seems insecure and unstable. As 
in other Greek contexts (Hirschon, 1993a, du Boulay, 1986), full status as a 
woman requires motherhood. However, what determines a woman's position in 
her family, as will be extensively analysed later on, is not actually the biological 
act of giving birth to a child but rather the successful performance of motherhood 
according to Greek Gypsy standards. This confers the additional credentials to the 
mother as far as her position in the family is concerned. 
But having, children, does not mean that the woman can give up the fight to 
maintain her position in the farnily. Aspasia, the mother of two girls described this 
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effort as "exhausting" and "energy consuming" but she confessed at the same time 
that through these efforts she has reached "a considerable degree of independence 1. 
and respect. " Other young married wives agreed with her. For instance, according 
to Vasiliki, "this fight never ends as long as you are part of your husband's 
family, it only becomes easier as you get older. '" 
Negotiating Hierarchies in the Household Unit; Negotiating a Position 
in the Extended Fainfly 
In this patrifocal family, women learn progressively to deploy their abilities for 
combating their submissive position. in many occasions, married women become 
capable of exerting not simply innovative tactics of resistance but also of taking 
the upper hand and give radical solutions if they think their position in the family 
has been underestimated. In most cases, women reach their aim by threatening to 
undermine the most important aspects of Greek Gypsy kinship relatedness, these 
aspects they normally support and transmit to their children. 
The majority of women in Gitonia, except for Katerma who, significantly, lives 
with her familv next to her own parents and not with her parents-in-law (see also 
page 223), have at least once in their married life left their horne and their 
husband. In all cases, women admitted that they did so as a threat in order to gain 
some benefits as far as their relationship with their husband was concerned. Many 
women might also go as far as to maintain their threat until the man and his family 
seem readv to renegotiate. 
Aspasia, for example, had left her husband, Fams, for a year and a half and 
moved with her three-month-old baby girl, Xanthi, to her parents' house. She only 
returned to her husband's house after a long process of negotiations between them 
and their families resulted in mutually satisfactory agreement. Since then, she 
admits: "that he is the leader in the household, but she had managed to make her 
point. " In another case, Marina regularly threatened to abandon her husband, 
Giorgos, and take her little girl away if he did not support her more actively when 
his mother gave her a hard time. And indeed, she had left hirn for short periods, 
several times during my fieldwork. She had repeatedly admitted to me that 
leaving her home and her husband had been very difficult for her but as she said- 
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If you don't pose a threat to turn, he Nvill step over you. Threaten him. let him sleep 
alone for a while in order to see how sweel it is ... and he'll learn. Let him wonder 
NNhere I sleep and NNhat I do. Yes. I abandon him if I have to. but that's ho-w I gain 
what I Nvant. You knoNN ... I'm strong enough to do this but the problem is always the 
children. When Arcti starts asking for tier father- I can't handle it and I know I have 
to come back home. 
There were also cases of married couples in which the woman's economic role 
was much more important than the man's, as for example, in cases where the 
husband was a drug addict, sick, or very poor. In such cases, the woman could 
distance herself from her parents-in-law more easily and gradually impose her 
authority upon her husband. Vasiliki, the wife of Lefteris who was the youngest 
son of the Christopoulos extended family and a drug addict, had successfully 
managed to assume a leading role in her nuclear household and gain some degree 
of autonomy from her mother-in-law, Evgenia. 
Women's negotiation of their position in the household and, consequently, in 
the extended family through the above mentioned tactics could cause a loss of 
balance in the traditional Greek Gypsy image of husband-wife relationship. 
Gossiping such as "she is the leader", "she wears the trousers" or "she has the 
upper hand" was a source of embarrassment for some couples in the settlement. ' 
However, women's ability to negotiate their position in their family and gradually 
gain a leading role applies both to the older and vounger generation. The extent 
and degree to which this is happening successfully seem to be a matter of 
personality as well. For example, Evgema, was thought to be a very strong woman 
within her family and the one who has the final word in many familial decisions. 
The same applied to her much younger daughters-in-law Marina and Vasiliki. 
Nevertheless, when women argued with their husbands and decided to leave 
their home for a period of time, they were criticised by the rest of the women in 
Oitonia. The last time that Marina left her home, not only her parents-in-law and 
her husband's family but also the members of the other extended families 
commented negatively on her decision. Varvara argued: "She overdid it because 
she had already left her home many times and this is unacceptable for a married 
woman. " And Varvara's daughter Katerma added that "She Must have lost it ... 
For more on gossiping Ikoutsompoliol in Greece see Delaniont (199-5). Zinovieff (1991). dil 
Botilay (1986 1974). 
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she is crazy for sure, or she sleeps with somebody else! She did it once, twice ... 
that's enough! " Although in general women acknowledged the difficult position 
in which other women might find themselves within the household, they also saw 
these attitudes as a threat to the Greek Gypsy moral code. Therefore, in those 
cases when women felt that such actions-which they might had also carried out 
at some stage in their own lives-would endanger the Greek Gypsy ethics, they 
deployed interesting mechanisms of condemnation and rejection. 
Children, Hierarchies and Power Relations 
The process of negotiating power in the framework of Greek Gypsy ethics within 
the household unit does not only affect the relationship between husband and 
wife. Hierarchies and. subsequently., relations of power are developed both 
between parents and children and among children themselves. Age and gender 
constitute the determining parameters in this process of power negotiation. From 
this perspective, children in Gitoni(t learn early on both to respect the existing 
code of behaviour and to enact hierarchical roles, gradually incorporating 
themselves into the system of family hierarchies and becoming familiar with the 
age and gender-based roles that these hierarchies entail. 
Although children acknowledge their subordinate position in relation to their 
parents, they are capable of grasping, and manipulating their fathers' and mothers' 
weaknesses and use them to succeed in their own goals and negotiate their own 
position in the family. For example, in those households where the woman seems 
to have a strong negotiating position, children are more disobedient towards the 
father than the mother. Marina admitted this about her two and a half-year-old 
daughterý "Areti doesn't listen to her father, whatever he says, no matter how 
angry he is, she doesn't care, she does what she wants. She knows it's me who has 
the upper hand here. " And her husband Giorgos agreed: "Yes, I shout and she 
swears at me, she is onlv afraid of her mother ... 
" On the contrarv, Xanthi, the 
four-year-old daughter of Aspasia and Fanis was only scared of her father as her 
mother explaine& "Only her father can calm her down. He just looks at her and 
she freezes, but with me she doesn't care! " 
In many cases, mothers take advantage of the-at least in theorv-stronger 
position of their husbands in the family by transferring to them the responsibility 
of resolving children's problerns. However, if the man fails to succeed, women 
may question his authority. Simultaneously, children would grasp this opportunity 
in order to impose themselves upon the father and succeed in their goals. For 
example, Katerma often called on her husband, Theofilos, to prevent her nine- 
year-old son Manolis from doing something she didn't agree with. But he always 
failed to convince him. Indeed, he once explained to me. "He doesn't listen no 
matter what I say, but I cannot raise my hand to the children, Ivi, it's a shame, 
isnýt it9"9 Katerina, however, grasped the chance to make her ironic comment in 
front of me. "He cannot take up his role correctly. " And Manolis confidently 
added that since his father had failed to convince him he was free to do what he 
wanted: "Nobody can tel I me what to do, so, I'm going ... 
" 
As we shall see in the following paragraphs, children learn to perform 
parenting roles both in the household with their younger siblings as well as in the 
wider extended family with their younger cousins. The older child, whether male 
or female, is responsible for the well-being of his/her younger siblings. The 
undertaking of this responsibility constitutes a substantial source of power for the 
older child towards his or her vounger siblings that, simultaneousIv, evokes a set 
of expectations on both sides. Such expectations, however, are strongly influenced 
by the gender of the children, determining both the form and the extent of the 
hierarchical relationships among children. 
Parenting in the Extended Family 
Male and Female Parenting Roles 
The men of the extended family undertake those parenting roles that primarily 
ensure the wellbeing of the family and extend beyond the nuclear household. Such 
roles are usually exemplified by a certain degree of economic activity in the form 
of support among brothers towards each other's family members. It is common, 
for example, for the elder male head as well as his older male children to 
financially support the younger inembers of the extended family. The importance 
of this kind of support amon,, --,, brothers is clearly demonstrated in work patterns 
I never NNifilessed aný form of phýsical punishment from parents imurds their children. Indeed. 
the Greek GNpsics of (; itoma often criticised the iion-Gýpsý Greek parents xNlio. according to 
them. -tlicý raise often a hand to their childru. " 
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and the marriage investment process as well as the high levels of participation in 
the upbringing and support that brothers offer to their siblings' children. Michalis, 
the eldest son of the Christopoulos extended family, not only took care of his wife 
Anastasia and their three unmarried sons, but also supported his brothers Giorgos 
and Pavlos along with their wives and children. 
Michalis along with his father, as already described in chapter 5, was also pre- 
occupied with the reputation of the Christopoulos extended family within the 
settlement and in the wider Gypsy and non-Gypsy context. This responsibility 
meant that Michalis, as the elder male brother offered protection and support to 
the members of his extended family and also exerted a form of paternal moral 
guidance. This was obvious in the ways the children of the extended family were 
continuously instructed by their parents to honour and respect their elder uncle. 
For example, Marina and Giorgos, the parents of two and a half-year-old Areti 
often intimidated their disobedient daughter by telling her that her behaviour 
would infuriate her uncle Michalis. Marina shouted at her once when she refused 
to put on her underwear: "If your uncle sees you like that you know you are in big 
trouble, W Do you have the guts to go like that to his house and dishonour him"" 
Areti herself confessed to me: "Ohhh, uncle is shouting at me. I'm scared ... 
where is my underwear9" On another occasion, Marina pointed out to me how 
much her brother-in-law affected hers and her husbands' lives. 
I always have to think how to dress here. Not that I have a particular problem with 
iny husband in the Nvay I dress but I have to be careful with Michalis. Giorgos Iher 
husband] always tells me not to wear clothes that his brother wouldn't approve of 
Thus, parenting roles are more clearly defined and straight forward for men 
than for women. For the women of Gioniu, the enactment of parenting roles after 
marriage will be transferred from their parents' extended family to that of their 
husband's. Through marriage the patrifocal form of family organisation becomes 
the moral base on which the degree of performativitv of maternal roles - which 
transcend pure biological bonds-both with her children as well as with her nieces 
and nephews is what practically underpins this process of inclusion. 
Women therefore undertake a dual responsibility: they fulfil parenting duties 
within their own extended family before marriage and after marriage they take on 
the role of mother to their own children and the children of their husbands' 
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brothers in the parents-in-law extended familV. While the process of performing 
kin related roles by women within the parents-in-law extended family takes shape 
, from such roles within their and intensifies, a reverse process of distancine 
parents' family shifts the organic position of women from the second to the first 
extended family. 
As also described in chapter 5, the wedding signifies the process of initiation of 
an intra-family socio-economic alliance between the families of the groom and the 
bride. After the wedding, the bond between the girl and her biological extended 
family transforms into the symbolic union between two different extended 
families. Simultaneously, the bond between the married woman and her biological 
family takes on a more distant character and it is activated if and when, the 
woman's family Judge there is a need for them to intervene. 
Athina's relationship with her parent's familv (the Christopoulos extended 
family) since her marriage, is illustrative of the relationships between married 
women and their parents' extended families. As her grandparents admitted, Athina 
had been everybody's favounte child in her parents' family before she married. 
Her grandmother described the wav she cried on Athina's wedding day- "I 
couldn't breathe Ivi, I swear to God, I couldn't, I was losing her ... " Anastasia, 
her mother, suffered from high blood pressure since her daughter left home. She 
was convinced that her daughter's absence was the cause of her health problems. 
TwentV one-vear-old Athina married twenty-two year-old Xenophon from Nea 
Alikarnasso the year before my fieldwork and soon after the wedding moved to 
the island of Crete to live with her parents-in-law. Since the wedding, Xenophon 
had worked with his father as a vendor in Crete but every couple of months he 
returned to Athens with his wife and Mina, their little girl. The reason for their 
regular visits to Athens was to enable the couple to provide themselves with the 
seasonal products that Xenophon and his family sold on the island. Of course, in 
Athens, the couple stayed in (; ilotiia at Athina's house. Athina's example shows 
that the woman's family does not actually 'lose' its female member after marriage 
as Evgenia described above. In fact, during the year of my fieldwork, the couple 
visited Athens six times. In addition. they stayed for an extended period of time 
for Thomas' wedding preparations (see chapter 5). 
However, the fact that everv time she left Evgenia said: "Now, who knows 
when she is coming back again" indicates that the grandmother's feeling of 'loss' 
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is associated with Athina's absence from everyday life. The feeling of loss also 
reflects the shortfall of labour that resulted from Athma's absence which was 
replaced by the parenting roles she had to take up in her husband's family. Marina 
portrayed her awkward feelings towards her sister-in-law-and best friend- 
Athina since she got married: 
happened but we hardly talk to each other any more, it is not as it used to 
be. With her, before ý'OLI came here, we used to do evcrýlhing together, but now we 
feel like strangers. I dont even know how to approach her and I think she also has 
the same feelings towards me. That is -vN-Iiy we avoid talking to each other. I'm telling 
you. as soon as a woman gets married she changes completely. All of us. Not even a 
single woman can escape this change. Only in her first visits Athina was asking me: 
"Tell me Marma- are niv mother and my grandmother sad about me'? Do they miss 
me a lot" Or have they forgotten me? Aflera few months she didn't come back to ask 
airymore, she got so busy in her new family that she didn*t have time to think about 
us here. " 
The Parent-Child Relationship 
At the time of fieldwork, I noticed that the pregnancies of two women in Gitotfici, 
Aspasia and Marina, did not evoke any particular feeling or attention by their 
families, their husbands or even themselves. Marina claimed that: "I don't feel 
anything about the baby and I won't until it is born. " Giorgos, her husband, also 
seemed indifferent. When I asked him how he felt about it he laughed: "To feel 
what and about what" I don't understand ... " When she was in the fourth month 
of her pregnancy I accompanied her to the gynaecologist in order to have an ultra- 
sound test. I was struck by the fact that nobody else in the familv-including her 
husband-paid attention to this visit. While we were waiting for our turn, I asked 
her if she was worried and she replied: 
I told ýou a hundred times. I don't care about it. hoNý N%ould I care for something I 
don't kno-, N? You love sorncbodý Nifien ýou gel to knoNi him- over time. Nillen you 
care about him. riot like that- don't \on think') The onh thing I pray for is that the 
baby i%ill be liealfliý and nothing more. because an unhealtliý babý NNould cause me 
more problems in niN life in the fannIN. That's N\h-, - I'm coming to the doctor. 
because the doctor can tell ýou if the babý has a problem. otlicn\ise there is no need 
to come here and pa\ so much nioneN. " 
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As Marina's words indicate, the parent-child bond both for the mother and the 
father circumvents the biological process and flourishes through the development 
of the specific relationship of giving and caring. Biology, however, seems to be 
important in the case of an unhealthy baby. Interestingly, Marina links this 
unfortunate possibility with a more demanding and probably unfamiliar parenting 
role that should be performed within the extended family. Biology, in this case, 
makes the enactment of motherhood an even more difficult task than if she had a 
healthy baby. This is because with an unhealthy baby she finds it difficult to 
perform motherhood. She confirmed this by giving an example of a relative- 
--There is a relative NNho has a disabled little girl. She is seven and she can't do 
anything alone. She can't walk and she can't talk. She always needs her mother next 
to her. And the mother can't do anything else apart from looking after her. She can*t 
look after her household properly. she can't take good care of the rest of her children. 
She doesn't have a normal life. " 
The parent-child bond presupposes a family environment that must be 
compatible with the Gypsy kinship code in order to flourish. This explains why 
women are most likely to give up their newborn baby to another family to raise, in 
the case they separate from their husbands during pregnancy and decide they want 
to remarry. Marina and her younger sister Sonia, who were Albanian Gypsies but 
were both married to Greek Gypsies, were two voung women who had to go 
through this process under pressure from their family after their first marriage 
collapsed. In the following paragraph Marina explains the reasons she and her 
sister had to give up their babies: 
-My first daughter was beautiful like an angel and Lena [her oldest sislerl let me 
breastfeed tier for a few ýNccks and then she took her a-way from me. She gave her to 
a couple. I don't knoýi who these people are. she "ouldn't tell me and still I don't 
know where she is. But it is much better this waý - 
let's face it, even the best husband 
in the world \%ould not be able to love the child that his wife had with another man. 
Even if this happens N\ith your ncNN husband for sure it is not going to happen with 
his family. And I NNould hate myself if one day somebody from the family turned out 
to be beating niN babN. Do vou think im parents in IaNN NNould love her tile same way 
thev love Areti? No ýNay! So it NNas the best thing to do. and noNN God ga\c me Areti 
and all niý lo\ c goes to her. so I don't think about the other girl. Tile same happened 
with Sonia. you saw that NAlien it happened. She left her husband NNhen she was 
pregnant and she didn't want to go back to him. She found another man to reniaM 
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and she left the babN to nic to breastfeed it for six nionths. "' Then Nve decided Nvith 
Lena to give it to them la young married couple froin the Theodorou extended 
family]. That's very nice because thcN adore the babv! And besides it's just next door 
for me than for her to get and I can see it everyday. But it was more difficult 
separated from the bab\ because I breastfcd it and I lived longer Nýith it. while she 
lived Nvith it only fora couple of daý s. " 
In Marina's words we encounter an interesting contradiction that proves once 
again the centrality of performing parenthood. Greek Gypsies give up and adopt 
babies for the same reasom to ensure that parenthood will be performed according 
to the appropriate moral standards within the extended family. Both in biological 
and non-biological parent-child relationships it is the ongoing performativity of 
parenthood that makes parenting valid. When I asked Marina, if she had ever 
thought of trying to trace her first daughter, she got very annoye& 
, *What" She has parents who love her now. What would I mean to her and what 
would she mean to me" Nothing! No. this is not right. " 
Marina's account also demonstrates that biological acts alone are not enough to 
affirm kinship relatedness. Although she admitted that the process of 
breastfeeding her sister's baby enabled her to develop a closer bond with the baby, 
she also emphasised that it was not the act of breastfeeding per se but 
breastfeeding for such a long period of time that enabled this bond to flourish. In 
other words, whilst this example suggests that there is an association between the 
biological process of breastfeeding, substance or nurture and relatedness, it also 
demonstrates that this process alone is not enough to evoke claims of relatedness, 
unless it is repeatedly performed. This also comes to be verified by the fact that 
Marina occasionally breastfed other babies from the settlement (such as Michalis 
and Efi) when their mothers were away for work, without this producing any 
further connotations of relatedness. 
In the following account of her personal experience when she gave birth to Efi, 
Aspasia sheds more light to the perforinative dimension of relatedness and 
stresses its importance for the father-child relationship: 
"' Althotigh Areti xNas tNNo and a half-Nears-old. Marina continued to brcastfeed her. Thercf6re she 
could also breastfeed her sister's babN. 
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*'When I was pregnanL my husband N%arned us give up the baby and in return get 
some iuoneN for the fannIv. To tell vou the truth. I didn't want to do it because I 
knew deep inside that the nioneN would not go for the family but for these dirty 
things [meaning dnigsl. '' When I gave birth to Efi- lie canic to the hospital and we 
had a big fight. He insisted ou giving tip the baby but I refused. After a couple of 
months. I vvas so disappointed from my life it that time. from our poNerty and mN 
husband that I thought it would be better to give tip the baby for its own good. But 
when I told that my husband lie became furious! He started swearing at me: "No,. v, 
bitch that we've loved the baby and site understands and recognises us you want to 
sell it? Don't ýou dare touch the babý! - Now, you know lioNN much lie loves her. At 
that time, I even called in-, - father crying because I didn't know what to do, And mN 
father swore over the phone: "I'll come to kill ýou xvith my own hands if you give up 
the girl now that she understands ... . 
Ethnographic data reveal that just as (; ilolfici's Gypsies may give up a new- 
born baby for its own sake, they may also offer protection and support to a non- 
family baby. It is not rare for related or non-related Gypsy families to take a baby 
under their protection and bring it up as if it were their own. 
Such an example provided the case of Stefanos, a non-Gypsy Greek man of 
around thirty years of age who lived most of his life in Gilotfi(t. Since I started my 
fieldwork I thought of Stefanos as a Gypsy until I looked into the families' 
genealogies. Strikingly, nobody from Gitonia had ever mentioned that Stefanos 
was not born a Gypsy. On the contrary, he was treated as one of the Petridis 
extended family. Evgenia explained to me how Stefanos came to be seen as one of 
the members of Gilonicr 
-Stefanos is not one of 'ours' but one of 'yours". He greNN tip in the shacks although 
his parents lived just 500 metres away from us and they were NN ell-off. I don't knoNN 
why but since he was a little boN lie always preferred to be here. Every noNN and then 
his parents-verý nice people-used to come to look for him here. they wanted to 
take him back home. but a few days later Stefanos was back in tile settlement. He 
used to sleep and cat here and there in our houses and work NNith us. And lie has 
given all his nioneN for the Gypsies. especialh for them [the Petridis extended 
familý ]. Evcrybodý loves him. Steffinos is an exceptional man. " 
The centrality of parenthood is particulariv obvious in the cases where a couple 
can't have children. Here, in contrast to the previous case, the biological fact of 
'' Her husband was a drug addict. 
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pregnancy seems to be of extreme importance not only for the woman but also for 
her husband and the rest of her family, suggesting that even within the same 
culture the same biological fact may produce extremely different cultural 
explanations depending on the context (Franklin, 2001). It is almost certain that 
women who have not become mothers will face a lot of pressure from their in- 
laws' family. This pressure is basically reflected in voung women's fear of not 
being able to become pregnant after marriage. trini, the mother of nineteen-year- 
old Chrisi, who got married with Theodoros two years ago and still hadn't become 
pregnant, explained to me how stressed her daughter was about that. "She has 
driven us all crazy, Ivi, she is very worried, all the time she talks about that. " 
Chrisi, who was listening to us said: "Of course I'm worried, I've been married 
for two years and I haven't got a baby. My in-laws started looking at me 
suspiciously ... 
" Apart from Chrisi, there was no other married woman in the 
settlement without a baby. Marina, however, confessed to me that for two years 
after her marriage to Giorgos she couldn't become pregnant and this made her life 
in his family extremely difficult. 
-For as long as I didn't have a baby. for two years. niý life Nvas a hell here. I couldn't 
say an-y-thing ... 
Giorgos xAanted a baby desperately. and this was very stressful for 
me. Wien Areti NNas born cverý-iliing changed. Thank God! " 
'Extended' Parenting 
The extended family members openly express a special attachment to a specific 
child. This is either the newborn child-or the youngest female child of the 
family. This sort of attachment is particularly exemplified by the grandparents' 
attitude towards their favourite grandchild. The gender aspect that underpins this 
sort of relationship and favours the female children is obvious in both extended 
families. For instance, when I asked Varvara, the grandmother of the Petridis 
extended family, which of her grandchildren was her favourite, she gave me the 
following reply- "They are all the same to me, I love them equally, but I admit 
that now the girl [implying Efi] is my big love ... " 
Six-month-old Efi, the youngest member of the Petridis extended family was 
everybody's favourite child. At birth, Efi became the centre of attention for her 
parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles, as well as the rest of the family's 
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children. As soon as her aunts came home from work and had finished their 
household tasks, they anxiously waited for the baby to wake up in order to play 
with her in the grandmother's home. 
Clearly, parents and relatives' attachment to a specific child is not permanent, 
suggesting that parenting relationships may also entail different degrees of 
performativity. Once, Efi's aunt, Katerina, confessed to me the way she felt about 
her, while holding her on her knees, Avi, it's so strange but now all my love goes 
to her, whereas before it was Xanthi [her four-year-old sister] that I favoured ... 
but now it's this one! " Xanthi was present when Katerina admitted the shift of her 
affection from her to her younger sister Efi. And she proudly hugged the baby 
completely aware of the fact that her aunts' statement signified that the period of 
her receiving unconditional love by the members of the family as the youngest 
child was over. From now onwards, she herself had to undertake the responsibility 
of enacting a form of parenting role for her sister Efi. 
The grandparents of the Christopoulos family had six grandchildren (two 
female and four male) and one great-grandchild. The great-grandchild, Mina, was 
not even considered a member of the Petridis extended family, since she lived 
with her mother Athina in her parents-in-law extended family and not with them. 
The youngest grandchildren were two and a half-year-old Areti and one and a 
half-year-old Michalis. However, the centre of attention and everybody's 
favourite child was not the youngest boy Michalls but the girl Areti. Both 
grandparents did not hesitate to openly admiv "Before Athina [their oldest 
granddaughter] was my favourite grandchild, now it's Areti" Evgenia often 
repeated to me. And Alexis became very emotional when he talked about his 
granddaughters A love her, Ivi, the same way I once loved Athina. " 
When Areti's mother, Marina, left her husband Giorgos after an argument and 
took the baby with her to her sister's home for two weeks, the grandparents grew 
anxious about losing Areti. Evgenia cried constantly saying that she had lost her 
interest in life since the day the babv had gone. "If she doesn't bring the girl back 
I'll die I swear to Virgin Mary! " One day while Marina was still away with the 
baby the family called me for a meeting and Alexis asked me to do them a favour- 
'Ve decided that Nou should go to Lena's place to persuade lier IMarinal to corne 
back honic. She loves N ou ver-, much and she NN ould be ashamed of N ou. Or at least 
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tell her to leave the girt -%iitli us to take care of and do whatever she NNants xvith her 
life. We NNon't cause anv Irouble for her. " 
However, although I said I wouldn't mind going to talk to her, I suggested that 
Marina should come back home with her husband and not with me. Although the 
dispute was actually resolved a few days later when Giorgos went to ask her back, 
a similar mobilisation did not happen a few weeks later in the case of Vasiliki, 
their other daughter-in-law, who left her husband Lefteris with the baby Michalis. 
While I thought they would be horrified again about losing the boy, to my 
astonishment they weren't concerned. When I asked them if they missed him 
during the week he was gone Evgenia calmly said: "Mm, yes, but he should be 
fine with her parents, she'll be back. As long as we have Areti we are fine. " And 
Alexis remained silent. 
These parenting relationships function irrespectively of the quality of 
relationships among the adult members of the extended family. The most striking 
example comes from the Christopoulos extended family in which the relationships 
between Evgenia, the female head, and her daughters-in-law, as well as between 
the sisters-in-law themselves, were quite turbulent. But in fact, this tension 
affected neither the relationship between the grandmother and her grandchildren 
nor that between aunts and nieces or nephews. Marina affirmed that the problems 
she faced with Anastasia, her sister-in-law, had not changed the way she viewed 
her niece and nephews and admitted that this was also the case for Anastasia with 
regard to her daughter: 
-Whatever happens it should stay between us and should not be transferred to the 
children. For example, 1*11 do whatever I can to support Thomas in his wedding as I 
did with Atluna two years ago and I'll do the same for Aristides md Pavlos. I love 
them and it is not their fault that these arguments happened between us. And 
Anastasia does the samc,, vith Arefi. she loves mv babv so much. vou know how Nvell 
she looks after ficr. " 
Children Enacting Parenting Roles 
_4 model is 
the parentino Another important aspect of the Greek Gypsy parentin 
relationship between the older unmarried children and their younger siblings or 
cousins within the extended farmly- In that sense, sisterhood and brotherhood as 
well as relationships between cousins are also vested with a parental aspect. 
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Children soon learn to enact parental activities within the context of an age and 
gender-specific division of roles. Similarly to the adults, children form their own 
hierarchies both in the household and the extended family and take up roles that 
are intrinsically associated with this hierarchy. 
As far as female children are concerned, they take on the responsibility of 
looking after their younger siblings as soon as they are five or six years old. 
Keeping an eye on younger children constantly constitutes one of their basic 
duties. Gradually, they also start carrying out activities such as preparing their 
siblings' food, changing their diapers, bathing them and putting them to bed. A 
few months before her engagement, twelve-year-old Nikoleta from the Theodorou 
extended family, talked to me about her relationship with her three-year-old 
brother Fotis: 
-Since lie NNas born- I've always been next to hini. He doesn't do anývtliing without 
me. He doesn't fall asleep if I don't put Iiiiii to bed. Fin like a mother to Iiiiii. That's 
-why lie is verý attached to me and I to him! " 
Like men, male children at the age of six or seven undertake the task of 
protecting the younger members of the family (siblings and cousins) from any 
form of external threat. At that stage, one of the key roles they take up is the 
representation and support of their younger siblings and cousins in the peer group. 
For example, nine-year-old Manolis and his ten-year-old cousin, Haris, were 
responsible for this role in the Petridis extended family. Indeed, their parents and 
aunts expected them to keep the rest of the family's children safe. 
In one of our teaching sessions, eight-year-old Albanian Gypsy Dinos showed 
up in Gilonici'. Y yard and asked to take part in the session. And while all the 
children objected loudly to his and my request, they suddenly all turned to 
Manolls for his response. He thought for a second and then said: "No, let him 
stay, I know him, he is a good boy, we played football together. " And 
immediately the rest of the children quietly accepted his decision. On a similar 
occasion, Manolis prevented seven-year-old Albanian Gypsy Anna from staying 
with us in the lesson and he accompanied her himself outside of his yard. He 
justified his action by saying that "her father threatens us when we are playing in 
his yard and my father would not like her here now either. " 
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Until the age of twelve to thirteen, when they get more seriously engaged with 
the economic activities and household tasks, children have considerable amount 
of free time to socialise with other children outside of their extended family 
environment. In most cases, children's peers are members of different extended 
families from the settlement or the surrounding settlements (who may also be 
relatives). However, even within the peer group, children build up their 
hierarchies in ways that include parenting roles. 
Nikoleta and her cousin Kaillope, both aged twelve, had a leading supervisory 
and maternal role within the children's peer group in Gilonht. They kept the 
children's mothers and aunts regularly informed about where their children were 
playing and what they were doing. They were also the ones who took the initiative 
of peacefully resolving the fights among the children trying at the same time to be 
as sensible and fair as they could. In return, their younger cousins seemed to 
accept their leadership role and respect their decisions. On the other hand, eleven- 
year-old Dimitris from the Theodorou extended family was the one who had the 
responsibility of protecting the peer group from threats posed by non-settlement 
children. For the majority of the mate and female children, Dimitris was very 
successful in his role. As Manolis confessed to me. "Dimitris is brave and clever! 
He is not afraid of the Ahwlictkia [meaning the Albanian Gypsy children]. He hits 
whoever tries to do something bad to us. He also organises good football games. I 
think he deserves the leadership. " 
Although young children have considerable space for forming their own circle 
of supportive relationships even with children from other extended families, these 
relationships tend to become weaker as the children grow up. This seems to be 
similar to Campbell's ( 1964) suggestion that among the Sarakatsam, the virilocal 
pastoralist community of northwest Greece, conceptions of kinship and 
relatedness seem to prevail over those of friendship and relatedness in all aspects 
of the community's social life. In fact, in the case of the Greek Gypsies, as 
children get older their interaction with non-family members diminishes and the 
bond with their peer group becomes looser, because of the load of responsibilities 
they increasingly undertake. 
Female children, especially as they reach the age of engagement, tend to 
distance themselves from their peer group. During the last month of my fieldwork, 
when twelve-year-old Nikoleta got engaged and started the regular visits to her 
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parents- in-] aw's house, she left her cousin and best friend Kalliope, also twelve, 
without her company. When I once saw Kalliope bored, all by herself I asked herý 
"What are you doing going like this up and down" Is it because you lost your 
fi-lend and you feel alone now"" But she replied to me quite upsev "I don't 
fucking care about her, she can do whatever she wants! " So I went on teasing her: 
"Come on don't get angry, you have to find a man like her in order to keep 
yourself busy" and she hugged me almost in tears saying: "Me a man, no way, are 
you crazy? I have my friends, I don't need a man! " 
The peer group, however, is not simply about social interaction. Within the 
peer group children/members of the same extended family learn to support and 
protect each other. As we have seen, it is everyday contact, interaction and 
constant proof of support that gives substance to the family bonds among the 
members of the extended families. Children are constantly encouraged by their 
parents and the older members of the family to prove their loyalty by offering 
their care and support primarily towards their younger siblings or cousins. In fact, 
children are expected to support their younger siblings or cousins both within their 
peer group in the settlement and outside of it. It is actually within the interactive 
relationships of the peer group that children learn to take over parenting roles 
towards the younger members of their extended family. Usually, parents do not 
interfere in children's quarrels unless they witness a physical attack against their 
child. In most cases, it is the older siblings or cousins who mediate in order to 
resolve a fight among children from different extended families. 
Children of both sexes soon get involved in this process of support mobilisation 
among the members of the extended family and learn since they are young both its 
importance and the specific ways of enacting it. Through this active involvement 
children gradually become familiar with the wider process of dissolution among 
different extended families. Apart from its obvious practicality for the Greek 
Gypsy form of family organisation, the enactment of parenting roles by children 
signifies both the centrality of the extended family unit as well as the importance 
of 'extended" parenting relationships that keep this unit together. 
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Conclusion 
in sum, this chapter offered an insight into the ways the Greek Gypsies of (; ilonia 
attribute meaning and weight to a specific form of kinship relatedness that 
privileges extended family patrifocal links which accentuate brotherly relations. It 
also explored the extent to which this relatedness is consolidated in performative 
relationships that affirm, on the one hand hierarchies and power relations and, on 
the other hand, love, loyalty, support, respect and cooperation among kin 
members. 
As with lhupiat or Yapese kinship, which are premised on 'doing' rather than 
'being' (Bodenhorn, 2000), the performance of kinship relatedness among this 
particular group of Greek Gypsies seems to be a very demanding task 
processually constituted through practice" (Thomas, 1999: 31). The experience 
of this demanding work which is evaluated on the basis of age and gender, creates 
different sorts of hierarchies (some more fluid and negotiable than others) and 
consolidates personhood. As in the case of the Gypsies of Madrid (Gay y Blasco, 
1999), 12 individual and shared senses of belonging should be considered as 
mutually interdependent. 
The emphasis on relatedness and performing in the context of kin relations 
does not preclude expressions of individuality. The co-existence of an important 
degree of individual autonomy with an enhanced sense of moral obligation among 
the members of (; ilonici suggests that personal acts and, concomitantly 
conceptions of personhood, are entangled with a shared sense of what it means to 
be related as kin. In other words, personhood is evaluated on the basis of the 
individual's ability to combine expressions of individuality with a kin-oriented 
performance of self Individuals' performance of personhood in the context of kin 
relatedness is inextricably bound with the specific ways in which the different 
extended families affirm their difference from one another, upholding 
simultaneously the distinctiveness of the Greek Gypsies as a group. tý I 
This chapter also dealt extensivelv with the form and shape of what I call 
parenting relationships within the extended family. The embodiment of multiple 
parenting roles constitutes the ground on which an extended family network of 
" Gay Y Blasco has stressed about the Gýpsics of Madrid that "cach person sustains the worth of 
'the Gitanos' as a whole" ( 1999: 177). 
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lifelong support will flourish and be sustained. Parenthood does not simply 
connote the relationship between parents and children but takes on broader sets of 
meanings in that the performance of parenting encompasses a multiplicity of age 
and gender specific roles enacted by different agents/members within the 
extended family. From this perspective, all the members of the extended family 
unit undertake parenting obligations while at the same time-except for the heads 
of the households-they in turn receive parenting care. Parenthood, and more 
specifically motherhood, constitute the inspiring source and reference point of 
these relationships of support. And it is the successful embodiment of these roles 
throughout the family member's life that primarily accredits personalities and 
establishes hierarchies within the extended family. 
Finally, both hierarchical and parenting relationships are developed among 
children themselves. Children from different extended families start learning at an 
early stage the difference between being a friend/relative and a family member, 
whilst attaining their freedom to socialise according to their personal preferences 
outside of the extended family. Also aware of their own flexible position, children 
in many cases function (consciously or unconsciously) as regenerators of the 
differences between different extended families. In contrast, children connect 
families and construct relatedness within the extended kin network, even when 
disputes and conflicts take place. 
What is more, children undertake parenting and hierarchical roles that extend 
beyond the younger members of their own extended family. But it is through this 
type of socialisation and the undertaking of parenting and hierarchical roles that 
children learn to affirm both their support to their family members as well as their 
belonging to a specific extended family unit. As they get older, however, the 
increasing load of family responsibilities leads to children's gradual distancing 
from the peer group and their greater devotion to their extended family. 
This chapter underlined the most important characteristics of the Greek Gypsy 
family organisation in 6ilonici and the centrality of performativity in constructing 
kin relatedness. This discussion provides the ground for the analysis of specific 
household tasks and income-generating activities and the understanding of how 
these constitute expressions of Greek Gypsy processes of becoming and 
belonging. 
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Chapter Seven 
The Nikoktrio: Becoming and Belonging through 
Performing Household Work 
The Meaning of Performative Tasks 
Having recognised the centrality of performativity in kinship relatedness, this 
chapter focuses on the performance of age and gender-specific roles. Taking into 
account that Greek Gypsy domestic tasks, paid work and family cannot be viewed 
as separate objects of analysis, chapter 7 explores the ways through which a Greek 
Gypsy personhood and a shared sense of becoming and belonging are expressed 
through learning and undertaking a variety of paid and unpaid activities within the 
extended nikokirio [household] in Gilonia. 
Important studies on Gypsies have demonstrated (Stewart, 1997, Okely, 1983, 
Sutherland, 1975, Acton, 1974) that different Gypsy groups have always tried to 
maximise the degree of their autonomy from external factors in the organisation 
of their socio-economic life. However, most of the attention of the ethnographers 
on Gypsies regarding this issue has been focused on the examination of Gypsy 
economic activity rather than the organisation of domestic life. With respect to the 
Greek Gypsies of Gilonia, their effort to maximise their autonomy is particularly 
obvious in both the ways through which they organise and manage their domestic 
unpaid work in the settlement and paid work outside the settlement. 
Clearly here, a conceptual separation of domains, such as 'the domestic' or 'the 
private' and 'the public' cannot account for the examination of the Greek Gypsy 
nikokii-io. In the case of the Gypsies of 6ilonict, notions of the 'the domestic' or 
'the private' and 'the public' can neither be viewed as rigidly separated realms 
associated with women's and men's roles respectively (Dubisch, 1991), nor as 
spatially defined domains which distingmish the household from its wider social 
and economic relations (Harris, 1981). Here, the ways through which the 
members of this specific grroup conceptualise and embody a range of paid and 
unpaid activities in different contexts and define selfhood and collective 
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belonging points to conceptions of 'the private' and 'the public' as "Ideological 
constructs that define spaces, activities and persons in differing ways" (Goddard, 
2000- 17). 
Although the anthropology of Greece has made an important contribution to 
the analysis of the complementarity of men's and women's roles in the household 
(Hirschon, 1993a, - Salamon and Stanton, 1986), recognising the household, the 
nikokirio, as economically active and as the locus of identification for both men 
and women (Loizos and Papataxiarchis, 1991b), ' age has remained a rather 
unexamined factor in this sort of analysi S. 2 As this chapter reveals, the vitality of 
household work for the Greek Gypsies is primarily reflected in the ways they pass 
on the knowledge for practising a variety of unpaid and paid activities inside and 
outside the domestic arena from generation to generation. 
An emerging body of literature on different childhoods stresses that children 
are active participants in the management and division of labour both at home 
(Punch, 2001 -1 Nieuwenhuys, 1994; Morrow, 1994; Soldberg, 1990) and at work 
(Helleiner, 2003; Invernizzi, 2003, Bey, 2003, Mizen, Pole, and Bolton, 2001, 
Miljeitig, 1999, Blagbrough and Glynn, 1999, Ennew, 1994; Boyden, 1990). 
Regarding working children (especially-but not exclusively-in the developing 
countries), recent studies point to the need for the examination of those 
mechanisms that determine children's way to work, always taking under 
consideration cultural particularities and specific expectations in which the 
children's contribution is valued by their parents or their group even though it 
may be of low status within wider society. 
Exploring these themes in this chapter, it becomes obvious that the children of 
Gitonia are not only the recipients of the knowledge produced in the household 
but are also important carriers and negotiators of Greek Gypsy performativity. 
Their active engagement with paid and unpaid activities, like those of the adults, 
evokes prestige and admiration, shapes personhood and affirms distinctiveness. 
' Important ctlinographic accounts (Hirsclion. 1993a. 1989ý Dubisch- 1991. Salanion and Stanton. 
1986i Danforth. 1993), du Boulay. 1974. Campbell. 1964i Friedl. 1962) have dealt extensivelv Nvith 
what Loizos and Papataxiarchis (1991b) describe as gender-specific spheres of domestic activities 
that their successful accomplishnicnt attributcs prestige to both genders. 
It is mainly the relationship beween mother and daughter that has been more extensively 
examined from diverse scopes m the literature on Greece (Danforth. 1991.1983, Dubisch. 1991. 
Campbell. 1964. Friedl. 1962). 
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The first section of this chapter looks at the concept of nikokiro. vini which 
represents a specific set of practices and methods in the performance of household 
chores. Undoubtedly, it constitutes one of the most important credentials for a 
Greek Gypsy woman. Therefore, young girls learn early on to perform these 
activities, undertaking an intensive training that facilitates their transition to 
married life. Nikokii-osini, however, is not exclusively a female task. At a different 
level, young boys also go through a process of learning how to carry out male- 
oriented domestic activities. They start young to assist their fathers and elder male 
relatives in a variety of performative chores in the domestic sphere that uphold the 
smooth operation of the nikokillo. Such activities include unpaid work and all the 
heavy duties that are peripheral to the women"s domestic chores (such as 
maintenance of the house and the car) but at the same time they are very essential 
for their survival. 
The second section of this chapter concentrates on the general and most 
characteristic features of Greek Gypsy paid work patterns as well as the degree to 
which these patterns interconnect with family relations and household chores so 
that work and family cannot be viewed independentiv. A considerable degree of 
flexibility of paid work patterns and a labour-intensive Greek Gypsy economy 
ensure the close association between work and family. This is primarily reflected 
in the ways paid work engages extended family members in relationships of 
support as well as in the early participation of children of both sexes in the 
extended family's economic activity. 
Unpaid Household Work: The Importance of Performing Age and 
Gender-Oriented Domestic Activities 
Wornen Performing Nikokiro-ýini 
The first thing a visitor to the settlement notices is women cleaning and washing 4=1 In It) 
the concrete yard outside their houses or tidying up and cooking inside. 
Household chores, especially in bad weather, can be a very hard task, not only 
because each household lacks the average (sometimes even the basic) facilities 
(such as running water, heating, a washing machine, an electric cooker, etc. ) but 
also because it is work that assumes a very competitive character. Being praised 
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as a good housewife, or k(ili nikokir(13 (a good female householder) as it is 
commonly described in Greek, is one of the most important rewards for a Greek 
Gypsy woman. For Hirschon ( 1993 a), being a kali nikokira: 
I ... ) 
depends upon maintaining objectiNcIN NcrN high standards so that constant 
efforts and long hours must be dcN-olcd to household duties everý daý (Hirschon. 
1993b: 67). " 
Although during the last decades, this typical Greek expression may have to a 
great extent lost its significance particularly among younger women in urban 
centres, 4 for the Gypsies of (; ilonia it is still valued and connotes a responsible, 
organised, efficient and competent housewife. In addition, this praise of 
housework has been closely associated with a specific method that has to be 
followed in its general lines but, at the same time, enables each woman to 
improvise by enriching her tasks with her own personal aspirations. 
The njkokjre, ý; in Gilonici liked to compete with each other in terms of 
housework method, outcome, and improvisation. Women preferred to do their 
domestic work such as washing of clothes, bedlinen, blankets and carpets in the 
public eye for two reasons (Fig. 7.1 ). Firstly, to show off to those they are related 
to how k(zle.,; nikokii-e, s: they are, and secondly, to display to non-Greek Gypsy and 
non-Gypsy Greek societies the best proof of (; ilonia's Gypsies as clean and tidy. 
In order to reinforce the image of a good and efficient housewife they often 
enriched their performance with daily accounts, in which they proudly presented 
the tasks they undertook. It was also common among women to comment on and 
moan about the heavy load of work they had to accomplish, while they were 
occupied with the chores. 
On days when work had been extremely hard, including washing big loads of 
dirty clothes, washing of carpets, blankets, or geniki kathariow(i-that is a 
thorough cleaning of the entire house-constant moaning would invite the rest of 
Gilonia's women to confirm a woman's hard work. However, once the daily 
accounting of domestic activities among women loses its mere form of 
'See also ZinoN ieff ( 1998). du BoulaN (1986). Dubisch (1986b). 
' Especially among , Nomen NN-lio have entered the labour force and have increasingly become 
career oriented. 
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commenting and takes the form of gossiping about each other's performance it 
does, inevitably, lead to unbridgeable misunderstandings. 4; 
Misunderstandings and conflicts could also erupt over the provision of the 
scarcest of the resources at the settlemenC water, Since it was a woman's duty to 
provide the household with adequate quantities of water for washing and cleaning, 
there was a great deal of competition on both the use of the only water tap in 
Gitonia as well as the specific time of the day that this would be used. The 
competition could eventually lead to extreme tension and women had to develop a 
flexible working style when fulfilling domestic activities in order to overcome it. 
A mature housewife, Maria, dealt with the problem as followsý 
-, Sometimes. if I have a big load of washing to do and have to go to work aftenvards. 
I get tip at five o' clock in the morning in order to fill my container Nvith water from 
the communal water lap, then start the fire to NNanu the water up before the other 
women wake tip and run for the same thing. Can you imagine how cruel it is to do 
that during winter outside- in the cold. at five o'clock in the morning'. ' -- 
Although competition over the performance and results of household chores 
was a daily issue at a personal level in Gilonia, at the group level, all women 
would translate the comparison between themselves and the groups they interact 
with into the concept of nikokirosini. They would support the overall image of the 
Greek Gypsy ifikokiru and her superiority in performing household tasks over the 
Albanian or Turkish Gypsy or the non-Gypsy Greek Wkokhzt. Comparisons such 
as the following were made to me since the time of my very first visit to the 
settlement'. 
'-All the women here clean and wash and take care of the common area. Look a[ the 
concrete. it shines. go next door to the Albanians you cannot stand there from the dirt 
... No, go see. ýoti ýiouldn't 
believe it! " 
The comparison between the long established group of the Greek Gypsies of 
6ilottici and the recently settled Albanian Gypsy neighbours often led to an 
impasse. The association between representations of ethnic Albanians and 
'dirtiness'. was quite clear in both the every-day speech as well as in a less 
, cultural practices. 
Indeed, 6ilonia's Gypsies conscious process of comparing 
See al so chapter 6. footnote S. 
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blamed the Albanian Gypsies for the k(amilim(i of the neighbourhood, implying 
that the appearance of Giolfict that they had managed for decades to keep clean 
and tidy was ruined when the Albanian Gypsies came and messed it up. 
It was not unusual, therefore, to hear expressions in (; ilotihi about the distance 
that separated the Albanian Gypsy from the Greek Gypsy women both at the level 
of household activities, domestic practices, and methods, as well as at the level of 
personal hygiene. Symbolic representations of gender, particularly manifested in 
the politics of the body (Herzfeld, 200 1, Stewart, 1997; Cowan, 1990), such as the 
performance of tfikokh-osini by women here, are often implicated in the rhetoric 
and politics of difference. It was also common to hear negative comments about 
the unorthodox ways in which the Albanian parents raised their children. 
According to them, their unconventional practices had led most grownups to an 
'immoral path' linked to gun and drug dealing, stealing, alcoholism, and 
vandalism. In the same way, Albanian Gypsy women were described as 
'unethical', 'dirty', and 'devious' and had increasingly become the scapegoats for 
all the neighbourhood's problems. Likewise, when, during my stay at the 
settlement, Turkish Gypsy vendors came to sell their goods, the first comment 
whispered to me was: "1,, xo aj)o do ironticifides ... 
[Get out of here dirty pigs ... 
] 
Do you know how dirty they are? They are not the same as we are, they are 
Gypsies [my emphasis]! " 
When discussion permitted, women brought up issues of cleanliness in a 
comparative way between Greek Gypsy and non-Gypsy Greek nikokii-es. Often, 
they would make diplomatic comments such as: "Me omos ke nierike. ý apo' sas 
poli vi-omictres ... 
" which means: "Well, there are some of you [implying the non- 
Gypsy Greeks] who are very dirty. " It was also usual in my first visits to a get 
more or less sirmlar answer from the housewives when I asked how their day had 
been: "E! What to do, all day I'm washing and cleaning, because you know we 
wash our clothes every time we wear them. " Or, "Oh! My back is aching because 
I washed the blankets again. You know we wash them every three or four days, 
not like you [meaning the non-Gypsy Greeks] that you wash them maybe twice a 
vear. " Commonly they also referred with emphasis to the fact that they did not use 
a washing machine but rather washed their clothes by hand, or the fact that they 
changed their bedsheets every day and washed carpets and blankets weekly. At 
the same time, they proudly talked about their custom to whiten, or paint in 
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general, their shacks twice a year, after carnival (usually in February) and before 
the 15'1' of August, lj. ý Pcinqj, ias (on Virgin Mary's Assumption Day). 
Men also participated in this exercise. Given the chance, men tried to enhance 
their wife's image both to their relatives and to the other inhabitants of Gilonia, as 
well as to the non-Gypsies, portraying her as a typical representative of the Greek 
Gypsy nikokirti. To the non-Greek Gypsy 'others' men tended to praise their 
women's image, not forgetting to mention the practical difficulties (scarce 
resources, lack of facilities, etc. ) that they had to face every day in order to 
accomplish their domestic tasks. Kostas, the middle aged male head of the 
Anastasiou extended family, once said to a municipal representative who visited 
Gitonia to negotiate their resettlement: 
, -Under the poor conditions that N'OLI See, our settlement is so clean, imagine how 
clean NA-c would be in houscs -, Nith infTastructurc and basic facilities ... 
You would 
not believe it! " 
It becomes obvious that the Greek Gypsies of Gilottict, conscious of the 
stereotype of the 'dirty Gypsy' held wide1v by the non-Gvpsv Greek society, use 
performative and verbal affirmations of cleanliness both among themselves and 
wider society in order to combat this image. Simultaneously, they use these 
affirmations in order to demonstrate their difference from other Gypsy groups in 
Greece and negotiate a better reputation for themselves within Greek society. 
As the above-i-nentioned examples reveal, 'dirt' is clearly associated with 
metaphors of ethnic classifications (Okely, 1983). However, the fact these 
classifications involve other Gypsy groups (Albanian Gypsies, Turkish Gypsies) 
along-and probably to a lesser extent-with the non-Gypsy Greek society 
suggests that affirmations of cleanliness by G'ilolfia's Gypsies differ from Okely's 
(1983) approach to pollution taboos which are seen as embedded in perceptions of 
a symbol Ic division of the inner and outer body (see chapter 3). 
Interestingly, "women's ability to control household boundaries and transform 
polluting disorder into domestic order" (Loizos and Papataxiarchis, 1991b: 11) 
has been widely reported in the ethnographic works on Greece (Paradellis, 1999, 
Hirschon, 19933a, b, Rushton, 1992, du Boulay, 1986,1974, Dubisch, 1986c, 
1983). In many cases, symbolic perceptions about the inner and outer body, such 
as that the female body widens after marriage (Hirschon, 1993a), or that 
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menstruation (Paradellis, 1999, Dubisch, 19833) and birth (Rushton, 1992) can be 
polluting, are strongly held by the Greek Gypsies of Giloith-t along with the non- 
Gypsy Greeks. 
Among the women of the settlement, cleanliness has primarily a performative 
purpose that aims at manifesting, or making visible and sustaining, the more 
efficient, competent and disciplined Greek Gypsy fernale character. This 
resembles more Gay Y Blasco's (1999) view of the body as the vehicle through 
which a Gypsy personhood needs to be constantly performed and evaluated in 
order to affirm collective distinctiveness and manifest Gypsy superiority (see 
chapter 3 )). 
I remember, once, on a rainy winter day, Theofilos called me into his house 
while his wife was about to finish cleaning the floor. Suddenly, recalling my 
mother's instructions not to enter the house with mv shoes when it was raining, I 
felt embarrassed and hesitated to step in. Katerma, his wife, laughed at me as she 
dragged me in and told me- "Will you stay outside in the rain because you think 
you'll mess up my house? " At the same time, children heard I was there and they 
too came in to see me, also bringing mud on their shoes into the house. Katerina 
turned to me pointing to the mess they caused: "Did you see? What shall I do, 
lock them out9 No! I'll do it again and again! " 
For a Greek Gypsy woman having completed her household duties would not 
mean that the rest of the family members should be cautious within the household, 
Her domestic tasks would by no means disrupt the rest of the family's activities, 
On the contrary, the Gypsy housewife cleans and tidies up the household just to 
see it messed up again straight away. Indeed, as soon as the house is cleaned, the 
family is free to enjoy it as much as it can. For a non-Gypsy Greek nikokira, like 
my mother, tidying up the house would mean that the rest of the family should be 
extremely cautious with domestic activities trying to keep it tidy for as long as 
possible. Most likely, the non-Gypsy Greek Mkokira would keep her children 
restricted to certain areas that would be designated for daily activities. Aware of 
this attitude of the non-Gypsy Greek nikokirct towards her work, Katerina laughed 
at me and told evervbody to laugh about the incident with me standing at her 
doorstep. 
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Learning how to Become Kali Nikokira 
For women in Giionicr, the main household activities such as cleaning, washing, 
and cooking should follow specific steps and procedures that are passed down 
from mother to daughter. This gives primacy to the 'traditional', old-fashioned 
methods of cleaning, washing and cooking. As far as cleaning is concerned, the 
Greek Gypsy woman should not only constantly keep clean the interior of her 
house but, most importantly, the exterior concrete area where children play and 
which is visible to non-familv members. SecondlV, according to Gilonicl's 
women, washing should be done by hand, according to the 'traditional' way and 
should be done outside the house so that everybody can see the housewife 
performing it. Performing the hand-washing seems to be of extreme importance 
and that is probably why Greek Gypsy women believe that the washing machine 
is a useless machine that does not really clean clothes as efficiently as the old 
fashioned hand-washing. Finally, cooking should be preferably done on the gas 
stove inside the house during the winter or outside during the summer and baking 
in the charcoal oven. Their cuisine is very similar to the non-Gypsy Greek one 
and is mainly based on ýtraditional' recipes that are passed down from generation 
to generation and are preferably made with home-made products. Apart from the 
methodology of household tasks and their practical application, young girls 
should be taught how to be innovative to overcome difficulties in their tasks and 
the scarcity of possibilities, such as providino the house with water early in the 
morning, taking it illegally from a communal tap, or warming up water in the 
fireplace, etc. 
Both the methods and practice of household activities should be taught to 
young girls from a very early age through a long process of practical exercises 
through allocation of duties and constant informal appraisal by the female 
members of the extended family. Given the fact that domestic duties take up most 
of a woman's daily activities, young girls learn their mother's work through 
imitation, as soon as they make their first steps, realising at the same time the 
attention they attract and the encouragement they get in their effort to imitate 
them. A mother, for example, would consider it important to praise her little 
daughter and let the other women in Gitonia know about the way the girl tried to 
wash the dishes or clothes, to handle the rnop, or to cook. 
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Gradually, as young girls grow up, mothers give them responsibilities 
depending on the girl's personality and the degree to which she is willing, to 
sacrifice her playing time. Acknowledging the importance of the successful 
accomplishment of household activities for the family, girls will start to respond 
positively to their mothers' calls for assistance or will take the initiative of 
undertaking some tasks themselves. It is worth noting that because girls between 
two and five or six years of age are encouraged to undertake a wide range of 
household activities, they would rarely play 'mothers' or 'housewives' in the way 
non-Gypsy girls of a similar age love to play. Similarly, parents, and especially 
mothers, do not view their daughters' imitative efforts to carry out domestic tasks, 
or later on, their actual participation in household activities merely as a game, but 
as the performative progress of an instructional process that has to take place 
sometime in their childhood. At this stage, however, although mothers praise their 
daughters, they would never push them to give up their free time in order to help 
them out with the actual domestic work. It is only much later, as the girls reach 
the age between seven and twelve that more and more household activities are 
allocated to them by their mothers in order to relieve themselves from the load of 
work, but most importantly, in order for the girl to perform the task in front of 
other people and show her progress. 
This process does not seem to be a burden for the young girls. On the contrary, 
it constitutes the basis on which their personality is constructed and their position 
in their extended family reinforced. From this perspective, young girls love 
proving to their family that they are capable of fulfilling their expectations. But 
when a family notices that a girl does not pay adequate attention to domestic 
duties, her parents might try to find a more radical solution in order to bring her 
attention to the tasks. Nikoleta was one of these cases. As we already saw in 
chapters 4 and 5, Nikoleta was a twelve-year-old girl who worked daily in the 
market and was basically taking care of her three-year-old brother, Fotis. In her 
free time she preferred to play with the other children of (; ilotfi(t, or ride around 
the neighbourhood on her bicycle. Therefore, although Nikoleta had a very 
feminine body shape and was very pretty, the rest of Giioiiht's members used to 
call her aghorokoritso [tom-boy]. 
Thus, one day, all of a sudden, after a wedding party her parents decided to 
arrange her engagement to a young boy whose parents had asked for her family's 
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permission. Nikoleta herself agreed to get engaged to this young boy. However, 
this abrupt decision from her parents surprised the inhabitants of (; iloifict because 
it was not really well planned and thought out. Nevertheless, most people agreed 
that this was the appropriate step that had to be taken in order to force the 
aghoi-okorilso [tom-boy] to finally take over her responsibilities seriously. 
Eventually, the very next day, Nikoleta started visiting the home of her parents-in- 
law, where she actually did not have the space to move independently and ignore 
her duties as she did in her home environment. 
Young unmarried girls should prove that as soon as they learn to undertake 
efficiently the basic steps of household chores, they are ready to get engaged, 
which means that their training will now be taking place in two spaces, in their 
parent's house as well as the parents-in-law house. This is where she is most 
likely to live when she gets married. But, in order to get married the girl must first 
complete the transitional training process and 'pass the unofficial exams' in her 
parents-in-law house usually under the strict supervision of her mother-in-law. 
Unfortunately, for a young woman marriage does not necessarily mean the end of 
her mother-in-law's close supervision. On the contrary, this is the time when she 
is under the most pressure to prove her ability to take care of her own household, 
at an adequate Greek Gypsy standard and simultaneously enhance her credentials 
within her husband's family (see also chapter 6). 
Performing Masculine Roles in the Nikokirio 
As already discussed, most ethnographic works on Greece acknowledge the 
complementary role of women and men in the operation of the household and 
family. Early on, for example, Campbell (1964-. 150) saw the organisation of the 
Sarakatsan family premised on "a system of roles" with "complementary form. " 
Nevertheless, in most of these ethnographic depictions, the role of the flikokiris, 
the male household head, is assumed to be more associated with "an active profile 
in public life" (Loizos and Papataxiarchis, 1991b: 6) often in contrast to the more 
domesticated model of nikokiru (Hirschon, 1993a), the female householder. 
Interest] ngly, the case of (; i1oni(t's Gypsies brings to light a set of important 
domestic activities undertaken by men, which also have to be performed in order 
to affirm a Greek Gypsy male personhood and a sense of collective belonging. As 
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with the performance of nikokiroshii by women, the enactment of male-based 
domestic chores entails the instructional framework for passing down to young 
boys the knowledge (methods and practices) of conducting such activities. 
A number of diverse activities, such as the construction, repair and 
maintenance of the houses and furniture, the repair of cars and other mechanical 
and electronic devices, the cutting and provision of logs for the fire, as well as 
driving women to work or the market for shopping, " are some of the chores that 
male inhabitants of Gilotfiti undertake daily, contributing this way considerably to 
the running , of their households. 
A kcilos ifikokiris [good householder], for the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia, is the 
householder who apart from providing money for his family, can be efficient and 
competent in performing the above-described domestic tasks. Evgenia, along with 
her daughter-in-law, Anastasia, repeatedly praised Michalis, Evgenia's elder son 
and Anastasia's husband, for being such a Awlos ifikokiris [a good male 
householder]. Anastasia, for instance, often pointed to the way he had taken care 
of the indoor decoration of the house that he had carried out himself And Evgenia 
also spoke about his daily caring for the pots and flowers in his small yard. Men 
also liked to talk a lot about their performance of domestic activities, always 
putting emphasis on the manual effort that such activities demand. 
For the members of this group of Gypsies, the kcilos ifikokiris is also the man 
who has elaborated a variety of skills that enable him to develop and maintain his 
household without the need for any paid, speciallsed worker. As Alexis, the first 
inhabitant of Gilonici, said- 
-This place-NNliatever you see herc-lias been built from scratcli by us. Little by 
little. Nve have managed to transform tWs place into a living space. " 
In fact, I have seen Fanis' and Aspasia's new house in Gilonict, built from 
scratch by the men of their family. This process, as Giorgos, Alexis' son, 
explained to me, comprised four important steps that required a lot of hard work 
to be done. The first step consisted in providing the wooden parts that had to be 
collected from any possible source such as building sites: 
('Nonc of tlic NNonicii in 6itonia dro\e. since drkiiiga carNNis considercd b\ the Grcck G,, psies an 
exclusiveh iliale acliN i1N. 
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-'Can )-on imagine lioki difficult it is to find all these pieces here and there" It might 
take time ... That is Nfliv 
it's better to stock them here at the back of the vard in case 
xN c need thein to fiN or repair something. - 
The second step is to prepare the ground on which the house will be builV 
-That nicans Nve have to get the raw materials to make kharmani Ithe mixI for the 
concrete base and we do it all bý hand. " 
The next step is to build the structure with the wooden pieces. As Giorgos 
described: 
-'Joining all these pieces together is another difficult task because they have to be 
joined correctly in order to be resistant both to the rain and the wind. But the most 
difficult part is to construct the roof, because we have to climb up there and be 
careful not to make any mistake. In the roof NNc use the best qualitý of wood 
available and try to make the strongest joints. Then. we cover it NNith a piece of thick 
plastic in order to prevent rain from pouring into the house and we add big stones or 
heavy bricks on top of that in order to keep the roof safe from the Ný ind. " 
When the main construction of the house is finished, the men make the doors 
and the windows and have to make some important adjustments for the 
infrastructure for the heating and air ventilation. When the house is ready the 
women take over from men and do the painting internally and externally and 
decide on the interior's decoration. 
So, as we have seen, the process of building a house in the settlement takes 
place without the need for any paid skills. All activities are undertaken mainly by 
the men of the extended families who assist each other. Men are not only 
preoccupied with constructing the house but also with preserving it. For example, 
as Evgenia pointed ouc 
-During the xýinter our men have to climb onto the roof rcgularlý and have it checked 
and repaired if needed. because if it collapses it ANill kill us all here. " 
The maintenance of a house that is built with such poor materials entails a great 
deal of work, which has to be done on a daily basis. Repairing damages and 
upgrading the already existing infrastructure are essential for the good functioning 
of a household. What is more, men also undertake the task of constructing and 
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keeping good all the common areas of the settlement such as the yard outside the 
houses, as well as the toilets, the communal water tap, and the rubbish area. 
Young boys are usually encouraged to imitate their father's everyday domestic 
activities soon after they stand up on their feet. Doing that, they are praised in the 
same way that small girls are when they follow their mothers' movements 
copying out household tasks. Consequently, since they are very young they 
become familiar with and participate in activities such as cutting wood for the 
fireplace, starting the fire, constructing and maintaining the house, repairing the 
car or electric devices, gadgets etc. They soon also learn, in the same way that 
girls do, how to overcome the difficulties of life in the settlement by improvising 
cost-effective means or alternative ways to get the desired outcome. 
Another significant skill that young boys have to master as soon as they reach 
twelve or thirteen years of age is driving their father's car. Simultaneously, they 
learn how to keep their car or truck in good condition. They normally assist the 
male members of their family in taking care of it on a daily basis and make most 
of the necessary repairs themselves. Driving a car is of vital importance for a boy 
because the car is a means of transportation and the main working tool of this 
particular group of Gypsies. Although children are not actually allowed to use 
their father's car before the age of thirteen or fourteen they would, however, learn 
how to start it up and take the wheel for their first movements within the 
settlement. From the time they are thirteen or fourteen they are normally allowed 
to use the car outside of the settlement for short drives. At the age of sixteen or 
seventeen, the young man can start driving the car for work purposes despite the 
fact that in Greece the legal age for holding a driving licence is eighteen. 
Gitonia's Gypsies and Paid Work 
Flexible Work Patterns 
As already discussed in chapter . 33, the 
literature on Gypsies has shown that 
, roups 
have been through different socio-economic and historical different Gypsy Ly 
processes that have resulted, among other things, in the deployment of diverse 
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Gypsy economic activities . 
For example, some Gypsy groups follow more 
'traditional' Gypsy activities (sale of goods and items, fortune telling, 
entertainment, etc. ) such as the British Gypsies (Okely, 1983: 5 1, table 1), while 
others, such as the Hunoarian Rom, work alongside non-Gypsies in the industrial 1ý 
or agricultural sector (Stewart, 1997). Most theorists on Gypsies acknowledge that 
the Gypsy economy and prosperity is highly dependent on the wider economy of 
the society in which they live. However, there are some distinctive features that 
diverse Gypsy groups elaborate in order to differentiate themselves from the non- 
Gypsy population. 8 
In the case of the Gypsies of Giloliict, as already shown in the introduction, 
economic activity is mainly cliaracterised by two important aspects'. a 
considerable degree of flexibility in terms of time and space of work activity as 
well as the a degree of flexibility in terms of load, type of work and family 
participants (labour-intensive occupations). In the Greek Gypsy way of life it is 
difficult to separate paid work and family. In most cases, paid work demands the 
participation of the whole family with both its male and female members, children 
and adults. The family members might all work together or separately, depending 
on a variety of factors (heavy work-load, need for extra income, intra-family 
agreements, etc. ). 
More specifically, this urban population has learnt to benefit from the 
opportunities that the city of Athens offers as well as from the flexible 
characteristics of their own skills. In this sense, Giioliiti's Gypsies make a multi- 
level use of the urban environment both in terms of space and time. For example, 
the daily trading of goods in the markets (legal and illegal), conducted by men and 
women, constitutes the main source of the extended family's income. 
Simultaneously though, this activity usually takes place while other members of 
the extended family, including children, trade goods (mainly illegally) in other 
- For a good account of examples of diverse Gypsy economic activities across Europe see Li6geois 
(1994). 
GN-psics in Western Europe. as for example in Britain (OkeIN, 198ý). and the United States 
(Sutherland. 197-5). have resisted integration into the labour force-although it does occasionally 
happen-slioNOng a clear preference for flexible and labour-intensive economic actiNitics over 
NN hich tlicý can exert control. On the other hand. Gypsies NN ho lived in the ex-Cominunist countries 
and NNorked in the industrial or agricullural sector along NNith the non-Gypsics. such as the 
Hungarian Rom (StcNýan. 1997). had elaborated parficular tactics (price dealing). niainlý in the 
informal sector of economy (the horse dealing inarket). -, Nhich enabled thein to redefine their 
relationships both Nvith the Communist state and the non-Gypsics (see also chapter 3). 
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public places such as streets, squares, outside churches, etc. In addition, the Greek 
Gypsies of Giloni(i use the urban environment for permanent occupations such as 
vendors in the markets, for seasonal trading such as Christmas trees, as well as for 
opportunistic earnings during religious celebrations, festivals and sport events. In 
the overcrowded urban space they get the advantages-while at the same time 
minimise the risks-of the informal sector. 
The most common occupation of the inhabitants of Gilonict is small-scale 
selling at open markets the laikes aghore. v. 9 However, they rarely possess a 
vendor's permit and most of the time they are confined to selling their goods 
illegally at the fringes of these markets. Those having a legal vendor's permit get 
a standard stall in the markets they are subscribed to, and legally sell their goods 
on a regular basis (Fig. 7.2). The holders of a vendor's permit normally sell fruit 
and vegetables that they obtain from one of the country's central markets (mainly 
from the central markets of Khalkida and Piraeus). On the contrary, those who do 
not have a legal permit in their possession must either find a stall to sell their 
goods outside of the market but close to it, or sell a variety of other goods in 
places, such as squares and churches, that tend to be crowded. 
Although the above mentioned activities seem to offer to the settlement's 
population a more secure daily income, their most lucrative economic activity, as 
they confess, comes from seasonal trading such as Christmas trees during 
Christmas, kites on Kcithari Defieiw [Mardis Gras], religious items during Easter, 
etc. As Theofilos mentioned. "It is these days that we await to make some serious 
money, the rest is just to cover our daily expenses. " 
At the same time, those people who have more secure occupations such as legal 
vendors in the markets would not hesitate to grasp any chance of getting more 
money from any other alternative way they think could increase the income of 
their family. In fact, they could easily shift from legal to illegal trading taking 
advantage of occasions such as festivals and religious celebrations. 
Except for the legal market vendors (who are adult men) the above mentioned 
work can actually be undertaken by all family members above the age of five or 
six. As we shall see in the following paragraphs, women and children play a very 
c) Open markets that opcratc on a Nicckly basis (from Moncbý to Saturdaý) in different areas of 
Athens. 
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important role in Greek Gypsy economic activity and contribute enormously to 
the maximisation of the family's income through flexible work patterns. 
What is more, Gilonjet's Gypsies use their settlement as a working space, where 
they sell, prepare, and stock goods for sale. In fact, not only does the 
neighbourhood in which they live and interact with the non-Gypsy population 
constitute a secure market for selling their goods but also a source of clients to 
whom they offer cleaning services. As Ifigenia, the female head of the Theodorou 
family, explained to me, after all the years they had lived in Gilonia they had 
managed to establish a network of clients based on their good reputation as traders 
and cleanersý 
'*The neighbourbood here knows that our men sell the best quality of products in the 
markets and often prefer to buy goods from us. And each of us [she means the 
womenj has a couple of neighbours Ifeniale ones] who assist us on a regular basis. 
either by buying from us goods or by giving us some inoncý. The nikokires in the 
neighbourhood know well that we are good cleaners and sometimes they call us to 
work for them in their houses for a Couple of hours. " 
During holidays or the summer, when there is no work in the city, some 
members of the extended families supply themselves with a variety of trading 
goods that they sell in the rural areas, villages, and islands. Some of the 
settlement's families plan short or long trips to the countryside's villages or the 
islands, where they usually have a circle of customers to whom they sell various 
products. In that sense, mobility is an important asset, even though this group has 
long been sedentary. Evgenia proudly told me once that ý 
-Even if there is no N%ork at all in Athens. I'm not worried. I take the boat and go for 
one month to Samos to sell kitchen stuff and then I come back loaded. " 
This flexible type of economic activity seems to be intrinsically associated with 
a specific type of family organisation that principally articulates a sense of support 
and solidarity among its members. In fact, although Greek Gypsv economic 
activity primarily aims at the generation of family income at the household level, 
the nikokirio cannot be viewed as outside of the extended family network (see 
chapter 6) nor as separate from the intra-family alliance building process (see 
chapter 5). 
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As already seen in chapter 5, the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia tend to intensify 
their work activities before wedding events in order to be able to cover the 
expenses of wedding presents and gifts of money. What is more, as already hinted 
in the analysis of kinship relatedness (see chapter 6) and as will be more 
thoroughly examined in the following paragraphs, there is a strong association 
between the extended family's hierarchical organisation and each household's 
economic activity within the extended family unit. 
Paid Work Patterns in the Extended Farnily-An Example 
In the Christopoulos extended family, the male head of the family, Alexis, was 
specialised in repairing chairs. In fact, he was the only inhabitant of Gilonict who 
was specialised in an old-fashioned 'traditional' Gypsy occupation. As he 
describe& 
"My job is to repair chairs made of psatha Istrawl. To N%eave psatha is art 10 and 
only a feNx people in Athens know how to do it. For forty years I've been doing this 
job and if you ask in the market I ha-ve the best reputation. I sell mý sen-ices to 
carpenters or work by myself but my job is not secure, at least not in the ciiNI because 
people here don't buy these chairs any more. " 
During the winter he worked in Athens while in the summer he did the same 
job on the island of Samos, where he had regular customers. His wife Evgenia, 
contributed to the family's income alongside him. Although she had stopped 
working as a cleaner a few years ago because of her fragile health, she continued 
to accompany her husband to Samos where she had her own circle of customers to 
whom she sold household items during the Easter and summer holidays. 
The family's eldest son, Michalis, was a legal vendor in the l(likes (Ighores of 
the northern suburbs of Athens. He owned a small truck that he used in order to 
transport the goods he obtained from the central fruit market in Khalkida or 
Piraeus every evening in order to sell them the following morning in the market 
stall. Michalis was not alone in this job. He was assisted by his three sons, 
Thomas, Aristides, and Pavlos. He was also helped by his younger brother 
Giorgos when he had no work with the non-Gvpsv Greek vendor he normally 
worked with- The three brothers helped their father either by going to tile central 
fruit markets every afternoon to purchase the goods or by preparing the truck for 
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the morning. They also took turns to assist their father in the market stall. His 
wife, Anastasia, worked in the nearby rmlk factory for several years, until it was 
closed down. 
In Giorgos' household, Giorgos was employed by a non-Gypsy Greek and 
worked as a part-time vendor at his market stall. As already said, when there was 
no work for him, he was offered a vendor's position at his brother's stall in the 
market. His wife, Marina, occasionally helped with the family's expenses. She 
illegally sold clothes or household items on the fringes of 1clikes (Ighores. She had 
also managed to make her own circle of customers in Samos where she went with 
her parents-in-law during the summer. Lefteris, the youngest son of Alexis and 
Evgenia who was a drug addict, and his wife, Vasiliki, lived mainly on Vasiliki's 
insecure income, derived from the illegal sale of goods in the markets as well as 
the financial support of his older brother and his father. 
Through the description of the Christopoulos family's economic activity it 
becomes apparent that the eldest male head, Alexis, and his elder son Michalis, 
share the responsibility for the extended family's well being. Alexis repeatedly 
mentioned that his only concern was that his children and their families should be 
doing well in their lives: 
"For whom do you think I've worked all these years'? For whom have I built the 
house in Gcrakas? '" For tile" I don't need it. I'm fine here. my home is here not 
there. I'm doing cvcrýtfiing for them. for her JEvgemaj and the children. " 
And Evgenia adde& 
-Michalis does not need Our help, lie has his job. the boN s to help him. and his ox-8-n 
house to moNe into one day But what about them Imeaning her younger sons. 
Giorgos and Lefterisl? Giorgos is such a goodand liard-working boy but struggles to 
support his family and Lefteris ... he cannot do anything ... he is ill [meaning a drug 
addict]. - 
In chapter 6 we saw that Michalis as the second in the family hierarchy after 
his parents and more active economically than his father, seerned to be 
responsible for granting some sort of support to the families of his younger I 
"' A house NN hich Nus not ý ct finislied. 
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brothers. In fact, the whole extended family unit depended on his legal vendor's 
permit and his secure income. 
The extended family's solidarity is especially obvious during the periods of 
seasonal trading when its members organised and operated a work plan that gave 
each household the chance to maximise its income by joining and exploiting the 
common family resources-such as trucks, human resources, contacts, etc. The 
Christopoulos family, for example, organised the following work plan for the 
summer period at the year of my fieldwork. As Evgenia described: 
-As soon as the schools close, iný husband. me. Marina and the girl [Aretil will go to 
Samos. Michalis. Giorgos and the boys IMichalis' sonsl will stay here to work al the 
markets. because tlicý are busý during the summer. And Anastasia will also stay here 
to cook and clean for them. In Samos, we will work separately. Alexis will be going 
to his customers iu the villages, I to mine and maybe I'll introduce Marina to some 
women in order to make her own circle. I'll sell kitchen items while Marina will sell 
-kN omen, s clothes. " 
Gitonia's Gypsies and Wage Labour 
During the year of my fieldwork, when municipal representatives were visiting 
the settlement to discuss the problem of re-housing its members, the inhabitants of 
Gitonia repeatedly expressed their wish for jobs. And, indeed, before the last 
municipal elections (in October 2002) they had been promised a few. Jobs and had 
been asked by the municipal representatives to make a list with the names and 
preferences of those interested. Their response was astonishing. As I was the one 
who took down the names for the list, I noticed that the extended family heads 
decided to give the names of almost all the family members, both male and 
female, above the age of eighteen. 
Although the majority of the inhabitants of Gilonia suspected that the 
municipality would not fulfil its pledge after the elections, they nevertheless 
agreed that if the jobs were to materialise this would be an ideal solution. As 
Penelope said: 
'-I think tlicý are fooling us again INi. but N%c liaxe nothing to lose bý putting our 
nanics doNN n. If thcý take us. I NN ould go. I could clean the riiunicipalitý's building or 
schools. Is there a better thing ilian knoNNing that cach month Nour salarN is NNaiting 
for vou? " 
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In fact, most women were very excited by the prospect of getting a secure 
waged job. With the consent of their fathers and family leaders they put their 
names down as candidates for a cleaner's position, while the majority of men who 
put their names down preferred positions such as guards, gardeners, or drivers (for 
those few who possessed a drivers' licence). 
Most men who possessed a vendor's permit or at least a truck, and their close 
relatives who assisted them, preferred not to put their names down. "What can I 
do with this job in the municipality" I have my stall in the market" said Vangelis, 
the male head of the Theodorou extended family. I got a similar answer from 
almost all male members of Gilottici who possessed a vendors' permit. 
The examples above indicate that the Greek Gypsies have developed an 
ambiguous attitude towards wage labour. On the one hand, Anastasia proudly 
informed me about the fact that she worked for many years in the nearby milk 
factory. She highlighted this long-lasting work experience and emphasised the 
benefits that she had gaine& 
lt is because of my N%orking experience that I have some social security sen, ices and 
advantages for me and im children toda). " 
Evgenia, her mother-in-law also described Anastasia's work experience in the 
factory as "a decent and appropriate job for a woman. " On the other hand, 
however, the vicinity of the factory to the settlement, as Evgenia confirmed, 
played a decisive role in her decision to work there: "It was very convenient for 
her. She would leave the children to us here and she was early back home for the 
nikokirio [the household chores]. " And in fact, when the factory closed down she 
didn't look for a similar job somewhere else, simply because there was no similar 
work position in the vicinity. 
On a different occasion, Evgema told me about a relative who managed years 
ago to get a job in the municipality, pointing out once more that work (waged or 
otherwise) actually becomes meaningful only if it sustains extended family 
solidarity and intra-family relationships of support: 
--Yes. lie has Ni orked nianN cars there. he is N crý satisfied Ný ith hisjob. He is also a 
great help for us here! God bless hini- lie has brought us the ýNatcr Imeariing the 
illegal communal wpj here. " 
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Their response to the municipalitv's call for lists of potential workers indicates 
at least a clear interest by some Greek Gypsies in wage tabour. Furthermore, most 
of the parents express the wish that their children one day will manage to find a 
permanent, waged job. Children themselves often express the same preference 
like fourteen-year-old Sotiris from the Markopoulos extended family: 
I would like to become a policeman. That is what my parents want me to do as well. 
That is xON they insist on sending me to school. because as soon as I tinish, my 
Godfather-who happens to be a policeman-vNill help me to make my dream true. 
On the other hand, it becomes apparent that the clear interest of this group in 
wage tabour cannot be viewed as a shift to new less flexible forms of economic 
activity. Indeed, it does not operate as a substitute but rather as complementary to 
the existing forms of economic activity. For example, we saw that those who have 
a secure source of income such as the legal market vendors, or at least have their 
basic working tool, the truck, looked down on the possibility of a waged job, even 
though they encouraged the rest of their family members to put their names down 
for that. We can, therefore, draw the assumption that wage tabour is viewed by the 
Greek Gypsies of Gilonia as a possible additional work activity or as a 
complement to independent work within the wider framework of flexible work 
patterns that operate within extended family units. 
What it more, the Greek Gypsies' stance towards dependent wage tabour 
suggests a preference for forms of economic activity whose distinctive 
characteristics (flexibility, tabour-intensive economyl adjustability) cannot be 
merely viewed as attempts to differentiate themselves from the non-Greek Gypsy 
population. Rather, they seem to be elaborate tactics or responsive strategies to 
external factors such as marginalisation, or changing socio-economic 
circumstances (urbanisation, migration), that favour a particular family structure 
and social organisation, premised on relationships of solidarity and support. 
Women and Paid Work 
The contribution of Gypsy women to the economic life of the fanilly can be of 
extreme importance. Ideally, most Gypsy men would like their wives not to work 
but to stay at home. As Giorgos put it: 
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I don't Nvant my wife-and I don't think anyboclý else does-lo go out to Nvork. It's 
a heavy load of work for her working in the niarkct and taking care of the household. 
And of course. the market is not a nice place for the baby either 
However, his wife, Marina, insists that her contribution is essential and she 
makes an interesting point saying that work, for her, is also a way of socialising 
outside the settlement: "If I don't work we'll starve and he knows it. Besides, 
sometimes I feel so bored at home that I need to go out to work. Sometimes I just 
want to see other people. " In most cases, the woman's need for economic help is 
inevitable. This is especially so, since selling goods without a legal vendor's 
permit has become increasingly risky, while at the same time migrant economic 
activity has expanded into the 'traditional' Gypsy economic domain. Women who 
go out to work alone or separately from their husbands mainly go to the markets 
and sell small kitchen items, religious accessories or garlic and onions. 
For example, Theofilos and Katerina from the Petridis extended family live 
mainly from Katerina's daily income from illegal vending in the markets. 
Although Theofilos possessed a truck he admitted that he found it increasingly 
difficult to sell non-seasonal products illegally, for a variety of reasons: 
--There is no work for me Ivi anymore- because I cannot easily go out to sell products 
with my truck. If the police stop me and see that I don't have papers [legal document 
to prove the purchase]. not only will Ilicy prosecute me but lhcý will also confiscate 
my goods. Only on Christmas, Mardi Gras. and Easter are the police more flexible. 
For us who don't have the vendor's peni-tit the little money we make to cover our 
daily expenses comes from women. Still for them there is some work in the markets 
although the Albanian Gypsies have reduced our earnings. So. every day early in the 
morning I drive my wife. her sisters-in-law and my nieces to the market and then I 
pick them up in the afternoon. " 
An additional factor that occasionally pushes women to work is the escalating 
problem of drug addiction among young men that has struck Gilonia in the last 
two decades". Drug, addicts, who can no longer go out to work, or whose families 
prefer them to stay close to them in the settlement instead of letting them out and 
risking arrest, are primarily being supported by their wives, especially if they have 
young children. As described in chapter 6, Vasiliki and Aspasia were two women 
According to m-, dataý at least three adult men in (hionia had been for long heroin addicts or 
arosti" I ill I. as their fatiffly members called them. 
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whose husbands' addiction forced them to take the leading economic role in their 
households. Aspasia's husband, Fanis, was almost banned from leaving Gitoifit-I 
by his family. Even when Aspasia was pregnant and shortly after she gave birth, 
she was trying to keep up her work in the market. Whenever she could, she left 
her toddler with other family members and went to the markets for a couple of 
hours to sell household items. 
It is also true that in many cases women choose to work because they prefer to 
feel financially independent. This is more common among young women who do 
not have a good relationship with their parents-in-law or their husband. Vasiliki 
confessed to me that she liked earning money as a vendor in the markets although 
it was hard for her to work with the baby and afterwards to do the domestic 
chores. According to her: 
-Earning my own money makes me feel not simply more independent bul free in a 
sense that mv mothcr-in-lau, would not coninicni on NN hat and how I spend it. - 
At the same time, she admitted that this money could allow her to leave the 
house at any time and abandon her husband if there was a problem or fight 
between them, a fact that apparently gave her more negotiating power at home. 
Children and Paid Work 
It becomes apparent through fieldwork that parents in Gilonict do not like 
separating from their children and if for some reason they have to do this they 
suffer enormously. ' Consequently, parents prefer taking their children along with 
them to work, unless the children themselves do not want to accompany them. So, 
depending on the situation and the nature of the work, children follow their 
parents. For example, if a mother works separately from her husband, she will 
normally take her babies and very young children with her. In most cases (but not 
always), women prefer to take their babies and young children along. Besides 
I For example. xN lien Katerina. the mother of six ý car-old Stelios sent him NN ith his unit and uncle 
on a trip to Northern Greece because lie insisted on going ý%itli Ilicin- she let hun go without 
coiriplaining but from the moment lie left she cried for hours. A similar situation happened N%hen 
Marina sent tier wo and a lialf-ýcar-old daughter to tier sister in order to give tip breast-feeding. 
Although she and tier husband believed tlicN had done the right thing. the ver-, next moment they 
regretted it and x%ent to the sister's place by taxi during the night to bring her back horne. 
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preferring to have their children nearby, mothers-especlally those with babies- 
are less likely to be stopped by the police or the market security guards. 
Apart from the daily domestic chores, small girls and boys gain early 
experience by going out to work with their parents or in other ways participating 
in the economic life of the family unit. Girls above the age of six or seven will 
usually accompany their mother to the market but will work on their own. Boys of 
the same age will normally go to help out their father or, if the circumstances 
permit, they may work independently yet close to him. Younger boys, however, 
may also accompanv their mothers in the markets. Especially during periods when 
work-loads are heavy, as for example during seasonal trading, some girls and boys 
miiaht also ý_)ive a hand or work permanently with other close kin members such as 
a grandfather, a brother, or an uncle. It is also worth noting that both girls and 
boys might contribute substantially to essential work preparations that need to be 
done at home such as assembling, packing, or decorating products to be sold (Fig. 
7.3)). 
However, girls above the age of six or seven should be more focused on the 
undertaking of the unpaid household chores rather than paid work. In contrast, for 
boys participation in paid work is of vital importance. At the age of five or six, 
boys start taking part in the economic life of the family, accompanying either one 
of the parents, or both at work. A couple of years later, boys gradually start taking 
a more active role, usually assisting the father or a close male relative in the 
economic activity of the family. Again, as happens with their female siblings, the 
timing for this transition will depend on the child's personality and parents would 
never push him to undertake tasks that he is unwilling to do. Nevertheless, young 
boys know well that they are close to the time when they will start looking for a 
girl to get engaged. Their participation in economic life at this point means both 
an important period of training before getting married, as well as making a 
substantial contribution to the family's expenses regarding the coming marriage. 
Most of the time, young boys help their father at work on a regular basis from the 
moment they get engaged- Dependim) on the agreement the boy makes with his 
father he might put some of his savings aside to add to his father's savings for his 
wedding, while keeping the rest for his daily expenses. 
Interestingly, neither parents nor children consider this kind of activitv as work, 
with its conventional meaning characterised by a rigid timetable, allocated duties 
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and responsibilities. Greek Gypsy children are not obliged to work the way a non- 
Gypsy would understand this activity as an 'obligation'. Parents would never push 
children to take part in work activities if they didn't want to. For example, 
Ifigenia, the head of the Theodorou extended family, expressed her 
disappointment in front of her grandson, Dimitris, who, according to her, had been 
reluctant to go out to work on a daily basis: 
-I tell him. take a plasfic bag with kitchen towels and go out to sell them in the 
market during the morning, but lie doesn't want to ... 
He only likes going with his 
father to work every now and then. All lie cares about is plaýing football. What can 
we do'? Nothing! One day lie will lia-ve to do it though. When lie finds a girl and 
wants to get married he'll do it ... 
He will eventua, 11y work on a daily basis. " 
Children and especially boys, as Ifigema's words indicate, are expected to 
work at some stage in their childhood and are therefore praised and encouraged if 
they fulfil these expectations. Katerma proudly described to me the fact that her 
six year-old son Stelios insisted on having his own stall in the park where she and 
her relatives were selling kites on Kalh(rri Dýfiera [Mardis Gras]: 
*'Siclios is onh six but lie \Nanted to have his min business and make his own 
monev. We let him a fc,, ý metres away from us and Nve were helping him with the 
moncy. 
At the sarne firne, parents strongly criticlsed the Albanlan Gypsy parents of the 
neighbourhood, who they claimed, sent their children to beg by the traffic lights. 
For instance, Theofilos pointed out the immoral aspect of begging: 
"To force your child to go out and beg in order to bring you back money is unethical. 
what kind of parent can you be to do that'? Tliey are doing it Ivi [pointing at the 
Albanian Gypsy settlenientl. " 
The immorality of begging was often contrasted with the morality of hard work 
that demands the cultivation of entrepreneurial skills. Antoms, the male head of 
the Petridis family, insisted that a linfios, or an honoured maný "can only be 
somebody who sweats to make money, " And Irim, his daughter-in-law, added: 
child should learn since it is N-er-, Noung that nioneN isa hard thiriP to earn and it 
has to be done innia lin in honourcd Nýayj. Not to open the liand for a beg. This is 
casy but not funjo. " 
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Children themselves often described those Albanian Gypsy children from the 
neighbouring settlement who begged in the streets as "aliles" [bums] and 
"citimous" [without honour]- What is more, children's perceptions of work as an 
activity that should be associated with the development and performance of 
particular qualities and skills undertaken within a particular social and moral 
framework was also illustrated by their opinions about those who earned their 
living through gun and drug dealing. For instance, as eleven-year-old Angelina 
explained to me: 
-Many of the Albanian Gypsies from the neighbourhood make a lot or moncý 
through tlicsc illegal activilies but no one respects thein because they don't work as 
real men ought to do, people are only afraid of them because they hold g-Luis. " 
Children also expressed criticism of their own relatives, such as the drug 
addicts, who could not work or participated in drug-dealing themselves. Once for 
example, I was alone with the children in Theofilos and Katerina's house when 
Fanis, Katerina's youngest brother, came in to ask nine-year-old Manolis for the 
key from his father's truck but Manolis reffised to hand it to him. When Fanis left 
cursing his nephew, Manolis confessed to meý A didn't give it to him, Ivi, because 
he doesn't want the car to go to work properly. He wants it to do vron7odoillia 
[dirty work]. " And his younger brother, Stellos, added: "he is uhrislos [useless] 
and lembelis [lazy] and not capable of doing anything", while his four-year-old 
daughter, Xanthi, was whispering to me that "he is a junkie ... 
" 
Gilonict's children were used to accompany their parents and relatives at work 
since birth and to participate in family work patterns as well as contributing to the 
family income. However, for the vast majority of children, male and female, work 
clearly meant a lot more than their mere participation in the family's work 
patterns and their contribution to the family income. For them, work constitutes an 
activity that is intrinsically bound with the ways through which personhood is 
performed and evaluated within the extended kin network and the peer group to 
affirm the group's distinctiveness and a shared sense of belonging. 
For that reason, when children came up with their own entrepreneurial ideas, 
these were especially valued and taken into consideration by their parents and 
relatives, such as six-vear-old Stellos' idea to sell candies outside the church on 
Good Friday, or twelve-year-old Kalliope's input for a quick way of cutting I= 
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coloured paper for making the tails of the kites. Entrepreneurial ideas were often a 
common theme of discussion among children themselves and were especially 
appreciated by their peers. For instance, when Kalliope introduced her idea to 
quickly cut the coloured paper for the tails of the kites, Haris showed interest in 
getting the information of how to do it himself, also calling Manolis and Dimitris 
to hear KaIllope's idea. The boys found [clever] Kalliope's idea and all 
excitedly ran off to copy it themselves. 
Children frequently came to discuss such ideas with me as well. One day, 
Manolis came to ask my opinion about his "perfect idea for making a lot of 
money during Christmas. " And he went on describing his project: 
Manolis: -10. what do vou think, if you teach us lituplying himself. his brother and 
their little COUsinj hoNN, to sing Christmas Carols and each of us goes to flats in 
different rich areas for oiie-tNNo weeks in a roNN" HoNN much nionev will we make'! " 
Ivi: "Yes. but yon know there are only three specific days that children go to sing 
Christmas Carols at people's homes. one tomorrow [Clu-istinas Evel. one nc%t week 
[New Year's EN, cl and one the following week [at the e\, c of a celebration called To 
, -Ighia Aeophonial ... you cannot do it for one or two weeks in a row. - 
Manolis: -Why not'? What's the problem" I want to sing it everyday during 
Christmas. I'm sure the\- are going to like it ... Ilaughsl ... Yes. maybe they'll giN, e 
me more money because nobody else is doing it. " 
While in most cases children would make up an idea in order to buy something 
they knew their parents could not afford such as a bicycle, or footballer clothes, 
there were cases when children, mostly boys, would come up with work plans and 
projects with higher expectations. Manolis thought of finding a nice post of 
selling Christmas trees in order to help grandfather pay off his debt to somebody: 
-First I'll borrow money from grandpa to buy the trees from somebody he knoNvs 
along Nvith those lie wants to trade himself. Then I'll tell him to drop me off in a 
different post to sell them. The nioney I'll make I'll return it back to him Nvith tile 
profit. " 
Manolis' work plan, however, shows that children do not only pursue paid 
work in order to satisfy their personal needs and cover their everyday expenses. 
Instead, they view work as integral part of their relationships within the extended 
family network. 
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Conclusion 
To summarise, this chapter explored a set of diverse gender and age-based 
activities undertaken by Gilonict's Gypsies within the household. The undertaking 
of these activities is inextricably associated with the manifestation of those 
qualities that male and female members of this group need to progressively 
cultivate and demonstrate in order to contribute to the successful running of the 
Wkokjilo [household]. 
Along with other ethnographic studies on different areas within Greece, this 
study of Greek Gypsies recognises the prominence of the iiikokirio in the 
organisation of socio-economic life. However, the Greek Gypsy household, 3 
cannot be viewed separately from the extended family organisation and intra- 
family alliances which prompt economic activity. Therefore, it is more useful to 
look at the mode of operation of the extended nikokii-io which constitutes the 
reference point of individual and collective identification. 
The performance in and contribution to the extended Ifikokirio, are intimately 
associated with Greek Gypsy processes of becoming and belonging. The 
performance of gender and age-specific domestic and work activities based on 
distinctive practices and methods (such as nikokiroshij, or flexible and labour- 
intensive paid work patterns) serves a dual purpose. Firstly, it progressively 
consolidates a 'Greek Gypsy personhood' that must constantly be enacted by male 
and female adults and children in order to manifest distinctiveness. Secondly, in a 
parallel process, the constant appraisal and evaluation of this performance by the 
members of the extended family and the wider community creates the ground on 
which hierarchies are negotiated and renegotiated and relatedness is affirmed. 
Nikokirosini, represents a specific set of practices and methods in the 
performance of household chores and constitutes one of the most important 
credentials for a Greek Gypsy woman. At the same time, the undertaking of 
diversified male domestic tasks such as the construction and maintenance of the 
houses and the settlement's common yard, or the repair of cars, but, most 
importantly, the enactment and performance of familv and intra-family 
relationships of respect and support-such as financial support, and wedding 
" As already shmin in chapters 5 and 6. marriage processes (the inoneý in\ estinent process). 
extended fiuuilý structures and kindred relatedness primaril. \ aim at the creation of the socio- 
economic conditions which can cventuallý enable the single houschold to operate successfully. 
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gifts-constitute the most important attributes of a male Greek Gypsy 
personhood. 
The centrality of the nikokirio is primarilv reflected in the preoccupation of the 
Greek Gypsies of (; i1oitict with the efficient training of young girls and boys in 
order for their performance to attain an adequate standard, crucial for successfully 
founding a household. Young boys and girls are being brought up in a way that 
promotes their early active and thriving engagement in a range of activities. And 
in learning to undertake gender-based activities in the domestic environment they 
also learn how to participate in the patterns of the family's work outside the 
domestic arena following a specific division of labour. However, efficient training 
is not enough to ensure an adequate consolidation of Greek Gypsy personhood. 
As chapter 6 also demonstrated, Greek Gypsy personhood is being constantly 
evaluated through a life-long and strenuous process of the performative 
embodiment of a wide range of roles within the extended kinship network. 
This chapter has made clear that domestic activities, work and family intersect. 
For example, Greek Gypsy economic activity tends to exclude work patterns that 
diminish extended family relationships of support and intra-family solidarity. That 
is presumably why the male heads or the oldest male siblings of the extended 
families generally rejJected the idea of putting their names down for waged work 
in the municipality along with the close family members that assisted them. Greek 
Gypsy economic activity is characterised by a considerable degree of flexibility in 
undertaking a set of diversified occupations as well as a degree of flexibility that 
relates to time, space and number of contributors to the family's economic 
wellbeing. Every member of the family, inale or female, adult or child, is a 
candidate in the process of generating the family's income. Similarly, as in the 
case of Anastasia, who worked for a few years in a neighbouring milk factory, one 
might accept a waged position, if this contributes to the generation of the family's 
income without obstructing the proper operation of the Greek Gypsy household. 
Simultaneously, this labour-intensive economy shows a remarkable capacity to 
deploy a variety of economic strategies that enable this group of Gypsies to 
respond immediately and effectively to external changes. Indeed, flexibility 
constitutes the presupposition of the ability of the Gypsies of 6iionki to meet the 
challenges of shifting socio-ecotiomic conditions. 
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Having discussed in the last three chapters the centrality of marriape, the 
importance of enacting kinships relatedness and undertaking gender and age 
specific roles in the extended ifikokirio, the following chapter shifts again its focus 
almost exclusively on children. Chapter 8 concentrates on the particular ways 
through which children and childhood articulate and inform perceptions of Greek 
Gypsy distinctiveness. 
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Fig. 7.1: Performing Nikokirosini 
Fig. 7.2: Setting off for the market 
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Fig. 7.3: Preparations for the market 
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Chapter Eight 
Childhood and Greek Gypsy Distinctiveness 
The Centrality of Childhood for Definitions of Greek-Gypsyness 
Through examples extracted from fieldwork, this chapter demonstrates that what 
is thought to be distinctive in the case of Greek Gypsies of Gitonicl is inextricably 
associated with children's experiences and adults' conceptions of childhood. 
What is more, this chapter shows that children's experiences of childhoods are 
not only about the embodiment and interpretation of their parents' and relatives' 
views. They are also about participating in intersubjective relationships with 
different childhoods and adulthoods as well as engaging with institutional 
processes. In this sense, this chapter also seeks to examine not only how Greek- 
Gypsytiess is experienced in childhood, but also how being a Greek Gypsy child 
seems to be different from other childhoods and adulthoods and to what extent 
children themselves acknowledge and reproduce these differences. 
As discussed in chapter 3, seeing htibilus as articulating the modalities of 
consciousness and agency in embodied practices, we also come to understand the 
ways through which children affirm selfbood and personhood, belonging and 
dissent, and produce difference, sameness and otherness. What is more, 
acknowledging children's bodies as markers of distinctiveness, this chapter 
reveals the particular ideologies and practices through which Greek Gypsy 
children's bodies come to be seen as producing shared fields of belonging both in 
the context of personal relationships and in and through institutional processes. 
Similarly to adults, although children acknowledge the constraints that 
institutional processes entail for their lives, they also recognise the possibilities 
they may offer to them. Through children's words and drawings it becomes 
obvious that Giioliici's children draw on and appropriate ideologies sustained in 
state institutions in a multiplicity of ways in order to manifest and nevotiate what 
is distinctive about their lives. This is especially obvious in tile ways children 
selectively use symbols, interpret ideologies and follow practices which are 
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articulated in institutions, such as the church, the army and the police. Indeed, it is 
through the ways children embody an individual and collective sense of 
institutional i sed self-as for example through engaging with institutions that are 
meaningful for them, such as the church-that children embody and express 
, ious consciousness and affirm 
Greek Gypsy distinctiveness. national and relig 
Again similarly to the adults (see chapter 3), this process of institutional i sation 
largely takes place at the margins or even outside of these institutions which are 
meaningful for the children. 
The Experience of Greek Gypsy Childhood 
Children's Competence Acknowledged 
What struck me since my first encounter with the children in Gilonitt, was the fact 
that children as young as three or four years old were not simply aware of the fact 
that I represented 'the other' for them. They immediately recognised in me a 
source of knowledge and skills which both they and their parents or other adults in 
Gilotiici lacked. But significantly, they also acknowledged that I lacked important 
qualities and a kind of knowledge to which they did have access. They felt it was 
essential to make these qualities and this kind of knowledge explicit to me in 
order to make my life in the settlement easier. 
For most of the children, as for example for six-year-old Stellos, I knew "how 
to read and write" but I definitely lacked an appropriate sense of the morality of 
his community because I was wearing trousers and make-up: "I know that you 
wear these [touching my trousers] and this thing [pointing at my lipstick] because 
you are balami [non-Gypsy Greek]. " Sometimes he even said he was sorry but he 
had to remove it with his fingers because, as he explained to me, "the grown-ups 
will laugh at you. " Four-year-old Xanthi and nine-year-old Manolis repeatedly 
warned me to be very careful not to be taken advantage of by the grown-ups in 
Gitonia- "You are balann and you won't understand when the Gypsies lie to you" 
Xanthi said to me on one of my first visits. In addition, Manolls insisted that I 
should always say no to the grown-ups' dernandsý 1 
' EspecialIN in the beginning. Manolis and the rest of the children insisted that I should not bring 
anything to Ilic selticnient cither to tile childrcii or to the groNNn ups. HoNNeNer. when I did bring 
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"Whatever tlicy ask yon. just saN no. Listen to me. don't do favotirs for anybody 
You havc to bc strong \\ith them. Clear" Even if they show (licy arc good to you. yon 
shouldn't show tliciii you are soft. - 
One day, Aspasia, Xanthi's mother and Manolis' aunt, politely asked me to buy 
her chocolates and biscuits. Manolis shouted furiously that I was not going to buy 
anything for her and that she must not ask favours of me again. And she angrily 
replied: "Vre mj)eki poil il-ikcime me lin balami ke la pedia. 1 [We are in trouble, 
now, with the non-Gypsy (meaning myself) and the children! ]. " Long after this 
incident Aspasia confessed to me that she wouldn't dare ask me for anything 
"because my daughter and nephew protected you in such a way that if they found 
out they would ridicule me in front of everybody. " In a similar incident Irini, the 
mother of ten-vear-old Haris, explained to me that her son shouted at her when 
she encouraged him to ask favours of rne. 
Through my personal encounter with the children I realised that they were 
conscious of the influence they had on the adults. This very awareness clearly 
indicates that they experience their childhood as a status that is different from 
Greek Gypsy adulthood. Precisely this difference in status also grants children a 
competence that differs from that of adults. The challenge for the researcher lies 
in the importance of revealing what this potential difference in children's 
competence comprises, to what extent it is recognised by adults and how it is 
experienced and negotiated by children. The case of the children of Gilonitt 
suggests that children feel competent because adults acknowledge their 
competence. For example, their loyalty towards me should not be interpreted as a 
betrayal of the adults. Instead, it should be seen as the children's ability, 
recognised both by adults and children alike, to establish and negotiate 
meaningful encounters and manage a web of complex social relations. 
Adults Looking through the Eves of the Children 
In particular., the ability of children to sense, evaluate and negotiate differences 
and commonalities in and through relationships, encounters and practices is 
especially valued by adults. For them, children's ways of experiencing their 
presents. children accepted rný offers and ah%ays appreciated this gesture. In return. they also 
offered nic presents ýOiich they sold in or bought from the markets or festiNals ý)ani. vjriaj. 
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childhoods seem to encompass a number of important processes through which 
children effectively distinguish difference. On many occasions, including the 
ways in which the Greek Gypsies of Gjloliia interact with non-Gypsy Greeks and 
non-Greek Gypsy 'others', parents trust their children's skills and intuition in 
encountering the 'other'. This happens in different settings and environments, 
such as work, the neighbourhood and the school. The following examples suggest 
that children's views of the world and of human relationships affect their parents' 
stance towards difference, commonality and communication. 
As already mentioned, adults' trust in children's judgement was particularly 
obvious in the way their stance towards me gradually took shape. Although I was 
greeted and treated politely, when I first entered Gilotiici there was undoubtedly a 
sense of suspicion in the atmosphere towards me. But the more the children got to 
know me and trust me, the less suspicious adults were of my intentions. One day 
Elpida from the Petridis family confessed to me: 
- all the families here love vou so much. Because Avi. my girl. I know why 
eN, crvbodv's children love vou! And children cannot be wrong! Never! It is amazing 
that Nilicri \, on are away children keep asking for iuý mobile to call you. And if 
anybody dares to say something bad about you. you cant imagine how much they 
support you. 
Varvara, the female head of the Petridis family, also had her own explanation 
about the reason why the children liked meý 
At is strange. but there must be a good reason for children behaving always well 
when they are N6th you. And I know the reason. Children know very well who to 
love and trust. You have a nice wav with them. you talk to them nicely- you respect 
them ... 
I knoiN you love them. And that is w-hy they love you too. If the)- didn't love 
you. believe me. these children wouldn't have been manageable. God bless your 
patience! 111ara stin ipotnonisoit. ]. - 
The next example reveals how children's assessments of particular events can 
easily influence adults" attitudes towards I otherness'. One afternoon, Katerina 
heard her nine-year-old son Manolis whispering something about seeing the 
Albanian Gypsy boy [to, 4h, anakj] who had stolen his bicycle some time ago. She 
immediately instructed him to stop moaning and to go to take it back from himý 
"Stop crying and do something! Go and take it! What are you doing here" Watch 
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the Albanian having fun with your bicycle"" And Manolis, irritated, replied to 
her-, 
"What do ýou think-'. ' That the Albanian will giNe ine back iny bicýclc like this'., 
Where do ýOLI live iny little child lironicl? Not here'. ' This boý is verý atimos 
lincaning dangerous herel! Do you knoNA that lie inight carrý a knife"" 
Listening to Manolis' argument, Katerina became worried and immediately 
changed her position, She turned to me saying: 
-You see? Things are gc((ingvwrse and ivorsc here Nvith these Albanians. These dirlý 
ones bring tip their children teaching them lioNN to steal other people's things ... 
" 
On another occasion, when Manolis invited Dinos, the eight-year-old Albanian 
Gypsy from the nearby settlement, to join us in a teaching session in his yard, he 
infuriated his father. Theofilos, his father, immediatelv asked him: "The boy9 
What is he doing here? " And Manolis explained to his father: "Don't worry, I 
know him well. We play football together. He is a nice boy. " And Theofilos left, 
2 satisfied with his son's answer . 
Adults' trust in children"s decisions and views extended to attendance about 
school, including their decision to drop out of school. In fact, although adults 
acknowledge the importance of school for the children's future, they nevertheless 
do not want to push children to attend school against their will. As Michalis, the 
eldest brother of the Christopoulos extended family, explained to me about his 
youngest son, thirteen-year-old Pavlos, who dropped out of schooL 
-It -was lie who decided to go to school and tic who decided to leave. May be it is 111N 
fault that I didn't push him to attend school regularly ... But lio-w can you push 
him 
to do it if lie doesn't want it? Eli, lie didn't. That's it! He said school Nvas a waste of 
time and lie preferred to xN ork ii ith inc. There's nothing I can do about it 
What is more, children's competence is also acknowledged at the level of 
making decisions in the family. Children participate in the planning of the family 
and their opinion is taken seriously into account. Their feelings and wishes are top 
priority and are treated with a great sense of respect and responsibility by adults, 
even for important family issues. For example, when I asked Theofilos and 
In chapter 4. we also sm% that Manolis had conN inced his cousins and peers that Dinos could take 
part in another leaching scssion. 
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Katerina where they were planning to go when the bulldozers would eventually 
appear in Gilonia, Theofilos told me: 
**It would have been better for me and Katerina to go to iny sister's place in Peristeri. 
because she has a big and comfortable house. And ýNc'vc transferred most of our 
stuff there just to keep it safe. But the problem is the children. They don't like it there 
away from their grandmotherand their cousins. Manolis told me that he can't stand it 
at a1l. so we decided to go to Gerakas to stay with my mother-in-law. What can I do 
if the\, can't aqjust there'? If they say they prefer to stav with my mother-in-law. we'll 
go there. We have to listen to -what the kids NNant. - 
Qualities and Attributes of Childhood 
Primarily, Greek Gypsy childhoods are lived and experienced within the extended 
family and Giloni(i. As this study has shown, the performance of Greek- 
Qq). vj,, tie, vý is not only the responsibility of the adults. Children too are conscious 
of the responsibility of undertaking age and gender-specific roles in the areas of 
domestic life and paid work. Children's duties and responsibilities are embedded 
in relationships of support and solidarity within the family, the peer group and the 
members of the extended kin. In most cases, these are duties and obligations that 
children willingly undertake without feeling obliged to do so under the stressful 
instructions of the parents. For instance, children proudly undertake the 
responsibilitv of looking after their younger siblings, cousins, and peers. 
However, to be a Greek Gypsy child is not only associated with important 
duties and obligations. Children are also recipients of love and affection expressed 
by the older members of their family, while simultaneously they are bestowers of 
feelings of devotion to their younger sibling , s, their extended 
families and their 
peer group. Devotion to the younger members of the family as well as devotion 
and respect to their elder relatives is clearly a determining factor of establishing 
both male and female children's personalities within the family and the peer 
group. 
In addition, (; ilonitt's children are conscious of the fact that they enjoy a great 
deal of independence and autonomy in decision-making, moving and acting out. 
At the same time children's independence should be respected, encouraged and 
protected by adults. This is most obvious in the ways children sort out their 
disputes. Although they seek the support of their peer group members or cousins, 
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they tend to leave their parents outside of their problems unless there is an 
important issue such as a physical attack against some child. Indeed, to a large 
extent their parents expect them to resolve their ditTerences with other children 
without their intervention. 
In many different ways Greek Gypsy childhoods are also childhoods of 
celebrating freedom, of er1joying playing and having fun. For (; ilonia's Gypsies, 
childhood is about being excessive in playing, swearing, fighting, getting dirty, 
being cunning, laughing and making noise. This is something that both children 
and their parents consider an important asset in children's experiences. This 
contrasts with the conventional image of childhood, which sees and wants 
children in need of protection, restricted at home, and under the moral and 
physical surveillance of parents (see chapter 1). Here, children are exactly the 
opposite. As will be extensively illustrated in the forthcoming paragraphs, 
children are praised and encouraged to swear, to be disobedient, cunning and 
aggressive. 
The attributes and qualities mentioned above entail some interesting 
contradictions. For example, Greek Gypsy childhood is expressed as a 
combination of freedom and responsibility, competence and cunning, 
disobedience and self-discipline. The children of Gilonici have more freedom than 
that awarded to the ideal 'Western' middle-class childhood but they also bear a lot 
of responsibilities. The particular ways through which these contradictions are 
managed and negotiated are intimately connected with children's personalities. 
Greek Gypsy children are judged according to the ways they individuallse such 
attributes. There are clever children, lazy children, responsible children, atinia 
[without values] children and disobedient children. However, among all these 
adjectives that the adults used in order to describe children's personalities, 
cunning seemed to be the most important. This is probably because cunning sums 
up the ability of children to manage and negotiate in a clever way the 
contradictions of their childhoods. 
However, as we shall also see in this chapter, Greek-(; )p. ývness is not only 
lived and experienced by children within the family, the peer group and the wider 
Greek Gypsy group. It is also experienced and negotiated through the encounter 
of Giloni(i's children with significantly different experiences of childhood and 
adulthood. Fieldwork unravels the particular ways through which Greek Gypsy 
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children view their childhood as different from that of the rcikl(lkicl [the non Greek 
Gypsy children] as well as different from that of the Ahwtictki(f [Albanian Gypsy 
children]. 
Celebrating Childhood 
Children's Play 
It is true that the children of Gilotfia were not subject to many of the restrictions 
that the non-Gypsy children are. Especially within the settlement children were 
free to move and play in all sorts of spaces throughout the day. Parents believed 
children should be absolutely free to play wherever and whenever they liked. For 
example, Antigoni, the female head of the Anastasiou family, once told me: 
"Children need space to play, to shout, to do what they want, you can't deprive 
them of this. " During our sessions, when I told children to let their parents know 
and gain their consent for doing things such as going outside of the settlement, the 
children, especially the older ones, laughed at me: -Donýt worry, Ivi, we don't 
need to ask our parents-they let us go out", twelve-year-old Kalliope told me. 
Restrictions apply only where children are thought to be in danger and these 
restrictions vary according to the age and gender of the children. 
In most cases, restrictions applied when younger children wanted to leave the 
settlement. Katerina, the mother of six-year-old Stelios and nine-vear-old Manolis 
explained that she didn't let her younger son go outside of the settlement with the 
bicycle because she was scared of the cars on the streets: "Manolis is old enough 
to take the bicycle out but not Stelios. I'm so scared of letting him go out alone 
with the bicycle. He's only six. " On the other hand, Katerina, along with the rest 
of the women of Gitoifia, constantly criticised Marina, who, according to them, 
was overprotective of her two and a half-year-old daughter Areti. As Varvara said 
"It must be unbearable for the child to hear all the time "where are you", "come 
here" and "what are you doing. " Even Marina's husband, Giorgos, confessed that 
his wife "was acting like a madwoman with the girl. " In his opinion "children are 
not stupid to leave their house and get lost or go out on the street and get hit by a 
car. " Marina admitted that she was overreacting but she justified herself by saying 
that "Areti is a very naughty girl and I prefer being a bit stricter than being all the 
time in a state of worry. " 
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Children"s plav is seen as an activity that should not be interrupted without 
good reason. In Gilonki, there were frequent quarrels between different extended 
families because of adult reactions to children's noise. In fact, arguments among 
parents of different extended families about children and noise was a very 
common reason for arguments among adults in the settlement. Parents constantly 
defended their children's right to play freely even if this caused problems in the 
nearby houses of Gitonici. 
One day Manolis, Stelios, Dimitris, Paris, Aphrodite, Haris and Xanthi, 
children from the Petridis, Theodorou and the Markopoulos extended families 
were playing football in the settlementýs common yard. I was relaxing with 
Evgenia and Alexis, the heads of the Christopoulos extended family, Marina and 
her husband, Giorgos, while the children were playing football in front of us. 
Suddenly, Evgenia started shouting at the children saying that it was too much- 
every evening when people want to sleep and relax-to be bothered by their 
unbearable noise: "Eh, enough with this football, you've made me mad again 
shouting and running up and down, I've got a headache!. " Then, she justified her 
anger to me by saying: 
"These children do not understand anything. When the people who wake up at five to 
go to the markets want to sleep. they start making noise and nobody can relax. " 
However, the Petridis adults who were also relaxing in their yard opposite 
theirs, heard her shouting, stood up and started complaining to her. Varvara was 
the first one to defend her grandchildren, while they continued playing football 
completely ignoring the dialogue that took place: 
'"Why EN-genia. your grandchildren do not play football'? They've broken all my 
plants here ... come 
here to see ... 
Or. is it only when our children plaý it bothers 
Vou 
Children's Dirt is 'Good' Dirt 
Becoming dirty while playing is also intimately associated with the way and 
extent to which Greek Gypsy childhood is experienced as distinctive, especially 
for children younger than twelve. Children always er1joyed becoming as dirty as 
they could. They were proud of it and not asharned to show it. Xanth,, Areti, 
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Paris, Stelios, Fotis, Aphrodite and little Michalis repeatedly showed me with 
pride how dirty they became while playing in the soil in Gilonict. 
Older children did the same. Every time they came back from playing they 
made the same gesture. They extended their arms showing their dirty palms to me 
(Fig. 8.9). But boys and girls above the age of ten or twelve, although they liked 
becoming dirty while playing, were careful to shower and change as soon as their 
play was finished. For example, Kalliope, Nikoleta, Manolis, Haris and Dimitris 
changed clothes and washed every time they came to the sessions after playing in 
the yard. 
Although parents complained that their children were always getting dirty, they 
nevertheless kept repeating the fact that being dirty is associated with children's 
freedom in playing and enjoying childhood. Simultaneously, adults repeatedly 
stressed how important it was to constantly pursue the cleaning process for their 
children after their play. With respect to younger children, dirt is seen as 'good' 
dirt and, as such, as a marker of distinctiveness Os a ils non-Gypsy Greek 
children. According to Gitonia's adults and children, ta raklakitz [the non-Gypsy 
Greek children] who are not allowed or encouraged to get dirty while playing 
cannot enjoy their childhood as the Greek Gypsy children do. Theofilos once told 
me that both his sons were always full of mud and dust because they played non- 
stop in the yard, while making clear that: 
'-The problem with our children (ine ta thka inospc(fia Ithe Greek Gýpsý children]) is 
that we can't stop them from playing and that is NNliý they arc akuys dirlý ... 
full of 
inud and dust. Nlý wife showers them daily but as soon as they shower they go out to 
play again and they become as dirt) as before the shower. But that's how children 
ought to be. " 
And Marina complained daily that no matter how many times she changed 
Areti's clothes, she would soil them again in five minutes'. 
-What I like in vour children Istu dikusus pedw Ithe non-Greek GN psy childrenj 1, is 
that thev are aINNays clean and shim. not like ours. But this I guess is because tlieý 
don't play. because theý are locked Lip at home all the tinic 
Becoming dirty while playing, as the examples reveal., is not oniv associated 17, 
with the ways Greek Gypsy childhood is experienced as different Os t'l 0, S diverse 
childhoods. Beconimg, dirty while playing among children, in contrast to adults' 
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emphasis on performing cleanliness through nikokirosini, clearly differentiates 
Greek Gypsy childhood from adulthood. What is more, the ways children manage 
dirt as they grow LIP points to a process which could be seen as the transition to 
adulthood. We saw that older boys and girls are more careful to get cleaned as 
soon as they finish playing. For example, this is obvious in girls who, although 
they retain their freedorn to play and become dirty, they nevertheless take part in 
the training of the household [nikonirio]. 
Being Naughty and Cunning 
Parents and relatives repeatedly approved, supported, or even praised the fact that 
their children were naughty, aggressive and disobedient. Children's swearing and 
cursing was also an act that occasionally evoked admiration by parents and 
relatives`. Undoubtedly, adults realised that this kind of behaviour towards other 
children and adults constituted a source of diverse problems both within the 
settlement and outside of it. And, although occasionally embarrassed or ashamed 
by children's reactions, they felt proud of-and at least with their praising 
approved of-their naughtiness. Above all, however, what was most admired both 
by children and adults was children's cleverness to test other people's limits on 
different occasions, trying to gain advantage over them (or the occasion) for their 
own interests. In other words, all these features summed up in the Greek word 
poniria [cunning] were considered important assets for children's personalities. 
As C. Stewart (1991) in his work Demons tind Deill: Mor, -d iniciginalion in 
Modei-n Greek Othure has put it: 4 
*-There is onl% a shade of difference between cleverness and cunning, and in many 
cases the two labels may be applied intcrchangeablý. A person who is cunning is able 
to size up a situation where his own interests are at stake and anticipate the reactions 
of others involved so as to acItieve Ins ends (Stewart. 1991: 62). " 
Proudly exchanging detailed accounts of children's naughtiness was a daily 
practice in Gilonia. Marina, for instance, kept i-ne informed every day about all the 
naughty things that her daughter, Areti, did. Aspasia did the same about Xanthi, 
ý See also Herzfeld's \\ork (1984) on blaspliciii) as an ideolop and asa political act. 
I Again here N%c see important continuities bet-, Ncen Greek Gypsies and non Gýpsý Greeks. 
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Irim about Haris and Stella about Paris and Afrodite. Indeed, parents talked 
competitively about whose children were the naughtiest in the settlement. As 
Nikos, a relative from Khalkida once told me: 
-Not onIN can these children clicat other children but also adults. And nobody can 
deceive them. These children are verv clever! And. not only clever ... Ha 
lia! Theý 
have dirty mouths. You are ashamed to listen to the words that come out of their 
months. But. there is no NNay to control them. " 
Aspasia, the mother of four-year old Xanthi, once interrupted our teaching with 
the children while passing in front of us and turned to me saying: 
"What are you teaching them there? I bet, what you can't teach them is how to talk 
nicely and not to swear all the time. Ho-v, - to behave themselves. This is NNhat you 
should teach them. but this nobody can 
Evgenia was constantly telling me about the swearwords that her 
grandchildren, one and a half-year-old Michalls and two and a half-year-old Areti, 
used with other children inside and outside the settlement, and within the family. 
Once she came towards me laughing and saying: "Ivi, do you know what Michalis 
told his father yesterday" He told him: "antefige mpantj)a zaki [get lost, daddy, 
junkie]", yes, yes ... o poniros 
[the cunning]" On another occasion, she told me 
proudly about how clever her little granddaughter, Areti, was because she always 
had a word ready in reply to people: 
I've never seen such a clever cluld in my life! Once I took the girl and Nvent to visit 
mý neighbour. the old woman who always helps me at Christmas. And when we got 
to her place. she gave me some money but it wasn't much ... MaN be the lady 
didn't 
have more to give me ... Ho-vv the girl understood that the moncy -, vasn't much. 
I 
don't know ... Did she see rný 
face and she miderstood it'? I'm telling you, I can't 
figure it out. And she tamed to her and told her. "Why you don't give more rnoneý. 
lady? Why did you give onlý this little? This is nothing. You don't have more- lady? " 
And I felt so ashanied ... 
Where she has leanit this I don't knoxv ... 
" 
Her mother, Marina, also had another story about Areti to telL 
--Yesterda. N. %%hen her father canic back froin ýwrk lie didn't bring her an3flang. 
because- \on knoNN that lie nonaallý brings her some biscuits- or sN\ccts. When she 
saw him. first thing she asked him N\as: "What did \on bring me daddN'. "' And NNhen 
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Giorgos said nothing. she lumed to him saying: -Anle gamisou karioli 111pampa" 
lFuck you asshole dadj! " 
Giorgos nodded his head and he half strictly, half proudly said to me: "Even if I 
want to shout at her she swears, I can't deal with that girP. - In addition, every 
time Marina came back from shopping she complained that she couldn't go into 
any shop with Areti because the child embarrassed her: 
'-I poniri [the cunningl, she knows that I don't have money to buy tier candy and 
chocolate but every time she starts asking me to buy her things loudly in front of the 
people: -'Come on, mommy, please buy me this little one" and when I tell tier I can't. 
then. she goes on asking and cn, ing. but in a nice way. you know tier way. so that 
people around us feel sorry for tier. And- of course what to do. the people. they buy 
her what she Nýants. Last time in the bakery. I swear to God. I didn't have monev to 
buy her a sweet that she liked. And there was a lady there NOio offered to buy it for 
tier. Oh God. I felt so ashained that I wanted to kill tier. The same she did again 
yesterday in the pharmacy and the ladý NN ho owns it gaN e tier a bag of candy. " 
One day after Easter I was sitting with all the women from the Petridis family 
who had gathered at Maria's place talking about the Easter celebrations and the 
money they had made during the previous week. Elpida enthusiastically described 
to me what her nephew did outside the church of Aghios Nikolaos where they were 
selling candlesý 
'-Listen. lvi what ýour Stchos did ou Friday night. We Nverc selling candles outside 
the church NNith iny morn IMarial. Kitcrini. Manolis and Sichos. And one old lady 
comes and asks for a candle from Stchos and onefimarak-i [a paper-inade cover for 
the candlel. And Stelios takes a candle and tries to stick it into the cover. But lie said: 
0 golnoto, re poi(sti inou dcn inpeni 101i flick. my faggot ... 
I can't stick it I. And the 
ladv turns to him and tells him: Whý do you talk like this on holy days outside of the 
church'? And Sletios answered to her. -Fuck vou bitch and flick your candle! " It was 
ven- funny and embarrassing for us because Nve were sitting a few metres away from 
him and we Ni ere laughing. Yes. Ivi- -vve pretended that we didn't knoNN him. I was so 
ashanied in front of the lad\ ... although 
I burst into laughter. '* 
Being naughty and cunning are qualities that are admired not only by parents 
and adults but also by other children. As we have seen in previous sections (see 
chapter 4), children who were acknowledged as having a leading role in their peer 
group were particularly admired by their peers for these qualities. For example, 
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Dimitris, the leader of the peer group of the children, was especially respected by 
the rest of the children for his cunning, and his naughty and aggressive attitude at 
home, in the neighbourhood and at school. In addition, children also praised their 
younger siblings and cousins for showing signs of naughtiness and cunning. One 
day, Haris warned me about his six-month-old cousin, Efi, who I was holding on 
my knees, while I was eating a bar of chocolate: "Be careful, Ivi, because she is 
ponifi and she will lick the chocolate you are holding. " And she did. While I was 
talking to the children, she was secretly licking my bar of chocolate, when Haris 
shouted: "Yes, that's my girl! I told you she is poniri! I knew it! That is why she 
came to your knees in the first place! " 
However, for the children of Giloniti, being cunning and naughty does not 
equate with children lacking a sense of self-control and discipline. On the 
contrary, children's cunning and naughtiness are qualities assumed both by adults 
and children to be handled with judgement and responsibility by children towards 
family members, friends, and relatives, even towards the non Greek Gypsy 
'others'. Indeed, children's accurate assessment of the circumstances and their 
responsibility in expressing disobedience, aggressiveness and guile requires 
discipline and self-control. Although it may sound like an oxymoron it is exactly 
through discipline and self-control that children ensure through their actions 
(cunning and naughtiness) an effective outcome with the least possible 
consequences for them. This is what is seen as differentiating Giloni(7's children 
from others, making them "better" "cleverer", and "more cunning. " 
When they described Areti's naughty behaviour and cunning, both Marina and 
her mother-in-law, Evgenia added at the end of the conversationý 
"Do you know NvIrY I'm telling you that she is clever and poniri? Because she knows 
where and when to do her poniries Icunningl. With her uncle, for example. she is like 
Pana. vitsa Ithe little Virgin Mary]. - 
Marina explained and Evgenia said- 
"Slic just needs a feNN minutes to assess the situation. To judge if there is space for 
doing it [meaning to be cunningi. If slic thinks there is space. slic can buý ýou and 
sell you at the same time. If not. she ý011 tliinlý mice and she ýNill behave herself 
1717eli intmo menka 1cp1a no kopsi kalawasi. Aa (h on im perm. .In ne. inpon na se 
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qghorasi ke no sc poidisi lin idia slignij. In ocht. tha to skefli dipla ke tha kalsi 
kala 1. " 
Similarly, among the children, Manolis recognised in his cousin, Dimitris, the 
ability to be a good peer leader because "he is naughty only when there is a 
reason, normally he is verv serious. " And ten-year-old Harts added: 
-Durntris NNas naughty at school so that our mates and the older kids counted him as 
a real tnqga Istreet-NOsel and nobody could do arrv liann to us either. and not because 
lie wanted to have 170n. This- I'm telling yon. is important! " 
Childhood and Difference: Raklakia andAlvanakia 
When I asked the children if they have non-Gypsy Greek friends, Dimitris turned 
to me saying ironically "Alfe I*i? Me Itt iwkIciki(i tj pw-ect n(i k(wis, qfta ine 
floi-cikha", which means "What kind of friendship could we have with the rctklakicl 
[non-Gypsy Greek children]9 They areflorcikict [soft, or homosexual]. " Raklakia 
is a special word that children and adults in (; ilonia use in order to describe 
unmarried non-Gypsy Greeks, or children. 5 The same word does not apply for 
other Gypsies such as the Albanian Gypsy children or the Turkish Gypsy children. 
The Albanian Gypsy children are commonly called the Alwinctkia [the little 
Albanians] and the Turkish Gypsy children are called the Yýftakict [the little 
Gypsies]. 6 The fact that the Greek Gypsies use a particular word in order to 
describe and differentiate their childhood from that of the non-Gypsy Greeks as 
well as from that of the Albanian Gypsies indicates that there are some particular 
elements and qualities through which children view their childhood as different. 
Ta twkl(ikicr, according to KaIllope, are boys and girls who can't do anything 
without the help of their parents. "They arefloll, whose parents tell them all the 
time what to do, what to wear and when to shit. " As Manolis clarified: "The 
iwklakia [He laughs ironically]" They are useless because they always run after 
their parents. You blow at them and they cry calling their fathers for support. " For 
Dimitris, they are also those children "who are afraid of their own shadow and in 
The NNord conies from the Roniaiii N%ords raklo/rakli ýNliich nicaris noii-G,, ps% bo-, and non- 
GNpsy girl respectively 
" For the Greek Gýpsý children. the Turkish Gypsý children are a less significant categon. 
probablý because t lie Greek Gý psies lime riiuchlCssOer)daý contact NNitlitlieTurkisli Gýpsies. 
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a fight would not support their friends. " And many times thirteen-year-old Pavlos 
explained to me that he found the 1wkIcikict boring and stupid (see chapter 4). Most 
of the children, however, agreed that "the rcikles [non-Gypsy Greek girls] where 
less dull than the rakli [non-Gypsy Greek boys]" as Dirrutris said. Haris, as well, 
said that he preferred to interact with the girls at school because the boys were so 
dull to him (see chapter 4). Kalliope, Manolis, Haris, Dimitris and Pavlos all 
agreed that the rctUtkitt are quite boring because they areflori and they hesitate to 
make noise and fights or to support their peers. Additionally, for sixteen-year-old 
Aristides, "they never work until they grow up and have everything bought by 
mom and dad. " 
However, for the Greek Gypsy children, it is not only the rcikltikia, who live a 
different childhood to theirs. They also view the Albanian Gypsy children, the 
Alvanctkia, as different to themselves- And, clearly, what makes the Albanian 
Gypsy childhood different than theirs is not the same that has been attributed to 
the iwkkikitt During my fieldwork, for instance, I never heard any of the Greek 
Gypsy children calling an Albanian Gypsy childfloro or ever implying anything 
with a similar meaning. In other words, the Alvcinaki(i were not criticised for 
lacking an autonomy and independence in their movements, neither that they were 
stupid nor that they hesitated to fight and support their peer in a difficult situation. 
On the contrary, the Alwittakia, lacked what in the previous paragraphs has been 
described as discipline and self-control in expressing their childhood qualities. 
They were also seen to lack a sense of moral limits as also the Albanian Gypsy 
adults were. 
More extensively, the children of Gitonia considered the Aliancikici of both 
sexes as being immoral, irresponsible, disrespectful, and dangerous. On many 
occasions during fieldwork, when Albanian Gypsy children passed by Gilonia, the 
Greek Gypsy children commented negatively on what they saw as their tendency 
to exceed the limits of morality. Manolls, as already shown in the previous 
sections, clarified that his reluctance to mess with the Albanian Gypsy boys was 
due to the fact that they are "aunw" [without values] and therefore "dangerous, 
since they steal. hit and beg on the streets. And, for Nikoleta, both boys and girls 
are shameless since they beg at the traffic lights: "Me litrol)i na zilianei, oun exo 
. iaafiancil-ia, tilk-i cifia 
den ehoun lsij)a (It is a shame to beg by the traffic I ights, but 
they [meaning the Ah, (tnakia] are shameless). " Paris as well seemed to interpret 
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the Albanian Gypsy childhood as different from his own in the sense that 
attributes that he values in his childhood are in this case taken to extremes: 
-10. the ýI 
Ivemakia all they care about is moneý ... 
All daý they hang out in the 
streets and beg. They become dirty but they don't xNash. And. Panq. Vitsa inoit [my 
Virgin Marýlj- if ýou fight Nvith one of them. Ilicii all the Albanians NNill come after 
NIOU. 
Negotiating Greek Gypsy Childhood within Diverse Institutions: 
Embodying Christian Orthodoxy and National Consciousness 
Gitoniti's children acknowledge the fact that their world exists within a complex 
web of relationships and institutional processes. Therefore, they have elaborated a 
complicated way of perceiving and appropriating as 'theirs' what they think fits 
within their perception of becoming and belonging. In the previous paragraphs, 
we examined how Greek Gypsy childhood is seen and experienced as different in 
relation to Greek Gypsy adulthood and diverse childhoods. Here, as ethnographic 
data reveal, the Greek Gypsy childhood is also experienced as distinctive 0s 6 14ýý 
different childhoods and adulthoods through the particular ways children 
appropriate institutional ideologies and practices and embody their 
institutional] sed selves. 
Undoubtedly, this experience of distinctiveness among the children of Gilonia 
is clearlv interwoven with religious practices and feellngsý (; iiolfia's children 
were explicit about the centralitv of Orthodox Christianity and the church in their 
lives. They were also clear that Greekiiess was constitutive of their individual and 
collective sense of self. Like the adults of Gilonia, children also lay emphasis on 
ideologies of place and locality, concepts of naming and language, symbols such 
as the national flag and the cross, in order to affirm their Greekness. Additionally, 
state institutions such as the army and the police are especially valued by the 
children. And yet, strikingly, the school is not identified as an important focus for 
the children in the process of elaborating and embodying Orthodox Christianity 
and Greek national identity. 
Children perceive Albanian Gypsy childhood as a different childhood lacking, 
among other things, its religious and ethnic affiliation with Orthodox Christianity 
and notions of Greekness. An incident that took place in Gilonict one evening 
while we were having a teaching session with the children seems illuminating of 
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children's ways of negotiating their religious and ethnic affiliations vi. sý ýI vi. v the 
Albanian Gypsy children. While the children were practising writing, seven-year- 
old Albanian Gypsy Anna showed up at our table taking a look at what we were 
doing. Manolis, who played the leader of the group, immediately decided that 
Anna should not stay with us and asked her to leave the yard. When I asked 
Manolls why, he replied that she should leave "simply because she is an Albanian 
and she shouldn't be here, where we are having a lesson. " Hearing this, Anna 
started the following dialogue with Manolis and the rest of the children: 
Anna: -Yes Im Albanian, but I'N e been christened, here's rný cross, vflicre is yours 
[talking to Manolisj'ý You don't have one'? " 
Stelios: -We all have crosses, we are the true Greeks, -tve don't come from Albania. 
we come from Khalkida- Nve are Khalkidei! " 
Kalliope: "You wear a cross but ), on don't go to I'mia. 0o in Tinos ... 
You don't even 
knoNA where it is. We do! '- 
Manolis: "We speak Greek with our parents neither )-il"w [Romanil nor Ilvanika 
[Albanianj ... " 
Arma: A speak Greckas NNell! " 
Manolis: "Yes but vou leanit Greek here. vou are not Greeks like us! " 
Kalliope: "Where do your parents come frorn'. 1 What is -, our real name'? Not tlus one. 
the Albanian one'? Eh9 Tell us. This is x0at matters! " 
This dialogue demonstrates that Greek Gypsv children challenge the Albanian 
Gypsy children's claims to Greekiie. sý. ý and Orthodox Christianity. More 
specifically, it shows that the Greek Gypsy children do not recognise the Albanian 
Gypsy children as members of a Greek ethnic identity by laying emphasis on 
elements such as place and language of birth or place of origin of their parents and 
language spoken at home. In addition, the Greek Gypsy children defy the 
Albanian children's acclaimed religious affiliation to Orthodox Christianity by 
stressing their non-attendance of certain religious practices, such as the pilgrimage 
to Pallqvitl. 
What is intriguing in this for me and Anna embarrassing dialogue is the fact 
that although Anna was extremely irritated with the Greek Gypsy children, she 
See chapter 4 
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did not argue that she is 'more Greek' than them because she was actually going 
to school and knew how to read and write in Greek (see chapter 4). Instead she 
argued that she was christened in the church and speaks Greek as they do. Neither 
did the Greek Gypsy children defend the fact that they were not going to school. 
This is an additional element that shows that children do not see literacy as an 
intrinsic part of negotiating their distinctiveness nor their identities as Greek. 
On the contrary, for them, both religious faith and conceptions of Greekness 
seem to be entangled and strongly naturalised elements. However, as more and 
more Albanian Gypsies get christened in the church and convert to Greek 
Orthodoxy as well as speak Greek, ultimately, for the Greek Gypsy children, the 
ability to achieve Greekness comes down to place of birth or origin. Kalliope was 
clear when she told me that: 
-The Albanian Gypsies christen their children in the church in order to get papers 
and stay in Greece but Ihis does not mean they truly believe in God and that they are 
Greek since thev come ftom Albania. " 
Twelve-year-old Nikoleta added: 
lvi did you knoNN that the Albanians don't believe in God"' What do you expect 
From people who don't believe in God'? It's only Nvhen they came to Greece that they 
found out that God exists. How do you expect them to live and 1, vork'? Even if diey 
live in Greece whatever the) do is immoral. - 
The majority of children in Gilonict had been christened in the church. Most of 
them had either Greek-Orthodox names, such as Stelios, Dimitris, Pavlos, 
Nikoleta, Manolis, Efi, etc., or ancient Greek ones, such as Aristides, Kalliope, 
Aphrodite, Paris, etc. The importance of names was also reflected in children's 
classification of people as 'different'. Nikoleta, for instance, said that "the 
Alvanakia have these strange names that mean nothing, they don't have real 
names. " Greek Gypsies consider christening to be an important process that each 
person should go through. During fieldwork a lot of parents described to me the 
day they christened their children as a valued memory. What is more, children 
repeatedly talked to ine about the church they were christened in, who their 
"" The nitiority of the Albanian G\ psics NN lio liN ed close to Oilonia--NN ith the c\ccption of some 
Muslims-did not lime a religiousaffiliation in Albania. 
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Godfather or Godmother was, 9 and thev showed off to me their crosses from their 
christening 
But although christening seems to be important for the children, it doesn't seem 
to be enough to affirm 'true' religious faith. Regarding the Albanian Gypsies, as 
already discussed, children do not recognise their christening as effective. On the 
other hand, there were cases of Greek Gypsy children who were not christened 
without this causing doubts about theirs or their parents' faith to Orthodox 
Christianity. 
Nevertheless, both children and adults in Giloifict do not recognise the full 
status of personhood to children unless they are christened. In the case of Xanthi, 
who was already four years old and had not been christened, her relatives 
(including her mother) repeatedly mentioned the fact that she lacked some 
important quality. "What can she do in her life, she has not been christened 
[twqftisti]" her aunt, Maria, said to me. Her other aunt, Irini, addedý "She is clever 
but still not christened, it's a shame at this age for the girl. " Xanthi's cousins 
confessed to me many times how sorry they felt that she had not been christened. 
"Do you know that she is not christened9 And she is four years old! " Stelios told 
me with shame about his little cousin. "She can't go to school like that! My uncle 
is stupid and he hasn't christened her, what do you expect from a junkie"" Haris 
added. 
Most important and affirmative of the 'true' religious faith seemed to be the 
pilgrimage to 11'cwq)? ht [Panayia] in the island of Tinos. For five-year-old Paris, 
"PattayJa [Virgin Mary] knows well who goes to Tinos, who lights candles for 
Her Grace, who is the 'true' Christian. " The pilgrimage to the Holy island of 
Tinos on the 15th of August, lhý Pcwcývias [Virgin Mary's Assumption Day], '" was 
a common theme in discussions with the children and for most inhabitants of 
Gitoiiia, the most important event of the year. In many cases, the trip to the island 
of Tinos for the Pilgrimage was a yearly project for many families in which 
children participated. Stellos admitted that although he didn't like the ferry 
journey much, it was nevertheless worth it to liolit a candle for the shake of 
11all(Ijia.. 
Godparents could be both Greek Gý psý relati\ es or friends and non-Gý psý Greeks. 
For more on the pilgrimage to the Holy island of Tinos see Dubisch (1995.199 1). 
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"My God and my Virgin Mary [Theouh ke Panayia moul, I'm afraid of the ferrv but 
when I go to Tinos I don't care because Virgin Mary takes care of us [I Panqvia mas 
filail and the ferry cannot sink! " 
Many times the children asked me if I had been to Tinos for the Pilgrimage and 
asked when I was planning to go again next. Stellos made me promise him that I 
would go with him and his family the following August to the island of Tinos: 
Ivi, come on promise me that you'll come with us in August to the island, we'll take 
the ferry to get there and we'll go to the church to light a candle for Panayza. Wait, 
I'll ask my dad to tell you when we're going so you can ask your dad if he lets you 
come with us! 
The children also frequently drew pictures with the image of the Virgin Mary 
and Christ without being asked to do so (Fig. 8.1). What is more, in most of the 
children's drawings of landscapes a church was always included in the picture. 
For example, when I asked the children to draw their dream house, most of the 
drawings included a church next to the house (again, unprompted), such as in 
Haris' and Paris' pictures below (Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3). As figure 8.4 shows, 
Stelios even drew a church on a boat. 
( 
1 
01 
4' 
Fig. 8.1: Stelios drawings of the Christ and Virgin Mary 
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Fig. 8.2: Haris' drawing of his dream house with a church on the side 
------ - -------- 
Fig. 8.3: Paris' drawing of his dream house with a church on the side 
Children's drawings were also particularly revealing of the central role that 
national and religious symbols play in children's lives. Especially boys drew the 
cross and the Greek flag frequently (Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5). The importance of the 
use of these symbols in children's drawings lies in the fact that their 
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familiarisation with them has been elaborated almost exclusively within their 
family environment and genuinely depicted in illustrations of their own lives. That 
is probably also why the Greek flag was not drawn correctly (Fig. 8.5). Gitonia's 
children had never been encouraged or instructed to draw such symbols, as 
commonly happens in Greek kindergartens, since none of the children of Gilonia 
had ever been to a kindergarten. Nor did I ever ask them to draw such things. 
-17 
Fig. 8.4: Stelios' drawing of a boat with a church built on it and the Greek flag 
Boys also liked to draw navy boats, air force helicopters and airplanes with the 
Greek flag and the cross depicted on them. In one of the teaching sessions at the 
end of August, Stelios asked for his personal space in order to draw something 
very important. When he finished, he proudly gave me a drawing (Fig. 8.6) that 
included a destroyer from the Greek navy with the Greek flag that was in the 
island of Tinos, a helicopter on top of the boat, with soldiers and politicians who 
carried a stqfanj [wreath], as he described to me. It was the memorial of the 
destroyer Elli which was sank by an Italian submarine during World War 11 and 
which takes place in the port of Tinos on the 15'h of August (on Virgin Mary's 
Assumption Day). This he said I had to hang on my wall at home. 
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Fig. 8.5: Manolis' drawing of the Greek flag 
0' 
+0 ý-, 
Fig. 8.6: Stelios' drawing of the memorial for Elli on the 15th of August in the port of Tinos 
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For the vast majority of the inhabitants of Giionia. the army constitutes a highly 
respected institution that apart from its very important role for the safety and 
protection of the country also offers considerable opportunities to the individual 
who joins the force. Children, though, seem to particularly appreciate the army for 
the bravery of its soldiers to undertake a highly disciplined curriculum. Manolis, 
who had also expressed his admiration for the armed forces through his drawings, 
explained to meý 
-ParticularIN, sorne of these soldicrs. such as those -, Nho are in the aircraft. they are 
very brave and strong because thcý do vcrý difficult exercises and that is N, %-Iiy they 
are very important people. " 
On a different occasion, Stelios described to me very enthusiastically the 
parade of the national forces on the celebration of the Greek Independence Day on 
the 25t" of March that their father took them to see down in the centre of Athens. 
Stellos in particular performed with appropriate seriousness the postures and the 
marching of the soldiers he had seen on the parade in front of me, holding a small 
plastic Greek flag. 
-It is a very serious thing to do- because everybody has to moN, e legs and arms at the 
same time and you can't laugh! And ý our eyes. this round thing in the eye [pointing 
at iny eyel. ý-ou can't move it! " 
in chapter 4, children's aspirations revealed that both boys and girls 
appreciated the police force as well. Fourteen-year-old Sotiris was seriously 
planning to finish school and then take the exams for the police academy. In 
addition, Nikoleta, as she confessed to me, regretted the fact that she hadn't been 
to school, because she wouldn't be able to fulfil her dream, "to become a 
policewoman. " And Stelios convinced his parents to buy him a policeman's 
costume (Fig. 8.7) during carnival which he proudly wore even after the end of 
the carnival. 
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We have seen that children's bodies are experienced as strongly religious 
bodies. They are also experienced as bodies with national consciousness. Children 
privilege concepts of bravery and discipline sustained in the army and police and 
they appropriate symbols and practices such as the cross, the flag, the uniform, the 
marching. And whilst it is widely accepted that both national and religious 
consciousness constitute an inextricable part of the educational process, Greek 
Gypsy children's ways of achieving Greekne. vs and Greek Orthodoxy take place 
almost exclusively outside mainstream educational institutions. Neither children's 
ways of practising the Orthodox Christian faith, nor their modes of expressing 
their devotion to the Greek nation have been cultivated within the formal 
educational process. 
In fact, the children of Gilonia are not institutional i sed as national subjects 
through disciplinary techniques in the Foucauldian sense. Rather, children 
institutional ise themselves through processes which take place outside or at the 
margins of mainstream state institutions, selectively drawing on institutional 
processes and appropriating national symbols, ideologies and practices to the way 
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Fig. 8.7: Six-year-old Stelios dressed up in a policeman's costume during carnival, posing for 
Mr. Alexandridis' camera 
and extent it serves the demarcation and consolidation of their distinctiveness vis 
cý vis meaningful others. 
What is more, the children's institutionalised selves point to a management of 
the body which appropriates discipline in such a way that challenges hegemonic 
power. " For example, children witness in the army and value in the police 
embodied performances of discipline, or draw on national symbols and ideologies, 
whilst this appropriation takes place almost exclusively within the family and 
outside the processes that these very institutions promote. 
Conclusion 
This chapter argued that children's becoming and belonging in communities that 
are Greek and Gypsy involves a series of processes that affirm and manifest 
distinctiveness. However, being a Greek Gypsy child is not merely about 
reproducing difference. Nor does it simply reflect the adults' sense of difference. 
Being a Greek Gypsy child entails specific experiences (going to school or 
deciding not to go to school) and important qualities and attributes that adults do 
not posses and therefore set them apart from children. Nonetheless, children's 
experiences of childhood cannot be perceived in isolation of adults' views and 
interpretations of these experiences. At the same time, what it means to be a 
Greek Gypsy child informs adults' perceptions of collective distinctiveness. 
Having acknowledged children's competence, this chapter depicted the most 
distinctive elements this competence consists of differentiating Greek Gypsy 
childhood from adulthood and other childhoods. In short, this section outlines 
what it means to be a Greek Gypsy child and non-Greek Gypsy 'other, which are 
the meaningful relationships and practices, attributes and qualities that Greek 
Gypsy children see as making their experience of childhood different from others. 
Within the context of extended kin networks, not only did Giloifict's children 
demonstrate that theirs is a childhood that enables the exploration of feelings, 
privileges and rights, but it also involves important duties and obligations towards 
the members of the extended family, particularIv the younger ones, and the peer 
group. What is more, it has to do with experiencing a status which is lived and 
'' Serenictakis' (1991) eflitiographic studý of inner Mani in Southern Grecce lias also slioNm lioNN 
N%ays of managing the pain and disciplining the body aniong Maniat iNonien in death rituals rnaN 
entail a challenge for institutional poN%erand cstablished gcnder relations. 
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enjoyed through particular inodes of expression, that is a mixture of freedom and 
responsibilities, breaking the rules and also complying with them, independence 
and interdependence, cleverness and cunning, all within a framework of gaining 
knowledge and creating identities. 
As far as diverse childhoods are concerned, on the one hand, Greek Gypsy 
children differentiate their own experience of childhood vis ýi vis the I-aklakia, 
drawing on the concepts of autonomy, bravery, solidarity, entrepreneurial skills 
and initiative. On the other, they also clearly contrast their childhood with the 
Alvaiwkia, drawing on concepts of Greekness, morality, and linfi. For children 
and adults in Gilonict, the r, -ikI(ikh-t lack a capacity for cunning, making money, 
swearing, being aggressive, enjoying their play through becoming dirty, as well as 
defending themselves, their siblings and cousins, and their peer group. On the 
other hand, the Ahwncikici lack a sense of moral limit as well as a proper 
consciousness of or the ability to achieve Greektiess. 
Greek Gypsy children's experience of their distinctive childhoods, as this 
chapter showed, is also constructed and negotiated within and through institutions 
that are meaningful to them. Children draw on symbols, ideologies and practices, 
sustained in institutions such as the state, the church, the army and the police, 
constantly appropriating these in order to serve their cause. We saw, for example, 
how children find meaning in symbols and processes such as the cross, the 
national flag, the uniform, the military parade, as well as in notions of faith, 
discipline, and solidarity. Appropriations, nevertheless, are amplified or 
downplayed by children through interactive relationships with important 'others', 
as is the case with notions and symbols of (; reekne. ý. ý and Orthodox Christianity 
vis ýt i4s Albanian Gypsy childhood. 
Having considered children's views and experiences on schooling in chapter 4 
and explored the ways Gilonict's children negotiate childhood within and through 
diverse institutions, we draw the assumption that the church and the school are the 
most important institutions for the children because they can engage with them 
and experience them directly. However, engaging with the school does not happen 
to the same extent and equally smoothly as with the church. In acknowledgement 
of these issues, we can return to a more informed discussion and the reassessment 
of the schooling paradox extensively discussed in the introduction and chapter 4, 
while in parallel encapsulating the issues examined in this thesis. 
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Fig. 8.9: Having enjoyed playing, a display of 'good' dirt 
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Fig. 8.8: Children playing football 
Chapter Nine 
Conclusion: Reassessing the Schooling Paradox 
The Gypsies and the School 
The partial incompatibility between different Gypsy and Traveller groups and the 
school has been acknowledged by various theorists on Gypsies within and outside 
Greece. ' What is more, an abundance of statistics on rates of illiteracy produced 
by different bodies and institutions, 2 such as the statistics presented in the 
introductory chapter of this thesis, verify this incompatibility in a number of 
cases. 
Despite the wealth of information produced in studies on Gypsies and 
displayed in statistical data, the clash between the school and different Gypsy 
groups can neither account for broader categorisations of (; Yp, ývnexv nor for 
superficial assumptions that simply reduce the problem to one of prejudice, 
poverty and inadequate state policies. Undoubtedly, these issues frame Gypsy 
attitudes towards schooling. However, simplistic assertions which unreflectively 
associate the incompatibility between the Gypsies and the school with their 
conditions of marginality fail to tackle the intricacies underlying this 
incompatibility. 
Oversimplifications and generalisations do not show the ways through which 
and the extent to which this "mismatch", in Jordan's (2001a: 57) terms, is 
experienced and negotiated by different Gypsy groups, revealing the specificities 
of each case. In fact, as illustrated in chapter 1, recent ethnographic examples 
have drawn our attention to some of these specificities. Furthermore, ethnographic 
studies on Gypsies in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe point to highly 
differentiated attitudes towards schooling among different Gypsy groups ranging 
1 See Jordan (2001a, b). Markou (1998a. b). Vasiliadou and PaNli-Korre (1998). Lidaki (1997). 
Ntousas (1997). Okeh, ( 1997). Li6geois (1994). 
European institutions. Govunnient statistics. NGOs. university projects and individual 
researches. 
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from marginal incorporation to full participation even in the higher levels of 
education (Marushiakova and Popov, 2001 a, Lemon, 2001,2000). 
Most importantly, an unreflective reading of quantitative data and 
generalisations stemming from simplistic interpretations of studies on Gypsies do 
not grasp the various ways through which different Gypsy attitudes towards the 
educational process inform us about the politics of everyday life. Nor can they 
reveal the extent to which 'this mismatch' is indicative of potentially alternative 
processes of learning or specific relationships and practices which may be 
prioritised and pursued by different Gypsy groups within specific socio-economic 
and political frameworks. 
As demonstrated in this study, the different stance towards schooling between 
the Greek Gypsies of Gilotfici and their Albanian Gypsy neighbours who lived in 
similar-if not worse-conditions of poverty indicated that these two groups of 
Gypsies had very different expectations regarding school attendance. The Greek 
Gypsies clearly favoured learning through practice taking place within the kinship 
networks of relatedness over school. By contrast, the Albanian Gypsies 
increasingly sought participation in the mainstream educational process. For them, 
their conditions of poverty and migration resulted in different attitudes, 
aspirations and priorities within the family, Therefore, schooling gradually came 
to be seen as important or perhaps more important than processes of learning 
taking place within the family. 
The Schooling Paradox and Perceptions of Greek-Gypsyness 
The Children and the School 
This thesis has argued in the introduction that although both children and adults in 
(; itonia acknowledge the importance of the school, they almost always choose to 
realise their individual aspirations and family-based projects at the margins of the 
school, either abstaining from the educational process or dropping out after the 
first grades of primary school. In fact, children's own choices revealed the 
primacy of the duties entailed in kinship relatedness over the duties of schooling 
(see also chapters 5,6 and 7). Whilst the clash between the requirements of these 
domains has an undeniable impact on children's lives, it nevertheless reinforces 
the children's perception of their distinctiveness, transforming this clash into a 
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feature that is compatible with their sense of distinctive childhood, while also 
informing adults' perceptions of collective distinctiveness. 
The analysis of children's ways of negotiating the incompatibilities and 
contradictions inherent in the schooling paradox revealed that conceptions of age, 
notions of childhood and adulthood and processes of becoming are fundamental to 
the examination of a shared sense and experience of being a Greek Gypsy. The 
grounds on which children position themselves and move between the realms of 
family and school denote a subtle and overlapping generational distinction 
between childhood and adulthood which is affirmative of a shared sense of Greek 
Gypsy distinctiveness and perceptions of 'otherness'. What is more, children's 
emphasis on the primacy of the family over the school revealed that Greek Gypsy 
conceptions of valuable 'knowledge' interrelate with age based and gendered 
embodied performances, hierarchies and affinities among the extended kin 
members, concepts of personhood, work, self discipline and self control. 
As sketched out in the introduction and described in chapter 4, Greek Gypsy 
children acknowledge that their participation in the schooling process is quite 
problematic. Clearly, the school is not a top priority in children's lives. But they 
do not simply reject the school. Particularly for children between the ages of four 
and twelve, the school is experienced or visuallsed as an attractive space dedicated 
to socialisation and learning. According to the children's own words, the school 
can also be a hostile environment, as it was in the case of Manolls, whose teacher 
was strict and had threatened to punish him on a number of occasions. 
Furthermore, the school may be the place where children experience prejudice, as 
when Dimitris' classmates made fun of him for being a Gypsy [Yýftos]. The school 
can also be a hostile environment as a result of its broader institutional form and, 
as such can become a mechanism that reproduces prejudice and inequality. This is 
recognised by the head teacher of one of the primary schools near Gifollia (see 
chapter 4, p. 152). 
The experience of those children who had been to school and encountered 
hostility there did not seem to discourage others. On the contrary, children sought 
to participate in the schooling process admitting that it offers the opportunity to 
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mingle with other children as well as providing access to important skills. " Indeed, 
even Manolis and Dimitris who had themselves experienced hostility at school, 
aspired to return to classes one day. However, as children increasingly engage 
with their duties within the family, they experience a greater tension and degree of 
incompatibility between their responsibilities at home and the requirements of the 
school. 
The story of Manolis, who dropped out of school after a few months of 
attendance in the first grade, is instructive. The following sketches demonstrate 
the ways in which the contradictions between the family and the school are 
experienced and negotiated by Greek Gypsy children. Furthermore, it 
encapsulates some of the most important issues which in this thesis have been 
elicited through a consideration of the schooling paradox and which have been 
central to the attempt to demarcate a distinctive sense of being a Greek Gypsy. 
Negotiating the I i1compatibil i ties between the Family and the School 
In the first place, as discussed in chapter 4, Manolis admitted that he dropped out 
of school because he was influenced by his cousins Pavlos and Dimitris, who had 
also decided to drop out. Later on, when he tried to return to classes, he realised 
that he couldn't easily follow the pace of learning of his class since he had been 
absent a lot. "I knew I had missed a lot of things, for example I hadn't learnt some 
letters" he confessed. Nevertheless, he said he couldn't understand why when he 
decided return to school, the head teacher told his father that his son had to repeat 
the same grade because he had had many absences. To him (and his father), the 
fact that he had missed school for many days because he went to work along with 
his parents or relatives and because he overslept after attending wedding 
celebrations was absolutely justified. tn addition, he insisted that he could catch 
up with the rest of the class by doing some extra work at home: 
Manolis: -Come oil. 10, ýNhy this asshole saýs that I hm-e to repeat the same grade? " 
Ki: A assume it is because -, -ou missed ckisses for imim, dm, s. Were theN inam "" 
This vicNN Nxas not onlý expressed by children Mio hadn't had any schooling experience but NNas 
primarfly expressed bý Children Mio had been to school (see chapter 4). 
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Manolis: "I don-1 know -- Yes inany. I guess. So. what" I'll study more for a 1`6% 
days. I'll do more hoinexNork. It's not a bi deal! '* 9 
Ivi: "There is some sort of regulafion that savs that if you don't go to class for more 
than a certain number of days, you have to repeat. And you must have exceeded (his 
number ... 
- 
Manolis: -'But it wasn't that I didn't NNýajjt to go to school. Either I Nvas -, vorking Nvitli 
in-v dad or grandpa. or I couldn't Nvake up because I Nvas going to bed late. Please. 
you have to go to the head teacher to explain that to lurn. - 
It is interesting that Manolis' decision to drop out of school in the first place 
and then to return to classes was exclusively his, although he sought his father 
support to confront the head teacher when decided to re-attend classes. The 
acknowledgement and respect of Manolis' autonomy by his father in making the 
decision whether to attend school or not verifies the blurred boundaries between 
Greek Gypsy childhood and adulthood. What is more, both Manolis and his father 
admitted that the relatives' weddings and children's involvement in work were 
more central than the school for them, simultaneously pointing to the primacy of 
kinship relatedness and processes of learning through practice over the school. 
Equally interesting is Manolls' persistence to negotiate his participation in the 
schooling process in spite of his first failed attempts. This is interesting because it 
reflects that children seek to participate into this particular institution, although 
they realise that their incorporation clashes with their responsibilities at home. 
Manolis swore that he would start practicing reading and writing with ine in order 
to be ready for next year's schooling period along with his cousins, though not in 
the same school: "I won't go to the same school again, I'll register in another one, 
probably near the new houses [meaning those thev would get after their 
resettlement]. " 
Another incident, a few months later, also draws attention to the degrees to 
which Gitoniet's children seek to engage with the school as an institution. Two 
Swedish journalists who visited Gilotfici asked Manolis for a personal interview 
(along with his father and other members of the settlement). Thev also asked him 
to visit the school he had attended with them. Manolis agreed and they set a date. 
On that day, while I was acting as interpreter between the members of the 
settlement and the journalists, Manolis was behaving in a strange manner. And 
when the journalists said that they were ready to go down to the school, he asked 
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us to give him some time to get washed and dressed and we waited for him in the 
settlement ,s common yard with a bunch of children around us who also wanted to 
come along. Manolis had put on his best clothes, combed his hair nicely but 
eventually hesitated to come. He told his father, Theofilos, to tell me that he 
didn't want to come: 
'-He is not coming. Ivi- this boy is cra/y, lie hides somewhere in the settlement. You 
can take the people there to see the school if they want ... 
but lie -won't come. " 
I then realised that almost none of the children who had been to the 
neighbourhood school volunteered to accompany us. It was just Haris, who said 
fie would come to show us the way and children who had never been to school 
who came along. Before we set off I tried to find Manolls. He actually found me, 
saying that: "I'm very ashamed of seeing my schoolmates and my teacher again 
... I 
don't want to come" and gave me detailed instructions how to find the 
teachers' office. When we reached the school, Harts showed us his and Manolis' 
classroom and walked us through a corridor that led to the offices where the 
journalists had a brief talk with one of the teachers. However, when we went back 
to Gilonia and the journalists left, Haris explained: 
'-I kno-, v Manolis well, Ivi, he would never show up in the school. He is ashamed of 
seeing his class since he left. Me too ... 
but I came with you, because I kno-vN it was 
already late and everybody would have left school ... 
And, I'll tell , -on something 
else. this was not his teachers' office where he told you to go, this was the teacher's 
office from the other school [the adjacent one] but lie told you to go there because he 
didn't want those strangers (qfti i xeni [meaning the journalistsi) to see his teacher. 
Neither did L That is why I didn*t tell you the truth NNhen we were there. " 
The above reveals the practical difficulties that children face at school because 
of the clash between the organ'sation of Greek Gypsy life and the demanding 
curriculum of the schooling process. For Manolis, the inflexible character of the 
school was incompatible with his responsibilities in undertaking duties and chores 
within the family and gave him no chance to catch up with what he missed due to 
absences- And from the example presented in this section and children's words in 
chapter 4, we understand that the children of Gilonici are willing to comply with 
the school's rigid curriculum to the extent that this does not seriously affect their 
family commitments and values. Clearly, from children's attitudes towards school 
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attendance we come to understand the centrality of Greek Gypsy relatedness and 
the interdependencies underpinning this relatedness. 
However, the acknowledged incompatibility between the children's way of 
living and the school does not equate with children's rejection of the school's 
curriculum. On the contrary, Manolis' reaction and Hans' confession on that day 
verify that it is actually through tangible and meaningful-although occasionally 
problemat i c-rel ation ships, such as their relationship with the teachers or the 
classmates, that children's perception of the school takes shape and form. 
Children's sense of shame and their preoccupation with their reputation at school 
suggests that these are relationships premised on the shared acknowledgement of 
particular values sustained within the rigidities of the schooling process. 
For instance, Manolis' and Haris' sense of shame at the prospect of confronting 
their teacher and schoolmates long after they had abandoned school clearly 
indicates that Gilonia's children acknowledge the legitimacy of the institutional 
framework (rules and regulations, timetable and class configuration), although 
this is largely incompatible with their lives. To some extent they are willing to 
adjust themselves to this institutional framework, without concealing their 
distinctiveness. However, rigidly demarcated curriculum and authoritarian and 
restrictive practices of schools leave little room for flexibility (Jenks, 2000, 
Simpson, 2000, James, 1998, Mayall, 1994). In the long run, it is exactly the set 
of rules, procedures and regulations, compressed in an inflexible mandatory 
timetable, which most children in (; itonia admitted they could not cope with. 
The inflexible character of the school clearly constrains children's lives. 
Nevertheless, the ways Gilonhi's children manage the incompatibility between 
their priorities within the family and the demands of the school suggests that 
children may exert agency and act as competent negotiators of culture even when 
and where they feel constrained. Obviously, at school, children are quite aware 
that intersubjective relationships have to be negotiated differently than in the 
family, This also means that being a Greek Gvpsv child at school needs to be 
expressed and affirmed in a completely different way than at home, at work, in the 
stadium, or in the neighbourhood. For example, as described in chapters 6 and 7, 
children's conceptions of discipline at home are based on self-discipline and self- 
control, learnt through practice and experience. 
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Within the context of the school and its conception and implementation of 
discipline, rules and regulations children know that being cunning, swearing, 
fighting, or 'exceeding the limits' would not be appreciated in the same way as it 
would be in their families but actually have severe consequences for them. 
Children recognise that what the family considers to be a. valued set of 
competencies, such as bravery, cunning, cleverness and independence outlined in 
chapter 8, have to be managed differently at school in order to affirm their Greek- 
whilst avoiding disapproval and punishment. In other words, a shared 
experience of being a Greek Gypsy is not only affirmed and manifested within the 
family network of relationships but also through tangible relationships and 
meaningful 'others' within and through institutional workings. 
As children in Gilotfia admitted, being a Greek Gypsy child at school means: 
"to be clever in such a way that your cunning would cheat the teacher without 
creating a problem for you", or "to be brave when punished by the teacher in the 
class. " In the school yard, where discipline is supposed to be looser than in the 
class, children confessed that being a Greek Gypsy child means "to fight and 
swear for your pride and your friend". "to be always ready to support your 
cousin", "to acknowledge the best footballer, even the raklclkicl ", "to chase and 
tease the girls. " What we see, here, is children's willingness to take some degree 
of discipline according to the school's regulations. For instance, they admitted to 
being more disciplined in class than during breaks. However, in both cases they 
seem to appropriate the school's curriculum in such a way that would affirm the 
distinctiveness of their own sense of childhood. This appropriation enables them 
to view and experience school as compatible with their lives at least to the extent 
that this does not clash with their way of living in their families. 
When it comes to the point where the school's curriculum and structure clashes 
with family values and needs, children generally drop out of school (see chapter 
4). Again, it is through this incompatibility that children consolidate their 
perception of self vis ýi Os: other children and negotiate their distinctive sense of 
childhood, of being Greek and being Gypsy. As Manolis confessed, it is their 
autonomy and ability to choose if and when to attend classes that makes them 
different from other children: 
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"Do yon knoNN NN'liat inakes the difference'. ' That iNe can ivalk out of school any time 
Nvithout being afraid that our dad Nvill sinack us! [Enns inporowne nafigowne od orej 
flielolline (. IPO to. Oloho horis na lbvoinmte oh o tnpampa5 inas MCI inas A-aM da do! I" 
Manolis' emphasis on children's autonomy, here with regard to school 
attendance and parents , recognition and respect of this autonomy, is recognised 
throughout this research and has been crucial in shaping the theoretical and 
methodological orientation of this study. 
Contributions to Anthropological Theory 
Children and the StUdy of the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia 
The presentation of these ethnographic examples in this final chapter enables the 
consideration of some of the key areas of literature which this thesis has drawn 
upon and contributes to. In the first place, this ethnographic study engaged with 
and informed the study of Gypsies. What differentiates this approach from other 
studies on Gypsies is the emphasis on the central role of children and the 
importance of conceptions of age in approaching this particular group of Greek 
Gypsies. Taking inspiration from a growing body of studies on children, this 
thesis argued that childhood offers important insights into the ways an individual 
and a shared experience of being a Greek Gypsy is constructed and reproduced. 
Specifically, this approach follows Toren's (2003,1999) argument that 
children's views and experiences broaden our scope for understanding social 
relationships at large, while offering a dynamic perspective on the study of 
cultures. By approaching children as competent participants In social life and 
subjects with agency, this thesis contributes ethnographically to the literature on 
children and childhood. Nevertheless, I have argued here that children's agency 
and competence cannot be studied independently from those particular 
relationships and practices which inform and constrain children's positions and 
movements within society. 
Additionally, this study argued that children's movements, positions and 
relationships are not necessarily located within child-centered institutions and 
mainstream processes of learning within society (Olwig and Gullov, 2003; Amit, 
2003, Nieuwenhuys, 2003)). In fact, abstention from or marginal incorporation 
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into the school pointed to alternative processes of learning in which children, 
alongside the adults, learn through experience and constant practice. 
Therefore, this study on Greek Gypsies has been careful not to detach 
children's worlds from those of the adults. Whilst in many respects, the Greek 
Gypsies' experience of childhood is conceptuallsed as a different status from that 
of adulthood, this ethnography revealed that the boundaries between childhood 
and adulthood are constantly negotiated by children. What is more, their elders' 
acknowledgement of children's competence to challenge these boundaries points 
to perceptions of childhood and adulthood not as two opposed or dichotomous 
fields but as two conceptual categories which constantly intertwine. 
Such an approach to childhood-and adulthood-enabled me to trace how 
individuals engage in processes of becoming at different stages of their lives. 
Subsequently, following Hall (1996: 4) and approaching identities as -processes 
of becoming rather than being", a focus on children offers a useful perspective 
from which to understand the ways individual and collective projects of 
identification and the experience of Greek Gypsy distinctiveness are produced, 
negotiated and reproduced. 
The focus on children's views and experiences brought to light the significance 
of different activities and feelings entangled in processes of relatedness, as 
manifested within Greek Gypsy kinship networks. It has been shown in chapters 
5,6 and 7 that relatedness is sustained through age-based and gendered embodied 
performances throughout a person's life that inform individual and shared senses 
of belonging. These performances underpin processes of relatedness and are 
intimately connected with conceptions of work and marriage and articulate 
ideologies of knowledge, personhood, honour and sexuality. The ways in which 
and extent to which individuals, including children, engage in practices that evoke 
reciprocal relations and emotions (such as parenting and affinities), hierarchies 
and solidarities frame and inform what it means to be a Greek Gypsy (see chapters 
6 and 7). 
This thesis has also addressed issues that have recently constituted core themes 
in anthropological explorations, such as the study of the body and body politics 
and emotions. This research shows that the less rigidly separated conceptions of 
childhood and adulthood co-exist with age and gender-specific notions of 
managino and disciplinini) 1-: 1 _, the 
body. In this sense, becoming a Greek Gypsy man 
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or woman is inseparable from the affirmation of a sense of belonging that is in 
turn manifested through embodied performances and experiences. However. these 
manifestations often encompass ambiguities and contradictions which are 
sustained in Greek Gypsies' bodies (see particularly chapter 8). Children's 
constant efforts to manage these ambiguities and contradictions point to the 
grounds on which Greek Gypsy personhood is constantly evaluated by the 
members of this group to affirm a shared sense of distinctiveness. 
For example, children's individual freedom, addressed in the discussions held 
with Manolis and described above, is seen as essential in all aspects of Greek 
, and engaging 
in adult activ ties and Gypsy life. Learning through doini) I 
relationships from an early stage, inevitably contributes to a developed sense of 
children's independence. This gives children scope for individual autonomy and 
pleasure but at the same time involves important responsibilities and the demands 
derived from active participation in interdependent relationships. In fact, the ways 
children learn to balance their individual autonomy and responsibilities, the 
intimacies and interdependencies of relatedness, how they manage pleasure and 
duties, freedom and self-discipline or self-control, within and outside of the 
kinship network are all part of important processes of acquiring knowledge and 
performing Greek Gypsy distinctiveness (chapters 5,6,7 and 8). 
However, as the schooling paradox revealed and this last vignette with Manolis 
highlighted, children's ways of managing the ambiguities and the contradictions 
articulated in bodily manifestations involve more complex and multi-level 
processes implicated in projects of identification and belonging. In particular, the 
children's ambivalent stance towards the school points to the fact that an 
individual and a shared sense of belonging emerge as the project of the subjects' 
constant negotiation and renegotiation of diverse and often contested sites of 
positioning between mundane practices and the wider socio-economic and 
institutional framework. 
Contributions to the Study of Gypsies 
This thesis made a straightforward commitment to contribute to the study of 
Gypsies. The contribution of this thesis is mainly ethnographic and it is 
theoretically informed from the point of view of anthropology. Returning to the 
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argument expressed in the beginning of this concluding section in relation to the 
danger of simplifications and generallsations underlying approaches to Gypsies, 
this thesis did not reduce the schooling paradox to the incompatibility between the 
Greek Gypsies of Gilotfia and the school. 
Instead, it traced those practices and relationships which the children and adults 
in Giloiiict lay emphasis upon. These traces revealed that alternative processes of 
learning and of becoming and belonging are intimately associated with kinship 
networks, marriage and work. However, at the same time, this research illustrated 
how the Greek Gypsies' prqjects of identification largely take place within 
alternative sites of belonging and that becoming is experienced here in parallel 
with the negotiation of characteristics that make them distinct in relation to the 
wider society in which they live. In a sense, this thesis enriches the emerging body 
of literature on minorities and the relationship between minorities and the state 
within the anthropology of Greece as well as the wider literature on the politics of 
difference and the politics of culture. 
Specifically, an exploration of the schooling paradox suggested that not only 
does the participation or non-participation of the Gypsies of Gilonia in schooling 
constitute the acknowledged space of micro-politics of everyday interactions, but 
also the arena of a politics of culture within the Greek nation-state context. In a 
broader sense, the schooling paradox is indicative of the wider paradox that 
characterises the Greek Gypsies' shared experience of belonging within Greek 
society. As this study revealed, on the one hand, the Greek Gypsies of Gitollia see 
themselves as citizens of the Greek nation state and seek participation within the 
wider society's structures. On the other hand, they retain a marked sense of 
distinctiveness, largely through their marginal incorporation into mainstream state 
institutions. 
Supported by Herzfeld's ( 1997) concept of cultural intimacy, a consideration of 
Greek Gypsies' attitudes towards schooling provided the means for examining the 
idiosyncratic relationship between this specific group of Gypsies and the state, as 
discussed in chapter 3, It also enabled the consideration of how belonging in the 
Greek nation is actually experienced at the margins of institutions and how state 
ideologies nourish and reinforce Greek Gypsy distinctiveness, while reproducing 
the nationalist discourse i1s ýi 0s meaningful 'others', such as their Albanian- 
Gypsy neighbours. 
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Indeed, the case of the Gypsies of Gilotiia has shown that may also 
be experienced and negotiated as a shifting category, occasionally occupying the 
spaces of the 'centre' and 'majority', as for instance, through affirmations of 
national or religious affiliations (see chapters 4 and 8). In this sense, the process 
of affirmation of Greek-(ýip, ývne. v, ý is neither exclusively a project of choosing the 
'margins' as a form of resistive tactic towards repressive 'centres' or ýmajorities', 
nor a mere conflation of Gypsy and non-Gypsy ideologies and practices. 
Regarding school, we have seen that Greek Gypsy distinctiveness is 
constructed and negotiated at the margins of the schooling process. However, this 
marginal position in relation to formal education does not produce a 'marginal' 
Gypsy identity. On the contrary, as discussed throughout the chapters of this 
thesis, rather than seeking to emphasise Gyl). syne. ý, v versus 'being' Greek, 
Gitoniti's Gypsies deploy interesting ways of transforming their marginal 
incorporation in the school into an asset, manifesting and negotiating an entangled 
identity of Greek-Greektie-sýv, actively engaging themselves with the wider 
structures of Greek society. 
In this ethnography we saw the children of Gilonici transform the 
incompatibility between their lives within the family and the school into an asset 
in the process of manifesting and negotiating a sense of distinctive childhood. The 
extent and degree of participation or non-participation in the schooling process 
that coincides with or contradicts children's experiences of becoming and 
belonging, is itself affirmative of this distinctiveness, Children's autonomy in 
deciding whether and when to attend or drop out of school seems central to what 
it means to be a Greek Gypsy child. To some extent at least, it can be suggested 
that this freedom of choice and agency marks the processes of Greek Gypsy 
identification. 
While recounising illiteracy as the main source of their problems and their low 
socio-economic status within Greek society, the Greek Gypsies of Gilonia 
nevertheless use the marginal spaces consolidated by illiteracy to consolidate a 
distinctive sense of belonging. Interestingly, these ideas are premised on 
ideologies and institutions that the national project promotes, such as family and 
solidarity, but here they may be realised through practices that the state rejects, as 
for example underage marriage and withdrawal from or marginal incorporation 
into the school svstem. Simultaneously, through particular embodied practices and 
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conceptions of honour and sexuality, as for example the proof of virginity and the 
performance of ifikokil-osini, Gilonia's Gypsies see themselves as the carriers of 
an 'old' or the 'authentic' Greek 'tradition' (chapters 5 and 6). 
It is therefore clear that whilst on many occasions the members of this 
particular group of Gypsies acknowledge that they operate at the margins of 
Greek society, they do not necessarily see their distinctiveness as constructed in 
opposition to the ideologies of the 'centres' or the dominant non-Gypsy 
'majority'. On the contrary, in many respects Greek Gypsy children and adults 
construct and reconstruct distinctiveness ilis ýt Os meaningful 'others' through 
subverting institutional processes (as with the schooling paradox), through 
seeking connections and creating affiliations even where they feel constrained and 
excluded, while also participating in the nationalist discourse. For example, as 
discussed in chapter 8, children's embodiment of Orthodox Christianity and 
national consciousness informs perceptions of GI-eek-GY1), syý1 less in relation to 
meaningful 'others' such as the Albanian-Gypsy neighbours and reproduces the 
nationalist rhetoric (see examples presented in chapter 4 and 8). 
This discussion underlines the need for a contextual and dvnamic interpretation 
and representation of different expressions of Gjjxsýyness. This is crucial in order 
to tackle the confusion evident in the body of literature on Gypsies. 4 In order to do 
so, we first have to recognise that what it means to be Gypsy in diverse situations 
and circumstances cannot be explained in terms of Gypsies as bounded and static 
communities. As Stewart (1997) argued, if we wish to broaden our understanding 
of diverse Gypsy experiences, we have to concentrate on the particular ways 
through which distinctiveness among different Gypsy groups is being sustained 
and reproduced. 
Adding to Stewart's (1997) argument, I suggest we also take into consideration 
the ways through which and extent to which the concept of GYI)syness itself may 
be seen and experienced as fluid, shifting, contrasting or overlapping with other 
identities. In this sense, Gjp. ývness should be examined as a project of 
As alreadN discussed, this confusion is marked bN the absence of clear lines of cnquirN and 
conceptual tools in the bod-v of literature on Gypsies and the lack of the ackno-Medgment of a 
diversity of expressions of tp, ývness even ýOliin the same national borders. The plethora of 
information produced bý various sources. the often conflicting ainis in representations of 
(; J, p-ývness and the emergence of a transnational Roma political inobilisalion arc some additional 
reasons N% hich have resulted in a wider confusion regarding approaches to Gypsies. 
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identification and as such a subject of constant negotiation and renegotiation, 
sustained and reproduced in the politics of everyday life, while also informed by 
the wider framework of which it is part. 
In this thesis, the schooling paradox expressed by adults and children has 
provided the vehicle for revealing and examining subtler relationships and 
complex processes which characterise the experience of becoming a Greek Gypsy. 
Simultaneously, this paradox reflected the fact that the expression of Greek- 
Gyp,, ýj, ne, v. 5 is entangled with the shifting context which frames Greek society. 
Engaging children along with adults in the analysis of Greek Gypsy projects of 
identification offered a dynamic perspective in the study of the Greek-Gypsy 
experience. This has proved invaluable for the full understanding of perceptions 
of personhood, relatedness and gender. 
The complexities brought to light by this study on Greek Gypsies underscore 
the crucial role of ethnography in the study of cultures today. In relation to the 
study of Gypsy groups, a contextually informed, historically-minded and 
dynamically approached ethnography can provide the vehicle for tracing the 
multiple effects of wider changes and institutional practices on diverse Gypsy 
experiences. Most importantly, however, ethnography which engages children as 
well as adults as its subjects of ethnographic inquiry may contribute to a more 
informed understanding of expressions of GYP. synesý, 5 and the ways these are 
experienced as shifting or fluid. 
This thesis revealed that there is a shared experience of distinctiveness among 
the Gypsies of Gilonia which is encapsulated in the word Greek-Gyl). 5yfless or as 
Greek Gypsy culture. However, it has been shown that Gr'_, ek-Qvp. vy11eVV is 
neither a static nor a bounded concept. Instead, this study demonstrated that 
Greek-Gý1), vý)nes. sý is a conceptual construct which articulates overlapping rather 
than contrasting perceptions of Greeknes. v and Qypsynesý. 5. The ways through 
which Greek-Gypsynesv is articulated verifies that cultures cannot be 
conceptualised as complex and distinct entities which are reproduced as wholes. 
Recognising the complexities and subtleties of cultures brought out by 
ethnographic examples, anthropologists around the world have worked 
consistently to disowe static definitions of culture. 
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Appendix 1 
Graph 1: Different Types of Residence of Gypsies and Roma in 
Greece 
No Answer, 
6.50% 
Nc 
ým Yes 0 No 0 No Answer I 
Statistics reproduced from the survey conducted by Papakostantinou, Vasiliadou and Pavli-Korre 
"Economic-Social-Cultural Situation of Gypsies in Greece", University of Ioannina (cited in 
Special Edition, Eleftherotipia, 11/03/2000) 
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Graph 2: Religious Affiliations of Gypsies and Roma in Greece 
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Statistics reproduced from the survey conducted by Papakostantinou, Vasiliadou and Pavii-Korre 
"Economic-Social-Cultural Situation of Gypsies in Greece", University of Ioannina (cited in 
Special Edition, Eleftherotipia, 11/03/2000) 
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Graph 3: Percentage of Gypsies in Greece who speak Romani 
No Answer, 
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Statistics reproduced from the survey conducted by Papakostantinou, Vasiliadou and Pavli-Korre 
"Economic-Social-Cultural Situation of Gypsies in Greece", University of Ioannina (cited in 
Special Edition, Eleftherotipia, 11/03/2000) 
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Appendix 2 
Diagram 1: Greek Educational System 
Compulsory 
Education 
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Table 1: Immigrant and Total Population Growth in Greece 
1971-2001 
Year Number of Immigrants Total Population 
1971 92,568 8,768,541 
1981 171,424 9,740,417 
1991 167,276 10,259,900 
2001__ 
L_ 
797,093 10,939,771 
Source: National Statistical Service qf Greece (NSSG) 
Table 2: Number of Registrations in Primary and Secondary 
Schools 
Academic Year Immigrant 
, 
Non-migrant Total 
1995-96 47,666 1 ý484,277 1,532,943 
1996-97 54,943 1ý450,351 1ý5059294 
1997-98 67ý210 1,404,050 1,47101 
1998-99 79,737 1,352,144 1,43101 
1 
1999-00 86,238 NA NA 
Source: Ministry ofEducation (2001: 18-19), cited in Fakiolas (2003) 
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Graph 1: Levels of Education of Gypsies and Roma in Greece 
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Statistics reproduced from the survey conducted by Papakostantinou, Vasiliadou and Pavli-Korre 
"Economic-Social-Cultural Situation of Gypsies in Greece", University of Ioannina (cited in 
Special Edition, Eleftherotipia, 11/03/2000) 
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Appendix 3 
Forced Evictions of Roma Communities in Greece 
in Relation to the Preparation of the Olympic 
Games 
Notes presented by COHRE Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions 
(COHRE to the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights) 
Source: 
www. greekhelsinki. gr/bfir/english/articies/COHRE`/`2ORoma_Forcedý/ý2OEvictio 
ns%20and%2001vmpic%2OGames. doc (April 2004) 
I. The Roma Community of Marousi and the Olympic Stadjum 
In 2002, the Roma community of Maroust has been asked by the municipal 
authorities to vacate their settlement because the 2004 Olympic Games 
Committee decided to extend the Olympic installation into that area to construct a 
parking lot or road enlargement for the 2004 Olympic Games. 
At that time, the Municipality of Marousi assured the Roma families that 
special measures would be taken for their resettlement. In fact, an agreement was 
signed on August 1,2002 between the Marousi Mayor and a representative of the 
Roma association Elj)ida. It is noteworthy to note that this agreement covered 
only the Greek Roma but not the Albanian Roma. Such exclusion reflects 
Greece's general policy to use its various plans only for Greek Roma and not for 
immigrant Roma, even if they are legal residents. 
Under the terms of this agreement, the 40 Greek Roma families would vacate 
the plots of land where they have been living for decades. In return, the agreement 
stipulated that they would receive a significant amount of money, as a rent 
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subsidy every month. 1 As such, the Roma had to find houses/apartments, the 
monthly subsidy from the Municipality helping them to pay the rent. 
The agreement also stipulated that the Roma families would, in the future, be 
resettled in heavy duty prefabricated houses to be constructed by the Marousi 
Municipality. In the longer term, the agreement also underlined that this 
relocation would be temporary and that the Municipality would also work towards 
guaranteeing permanent resettlement to the 40 families. Furthermore, under the 
agreement, the municipal authorities agreed to provide special assistance to the 
Roma families in clothing and food, as well as to elaborate a special plan for the 
Roma's integration in the local society. 
From September 2002 on, and on the basis of this agreement, Roma families 
started to leave their settlement. Some of them rented houses, while others 
preferred to go and stay in houses that relatives owned or rented. Although the 
Roma promptly kept their part of the agreement, the municipality soon defaulted 
on implementing its various obligations under the agreement. Up to date, the 
Municipality of Marousi reportedly failed to implement the agreement passed 
with the Roma association EYI-)ida. In that respect, some Roma families have 
voiced their concerned that the agreement with the Municipality was merely a 
pretext to lure them to vacate the land where they have been living, as 
infrastructure related to the Olympic Games had to be constructed there. 
3.2. The Municipality's failure to implement the agreement 
According to reports, the municipality soon defaulted on the payment of 
subsidies. As a result, certain Roma families fell in arrears and were evicted by 
their landlords. As such, in September 2003, the two Roma families of Dimitris 
and Panayota Nikolaou and Petrou Mitrou and Dimitra Karagianni were evicted 
by their landlords because they could not pay the rent. Other families also faced 
severe economic hardship, as they did heavily relied on the subsidies to cover the 
rental costs. 
On January 2004, the Municipality of Marousi claimed to have paid the Roma 
families the money it owed (money which in some cases concerned the subsidies 
of 6 months or more). According to the official responsible at the Marousi 
Jjjj. g ; u1jount depen(k upon the ske (d the hunAv. Por ustance. a talnilý -ith tNXo duldn"l-t1"I iý i-okir people- 
N-, ould receive -3.5 Fuioý, Nxhile ýI talluly with ýi\ 
childn'll v"'Idd get 1150 Ituo'. 
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Municipality for the payments to the Roma, with whom a representative of the 
Greek Helsinki Monitor (GHM) spoke during the week April 19"' 1004, all forty 
Roma families have been paid through December 2003. 
Nevertheless, the Marousi Mayor, in this February 12,2004 letter to the Greek 
Ombudsman's Office, mentions that only 14 Roma families have been paid all the 
money they were owed for all the months until January 2004. The letter also 
mentions that other 21 families had been paid until November 2003. The Ministry 
of the Interior, in an answer to a parliamentary question on January 29,2004, 
reiterated this state of fact. 
In any case, both the Mayor's document and the Ministry's document refer to 
)5 families, whereas the agreement refers to 40 Roma families. No justification 
has been advanced for this discrepancy and, in fact, it could be that 5 families of 
Roma have not been paid at all since August 200-1. 
At the time of writing (mid-April 2004), the subsidies from January 2004 had 
not been paid by the Municipality, which is, again, in arrears of payment. In that 
respect, the Mayor informed the Roma families in March 2004 that he decided to 
cease paying them the monthly subsidies until they had filed applications for 
housing loans for Roma. The Mayor alleged that as soon as all of them had made 
the loans applications, he would resume payment of the monthly subsidies. Such 
move constitutes a clear breach of contract, as no such provision exists in the 
initial agreement. 
In addition to the Municipality's failure to provide the subsidies, reports 
indicate that it also failed to take steps to implement the resettlement parts of the 
agreement (i. e. temporary resettlement into prefabricated houses and permanent 
one). Although the Roma families have reportedly asked several times the Mayor 
to tell them where the prefabricated houses will be located, the mayor has not yet 
answered. 
Regarding the provision of special assistance to the Roma families in clothing 
and food, some families have complained that they have not received much in the 
way of foodstuffs/clothing, 
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